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ABSTRACT

The research and development leading to the pre-test version of the

Associated Examining Board's Test in English for Academic Purposes

(T.E.A.P.) is described and discussed in this work. The aim of this

test is to provide, by means of individual profiles of competence in

reading comprehension, listening comprehension and writing,

information on overseas students' understanding and use of written

and spoken English in academic situations. This will help

institutions to make decisions on acceptance or rejection and

indicate whether or not remedial language tuition might be necessary.

In the first part of this enquiry, the study levels, subject

discipline areas and institutions where overseas students enrol in

the further and higher education sectors in Britain are established

and the problems overseas students encounter in these academic

contexts are examined.

Next the basic concepts of test construction are discussed and the

relative merits of various approaches to language testing are

compared in the light of these; particular attention being paid to

the a priori validation of test tasks.

The thesis details a methodological framework for establishing the

specification of language tasks facing students at a variety of

levels and in a variety of subject areas, together with the results

of the investigations that were conducted. Two principal methods of

data collection were employed in completing the specification;

first bya series of observational visits to a variety of educational

institutions and second by the circulation of a questionnaire to

staff and students in a similar variety of educational institutions.

A report is made on the extent of difficulty both overseas and British

students encounter in coping with the tasks and attendant performance

constraints in the academic contexts under review.

The realisation of this specification in a test battery designed to

assess students' ability to perform language tasks relevant to the
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academic context in which they have to operate is then described.

This battery incorporated a variety of test formats of varying

degrees of directness of fit to the specification outlined earlier.

In this way it was hoped to establish the relative merits of various

methods of assessing a student's performance on those tasks that the

research indicated as important to overseas students following

English—medium courses.

The pre—test battery is tested on a sample of students drawn from

the population of overseas students for whom the test is intended

and on a control group of English native speakers. The results are

used in the internal and external validation of the test. The way

in which various validation procedures helped determine the final

format of the Test in English for Academic Purposes (T.E.A.P.) is

examined.

The implications of the results are discussed and possible areas of

further research are suggested at the end of the thesis.
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1. THE BACKCROUND: THE PROBLEM TO BE STUDIED AND THE PURPOSE OF THE

RESEARCH

1.1 RESEARCH PURPOSE: The Need for a Suitable Test

During the period 1976-78 the Associated Examining Board, Aldershot,

was approached by a number of its Centres and asked to make available

a test which would provide receiving institutions in tertiary

education with a comprehensive picture of the English language

proficiency of students for whom English was not the mother tongue.

These Centres expressed the need for a language screening device

which would enable them to make decisions on a candidate's accept-

ability for an academic course and, in addition, indicate those areas

where remedial language help was required. It was in response to

this that the present study came to be undertaken. The writer was

appointed as research assistant with responsibility for the research

and development of the test. An advisory Working Party, consisting

of specialists from the language testing field and representatives

from various institutions in tertiary education, was established and

this body has periodically monitored the project since its inception,

in line with standard Board procedures.

There was evidence in the literature of a need for an appropriate

language entrance test which would relate closely to the communicative

needs of students in an academic context. In 1971 Wingard (p.55)

had expressed the view that it was:

"... partly because of the lack of firm agreement as to the
skills actually needed by students pursuing university
courses in a second language, that English proficiency
testing designed to establish levels of competence for
this purpose has so far proved rather disappointing."

and this still appeared to be the case six years later, when Cowie

et al. (1977a, p.8) noted:

"Before effective action can be taken on a national scale
to overcome the many language problems of overseas students
in Britain, there is first an urgent need for a reliable
proficiency test in English, capable of identifying and
accurately assessing the language needs of each student,
in terms of his prospective course of study in Britain."
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There was discontent with the existing English language examinations

acceptable as evidence of language proficiency for entry purposes to

institutions in the tertiary sector. A survey of the literature

indicated dissatisfaction with both the nature and the amount of

information that current English examinations were able to provide

concerning the language proficiency of the candidates who sat them

(cf. Chaplen 1970; Laing 1971; Wijasuriya 1971; Holes 1972; Morrison

1974; Moller 1977; Cheung 1978; Kelly 1978; Ryan 1979; Taylor 1979;

Pickett 1980; Barnes et al. 1981; Torbe et al. 1981 and Moller

1982).

The English Language Testing Service (E.L.T.S.) of the British

Council appears to have responded to demands from test users for

nxre detailed information concerning the language proficiency of

applicants for English-medium, tertiary level study in their research

and development of a new battery, (v. Carroll, B.J. 1978a) intended

to replace the English Proficiency Test Battery (E.P.T.B.) devised

by Davies (1965). No evidence has been provided that E.P.T.B. was

inadequate, either in terms of reliability or predictive and

concurrent validity. The new English Language Testing Service

(E.L.T.S.) battery instead lays claim to greater face and content

validity. The design of the new E.L.T.S. battery is said to reflect

more closely a change in emphasis in language teaching from an

atomistic approach to a broader sociolinguistic one (cf. Carroll, B.J.

1978a; Clapham 1981 and Seaton 1981) and to take account of developments

in English for Specific Purposes (E.S.P.) where the concern is no

longer with catering, in a single test, for the needs of all users

regardless of the purposes for which the language is required.

While there is clearly a connection between a student's proficiency

in English and the degree to which he will benefit from and

contribute to his course of study, we felt it might be difficult to

predict academic problems, due to weakness in English, if there was

not available a more accurate picture of the communicative demands

made upon the student in his course of study than any so far

established, and a profile of the student's language ability with

respect to these. A behavioural analysis of the student's situation

and of the language involved in the exercise of roles in that
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situation would enable us to identify more closely the communicative

skills required for study purposes (cf. Price 1977b and Ryan 1979).

After first identifying those institutions and subject areas that

most overseas students elected to study in and then analysing the

communicative demands that were made on students currently enrolled

in the first year of courses in these areas, we would examine the

feasibility of realising the resulting specification in a proficiency

test appropriate for students coming to study in the United Kingdom

at a variety of levels, in a variety of disciplines. We were

interested in discovering whether one general proficiency test, with

varying cut-off points, would be sufficient for assessing the

proficiency of all students, regardless of level or discipline, or

whether we would have to construct a variety of specific tests to

accommodate these different levels and discipline areas.

Our aim was to establish a test which would tell us about a student's

command of the language regardless of the means by which it had been

achieved. The important point was to establish whether that command

was sufficient for what the students needed to do. Our test was to

be essentially a proficiency test and only diagnostic in the limited

sense that we would offer a restricted profile of the student's

ability in different media, which could inform decisions on a

candidate's suitability for a particular course of study and enable

appropriate remedial action to be taken where necessary.
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1.2 OVERSEAS STUDENT NUMBERS: Defining the Population for the Test

1.2.1 The Overseas Student

We took as our starting point, in 1979, the identification of the

main subject areas in tertiary education in which overseas students,

whose first language was not English, had enrolled.

The definition of overseas student adopted by the Department of

Education and Science (D.E.S.) and the Universities' Statistical

Record (U.S.R.) is for fee purposes and, therefore, the published

figures do not include those non-native speakers of English who

qualified for the home rate of fees by fulfilling the necessary

residence requirements; nor those who have qualified for Local

Education Authority (L.E.A.) awards (v. Bristow 1977). This

imbalance is countered by the fact that, whilst we are interested in

those students from overseas for whom English is not the mother

tongue, included in the national figures are a certain number of

students from countries where English is either the first language

(e.g. Canada or the United States of America) or is a medium of

educational instruction (e.g. as in the case of Nigeria). Though

the number of students from the English-speaking countries, to a

certain extent, affects the total numbers of students referred to in

Tables lAto lGbelow, it would seem reasonable to accept that these

tables provide a fairly accurate indication of the distribution of

overseas students, for whom English is not the first language,

engaged in full-time study as between educational sectors and

particular subject group areas. This is borne out by our survey of

individual institutions, referred to in Table ilibelow, where we were

able to ask specifically for the number of overseas students whose

first language was not English and so filter out most native speakers

of English.
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1.2.2 The Number of Overseas Students Enrolled on Courses in

Tertiary Education

To establish the numbers of overseas students enrolled on courses in

this country the Universities' Statistical Record (U.S.R.), the

British Council and the Department of Education and Science (D.E.S.)

were approached for statistics relating to the numbers of overseas

students in each particular subject group category in the different

sectors of tertiary education. Details of these statistics are to

be found in Tables lA, lB and lC. and Figures 1 and 2 below. They were

the latest available data as of 1st Nay, 1983.

In Table lAthe total numbers of overseas students attending courses

at universities, polytechnics and further education colleges, in each

of the D.E.S.'s nine broad subject area categories, are set out.

The figures refer to all overseas students in each particular sector,

irrespective of their year of study.

Two categories stand out as being of major importance in numerical

terms:

(1) engineering and technology (area 3)

(ii) social, administrative and business studies ( area 6).

Together they account for about 60% of all overseas students in all

sectors of tertiary education.
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TABLE 1A

NUMBER OF OVERSEAS STUDENTS ENROLLED ON COURSES IN

UNIVERSITIES, POLYTECHNICS AND FURTHER EDUCATI(I COLLEGES

UNIVERSITIES

(Undergraduate)

1976-1977

1977-1978

1978-1979

1979-1980

1980-1981

198 1-1982

(Post-graduate)

1976-1977

1977-1978

1978-1979

19 79-1980

1980-1981

198 1-1982

POLYTECHNICS

t1976-1977

ti 97 7-1978

t1978- 1979

tI 979-1980

tJ 980-1981

11'.E. COLLEGES

t1976- 1977

1-1 977-1978

t1978- 1979

t1979-1980

t198O-1981

0.4
U
U
•0

151 1004 6621 113 2499 2986
	

216	 963 1154 15707

241 1120 7399 112 2920 3248
	

221 1000 1075 17336

286 1158 7334	 99 3393 3391
	

249 1086 1229 18225

289 1160 6820	 90 3489 3411
	

288 1022 1042 17611

342 1098 6029	 68 3018 3238
	

335	 621	 655 15404

412 1130 5184	 78 2569 3023
	

359	 468	 509 13755

1246 1316 4069 620 4211 3766
	

565 1257	 912 17962

1354 1427 3971 606 4.103 4021
	

569 1184	 923 18158

1421 1534 4165 624 4069 4072
	

643 1165	 919 18612

1357 1595 3962 617 3773 3763
	

587 1074	 838 17566

1263 1531 3491 584 3230 3698
	

512	 919	 643 15871

1372 1461 2918 596 2840 3467
	

536	 816	 604 14610

298 281 5903 — 2083 3977 860 310 562 14274

243	 250 6353 — 2169 4203	 954	 167	 456 14796

234	 182 6106	 — 2085 3934	 937	 209	 528 14215

289	 195 5654 — 2078 3336 830 	 168 489 13039

195	 177 5172	 1 1914 3301	 962	 136	 382 12240

131	 257 7359 144	 644 6415 1636 1299 1641 19526

1092	 251 7134 174	 790 5298 1529	 201 1507 17976

1184	 261 7725 154	 899 4907 1560	 280 1585 18555

1209	 232 7462 168	 954 4667 1732	 218 1525 18 167

1071	 278 6797 149	 794 3919 1406	 281 1191 15886

SOURCES: Unless otherwise indicated, figures were supplied by the
Universities' Statistical Record (U.S.R.).

t The British Council (1978a, 1979, 1980a, 1981a and 1982)
Frcnn 1977-78 onwards figures include certain higher education
establishments as well as further education.

I Excluding students studying for G.C.E. or C.S.E. examinations.
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Table lB below shows the total numbers of students enrolled for

courses in the three largest categories during the sessions 1976-77,

1977-78, 1978-79, 1979-80 and 1980-81. The figures in brackets

indicate the percentage of the total number of students in all the

subject categories for any one year.

TABLE lB

TOTAL NUMBERS OF OVERSEAS STUDENTS ENROLLED ON

COURSES IN THE THREE LARGEST DISCIPLINE AREAS

Engineering &
Technology

3

Science

5

Social, Administrative
& Business Studies

6

1976-77

1977-78

19 78-79

1979-80

1980-81

23 952

24 402

25 330

25 058

21 489

(35%)

(37%)

(36%)

(37%)

(36%)

9 437

9 948

10446

10 294

8 956

(14%)

(15%)

(15%)

(16%)

(15%)

17 144

16430

16 304

15 177

14 156

(25%)

(25%)

(23%)

(23%)

(24%)

These three categories account for almost three-quarters of all

overseas students enrolled at institutions in the tertiary education

sectors, excluding students studying for G.C.E. or C.S.E.

examinations.

An interesting trend in the education of overseas students in the

United Kingdom is revealed in Figure 1 below which shows how the

balance of overseas students in tertiary education has altered in

recent years.
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FIGURE 1

TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSEAS STUDENTS IN UNIVERSITIES

AS AGAINST OTHER SECTORS IN TERTIARY EDUCATION
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SOURCE: The British Council (1980a, p.3).

Since 1972 the other tertiary education sectors have attracted more

overseas students than the universities. The figures indicate that

in 1977-78 they catered for 14331 more students than the univer-

sities though this increase had dropped to 12499 by 1978-79 and,

in the wake of increased fees for overseas students, the further

education sector has been hit the hardest in terms of falling rolls.

1.2.3 The Number of Overseas Students Accepted Annually for Courses

in Tertiary Education

The figures in Table 1C below relate to the annual number of new

admissions to courses listed according to the nine D.E.S. broad

subject area categories at both undergraduate and post-graduate level

in the university sector, and those in Table lD show the number of
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new entrants in the other (i.e. non-university) higher and further

education sectors. These figures are particularly relevant to our

purpose, in that they tell us the broad subject areas in which

overseas students are currently enrolling.

The figures in Tables 1C and ID confirm the conclusions we drew from

Table IA about the distribution of overseas students as between

subject categories. Area 3, engineering and technology and area 6,

social, administrative and business studies are again the

categories with the largest number of students.

It is noticeable in the university sector that more post-graduate

than undergraduate overseas students enrol for courses in this

country. Both Holes (1972) and Morrison (1974) drew attention to

the far greater increase in the number of post-graduates as against

undergraduates in the 1960s and early 1970s. Morrison (1974, p.2)

records that, in the years 1964-71, there was a substantially

greater increase in the numbers of post-graduates as against under-

graduates, especially during the period 1968-71, over which:

non-science post-graduates increased by 32%; science post-graduates

increased by 33.47.; non-science undergraduates increased by 16.5%

and science undergraduates increased by 8.1%. However, this markedly

different rate of increase between post-graduates and undergraduates

is not sustained for the years 1976-82, as can be seen in Table IC

below.
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TABLE 1C

NUMBER OF OVERSEAS STUDENTS ACCEPTED FOR

COURSES IN UNIVERSITIES 1976-81

UNIVERSITIES

(Undergraduate)

1976-1977

1977-1978

1978-1979

1979-1980

1980-1981

1981-1982

(Post-graduate)

1976-1977

1977-1978

1978- 1979

1979-1980

1980-1981

198 1-1982

01

I01
.

wcJ
I.' fl

14

14

4.101

u....4
Ii 01

4

37

38

31

34

20

32

342

321

341

353

321

350

14
01

II
1.1	 01 14
o	 01

C)	 4J
01 0101

01	 14 01
0101.0 W•I

-401

	

$401	 ,.4.1
-

01 01 01
01010 0001
4.4 01-.4 01
._I 01 4.1
.	 44.4
Qou 01'01
14140 0101

,401

	7 	 8

90 628

86 648

	

108	 698

	

129	 621

	

130	 332

	

113	 255

409 790

401 641

456 679

385 629

323 523

372 473

SOURCE: Figures supplied by the Universities' Statistical Record.
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TABLE lD

NUMBER OF OVERSEAS STUDENTS, FULL-TINE AND SANDWICH, ACCEPTED

FOR COURSES IN ThE OTHER (NON-UNIVERSITY) HIGHER AND

FURTHER EDUCATION SECTORS IN TERTIARY EDUCATION 1977-78

1977-78

TOTAL ALL COLLEGES (includes Polytechnics)

Advanced

Education (teacher training) ........ 	 623
Education (other) ................... 	 113
Total Education ..................... 	 736
Medical, Health and Welfare ......... 	 129
Engineering and Technology .......... 3618
Agriculture ......................... 	 17
Science ............................. 	 1261
Social, Admin., Business Studies
	

4230
Professional and Vocational Studies
	

735
Languages, Literature, Area Studies
	

147
Arts excluding Languages ............ 	 35
Music, Drama, Art and Design ........ 	 310

Total Advanced ......................11 218

Non-Advanced

Education (teacher training) ........
Education (other) ................... 	 20
TotalEducation .....................	 20
Medical, Health and Welfare ......... 	 69
Engineering and Technology .......... 3016
Agriculture. ........................ 	 121
Science .............................	 394
Social, Admin., Business Studies
	

1249
Professional and Vocational Studies
	

620
Languages, Literature, Area Studies
	

6
Arts excluding Languages ............
Music, Drama, Art and Design ........ 	 578

Total Non-Advanced .................. 	 6073

G. C . E. / C . S . E........................	 8573

Unrecognised ........................ 	 3696

GRANDTOTAL .........................29 560

SOURCE: Figures supplied by the Department of Education
and Science.
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It is noteworthy that nearly 30% of all overseas students listed in

Table IDwere following G.C.E. or C.S.E. courses.

Table lE below gives more specific details of the university sector

new entrants at post-graduate and undergraduate level in the three

most popular broad discipline categories: area 3, engineering and

technology; area 5, science; area 6, social, administrative and

business studies. The figures in this table also reveal that there

was no markedly different rate of increase in new post-graduates as

against undergraduates in the years 1976-82.

Together with the information presented in Table LC above they show,

with few exceptions, that there was a general decline in the numbers

of overseas students enrolling for courses in universities from the

1979-80 session onwards.
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TASLE 1E

SUBJECT TOTALS OP NEW OVERSEAS ENTRANTS TO THE UNIVERSITY SECTOR AT UNDERGRADUATE AND POST-GRADUATE LEVEL
IN THE THREE loST POPULATED DISCIPLINES

UNDERGRADUATES 	 POST-GRADUATES

AREA 3 ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY	 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-8% 81-82

A.ronautical Engineering ...................... 96
	

79
	

89
	

48
	

55
	

47
	

I?
	

22
	

24
	

24
	

16
	

I0
Chemical Engineering .......................... 183

	
197
	

136
	

112
	

85
	

80
	

238
	

227
	

236
	

220
	

123
	

b05
Civil Engineering ............................. 549

	
59'
	

631
	

534
	

51)
	

545 354
	

"4
	

381
	

403
	

363
	

349

Electrical/Electronic Engineering ............. 611
	

676
	

580
	

495
	

417
	

438 524
	

494
	

501
	

Sb
	

364
	

309

Mechanical Engineering ........................ 660
	

59'
	

429
	

363
	

304
	

286 315
	

27%
	

268
	

260
	

193
	

187
Production Engineering ........................ 94

	
71
	

44
	

44
	

44
	

47
	

97
	

115
	

115
	

97
	

53
	

46
Mining ........................................ 33

	
40
	

28
	

31
	

3'
	

40
	

32
	

38
	

31
	

44
	

30
	

23
Metallurgy .................................... 26

	
56
	

34
	

24
	

20
	

19
	

96
	

89
	

97
	

114
	

69
	

80
Other General and Combined Engineering Subji. 	 202 270 204 199 122

	
106
	

82
	

86 106 125
	

73
	

57
Surveying ..................................... 23

	
25
	

37
	

30
	

37
	

46
	

13
	

17
	

24
	

18
	

'5
	

16
Other Tech. and Comb, of Eng. and Tech........110

	
105
	

94
	

83
	

110
	

94 502 53%
	

519 477 454
	

346

AREA 5 SCIENCE

Biology .......................................	 64
	

72
	

76
	

62
	

37
	

46
	

'77
	

166
	

147
	

139
	

118
	

109
Botany ........................................	 9

	
4
	

9
	

3
	

0
	

5
	

75
	

77
	

66
	

60
	

55
	

41
Zoology .......................................	 20

	
I4
	

12
	

'4
	

5
	

3
	

50
	

57
	

70
	

53
	

47
	

39
Physiology and/or Anatomy ..................... 	 13

	
'3
	

24
	

13
	

7
	

10
	

23
	

16
	

11
	

17
	

13
	

l8
Biochemistry ..................................	 60

	
80
	

87
	

59
	

33
	

42
	

96
	

81
	

7'
	

66
	

50
	

54
Other Gen. and Comb. Biological Sciences ...... 	 34

	
47
	

52
	

32
	

18
	

9
	

8
	

'3
	

35
	

22
	

43
	

38
Mathematics ................................... 370

	
407
	

47'
	

463
	

369
	

372
	

588
	

543
	

580
	

464
	

342
	

337
Mathematics/Physic. ........................... 	 13

	
8
	

14
	

20
	

9
	

6
	

2
	

4
	

2
Physics ....................................... 	 65

	
110
	

133
	

141
	

102
	

64
	

262
	

248
	

251
	

215
	

151
	

139
Chemistry ..................................... 	 178

	
175
	

160
	

153
	

116
	

89
	

501
	

431
	

403
	

39'
	

261
	

222
Geology ....................................... 	 I'

	
19
	

26
	

'5
	

7
	

19
	

109
	

120
	

121
	

103
	

81
	

78

Other Environmental Sciences .................. 	 7
	

14
	

15
	

14
	

8
	

II
	

63
	

41
	

33
	

25
	

36
	

29
Other General and Comb. Physical Science, ..... 	 27

	
39
	

23
	

40
	

'7
	

20
	

12
	

10
	

5
	

5
	

4
	

2
Comb, of Biological and Physical Sciences ..... 216

	
224
	

288
	

221
	

205
	

185
	

9
	

22
	

12
	

I4
	

5
	

2

AREA 6 SOCIAL, ADMINISTRATIVE AND
B SINESS STUDIES

Rusineus Msnagnt Studies ................... 113
Economics ..................................... 190
Geography ..................................... 19
Accoatancy ................................... 43
Government and Public Administration ..........100
Law ...........................................152
Psychology .................................... 63
Sociology ..................................... 78
Social Anthropology ........................... 16

102	 152	 134	 109	 119	 513	 568 570 504 539 676
189	 217	 161	 120	 149	 619	 636	 640	 627	 56%	 522

13	 14	 17	 6	 4	 85	 98	 73	 87	 72	 52
58	 66	 88	 98	 90	 71	 73	 70	 50	 95	 96
81	 64	 60	 34	 28	 349	 404 404 377 429 440

151	 179	 176 219	 258	 352	 392 427 410 394 348
61	 50	 41	 32	 lB	 72	 99	 83	 65	 43	 38
83	 80	 78	 47	 28	 313	 33%	 341	 270	 164	 163
IS	 9	 10	 4	 4	 65	 69	 90	 74	 56	 50

SOURCE: Figures supplied by the Universities' Statistical Record.
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For the 977-78 and the 1980-81 session, figures were also obtained

relating to the number of successful applicants for undergraduate

courses covered by the three nst important subject categories;

these are set out in Table iF below.

These figures emphasise the demand for places, especially in subject

areas 3 and 6. In engineering and technology approximately one

student in three is accepted, whilst in science the acceptance rate

is roughly one in four. This indicates a potential target

population for the proposed test much larger than appears if one

consults the statistics of those accepted.

In an additional survey of students taking Advanced ('A') level

examinations for the General Certificate of Education (G.C.E.), we

discovered the heaviest concentration was in the areas of mathematics

and science. The figures below in Table iGrefer only to those

students sitting G.C.E. 'A' level examinations in grant-aided

establishments in the further education sector. They do not include

students in the first year of two year 'A' level prograimnes or

students in other types of establishments, e.g. colleges in the

private sector. If it were possible to add these in, then the

number of overseas students actually involved in 'A' level science

and mathematics courses would almost certainly exceed the total

number of students in this subject classification at the university

level.
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1.2,4 Survey of Individual Institutions in Tertiary Education

As well as contacting appropriate advisory and administrative bodies

for statistics relating to the numbers of overseas students in

tertiary education in the United Kingdom, we had initially approached

individual universities, polytechnics and further education colleges

for details of overseas students accepted for courses in the 1978-79

session. We had asked each institution to provide details on a pro

forma (v. Appendix 1.1, p.596) indicating the number of overseas

students for whom English was not the mother tongue, studying in

the various subject areas. In this way we hoped to filter out any

overseas students, such as Americans, who were native speakers of

English.

The universities were asked for details of post-graduates only, as

at that stage, for reasons of time, convenience and unawareness of

other sources, we planned to seek details of undergraduate

admissions from the Universities Central Council on Admissions

(U.C.C.A.) and the covering letter, accordingly, requested the

university's permission for us to do this. We subsequently

discovered that statistics relating to both undergraduates and post-

graduates were available from the U.S.R. and finally obtained the

figures from them, subsequent to our request having been approved by

their Policy Committee and permission granted by the individual

universities for their release to us.

As a result of our own individual surveys sent out in October 1979

(v. Appendix 1.1,	 p..S96) responses were received from 32 out of 64

of the universities, 101 out of 185 colleges and 14 out of 30 poly-

technics to which we had sent requests. The totals for these sectors

can be found in Table lilbelow. The figures in this table lend

further support to the conclusions concerning the most populated

subject areas, made on the basis of the figures in Tables 1A, 1C and 1D

above. In terms of numbers, areas 3, 5 and 6 are again seen to be

the most heavily populated groups.
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1.2.5 Future Trends

Although there is the possibility that the number of applicants

might decline in view of the heavy increase in fees for overseas

students beginning in the 1980-81 academic session, this does not

necessarily entail that the number of entrants will drop.

Institutions might accept candidates with weaker standards of

English than in the past, particularly as non-E.E.C. overseas

students are specifically excluded from university quotas and the

Government is actively encouraging the recruitment of overseas

students who are able to pay the increased fees. The problem of

language competency will be exacerbated if the increased fees result

in a decline in the number of Commonwealth students coming to this

country and we see an increase in the balance of non-Commonwealth

students, lacking the generally higher ability in English possessed

by the former group. Albert (1976, p.7) had drawn attention to this

changing composition amongst overseas students even before the

current fees increase:

's... in 1972-73 the number coming from 'foreign'
countries overtook the number coming from 'Commonwealth'
countries for the first time and the proportions are
now 53% foreign and 47% Commonwealth.t'

This trend can be seen clearly in the British Council's statistics

for 1968-1979 summarised below.
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FIGURE 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF COMMONWEALTH AND FOREIGN STUDENTS
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SOURCE: The British Council (1980a, p.3).

Perren (1963, p.3) had noted that:

"... most students from non-Commonwealth countries,
had never before been taught through the medium of
English, although they might have spent a good deal of
time in school, and after, learning English as a language."

Jordan (1977a, p.12) pointed to potential problems arising out of

this situation:

"Overseas students likely to encounter the most serious
language problems are those from non-Commonwealth
countries. Consequently, an increase in their numbers
points to an increase in the number of students with
language difficulties. The number of overseas students
at the University of Manchester reflects such an increase."

However, even within Commonwealth countries the language situation

gives cause for alarm, for the position of English, as regards its

role and status, is changing constantly in many of the countries
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from which the majority of Commonwealth students are drawn. Edwards

(1978, p.341+) commented that:

"... (in Africa) it is gradually becoming an optional
rather than compulsory subject and in Malaysia and the
Philippines the transition from second to foreign
language is almost complete."

The Southampton University Students' Union (S.U.S.U.) (1979)

longitudinal study argued strongly that investigations into foreign

students' command of English are even more urgent now, as the

proportion of Couunonwealth students with a second, as against that

of students with a foreign, language background in English, decreases.

1.2.6 Conclusions

On the basis of the likelihood of the majority of overseas students

studying in one of the three broad areas, engineering and technology,

science, or social, administrative and business studies, it was

decided that these were the areas in tertiary education on which we

would focus our efforts to establish language needs, common across

broad subject classifications. This needs analysis would be the

first step towards devising a reliable and valid cross-disciplinary

test of the communicative language ability of students coming to the

United Kingdom to study in these subject areas, through the medium

of English.
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1.3 THE PROBLEM FOR STUDENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

1.3.1 The Nature and Level of Proficiency in English Required in

an Academic Context

English proficiency, as far as receiving institutions are concerned,

is often simply a question of whether a student possesses adequate

English to be able to cope with his chosen course of study (v.

Moller 1977). All too often administrators want a clear-cut yes/no

decision. A number of questions arise when we talk of a student

having adequate proficiency to cope with an academic course of study.

What is adequate communicative ability in this academic context?

What are the tasks a student has to cope with and what are the

underlying enabling skills that a student has to use, receptively

and productively, in his chosen course of study? Does he have what

Davies (1965, p.11) called "control of English on all levels in

appropriate situations"? What degree of it or lack of it is

tolerated in different departments or by different staff within a

department? Are differing levels of proficiency required in terms

of different balances of language skills in different subject areas,

or even for different courses within the same subject area? Does

the difference extend as far as different components of the same

course or even between different teaching situations in one

component? What are the relative demands made on the overseas

student at different levels: Advanced level G.C.E., undergraduate

and post-graduate?

The question of what language proficiency is, will be a central

concern of this thesis. Traditionally it has been defined in terms

of performance in tests of linguistic competence, which assess the

ability to produce grammatical sentences or utterances through a

knowledge of linguistic rules. The nre balanced of recent

developments in approaches to language testing regard proficiency as

a matter of communicative as well as linguistic competence, because

the effective control of English in an appropriate situation requires

command of use, as veil as usage (contextual as well as linguistic

or grammatical competence). For Davies (1977b, p.62) proficiency
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considerations were a design influence involving an assessment of:

".. what the learners, whose proficiency is to be tested,
need to do with the language, what varieties they must
employ and in what situations they must use those
varieties.

Heaton (1975a, p.164) echoed this:

"The proficiency test is concerned simply with measuring
the student's control of the language in the light of
what he will be expected to do with it in his future
performance of a particular task ... The proficiency
test is thus concerned with measuring not general
attainment but specific skills in the light of the
language demands made later on the student by his future
course of study or job."

For Kelly (1978, p.218) the term proficiency test similarly denoted:

a test constructed to measure a candidate's ability
to use the language of interest (the 'target' language)
in certain specified communication situations . .

and Moller (1981a), likewise, advocated a sociolinguistic-

communicative approach where proficiency is seen as the ability

actually to use the language in valid, sociolinguistic situations

(cf. Morrow 1977, 1979; Carroll, B.J. 1978a, 1978b and 1980).

In the case of a foreign student being taught on an academic course

through the medium of English, a circumscribed definition of

proficiency is called for, as we are concerned here with proficiency

in an academic context, rather than general English proficiency.

McEldowney (1976, p.5) observed:

"... neither the conversational or idiomatic English that
is required for successful social intercourse, nor the
type of English found in literature, is a central need
for successful English medium study. What is considered
to be central is a proficiency in the more expository,
neutral, transactional type of English that is the medium
of education in English-speaking countries."

She argued that, in order to be proficient in English-medium study,

students need to control this academic 'expository' English in the

following ways: they need to be able to understand the spoken mode

for listening to lectures and discussions, to understand the written

mode for reading text-books and other sources of information; to

produce adequate written English in their set work and examinations
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and to produce adequate spoken English when necessary, e.g. in

discussions, asking questions and presentations.

The proficiency test we set out to develop was to be used for

assessing the language ability of overseas students who applied to

continue their studies in the target language, English. The

communication situations which were of interest were those they

would be expected to cope with in respect of their formal studies

and candidates would be measured against the demands these made.

1.3.1.1 Present Language Entry Requirementsof Institutions in the

Tertiary Sector

In October 1979, a letter was sent to the academic registrars of all

the universities, polytechnics and further education colleges in the

United Kingdom requesting that they tell us the numbers of overseas

students (for whom English was not the mother tongue) enrolling for

the first time in 1978 in specific subject areas (v. Appendix 1.1,

p.598). Inaddition to this request we asked:

"Could you also let us know whether you set any English
language requirements which must be met before foreign
students are allowed to join your courses?"

The replies to this question have been abstracted from the letters

we received and are included as Appendix 1.3, pages 633-666.

The majority of universities will accept the Joint Matriculation

Board (J.M.B.) test in English or the Cambridge Proficiency in

English (C.P.E.) test, though some would still prefer Ordinary ('0')

level English Language, and some accept or prefer other tests, such

as the English Proficiency Test Battery (E.P.T.B.) , the

American Test of English as a Foreign Language (T.O.E.F.L.),

Certificate in Secondary Education (C.S.E.), the Scholastic Aptitude

Test (S.A.T.), or their own internaUy administered tests. The Canthridge

First Certificate in English (F.C.E.) is not normally acceptable,

though there are exceptions.

These findings accord with those of a similar survey made by

James et al. (1977) who sought to ascertain from the replies
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of the universities, the relative acceptability of the J.M.B. test

as against the C.P.E. The authors of that report emphasised that,

although the majority of universities state some proof of competence

is required, at least for undergraduates, the reality could be quite

different because the requirements were not applied uniformly (p.12):

while universities reserve the right, and justly so,
to decide on individual cases, we have found the policy
regarding an English qualification wildly fluctuating and
often contradictory to the requirements as stated to us
last year. Some of these contradictions include the
acceptance of some overseas students without any
qualification in English ..."

They also found that some universities did not recognise the J.M.B.

test while others did not recognise the C.P.E. These inconsistencies

are even more marked in the returns to our survey as we had asked

what was acceptable to them and did not specifically enquire as

James et al. (1977, p.12) did:

"... if an examination is called for, do you require the
Joint Matriculation Board (J.M.B.) examination in English
for foreign students or the Cambridge Proficiency
examination in English, or do you regard them as equally
acceptable?"

By leaving the question open ended, we received a surprising variety

of replies concerning language entry requirements, as can be seen

from Appendix 1.3, pages 633-666.

This picture is reinforced by the findings of Ryan (1979) who sent

a questionnaire regarding English language requirements to 39

universities in May 1977. The replies he received substantiated the

findings of James et al. (1977). Ryan (p.27) found that, in

general:

"... most universities accepted '0' level English
Language for overseas undergraduates and also accepted
the Cambridge Proficiency Examination and the J.M.B.
Admission Test in English (Overseas)."

The heterogeneity of entrance requirements is even more marked at

the post-graduate level as Cowie et al. (1977a, p.7) remarked in

their introduction to a Special English Language Materials for

Overseas University Students (S.E.L.M.O.U.S.) report entitled

English for Academic Purposes:
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"The situation has quickly become serious since although
it is usually necessary for students to provide evidence
of their ability in English to follow courses at the
undergraduate level, very few universities and polytechnics
require formal English language qualifications for those
admitted at the post-graduate level."

Ryan (1979, p.28), who had specifically requested information about

overseas post-graduates, found:

"... three of the thirty one universities which replied
stated that the same language requirements applied as to
overseas undergraduates. Five universities said that the
same requirements did not apply. Most universities left
the question unanswered. One university summed up what
is perhaps the general situation in the majority of
universities with the honest remark - 'There are no entry
requirements for overseas post-graduates (alas). Each
department is a law unto itself'."

Some universities now require post-graduates to take an examination

in English when they arrive, but this is not normally part of the

selection process and the tests are normally used diagnostically for

remedial purposes. Morrison (1974) cited the University of

Newcastle as an example where all new post-graduates are required to

take the English Language Battery (E.L.B.A) test and a certificate

that they have done so is required before they may register. It

does seem that at some universities, very low scores on these tests

in no sense preclude registration, though low scorers are 'required'

to attend remedial language classes in the Michaelmas term. Various

internal tests are compulsory at some other universities and

strongly recommended at others (cf. Chaplen 1970 and Heaton et al.

1975). The availability of these tests is restricted though and many

universities do not seem to administer their own tests, however

individual departments may well attempt to do so.

What is apparent is a lack of any standardised policy on the part of

the universities and the fact that all of them reserve the right to

decide on an individual's particular case. We are certainly in

agreement with James et al. (1977, p.12) in their conclusion that

"some standardised policy should be evolved".

The replies from the further education sector indicate that there is

even less of a consistent standard in language entry requirements,
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policies varying within many of the institutions themselves, as well

as between institutions. In many ways the situation is even more

critical here as there is even less likelihood of any appropriate

remedial language assistance being made available than there is in

the universities. Larter (1962, p.119) commented:

"The extent to which proficiency in English is made a
condition of entry to courses in Further Education here
varies from the requirement of an external certificate
to merely a nominal condition that the student 'shall be
reasonably proficient in written and spoken English'. In
fact the overseas student enrolling at a technical college
is unlikely to have to offer any very firm proof of his
language skill before he is permitted to enrol
Although the importance of language skill is recognised,
difficulties in assessing it and imposing definite
conditions on entry, arise from the unreliability of
overseas certificates and, as far as the technical
colleges are concerned, the sheer administrative pressure
of enrolment weeks."

Edwards (1978) argued that overseas qualifications were often

misleading and Walker (1978) observed in his study of overseas

students in the further education sector that there was a wide gulf

between the possession of such paper qualifications and the ability

actually to converse in the language. Larter (1962, p.124)

questioned the validity of overseas qualifications as criteria of

practical English skills:

"They have often tested the student's success in studying
English as a formal subject and offer little guide to his
potential skill in using it as a medium of study ..."

Edwards (1978, p.312) also referred to another problem:

"... many Training Schools showed a certain amount of
mistrust concerning the 'paper qualifications' of overseas
learners because of the possibility that they might not be
genuine ... Some overseas candidates wrote to say that
they had not got the necessary qualifications and could
not afford the bribes for documents. Could the School
help?"

Whilst the number of bogus certificates in circulation is in all

probability very small, the difficulties of examining in the far

flung corners of the earth are not. In a situation where untrained,

unstandardised examiners provide assessments of ability on the basis

of short interviews (as in the British Council's subjective assess -

ment) there is obviously cause for concern. As Moller (1977, pp.
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26-27) observed:

"... it is important to realise that there are limits to
the information obtainable from any English language test.
This is particularly true of tests administered overseas
where control of the administration may not always be
strict ... The chances of obtaining the opinion of the
same assessor for more than one candidate in a given group
of applicants for any one course in a British university
are indeed slim. It, consequently, becomes necessary to
put faith in the opinions and whims of a large number of
assessors throughout the world ..."

He (p.25) pointed to a further limitation that tests carried out

overseas may have, namely that there is usually a time lag of ten

months between the taking of a proficiency test by a student overseas

and his arrival in this country for matriculation:

"The question now arises as to the extent to which the
assessment at the time of application is still valid at
the time of matriculation ten months later."

and concluded (p.32) that any measure carried out overseas would:

"... be essentially the first step to further diagnostic
assessment which could be most profitably carried out at
the time of a student's arrival in Britain and prior to
his or her pre-session English language orientation
course. This could be followed by yet another measure as
the student begins his academic course."

In Section 1.1 we referred to the fact that there was evidence in

the literature that existing English examinations were, in some

respects, qualitatively deficient. It seems that present attempts

to establish students' language ability before entry to a course

may also be considered quantitatively deficient in that entry

requirements, where they exist, are not uniformly applied to all

overseas applicants, particularly post-graduates.

1.3.1.2 How much is Enough? Selection and Cut-off Points

Davies (1965, p.13) outlined the problem in defining 'adequate'

proficiency for English medium study:

"For a receiving institution it is the course of study
rather than the student which raises the real proficiency
problem. Do different courses need different levels of
English proficiency?"
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Davies went on to describe an English Proficiency Test Battery which

could be used to predict whether a student had sufficient English to

complete his academic studies successfully. In testing the hypo-

thesis that different cut-offs are not needed he found that there

was a single cut-off point for students at all academic levels, below

which students might be deemed to be lacking the necessary English

proficiency for successful completion of their studies. He added

the warning (p.219):

"Where a cutting score is actually to be drawn depends
entirely on the needs and wishes of a receiving
institution."

Restrictions on the range of subjects within the academic levels

meant he was unable to make separate analyses for academic subject

variations in proficiency.

Sen (1970) found that, on a simple pass/fail basis, 35% of the

students in her survey would have been misplaced by the Short Form

version of the Davies test. Chaplen (1970) suggested that the

problem with a single cut-off point is that it fails to take into

account the wide variation in standards expected in departments

within and across institutions. It may well be the case that

different courses require a higher or lower cut-off point dependent

on the language demands they make on students (v. Alderson at al.

1 98 1).

We attempted to investigate whether different tests were needed for

different discipline areas or whether one test was sufficient. It

was our intention to provide a profile of a student's performance on

the listening, reading and writing components of the test battery in

the form of a set of behavioural grades. It would then be possible

for receiving institutions to decide whether the levels reached by

a candidate were adequate for the course he wished to pursue.

1.3.1.3 The Native Speaker Norm

In any discussion of what is adequate proficiency for a non-native

speaker we need to have some idea of the proficiency of native

speakers. Perren (1963, p.11+) commented:
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••• often we take it for granted that the British student
has acquired the skills he needs with his G.C.E. But we
know that the foreign student who has the same G.C.E. has
not necessarily acquired the skills he needs."

One of the areas that will be considered below is that of 'the native

speaker norm'. We attempted to establish how far, in practice,

overseas students experienced language-based problems in their

academic work, in exeess of their British counterparts (v.

Chapter 3 below). Very little work would seem to have been done on

comparing the two groups' relative levels of language difficulty in

the various academic tasks they have to perform and all too often

the false assumption is made that the native speaker has no problems,

with the result that the overseas student is expected to reach the

standard of a mythical norm.

Austin Ward (1979) examined the competence of a sample of British

craft students from a variety of courses in the further education

sector. He comments (p.424) that only 17% of these demonstrated any

'satisfactory' competence in their written work:

"The analysis of the scripts for 'mechanical competence'
revealed that the majority of students found great
difficulty with spelling, punctuation and grammar."

He quotes (p.427) from The Bullock Report (D.E.S. 1975):

"Many allegations about lower standards today came from
employers who maintain that the young people joining them
cannot write grammatically, are poor spellers and
generally express themselves badly."

One would expect a higher standard than this from the native

speakers in the range of courses we are surveying, from G.C.E. 'A'

level to post-graduate level, but evidence from the questionnaire

returns described in Chapter 3 does indicate the extent and gravity

of the language-based problems for some of the British students even

at these levels.
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1.3.2 The Need for Early Identification of a Shortfall in

Language Proficiency

We need to be able to identify those overseas students who may

possibly under-achieve because of a shortfall in their English

ability. The problem is a serious one because, without some means

of identifying very early on in which study modes difficulty may

occur, it may well be late on in the first term before academic staff

have sufficient evidence to make any decisions on a student's need

to have remedial help with his English. Larter (1962), Chaplen

(1970) and Morrison (1974) all drew attention to the fact that the

departmental tutor is by no means certain to realise the extent of

a student's problems immediately and that linguistic inadequacy can

remain hidden for some time. If a student carefully controls his

linguistic output by limiting himself to the structures he has

confidence in utilising, his tutor may well be left with a false

impression about his spoken English and also mistakenly infer a lack

of any problems on the part of the student in comprehending spoken

discourse. Of course, the student may not help matters by choosing

to affect complete comprehension for various reasons, for example,

through a desire not to lose face. It may also happen that it is

not until the student has to produce written work at a late stage in

the course that he himself becomes fully aware of the extent of his

own problems. Morrison (1974, p.4) concluded:

"... departmental-tutor assessments of overseas post-
graduates' command of English are inherently unreliable."

This is a disturbing state of affairs, especially for those on nine

month post-graduate courses for, given the short length and heavy

demands of these courses, it is likely that students will have very

little time to spare for remedial English which is often seen as

extra-curricular study. This pressure is likely to be even greater

in the spring and summer terms and, as Jordan et al. (1973, p.46)

concluded in their survey of 106 overseas post-graduate students at

the Universities of Manchester and Newcastle:

"Once a student falls behind with his language improvement,
rarely does he catch up, especially on a one year post-
graduate course."
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Given the proliferation of one year Masters and Diploma courses in

most universities and the trend for non-Commonwealth and thus non-

English medium educated post-graduates to attend them, Davies's

(1965, p.117) warning that:

"... many of the more serious language problems are faced
by the overseas post-graduate students, who are in Britain
for one year or even less."

should not be ignored.

Chaplen (1970, p.1) noted that, in the case of undergraduates:

"The majority of non-native undergraduates gain their
university entrance qualifications in Britain and will
frequently have spent three or four years studying through
the medium of English before going up to university."

a view supported by Morrison (1974). Thus, not many are likely to

suffer severe problems and they probably have three years to overcome

the difficulties.

Undergraduate matriculation often requires the applicant to submit

evidence of his adequacy in English, whereas for a post-graduate

there is not always this formal requirement. The receiving

department's criterion for acceptability in the latter case is often

just proof of academic qualification in a relevant area of study.

Often the student feels that his acceptance onto a course tacitly

implies, in the eyes of the receiving institution, the possession of

adequate English to cope with the demands of the course. In a sense

he is correct and acceptance would seem to impose an obligation on

the receiving institution to ensure that the student's progress is

not impaired by inadequate linguistic ability.

The transition from home country to the United Kingdom may bring

unexpected problems for some overseas students. Chaplen (1970) and

Morrison (1974) pointed out that post-graduates were likely to be

experiencing English as a medium of instruction for the first time,

in contrast, perhaps to an earlier exposure to it merely as a

subject of study. Jordan et al. (1973) suggested that, by the

standards of his home country, a student's English often seemed good

or, at least, adequate; only after arrival in Britain does the full

force of his language inadequacy strike him.
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During the period of study in the United Kingdom, the amount of

contact overseas students have with native speakers may be limited,

with a resultant effect on language acquisition. Cultural barriers,

British reserve, pressures of work, shortness of stay, language

difficulties, age differential between post-graduates and under-

graduates; all of these can reduce the possibilities of integrating

into the community and of developing language ability. Daniel (1975)

and Walker (1978) argued that, in fact, there is no reason to assume

any integrative motivation on the part of the overseas student, for

he may choose to reject our culture or, at least, consciously resist

integration into it. Where there are large nationality groups it is

much easier to stay within a particular group for reasons such as

common language, cultural identity and social survival. The post-

graduates are often enrolled on one year taught courses in classes

which contain a sizeable majority of overseas students. These are

the people with whom they will normally communicate, in and out of

class. It is, perhaps, not surprising that Edwards (1978, p.342)

found in her survey of overseas student nurses in Britian:

"At present there seems to be little real opportunity for
many overseas learners to gain very much practice in the
use of English other than the formulaic patterns of
professional interchange ... Consequently, it is hardly
surprising that it often takes so long before improvement
is noticeable."

Given the limited opportunities for language improvement, especially

for those on one year post-graduate courses, an early identification

of those students with a shortfall in their English proficiency

would seem to be essential. If they are to be accepted onto

programmes of study, both they and the academic staff involved need

to be appraised of any language problems and provision made for any

remedial language work as early as possible in the course, or even

before it begins.
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1.3.3 A Brief Survey of the Literature on the Problems Overseas

Students Encounter in English Medium Study

1.3.3.1 Is it Just a Language Problem?

Studies of overseas students in Britain date back to 1907 with the

report of the Lee Warner Committee on Indian students and the point

emerges clearly from subsequent studies that language is only one of

a myriad of problems overseas students face on entry to this country.

This point is emphasised in Singh (1963), Burns (1965), Davies (1965,

1977a), P.E.P. (1965), Dunlop (1966), Morris (1967), Holes (1972),

Daniel (1975) and Walker (1978). An extensive and thorough analysis

of approaches to identifying these problems in the literature can be

found in Hawkey (1982).

The extent and nature of the language problem will be discussed

below, but first the socio-cultural, cognitive and affective factors

which often compound language difficulties will be briefly

considered.

Dunlop (1966, pp.7-3) rioted.:

"It soon became clear that young people from one European
country seeking education or training in another, met
with fewer difficulties than those coming from another
continent, and particularly than those whose cultural
background had not fitted them for conditions of life and
study in a European country."

Whether this is due to problems of "cultural incommensurability"

(v. Edwards 1978) or social pressures due to colour prejudice or

xenophobia is difficult to assess. There is obviously a good deal

of sensitivity amongst overseas students about these attitudes, as

can be seen in some of their essays in the collection edited by

Tajfel et al. (1965). The National Foundation for Educational

Research (N.F.E.R.) enquiry (Burns 1965) into the adjustment and

attitude of overseas students bolding Commonwealth bursaries in

England and Wales discovered that a majority felt some sense of

handicap because of a difference in race or colour. The 1965 P.E.P.

report, based on interviews and questionnaires conducted amongst

students from former British overseas territories, found that the
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attitude of the British towards overseas students came in for some

strong criticism. Reed et al. (1978) mentioned that the overseas

visiting student often felt he was being treated as an intruder and

confused with immigrants.

Both Holes (1972) and Edwards (1978) have commented on the problems

associated with cultural incommensurability. Edwards instanced the

'shyness' of many South East Asians and Holes suggested this might

be due to a combination of factors: lack of confidence in their

English and fear of the English students' ridicule of clumsy or ill-

formed sentences (especially in the case of the weakest students);

a malaise induced by the unfamiliarity of a situation where their

judgements might be questioned (particularly true of older students)

and not least, an ignorance not so much of the language, but of the

cultural admissibility of interrupting a lecturer or tutor to ask a

question and how to ask the question itself. Holes (1972, p.28)

quotes from Fishman (1969):

"... native members of such (speech) networks and
communities slowly and unconsciously acquire socio-
linguistic communicative competence with respect to
appropriate language use. They are not necessarily aware
of the norms that guide their sociolinguistic behaviour.
Newcomers to such networks or communities ... must discover
these norms more rapidly, more painfully and therefore
more consciously."

This is evidenced in the way most foreign students ask questions, by

approaching members of staff after the class. This is a strategy

which is perhaps indicative of a gap in their communicative

competence, namely ignorance of the sociolinguistic conventions

associated with asking questions in public.

Related to cultural problems are differences in previous educational

background and Edwards (1978) drew attention to the difficulties

this may cause in terms of non-participation in group discussion and

problems arising out of self teaching. Singh (1963) noted instances

of excessive deference to staff and it would seem many overseas

students have been taught to venerate their teachers, speaking only

when spoken to or not answering for fear of losing face. Edwards

cited previous exposure to didactic teaching methodology and Singh

mentioned previous training by rote methods as factors influencing
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the student3' preference for being told what to do rather than

organise their own study. On the basis of observations in the

classroom, Edwards noted that (p.321):

"... the tendency towards rote-memorisation and
regurgitation was apparent in some overseas learners'
answers, often with little real cognisance of the question
asked."

Many of these problems were also referred to by students themselves

in the collection of overseas student essays entitled Disappointed

Guests (Tajfel et al. 1965).

On arrival in this country a number of other cognitive, affective or

social factors will affect an individual's language learning and/or

acquisition. A survey of the literature suggests that, in particu-

lar, the learner variables of age (v. Hawkey 1982), aptitude (cf.

Davies 1965; Gardner et al. 1972; Carroll, J.B. 1979 and Hawkey 1982),

attitude and motivation (cf. Gardner et al. 1969, 1972;

Burstall 1975 and James l980a), personality (v. Altman 1980),

cognitive style (v. McDonough 1981) and sex (v. Davies 1965) may

either separately or together affect language learning and

acquisition.

Davies (1965, p.12) noted:

"English proficiency itself may well be affected by a
number of variables such as sex, age, home language and
country, as well as by intelligence. From a theoretical
point of view such influences could be highly important;
but from the practical point of view of a receiving
institution in this country what matters is not the
biographical history of an overseas student but whether
his English is adequate for the course he wants to take."

Nevertheless, he does admit (p.12) that such information could have

practical value in giving advice as to:

"... the likelihood of so many students of a certain age,
sex, language background, reaching the necessary level of
proficiency; and also in making long term plans for
English language teaching progranmies in different areas
where proficiency may be very high or very low."

Cowie et al. (1977a, p.7) observed:

"The most serious language problems are met by those
students who arrive in Britain each year with scarcely any
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ability to communicate at even the most elementary level.
Language handicaps of this nature clearly give rise not
only to serious academic problems, but also to considerable
welfare problems."

Even those most proficient in English may encounter academic, social

or welfare difficulties because of inadequate previous exposure to

spoken English.

Rogers (1977) pointed out that many students are also unfamiliar with

'social English', the language of everyday interaction with its

attendant conventions of formality and informality, dependent on

socio-cultural setting.

It is well documented that inadequate English can lead to social

difficulties for some students (cf. Perren 1963; Morrow 1977; Morrow

et al. 1977; Morrison 1974 and S.U.S.1.J. 1979). Johnson et al. (1976,

p.3) argued that overseas students have a real need for social

language which they define as:

"... language which is used either simply to establish or
confirm interpersonal relationships or else to perform
other functions which depend for their successful
realisation on the establishing or maintaining of such
relationships."

in order to function as a 'whole person' within a foreign environment

and culture. They noted that:

"... it seems likely that in many cases it is only when
social adjustment has begun to take place that the
student's psychological set is such that he can gain the
maximum benefit from the course of instruction he is
following."

Holes (1972, p.45) drew attention to the impossible situation

language deficiency can place the overseas student in:

"Failure to integrate socially was a damaging consequence
of inability to communicate effectively in English. This
tended to isolate some students who found themselves in a
vicious circle: their English did not improve much because
they got no practice in speaking it and vice versa."

and (p.55):

"... those in need of constant language practice are
usually disappointed in their search for it. They often
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become disillusioned as a result and withdraw defensively
into the safety of their national or regional group,
where, of course, they speak no English."

Jordan et al. (1973, p.40) concluded:

one of their biggest problems was to find the
opportunity to practise speaking English with native
English speakers ... Consequently they made slow progress
with their spoken English."

Jordan (1977a) also stated that 56% of overseas students in his

survey found it difficult to meet British people to converse with

and this led to restrictions on opportunities for practising spoken

language.

Whilst we accept that there will be an inevitable overlap between

language ability and the socio-cultural, cognitive and affective

factors referred to above, the focus for this study will not be

multidimensional (v. Hawkey 1982) but will be confined to investigat-

ing the difficulty students find in operating in what Candlin et

al. (1978) term 'study modes'. These authors related 'study skills'

and 'linguistic skills' through a framework where these 'study modes'

are superordinates, with 'macro-skills' such as listening comprehen-

sion and note-taking as hyponyms. Their model does not split English

according to the traditional four skills, what Corder (1973)

described as 'epiphenomena' and thus the same skill may appear in

more than one mode.

1.3.3.2 Establishing a Framework for Enquiry: a brief review of the

literature concerning the problems encountered in the

various study modes students have to operate in at the

tertiary level

Once we examined the literature concerning the academic language

needs of overseas students it soon became evident that the language

proficiency of some overseas students could not be described as

adequate when they started courses in this country. The inadequacies

detailed below might well be merely the tip of the iceberg as, for

the most part, they emerge from the work done in those institutions

that are fortunate enough to have language servicing facilities

which can provide remedial English language tuition.
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A common factor among many of the overseas students entering

educational institutions in the United Kingdom is that they have

come not to learn English, but to learn something else which is

taught through the medium of English (cf. Perren 1963; Davies 1965 and

Jordan et al. 1973). It is likely that a number of these students

will have some difficulty in operating in English during the course

of their study, especially in those cases where no allowance is made

as far as their academic work is concerned for their being overseas

students, where they follow the same course, receive the same tuition

and take the same examinations as native speakers. Candlin et al.

(1978) argued that if few or no concessions of a linguistic or study

skill nature are made during their courses, then in all probability

they will need a high level of competence in a wide range of study

modes.

We needed to establish a framework for specifying those features of

target language use that might be important to a participant in his!

her academic life. The primary informing source for this has to be

real life events and descriptions of the relevant features of these

were established through empirical research. It was useful though,

in the first instance, to turn to secondary informing sources to see

what information they provided concerning the study modes in which

students had to operate and those in which they experienced difficul-

ties. This provided an indication of the size and nature of the

problem and informed us subsequently in our approach to data

collection.

1.3.3.2.1 Lectures

Jordan (1977a) described how post-graduate students at Manchester

and Newcastle heard most spoken English in a passive listening role,

i.e. in situations where they were not called upon to respond at all,

for example, listening to lectures, where no check is made on

comprehension. In his study, 70% listed understanding spoken English

as their biggest difficulty on arrival in the United Kingdom.

Edwards (1978) found a similar pattern in her study of overseas

nurses coming to study in the United Kingdom and concluded that the

overseas learners' language problems lay mainly in the field of
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spoken English. She describes how in both understanding and

speaking, over 78% admitted to having difficulties of some kind with

this.

Davies (1965) took a group of non-native speakers of English

studying at institutions abroad through the medium of English and

compared them to an equivalent group in the United Kingdom, to see

if any difference due to a short period of residence in the country

was revealed. He discovered that in non-contextual listening tests

the overseas group were inferior and concluded that this (p.235):

"... could only be accounted for by their lack of exposure
to everyday British English in Britain."

Sen (1970) also found that 25% of the students she surveyed admitted

to having listening comprehension difficulties. It would seem

likely, therefore, as Morrison (1974) argued, that lack of exposure

to natural spoken British English accounts for the initial difficulty

that many overseas students experience on arrival.

The students' command of reading skills or the possession of a paper

qualification in English language may have led to false expectations

about their ability to follow the spoken word. The English they

were exposed to in their own country, e.g. in language classes, may

have been significantly different from British varieties of natural

spoken English. In the academic environment in the United Kingdom

the speaker is primarily concerned with the transmission of

informational content and not with difficulties arising out of

unfamiliarity with the language itself (cf. Larter 1962; James 1972,

and Jordan et al. 1973).

Morrison (1974) drew attention to the fact that there is often some

improvement in this area after a period of exposure to everyday

British English, a factor noted also by Davies (1965), Chaplen

(1970) and Jordan et al. (1973), though Chaplen did add the

rider that the improvement is linked to the degree of attendance at

remedial English classes where there is a concentration on the

improvement of oral/aural skills.
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Most research into the spoken receptive mode has focused on the

lecture study mode, though at some levels it is obviously as relevant

to the seminar and practical modes as well.

Wijasuriya (1971) found overseas students had difficulties in

lectures due to a complex of factors. At the phonological level,

both he and Morrison (1974) referred to the difficulties caused by

the speed at which lectures are delivered. They also detail evidence

of the difficulty occasioned by a variety of native speaker accents

as do Larter (1962), Sen (1970), Jordan et al. (1973), IJ.K.C.0.S.A.

(1974), Edwards (1978) and Walker (1978). Candlin et al. (1976)

also referred to difficulties with phonology (elision, reduction,

intonation and regional accent) and James (1977) noted the

difficulties many overseas students have in decoding a lecturer's

utterances because of unfamiliarity with English stress-timed rhythm

and sometimes arbitrary lexical stress.

At the morphological level Greenall (1980) noted the difficulties

students have with inflection and both he and Tinkler (1973) are

concerned with the difficulties caused to students by passives.

At the level of lexical meaning, the difficulties met by students

are as relevant to the reading and writing study modes as they are

to lectures, seminars and practicals. Chaplen (1970), Wijasuriya

(1971), Morrison (1974) and Candlin et al. (1976) all cited lexis as

a source of difficulty, especially where there is no direct

translatability back into the first language and Hutchinson et al.

(1981) reported difficulty when there was a lack of precision in the

vocabulary used instead of standard technical terms.

Ryan (1979, p.6), in a study which focused on language-associated

problems amongst science and technology students at U.W.I.S.T., drew

attention to the fact that each subject area has its own language

register:

"... i.e. particular lexis and syntax that are features
of that subject and to some extent distinguish it from
other subjects, from the point of view of language.'t

and noted that this occasioned overseas students a good deal of

difficulty.
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Larter (1962) also referred to this as a particular problem and

source of misunderstanding with many difficulties arising from the

different socio-cultural associations words may have for students

from different backgrounds, even though familiar with the lexical

meaning of certain elements of vocabulary. Problems with technical

register were also remarked on by Walker (1978) who cited examples

of technical words which have a special meaning in engineering such

as 'apron stud', but also have a different non-technical meaning.

As Widdowson (1978) pointed out though, register involves much more

than technical vocabulary; including as it does, the rhetoric, the

illocutionary acts of scientific English as well as the linguistic

conventions of technical writing. A mastery of register is essential

in written coursework; it also affects reading and listening

comprehension in the chosen area of study.

At the level of cohesion, Wijasuriya (1971) and Widdowson (1978)

found inter-sentence connectives a source of difficulty as was the

referential system, especially logical connectives, according to

Morrison (1974). Candlin et al. (1976) discovered in their survey

of engineering lectures that the referential system (anaphora, etc.,

transition markers, logical connectors) was the greatest single cause

of difficulty. James (1977) noted that comprehension was often

impaired by an inability to grasp discourse markers and antithetic

or concessive sentence connectives.

Wijasuriya (1971) examined 46 hours of taped lectures (psychology,

clinical sciences, statistics, economics, administrative studies,

electronics, biochemistry) for the purpose of identifying,

classifying and quantifying the occurrence of discourse markers and

inter-sentence connectives, i.e. cohesive elements. He argued that

recognition of these features aids the understanding of the

development of an argument; they signal change of direction in an

argument and also enable the listener to predict the line of an

argument. He analysed the problems overseas students are likely to

have had with these inter-sentence connectives and discourse markers.
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He found (p.151) that failure to decode discourse markers was a

source of problems:

"They do not quite realise it when the direction of the
argument changes and so on and they also find it hard to
evaluate the relative importance of various points in
the discourse."

He pointed out that logical connectives are unlikely to cause much

difficulty per se as far as the foreign student following a lecture

is concerned. The problem is that the connectives may contribute to

the redundancy of language and, if their signalling potential is not

recognised by the student, then this redundancy value is lost.

Holes (1972), in his investigation of the difficulties of the lecture

mode for students, also found that the greatest difficulties for

those with low ability in English arose out of the fact that in

lectures the language has a lower level of redundancy for them than

it has for native speakers. Wijasuriya (1971, p.11S) emphasised

that:

••• the greatest problem the student has to face is the
fact that many different types of cohesive unit can occur
in the same sentence."

and cites the example: "... and so therefore this is what they did."

The problems that connected discourse present the student with

cannot be considered in isolation, they are cumulative and only so

many factors can be retained in the short term memory at one time.

Dinning (1977) pointed out that the problem is intensified by the

fact that the memory span is shorter in the second language (L2)

than in the first language (LI).

At the level of coherence, Holes (1972) cited register switching as

a serious cause of difficulty in the lecture mode. He (p.33) drew

attention to the fact that:

"... the distinctions between formal and informal
language may be blurred in a lecture situation where there
may be drastic change from formal to informal language when
giving explanations ... it could be disastrous for the
foreign student who may have been taught English in a
combination of literary and formal English."

Rogers (1977) and Jordan (1977a) remarked on the difficulties of

students not knowing the meaning or appropriate use of informal
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colloquial English. Edwards (1978, p.315) commented in a similar

vein:

"Since indigene learners also used slang and/or highly
allusive language, which would exclude any outsider, it is
likely an overseas learner misses a considerable amount of
what is said in the classroom."

Sen (1970), Holes (1972), U.K.C.0.S.A. (1974) and Jordan (1977a)

all referred to the difficulty of comprehending lectures in general

and taking notes. Johns et al. (1977a) were concerned more

specifically with the difficulty overseas students had in grasping

the basic argument and relating it to the framework of the subject

under discussion.

The study skill of note-taking was seen by James (1977) as a problem

involving four main activities for the student: understanding the

message; identifying the main points; deciding when to write them

down and writing them down quickly, so that comprehensior of the

ongoing lecture is not interrupted, and clearlyso that they will be

understood at a later date.

In the study skills area Matthews (1978) referred to the problem of

eliminating secondary and tangential remarks and Candlin et al.

(1976) to problems in accurate transcription of information from the

blackboard. Price (1980) cited the problem some students had with

reorganising essential information from notes and graphic modes of

presentation, andWallace (1980) problems with reconstituting notes.

The difficulties in comprehension are often compounded by the

teaching staff themselves, as Edwards (1978, p.316) observed:

"The instances of inappropriate methods of presentation
of practical procedures, inadequate explanation of theory
and lack of advance organisation of material - which were
disturbingly frequent - observed in the classroom would
almost certainly compound the initial problems of overseas
learners and may well account for the difficulties in
understanding, experienced by some indigenes."
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1.3.3.2.2 Seminars

The perceived areas of difficulty in the literature referred to above

in connection with the lecture mode nearly all relate to the seminar

study mode as well. They were included in the foregoing section,

on the grounds that this was where the acknowledged researchers

originally identified them. There is however, evidence of additional

problems occurring in the seminar mode.

Morrison (1974) set out to identify the study modes in the academic

context which caused the greatest difficulties for overseas post-

graduates in science oriented disciplines at the University of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne and to identify, in such modes, those features

which were a persistent cause of difficulty. The modes comprised

not only seminars and tutorials where questions and discussion are

the norm, but also informal lectures where these features are like-

wise to be found. He discovered that the greatest relative incidence

of difficulty occurred in seminars and tutorials. These were

closely followed by informal lectures, then formal lectures and

lastly, individual discussion (v. Black 1971).

Rogers (1977, p.37) discovered in the courses he ran for post-

graduate students in science and technology, that despite much

previous work in the language, students:

"... were unable to participate in academic discussion:
even less were they able to take part in social
activities outside the company of other foreign students
in the same plight as themselves."

Mackenzie (1977, p.41) also found that for the Latin-American

students he taught:

•• lack of oral fluency often proves an insuperable
obstacle to effective participation in seminars and
tutorials.

It seems to be mainly in the production of coherent discourse that

seminars put an additional burden on the overseas student, though

Johns et al. (1977a) referred to problems in understanding the

varying realisations of functions and Hawkey (1982) to problems

associated with topic switching. Edwards (1978, p.316) instanced
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where students:

"... had difficulty in remaining linguistically coherent
when attempting to answer at length or when joining in
discussions."

She conunents (p.321) that if one adds to this difficulty the problems

with accent, more general difficulties in understanding the teaching

staff and:

"... the indigene learners' near total ellipsis when
answering questions and the speed at which they do so."

one has some idea of the factors which might inhibit participation.

Edwards concludes that:

T••• what learner-initiated participation there was in the
classroom activities was dominated by indigenes."

At the coherence level Holes (1972) and Jordan (1977a) noted

difficulties in communicating functionally, especially in asking

questions for appropriate purposes. Similarly the U.K.C.O.S.A.

(1974) survey found:

a reluctance to ask questions due to a fear of using
English. This contributes to the formation of nationality
groups where students hardly ever speak in English."

Rogers (1977) and Jordan (1977a) both found that overseas students

did not take an active part in discussions and gave restricted

answers when questioned, due to problems with fluency and self-

expression. Rogers indicated that some also had problems because

they were too formal and polite; they had difficulty with 'openers',

'closers' and 'topic change'; they had difficulty with humour of all

kinds or did not understand the various conventions of non-verbal

behaviour.

Johns et al. (1977a) looked at the problems faced by students in

seminars and found that the sheer variety of teaching situations,

labelled seminars, hampered attempts to devise suitable teaching

strategies, for remedial work. They noticed, in particular, that

students seemed to have problems with turn taking, metacomment,

mitigation and repair.
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On the matter of study attitudes and habits, Brew (1980) noted the

difficulty some overseas students had in handling the questioning

approach when they come from an educational system where the

authority of the teacher and of established knowledge goes unchal-

lenged. Watt (1980, p.42) added:

"There is generally overmuch apparent respect accorded to
the teacher; this inhibits argument and the development
of a critical approach."

1.3.3.2.3 Practicals

A large number of the problems referred to in the sections above on

lectures and seminars are equally relevant to practicals, on the

phonological, morphological, lexical meaning, cohesion and

coherence, study skills, attitudes and habits, levels of description.

With particular (though not exclusive) reference to practicals,

Hutchinson et al. (1979) mentioned further problems overseas students

have at the coherence level in dealing with 'glossing techniques',

cultural references, assumptions of shared knowledge and in imposing

a coherent structure on information received and produced.

In terms of study attitudes and habits related to practicals, Fitch

(1980) drew attention to how ill-prepared overseas students are

for experimental work and the recording of results in a log book and

Dudley-Evans (1978) to problems some have in appreciating the

significance of experimental results, no doubt due to the absence

of such learning experiences in their own countries.

1.3.3.2.4 Reading

The study mode of reading is likely to remain important through most

courses. Holes (1972) commented that although students considered

reading text-books the most important area of their studies, many

did not consider it difficult. Straker-Cook (1977, p.l.5) noted that:

"... the reading of specialist literature in English is
the one skill that most students seem to have maintained
prior to their arrival in Britain."
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Against this viewpoint Jordan (1977a) recorded a general inability

on the part of the overseas student to read quickly or understand

the complexities of academic prose. He found that the average

student had only one speed (i.e. slow) for silent reading - about

150-160 words a minute. Edwards (1978) noted similar difficulty

with reading comprehension and U.K.C.O.S.A. (1974) mentioned

"difficulty in reading effectively" as a common problem, as was

"difficulty in understanding examination questions". Holes (1972)

referred to slow reading as a universal complaint as well as a

widespread lack of guidance in what to read. He got the impression

that the cause of low reading speeds was (p.66):

"... in some measure due to a reverential attitude to
books in general: each one read must be summarised with a
great expenditure of time and effort. There was no
'skimming' of books for idea and information. This was
the first time for some students that they had had to
read books in any quantity, with specific aims in mind."

At the level of lexical meaning, Johns (1978) noted the problems

caused by density of unknown vocabulary and metaphorical usage.

Holes (1972, p.66) echoed this when he pointed out that it was not

the actual level of syntactic difficulty in the text which caused

problems, but rather:

"Terminological difficulties in new subjects were the big-
gest obstacle in reading, as is shown by the large numbers
of students (among them the most fluent) who read their
text-books with a dictionary at hand."

Ryan (1979) and Templeton (1973) also recorded difficulties

encountered in mastering the technical register of a subject area.

As regards cohesion, Sim (1974) drew attention to the problems

brought about by sentence connectors, Wallace (1980) to semantic

markers and Johns (1978) to non-linear information structure.

On the coherence level Johns et al. (1977a) referred to the

difficulties in handling modality, inference, probability, obliga-

tion and hypothesis. Imhoof et al. (1975), Widdowson (1978) and

Johnson (1979) pointed to those in dealing with the illocutionary

functions used to create different kinds of discourse, and Johns

(1978) to problems in predicting the writer's intentions.
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There is a lot of evidence that problems are also serious at the

study skills level. Brew (1980) instanced the problem of sorting

out the main points from supporting details and Wallace (1980) to

abstracting the organisational pattern and main ideas from a text.

Johns (1978) and Morrow (1980a) referred to problems in surveying

for gist and scanning for information and Wallace (1980) to those in

surveying and referencing.

1.3.3.2.5 Essays, report writing, dissertation

Jordan et al. (1973) and Jordan (1977a) argued that as the course

develops, writing skills eventually become ire important and will

generally, according to Jordan (1977a, p.18):

'i... supersede understanding as a cause of major
difficulty."

as written work has to be submitted.

Larter (1962) felt that particular difficulties in this area may only

surface even later in the course when writing has to be done under

the pressure of time constraints as in examinations; by then it may

well be too late for remedial action. Jordan (1977a) likewise noted

an acute problem in writing quickly.

There are close links between the problems overseas students face in

the reading mode and their own attempts at written production

(v. Johnson 1981). At the phrase structure level, Greenall (1980)

pointed to additional problems in the use of the article, spelling,

passivisation, relativisation and complex nominalisation, and Johns

et al. (1977b) to problems in the use of determiners.

At the coherence level, Kaplan (1966), Johnson (1977a) and Houghton

(1980) noted difficulties students from different cultures had in

achieving a coherent discourse structure in English, what Bruner

(1975) terms 'analytic competence', (the ability to structure thought

in linguistic terms). Jordan (1977a) and Rogers (1977) referred to

difficulties in writing concisely and Greenall (1980) to evidence of

a possible tendency on the part of the overseas student to aim at

minimal content.
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The study skill of organisation (v. Wallace 1980) and researching of

a piece of writing (v. Johns 1978) would seem to present great

difficulty. Wallace (1980) referred to difficulties in organising

essays, Dudley-Evans (1978) to organising reports and Price (1980)

to organising a dissertation.

1.3.3.3 The Need for Remedial English - S.E.L.M.0.U.S.

In view of the many difficulties in English for academic purposes

faced by overseas students, a number of lecturers formed the

S.E.L.M.0.U.S. group in June 1972. Their aim was to share experi-

ences in dealing with overseas students' English language

difficulties on the basis of investigation of language needs and

the production of relevant teaching materials for use in any

necessary remedial work. This group is very much aware of the

extent of the language problems involved as one of its members,

Jordan (1977a, p.13) stated:

a student has been accepted and arrives at the
university, no matter how poor his command of English,
he is rarely asked to delay his academic studies in order
to attend a full-time course of English. Yet
S.E.L.M.0.IJ.S. members estimate that about 30% of those
students that they teach are in need of full-time English
tuition ranging from 3-12 months."

S.E.L.M.O.U.S. has been prominent in highlighting the particular

language needs of overseas post-graduate students and Price (1977a)

described how its members have been instrumental in setting up pre-

sessional courses to try to improve the language performance of

students before their academic studies get under way. Given that

present language entry requirements are not uniformly applied (see

Section 1.3.1.1 above) and vary as between institutions and that

present attempts to assess student language ability are considered

not wholly satisfactory, there is a serious possibility that remedial

teaching, either pre- or in-sessional, will be necessary because of
a shortfall in some overseas students' language abilities.

The very existence of the S.E.L.M.0.U.S. group adds weight to the

contention that language problems amongst overseas students are a

cause for concern and there is a felt need for better testing
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procedures which will point to areas where remedial work is needed.

Language disabilities do not necessarily entail failure for the

overseas student, but it is likely that the more proficient they

are in the language, the more they will benefit from their chosen

courses of study.

1.3.3.4 Is Remedial Assistance Enough?

Morrison (1974) drew attention to the possibility that the crucial

factor might be the individual's language ability when starting a

course and that average improvement during a year-long course is

insignificant when compared to differences between individuals on

entry. He refers to work done at Gothenburg which suggested that

some students were better on starting than others were after a

year's study.

Evidence is available that universities have in the past accepted

students with critically low scores on the Davies Test (E.P.T.B.)

and English Language Battery (E.L.B.A.). In these cases language

proficiency on entry would certainly seem to be an important factor

governing a student's relative performance.

1.3.3.5 How Important is Language Proficiency for Academic

Progress?

A composite picture of the overseas student's situation is presented

by Sen (1970) who carried out by questionnaire, English test and

interview, a study of 2367 overseas students and 553 nurses from

130 countries, studying in Britain from 1964-66. Amongst other

things, she investigated their academic and language difficulties

and the problems they encountered in adjusting to English society.

She subsequently followed up this work with a study of how success-

ful they were on their courses. She was not concerned solely with

the language difficulties they encountered, as her aim was more to

describe the interaction of the general criteria: academic ability,

English language proficiency, adequate financial resources and

adeptness in adjusting to new social situations. Like Larter (1962),

Davies (1977a),Mackenzie (1977), she considered academic study and
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welfare problems inseparable for most students. She also raised the

important question of the extent to which language is critical to a

student's academic success.

Davies (1977a) noted that Sen (1970) found English language to be

non-significant as a predictor of academic success. Sen (1970,

p.163) claimed on the basis of evidence from her follow up study:

"... that the extent of the use of and familiarity with
the English language has little relevance to their final
performance. This seems to contradict the experience of
teachers in this country and in the United States who have
placed great emphasis on the English language proficiency
of overseas students."

She arrived at this conclusion from the results of student

performance in five sub-tests of the Short Form version of the Davies

Test. She found that these tests did not discriminate between the

passes and failures for the qualification courses considered (cf.

Davies 1977a; Moller 1977 and 1982) and so she argued (p.154):

"... for practical purposes the tests do not, alone,
provide a useful guide to final performance in these
courses. Of course, the diagnostic - as against the
predictive - value of the tests is a different matter."

However, she does qualify these remarks (p.163):

"... the criterion of final performance used in the
present survey i.e. success or failure, is crude. Certain
modifications of the test in the light of the present
results and its validations on the basis of actual
examination marks with larger samples for each type of
course might provide a useful instrument for the selection
of overseas students."

Hawkey (1982) expressed concern over Sen's use of an objective,

norm-referenced proficiency test, designed to act as a broad guide

for placement purposes, without consideration of whether a more

criterion-referenced performance battery would be more suitable

where diagnosis and prediction are involved.

Earlier in her study Sen drew attention to the serious nature

of some of the problems. Over a third of the 2367 students

found writing essays difficult and a large number had difficulties

in following lectures and tutorials. If one examines her relative
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figures for different national groupings, however, they point to

what may be an even greater cause for concern in the future, namely

the worse plight of the foreign as compared to Commonwealth students.

She notes that the Middle Eastern students, who scored less than the

other groups in the Davies test (p.58):

on the whole seem to find most difficulty with their
studies. Only few expressed no difficulty with lectures,
tutorials and in contacting their teachers, and a high
proportion found writing essays and reference reading
'very difficult'."

A majority of the students in her survey were from the Commonwealth

and in terms of their previous use of English as a medium of

instruction, the earlier age at which they had begun to learn

English, and their use of English at home, Sen found they had had

considerably more exposure to the language than their foreign

counterparts. This is a real cause for concern, for, as was shown by

Figure 2, page 23 above, the balance between foreign and Commonwealth

students coming to study in this country changed in the early 1970s

and now there are considerably more foreign than Commonwealth

students.

The English ability of the foreign students will, in all probability,

be lower than that of the Commonwealth students because of a much

more limited exposure to the language and it might be reasonable to

infer that these students are likely to encounter language difficul-

ties proportionate to this in their academic courses.

Davies (1977a, p.36) also raised the question of how serious a

problem language is, on the basis of his findings in a survey

completed for the Scottish Education Department (S.E.D.) on the

English proficiency of foreign students in Scotland, in the non-

university sector:

"... it would be a mistake to exaggerate the place of
language among foreign students' pToblems. To do so can
be a means of evading the examination not only of other
problems of learning and teaching but also of welfare
problems. What all foreign students require is a minimum
general English, a language core. Thereafter other
factors (e.g. academic ability) are important in contri-
buting to students' performance, their welfare and their
success."
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Davies found in his survey that students ranked English language as

being the most serious problem, followed by academic status, social

contacts and accommodation, which seems at least to contradict the

findings of Stevenson (1974) referred to in the same paper, who

carried out a survey of the welfare problems of overseas students at

Edinburgh University in which language was not placed high in the

rank ordering of difficulties encountered.

The view that language is an important factor in academic progress

is however, indicated by the N.A.F.S.A. (1961) survey and subsequent

studies. Hebron's (1967) survey (quoted in Walker 1978) of overseas

students at Rutherford College, found language to be important and

Ryan (1979) quotes evidence from Campbell's (1974) study of under-

graduate and post-graduate students following courses in technical

subjects at the Loughborough, City and Birmingham Universities.

Campbell concluded that difficulties students had in communication

were not solely attributable to an insufficient proficiency in

English, but more to a complex mixture of linguistic, academic,

socio-cultural and practical problems. However, a majority of the

students in Campbell's study did indicate that understanding

lecturers, writing and speaking were areas where they had particular

difficulty. Walker (1978) found that in the interviews he carried

out with academic staff at the technical college level, the study

skills area was often cited as presenting a major problem for the

overseas student. Hawkey (1982) refers to the British Council's

(1981) Survey of the Factors affecting the Performance of O.D.A.-

Sponsored Study Fellows, the main finding of which was that the

'unsatisfactory' performance of 30% of the sample was due mainly to

inadequate language proficiency and motivation and a failure to

adapt successfully to the new academic and social environment. As

Davies (1977a) pointed out, the importance of language is open to

debate. Opinion in the literature is mixed though the majority of

studies reviewed do indicate that serious problems exist for a number

of overseas students.

Sen (1970, pp.161-162) mentioned an important caveat in interpreting

studies of the difficulties experienced by overseas students:
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"... the relative proportions of students who are willing
to admit difficulties - whether academic or personal -
may not always give an accurate picture of the extent to
which such difficulties are encountered. It is our
impression, supported we believe by the general tenor of
the figures reported, that the picture these students and
nurses present of themselves is unduly favourable and
optimistic. This suggests thatwhere problems appear or
criticisms are voiced, they deserve more, rather than
less, attention than the cold tabulations would imply."

This was borne out by Chaplen's (1970) work on this subject and by

Jordan (1977a, p.14) who found:

"In 1972-73 and again in 1974-75 students' self assessment
ratings were examined and compared to the students' scores
in the Chaplen test. Overwhelmingly the results showed
that students at the lower end of the scale in the tests
grossly over-estimated their language ability."

Walker (1978) similarly pointed out that student awareness of

language inadequacy is often lacking and that there was a general

tendency for students to over-estimate their own language ability.

This is obviously an important factor to be borne in mind when

looking at surveys carried out by questionnaire and interview which

report that language is not seen by students to be a problem.

1.3.4 Conclusions

Although many of the problems overseas students face in this country

can be attributed to social and other factors, there is no doubt

from our search of the literature that a certain number also arise

through the relationship of the student's ability in language and

the requirements of his study. Thus, as Davies (1965, p.12) pointed

out:

"... while English proficiency may not be the most
important factor for all overseas students, it is one
important factor for them all, one that it may be
possible to isolate for testing purposes, perhaps, indeed
one - the only one! - that can be radically improved when
revealed."

Adequate proficiency in English may not guarantee a student surcess

in an academic course and lack of it may not entail failure. It is,

as we have noted above, only one of the factors involved. It does,
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however, mean that a student will be able to compete on a more equal

footing with native speaker counterparts and have the opportunity to

derive the maximum benefit from a course of instruction in this

country.

Our survey indicates that it is the problems caused by the 'higher

order' language skills at the coherence and cohesion levels, together

with study skills and study attitudes and habits, which receive most

attention in the English for Academic Purposes (E.A.P.) literature.

Far less attention is paid to 'lower order' language skills at the

phonological, morphological, lexical and phrase structure level and

there seems to be an implicit assumption that an ability in the

latter is subsumed by an ability in the former. This emphasis would

seem to be in accord with the communicative approach that is

currently in vogue in language teaching and to a lesser extent in

language testing.

It is also noticeable that there is very little evidence in the

literature of any attempts to survey the problems encountered by

overseas students across disciplines and levels. Most of the

studies we have quoted from are concerned only with small sub-sets

of the population in which we are interested and most coimnents

relate to a particular academic course in which the author is

involved. There is a need to collect data on a wider basis to

indicate the nature of study-related activities and resultant

problems, which will inform the construction and evaluation of the

test tasks in our proposed Test in English for Academic Purposes

(T.E.A.P.). In this way we will try to arrive at valid and Teliable

measures of the state of a student's academic language proficiency,

prior to the commencement of a course of study or as soon as poss-

ible after it. The value of this needs-based communicative approach

to test task construction is discussed in Chapter 2 below and its

feasibility will be a recurrent theme of this thesis.

In Chapter 3 below, the findings of a series of systematic

observations of the functional English medium tasks faced by

students on science, engineering, social, administrative and

business studies courses at various levels (in tertiary education)
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are reported. In addition the returns to 560 staff and 1470 student

questionnaires, designed to provide a wider basis for generalisations

concerning the nature of the tasks, and insight into particular

problems experienced in their performance, are analysed. In this

way it is hoped to specify more clearly than before those language-

related skills required for study purposes across a variety of

disciplines.
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CHAPTER TWO

PRINCIPLES AND APPROACHES IN LANGUAGE TESTING
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2. PRINCIPLES AND APPROACHES IN LANGUAGE TESTING

2.1 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS IN TEST DESIGN

The concepts of validity, reliability and efficiency, affect all

aspects of test design, whatever the linguistic paradigm influencing

our approach. In Section 2.1 below we discuss the nature of the

concepts and then in Section 2.2 we review the major approaches to

language testing in the light of these.

In Section 2.1 we examine the status of the various types of

validity and how the concept of validity relates to that of

reliability. Given the restrictions on the time and resources

available to us, we were constrained in this work to focus on the a

priori validation of test tasks, paying particular attention to

content validity in our attempts to improve the description of the

domain of English for Academic Purposes from which we wished to

sample. We were aware that linguistics had not yet given us a

proven, theoretical basis on which to build definitions of what we

were testing, but nevertheless we felt a need to address ourselves

to the question of establishing construct validity for our tests.

The growing interest in testing communicative ability is accordingly

examined in Section 2.2 below. We recognised the importance of

criterion-related validity and, as far as time and resources

permitted, we sought also to establish this for our test at the

performance stage, though within the limitations of the present

project, this by necessity, received less attention than the a

priori validation of the test.

2.1.1 The Concept of Validity

The validity of a test is usually defined as the extent to which it

measures what it is supposed to measure (cf. Lado 1961; Pilliner

1968; Heaton 1975a; Ingram 1977; Kelly 1978 and Holler 1982).

Anastasi (1982, p.131) described it as a question of what the test
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measures and how well it does so.	 She pointed out that:

"... all procedures for determining test validity are
concerned with the relationships between performance on
the test and other independently observable facts about
the behaviour characteristics under consideration."

The methods employed for establishing validity can be looked at under

the categories of construct, content, face and criterion-related

validity.

2.1.1.1	 Construct Validity

Anastasi (1982, p.153) outlined the relationship between the various

types of validity:

"... content, criterion-related and construct validation do
not correspond to distinct or logically co-ordinate categories.
On the contrary, construct validity is a comprehensive concept
which includes the other types."

Kelly (1978) and Hawkey (1982) similarly regarded construct validity as

a superordinate concept embracing all other forms of validity. Kelly

(1978, p.2) saw it as "the extent to which the test measures what it is

supposed to measure." This echoed Cronbach's (1971, p.463) comment

that:

"Every time an educator asks 'But what does the instrument
really measure?' he is calling for information on construct
validity."

More specifically, Anastasi (1982, p.144) defined it as:

"... the extent to which the test may be said to measure
a theoretical construct or trait... Each construct is
developed to explain and organise observed response
consistencies.	 It derives from established inter-
relationships among behavioral measures ... Focusing
on a broader, more enduring, and more abstract kind
of behavioral description ... construct validation
requires the gradual accumulation of information from
a variety of sources. Any data throwing light on the
nature of the trait under consideration and the conditions
affecting its development and manifestations are grist for
this validity mill."

She then described specific techniques that can contribute

to construct validation, e.g. correlations with other tests,

factor analysis, internal consistency measures, convergent and
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discriminant validation, and argued that the theoretical construct,

trait or behaviour domain measured by any test can be defined in terms

of the operations performed in establishing the validity of the test.

Hawkey (1982), in a review of the literature on validity, agreed with

Davies (1965) and Stevenson (1974) that very little attention had

been accorded to construct validity in the language testing literature.

He argued (p.124) that in what Spoisky (1976) described as the

'psychometric-structuralist era' of language testing, a prevalent view

was that:

"New language is to be learnt as a stimulus-response habit
formation process where discrete elements of the target
language, identified as different from those in Li and, thus,
more difficult, are 'drilled in' until Li habits no longer
'interfere'. The phonological, morphological, syntactic
and lexical components of language are isolable, as are the
four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Here was a model nicely susceptible to discrete-item testing
and thus to the kind of statistical analysis required by the
psychometrists."

Because of confidence in this prevailing theoretical paradigm and the

fact that it lent itself easily to testing, there was according to

Hawkey, little need for much prior deliberation about the match

between theory and test. Kelly (1978, p.2) developed a related

argument:

"... the empiricism and operationalism of scientists in
general in the first half of this century (cf. Lyons,
1977:l2Off) and of those working on psychological and
educational measurement in particular made the idea of
working with such a concept as 'construct validity'
unattractive ... As a result of such attitudes, other
notions of validity more consistent with the principles
of operationalism were substituted, in particular the
notions of concurrent and predictive validity."

Construct validity is viewed from a narrow perspective in much of the

current American literature (cf. Palmer et al. 1981a; Bachman et al.

l981a). I is seen principally as a matter of the a posteriori

statistical validation of whether a test has measured a construct which

has a reality independent of other constructs. The concern is much

more with the a posteriori relationship between a test and the
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psychological abilities, traits, constructs, it has measured than with

what it is that should be elicited in the first place.

Others (cf. Davies 197Th; Kelly 1978; Morrow 1979; Alderson et al.

1981; Hawkey 1982) have shown a greater concern for test validation at

the a priori stage.	 For Cronbach (1971, p.443):

"Construction of a test itself starts from a theory
about behaviour or mental organisation derived from
prior research that suggests the ground plan for the test."

Davies (1977b, p.63) argued in a similar vein:

••• it is, after all, the theory on which all else rests;
it is from there that the construct is set up and it is on
the construct that validity, of the content and predictive
kinds, is based"

and Kelly (1978, p.8) supported this view, commenting that:

"... the systematic development of tests requires some
theory, even an informal, inexplicit one, to guide the
initial selection of item content and the division of
the domain of interest into appropriate sub-areas."

Morrow (1979) also put the case strongly for trying to ensure that we

consider more rigorously whether what we are testing is what we think

we are testing, and whether what we think we are testing is what we

ought to be testing. He argued that whatever the approach testers

adopt, they need to be far more explicit about what it is that they are

testing.	 It would seem to follow that the more fully we are able to

describe the construct we are attempting to measure at the a priori

stage the more meaningful are the statistical procedures contributing

to construct validation that can subsequently be applied to the results

of the test.

Because we lack an adequate theory of language in use, attempts to

determine construct validity at an a priori as against an a posteriori

stage seem to involve us, to a great extent, in matters which relate

more evidently to content validity. We need to talk of the

communicative construct in pre-theoretical descriptive terms, and as

a result, we become involved in questions of content relevance and

content coverage. Thus for Kelly (1978, p.8) content validity seemed
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"an almost completely overlapping concept" with construct validity, and

for Holler (1982, p.68):

"... the distinction between construct and content validity
in language testing is not always very marked, particularly
for tests of general language proficiency."

The project we report in this thesis is essentially concerned with the

research, specification and development of an experimental English for

Academic Purposes (E.A.P.) test battery.	 A greater degree of

explicitness at the a priori stage of test construction was felt to be

necessary, if we were subsequently to make meaningful statements about

a candidate's performance, which would be of use to those providing

remedial support within receiving institutions. We would, however,

regard this a priori validation as essentially a first, though crucial,

step in the total validation process of an experimental test.

Davies (1983, p.1) argued forcefully that external validation based on

data is always to be preferred:

"The external criterion, however hard to find and however
difficult to operationalise and quantify remains the best
evidence of a test's validity.	 All other evidence,
including reliability and the internal validities is
essentially circular"

and he quotes Anastasi on the need for independently gathered external

data:

"Internal analysis of the test, through item-test correlations,
factorial analysis of test items, etc. is never an adequate
substitute for external validation."

However, since our primary concern was to collect appropriate

information on a candidate's performance for the purposes of profile

reporting, we were more obliged than those whose major interest was in

predictive validity also to establish content/construct validity for

our test by identifying, prior to test construction, appropriate

communicative tasks which it should include.

Having made rigorous attempts at an a priori stage to make the test as

valid as possible, we would then seek to establish the validity of

T.E.A.P. against external criteria. 	 If we bypassed the first stage
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with its emphasis on content validity then the type of test we had

available for external validation procedures would not, in all

likelihood, have suited the purpose for which our test was intended.

A pencil and paper test of phoneme discrimination, for instance,

might be found to correlate highly with an external criterion, e.g.,

another established test concurrently administered or a measure taken

at a later date, such as final academic grades. It would however, be

of less value to those providing remedial EngLish language support, who,

rather than a single score, require information about the particular

study modes in which a student has difficulty operating. One would

not be able to allocate students effectively to remedial language

classes on the basis of performance in this type of test.

It is also salutary to point out that most G.C.E. examinations and

existing language proficiency examinations, e.g. the C.P.E. and the

J.M.B. Test in English (Overseas), because of their public, operational

nature, are not overly interested in concurrent or predictive validity

whereas, as Davies (1982) points out, these are matters of major

concern for most standardised, closed E.F.L. tests.	 Correlating the

results of one year's examination with otherexaminations or against

some future criterion is perhaps viewed as a fruitless exercise when

a new set of examinations is already in preparation for the following

year and the results already issued for current candidates. Only

experimental tests such as T.E.A.P. or closed tests such as E.L.T.S.

or E.L.B.A. feel obliged to concern themselves with a posteriori

validation procedures. Open examinations which are held annually tend

to rely more heavily on construct, content and face validity. The

major concern of this thesis is to explore ways of establishing content,

construct and face validity for an E.A.P. proficiency test at the test

construction stage. Attention is paid to a posteriori validation

techniques such as internal. consistency measures, factor analysis and,

where available, inter-test correlations, though time and resources

available have constrained how much of this we are able to do.

The a priori validation of an E.A.P. proficiency test would seem to

demand that we test integrated macro-skills rather than micro-elements
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in isolation.	 Given that our aim is to test the communicative

competence of overseas students in an E.A.P. setting, it is doubtful

whether tests of linguistic competence alone are appropriate because

the constructs for such tests are necessarily based on discrete

linguistic levels, not on integrative work samples. 	 Since the essence

of communication is an ability to combine discrete linguistic elements

in a particular context, it seems essential that this ability should be

assessed by tests of integrated skills, rather than by tests of

discrete linguistic levels in isolation.

The content of an E.A.P. proficiency test based on work samples from

the target situation, is qualitatively different from the content of a

test of linguistic competence based upon discrete linguistic items. In

the case of the E.A.P. proficiency test which aims at assessing

communicative competence, the main justification for item selection is

a careful sampling of the communicative tasks required of students in

English medium study.	 In the case of a test of linguistic competence,

a test may be considered valid if its content is based on an adequate

sample of 'typical' discrete linguistic elements.

Davies (1965, p.49), commenting on the criteria adopted for selecting

items for his English Proficiency Test Battery, argued that a

proficiency test battery should have both a work sample justification

and a linguistic justification:

"The linguistic demands of a Proficiency Battery are that
it should be based on some language (or language testing)
theory, that it should sample each of the major linguistic
categories, that it should look at these features both in
isolation and combination; it should consider the importance
of these features in the communication needs of the candidates
who will take the test... it should attempt to test control
over the language in action rather than the language itself
or knowledge about the language."

It is interesting to speculate how far language testers can escape from

the influence of the prevailing language paradigm.	 Davies (1965, p.52),

working within the psychometric-structuralist paradigm, argued that the

proficiency tester:

"... starts off from the theory that language can (or should)
by analysed into linguistic parts, into language levels..."
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but despite this, he attempted to investigate the feasibility of

including job sample tests in his battery: what he termed the

'performance approach'.

The proficiency tester today is more influenced by what Moller (l981b)

has described as the sociolinguistic-conununicative paradigm. According

to Canale et al. (1980, p.31e) communicative testing:

"... must be devoted not only to what the learner knows
about the second language and about how to use it
(competence) but also to what extent the learner is able
to actually demonstrate this knbwledge in a meaningful
communicative situation."

Thus a good deal more attention has now to be paid to content and face

validity than was the case under the previous orthodoxy. We feel

however, that it is a matter for empirical investigation rather than

conjecture, whether in an E.A.P. proficiency test one can by-pass

assessing linguistic competence through discrete items based on

linguistic categories, in favour of assessing communicative competence

using integrative testing techniques based on a work sample

justification. The experimental version of T.E.A.P. primarily had

such a work sample justification but in addition, we felt it necessary

to include components which sampled major linguistic categories; for,

as Moller (1981b, p.44) argued:

"It is clear that communicative testing does test certain
aspects of proficiency. 	 But it is important to be aware
that testing language proficiency does not amount just to
communicative testing. Communicative language performance
is clearly an element in, or a dimension of, language
proficiency. But language competence is also an important
dimension of language proficiency and cannot be ignored.
It will also have to be tested in one or more of the many
ways that have been researched during the past 30 years.
Ignoring this dimension is as serious an omission as ignoring
the re-awakening of traditional language testing in a
communicative setting."

2.1.1.2	 Content Validity

Inevitably we have cotmiented on content validity in addressing ourselves

to the concept of construct validity. We have pointed out that a

primary purpose of our test is to provide receiving institutions with a
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profile of the student's E.A.P. proficiency, indicating in broad terms

the particular study modes where deficiencies lie. Content validity

is considered important for this purpose as it is principally concerned

with the extent to which the selection of test tasks is representative

of the larger universe of tasks of which the test is assumed to be a

sample (v. Bachman et al. 1981a).

Similarly, Anastasi, (1982, p.131) defined content validity as

involving:

"... essentially the systematic examination of the test
content to determine whether it covers a representative
sample of the behavior domain to be measured."

She (p. 132) made the following important points:

1. "the behavior domain to be tested must be
systematically analysed to make certain that all
major aspects are covered by the test items, and
in the correct proportions";

2. "the domain under consideration should be fully
described in advance, rather than being defined
after the test has been prepared";

3. "content validity depends on the relevance of the
individual's test responses to the behavior area
under consideration, rather than on the apparent
relevance of item content."

The directness of fit and adequacy of the test sample is thus dependent

on the quality of the description of the target language behaviour

being tested.

J.B. Carroll (1961) pointed to the importance of, and the difficulties

involved in, defining the area of language from which the sample is to

be taken and the resultant problems this has for sampling. Moller

(1982, p.37) also referred to the problems involved:

"In the case of a proficiency test, however, the test
constructors themselves decide the 'syllabus' and the
universe of discourse to be sampled. The sampling
becomes less satisfactory because of the extent and
indeterminate nature of that universe."

To the extent that the content is made explicit the concern also
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becomes one of face validity (v. Porter 1983) - perhaps the most

contentious validity we might invoke.

2.1.1.3	 Face Validity

Anastasi (1982, p.l36) pointed out that face validity:

"... is not validity in the technical sense; it refers,
not to what the test actually measures, but to what it
appears superficially to measure.	 Face validity pertains
to whether the test 'looks valid' to the examinees who take
it, the administrative personnel who decide on its use, and
other technically untrained observers. Fundamentally, the
question of face validity concerns rapport and public
relations."

Lado (1961), Davies (1965), Ingram (1977), Palmer (1981) and Bachman et

al. (1981a) discounted the value of face validity. 	 Bacbman at al.

argued, (p. 55):

"Since there is no generally accepted procedure for
determining whether or not a test demonstrates this
characteristic, and since 'it is not an acceptable
basis for interpretative inferences from test scores',
we feel it has no place in the discussion of test
validity."

If the test does not have face validity though, it may not be

acceptable to the students taking it, or the teachers and receiving

institutions who may make use of it.	 If the students do not accept

it as valid, their adverse reaction to it may mean that they do not

perform in a way which truly reflects their ability. 	 Anastasi (1982,

p. 136) took a similar line:

"Certainly if test content appears irrelevant, inappropriate,
silly or childish, the result will be poor cooperation,
regardless of the actual validity of the test. Especially
in adult testing, it is not sufficient for a test to be
objectively valid.	 It also needs face validity to function
effectively in practical situations."

Though she added the caution (p.l36):

"To be sure, face validity should never be regarded as a
substitute for objectively determined validity... The
validity of the test in its final form should always be
directly checked."
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In all forms of validity referred to so far, knowing what the test is

measuring is crucial. There is a further type of validity which we

might term criterion-related validity where knowing exactly what a test

measures is not so crucial.

2.1.1.4	 Criterion-Related Validity

This is a predominantly quantitative and a posteriori concept concerned

with the extent to which test scores correlate with a suitable external

criterion of performance; what Ingram (1977, p.18) termed 'pragmatic

validity.	 Criterion-related validity divides into two types

(v. Davies, 197Th), concurrent validity, where the test scores are

correlated with another measure of performance, usually an older,

established test, taken at the same time (cf. Kelly 1978; Davies

1983) and predictive validity, where test scores are correlated with

some future criterion of performance (v. Bachman et al. 1981a.)

Davies (1965, pp. 149-50) commented that predictive validity is:

"... established by the prognostic success of a test, its
later confirmation of the expectations implied in the test's
results.	 To estimate predictive validity follow-up studies
are necessary."

and went on to say that this and concurrent validity (v. Davies 1983),

i.e., external validation based on data, are always preferable to the

'armchair speculation of content validity.'

Though this concept of validity is more in keeping with the demands of

an einpiricist-operationalist approach (v. Kelly 1978): the problem

remains that a test can be valid in this way without our necessarily

knowing what the test is measuring. Morrow (1979, p.147) drew

attention to the essential circularity of employing these types of

validity in support of a test:

"Starting from a certain set of assumptions about the nature
of language and language learning will lead to language tests
which are perfectly valid in terms of these assumptions but
whose value must inevitably be called into question if the
basic assumptions themselves are challenged."

Moller (1982) also referred to the problems in establishing sufficiently

valid criterion measures against which to correlate. As Jakobovits
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(1970, p.75) had pointed out:

"the question of what it is to know a language is not well
understood and, consequently, the language proficiency tests
now available and universally used are inadequate because
they attempt to measure something that has not been well
defined."

There is a danger in a validation study of this type that one might be

forced to place one's faith in a criterion measure which may in itself

not be a valid, measure of the construct in question. 	 One cannot claim

that a test has criterion-related validity because it correlates highly

with another test, if the other test itself does not measure the

criterion in question.

Incidentally, validity and reliability estimates based on correlational

data must be treated with caution. A high correlation may indicate

the measurement of two different attributes which are themselves quite

highly correlated amongst the population of testees. 	 On the other

hand, a low correlation may indicate that two quite different

attributes are being measured or may merely reflect a high level of

error variance in one or both of the test3.

Morrow argued (1979, p.147):

"Validity exists only in terms of specified criteria and,
if the criteria turn out to be the wrong ones, then
validity claimed in terms of them turns out to be spurious"

and Hawkey (1982, p.153) echoed this:

"Although this procedure can reveal signs of apparent
unreliability in a pilot test, such evidence with its
inherent risk of circularity, would require very close
scrutiny indeed before it led to any major change in
evaluation approaches.	 At this developmental stage
in communicative testing, other tests available as
criteria for concurrent validation are likely to be
less integrative/communicative in construct and format,
and thus not valid as references for direct comparison."

Though we appreciated the need for caution in our interpretation of

these criterion-related validity measures, we still considered them to

be useful concepts. For example, one might be very wary of tests that

produced results seriously at variance with those of other tests

measuring the same trait, especially if the latter had been found to
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have true construct validity.

Similarly, in the case of predictive validity, it may be that in certain

circumstances the predictive power of the test is all that is of

interest.	 If all one wants is to make certain predictioias about future

performance on the basis of the test results, this might entail a

radically different test from that where the interest is tin providing

information to allow effective remedial action to be takem.	 If

predictions made on the basis of the test are reasonably iccurate then

the nature of the test items and their content might not be important.

One of the main aims of our Test in English for Academic Purposes

(T.E.A.P.) is to provide receiving institutions with a profile

indicating those language areas in which overseas students coming to

take English medium academic courses, would seem to be at a linguistic

disadvantage as compared to their native speaker counterparts. 	 Thus

content, construct and face validity were considered important for our

purpose, though we were also aware of the need to establish concurrent

and predictive validity.

2.1.2	 The Concept of Reliability

Another criterion against which any language test has to be judged is

its reliability (v. Anastasi 1982). This concept is partticularly

important when considering language tests within the communicative

paradigm.	 For as Davies (1965, p.14) pointed out:

"... reliability is the first essential for any test; but
for certain kinds of language test may be very difficult to
achieve."

Guilford (1965) identified a number of aspects of test reliability

but, in the work being reported here, the major concern was

with only three of these. We were concerned with the reliability

between different markers when marking a test of written expression,

and investigated how the kind of written production called for in the

T.E.A.P. could be most reliably marked using trained markers. 	 It was

also necessary to ensure that relevant sub-tests were internally

consistent in the sense that all items in a sub-test were judged to be
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measuring the same attribute. 	 The third aspect was parallel forms

reliability, the requirements of which will have to be borne in mind

when future alternative forms of the T.E.A.P. have to be devised.

Because of the constraints on us and because of the many problems

involved (cf. Perren 1968; Carroll, J.B. 1973; Beardsmore

1974; Clark 1975; Fisher et al. 1979; Underhill 1981) it

was not possible to investigate the development of a reliable test of

oral production in this project.	 This is not to say an oral test

cannot be devised which is both valid and reliable, though the time and

resources required for administration and in the prior training of

examiners are quite considerable.	 In our analysis of the language

tasks facing students in the academic context and the difficulties met

in coping with them, we have 	 investigated	 spoken medium tasks,

as it is hoped that this may at least encourage future research and

development into the provision of a valid and reliable oral component

(v. James forthcoming). 	 In this work though, we shall be confining

ourselves to examining how reliable we can make the reading

comprehension, listening comprehension, and writing sub-tests of our

proposed Test in English for Academic Purposes.

2.1.3	 Test Efficiency

A valid test is of little use if it does not prove to be a practicable

one.	 This involves questions of economy, ease of administration,

scoring and interpretation of results. The longer it takes to

construct, administer and score, and the more skilled personnel and

equipment that are involved, the higher the costs are likely to be.

The duration of the test may affect its successful operation in other

ways, e.g. a fatigue effect on the candidates, administrative factors

such as staff to invigilate, and the availability of rooms in which to

sit the examination; all have to be taken into consideration. 	 It is

thus highly desirable to make the test as short as possible, consistent

with the need to meet the validity and reliability criteria referred to

above.	 If the aim is to provide as full a profile of the student's

abilities as is possible then there is obviously a danger of conflict
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here, for although hard pressed administrators seem in our experience to

want a single overall grade, remedial language teachers would prefer as

full a profile as possible. (cf. Moller 1977; Alderson et al. 1981).

2.1.4	 Validity and Reliability - An Inevitable Tension?

Within the limitations of this work the concern was primarily with

validation at the test construction stage, and only to a lesser extent

with a posteriori validation at the performance stage. The resources

to do thorough, professional, concurrent and predictive validity

studies, such as conducted by Moller (1982) and those at present being

conducted on the British Council's ELTS battery by the Institute of

Applied Language Studies, at the University of Edinburgh, were not

available to us, though it is envisaged that such studies will be done

on T.E.A.P. at the Universities of Reading, Lancaster and Southampton

over the next few years. Our concerns were of necessity with content,

construct and face validity though the predictive and concurrent

validity of our tests was also examined as far as circumstances allowed.

We sought to examine how far the 'communicative' and 'E.S.P.' paradigms

were applicable at an a priori stage to the research and development of

a valid language proficiency test for students attempting to follow

academic courses through the medium of English.

This might have proven to be a sterile endeavour unless we could also

ensure the reliability of our tests. While one can have test

reliability without test validity, a test can only be valid if it is

also reliable. (v. Kelly 1978)

There is sometimes said to be a reliability-validity tension,

(cf. Guilford 1965; and Davies 1978). This tension exists in the

sense that it is sometimes essential to sacrifice a degree of

reliability in order to enhance validity. If, however, validity is

lost to increase reliability we finish up with a test which is a

reliable measure of something other than what we wish to measure. The

two concepts are, in certain circumstances, mutually exclusive but if

a choice has to be made, validity "after all, is the more important".

Cv. Guilford 1965, p.48I).
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Validity is important also because it is related to the way in which

test performance levels are defined. 	 Houston (1983) describes the

difference between norm and criterion referenced methods of doing so

and discusses some of the difficulties of specifying appropriate

performance criteria when the latter method is chosen. Popham (1978,

p.2) provided the following functional definitions of these approaches:

"... a criterion-referenced test is designed to produce a
clear description of what an exaxninee's performance on the
test actually means. 	 Rather than interpreting an examinee's
test performance in relationship to the performance of others
as is the case with many traditional tests, a good criterion-
referenced test yields a better picture of just what It is that
the examinee can or cannot do."

Davies (1978, p.158) made the connection with language testing and

expressed certain reservations about criterion referenced tests:

"... there are difficulties in using criterion referenced
tests for language: there is no finite inventory of
learning points or items; there are very many behavioural
objectives; there are variable (or no) external criteria
of success, fluency, intelligibility, etc; there is no
obvious way of establishing adequate knowledge, of saying
how much of a language is enough."

thus putting in a language testing context some of the difficulties

referred to later by Houston (1983). 	 Clearly, criterion-referencing

of performance levels is possible only to the extent that the test has

a high degree of content validity.

Rea (1978) argued that simply because tests which assess language as

communication cannot automatically claim high standards of reliability

in the same way that discrete item tests are able to, this should not

be accepted as a justification for continued reliance on highly

reliable measures having very suspect validity. Rather, we should

first be attempting to obtain more reliable measures of coinmunicative

abilities. This seems a less extreme and more sensible position than

that adopted by Morrow (1979, p. 151), who argued polemically:

"Reliability, while clearly important, will be subordinate
to face validity. Spurious objectivity will no longer be
a prime consideration..."

Rea's viewpoint was shared by Read (l981a, pp. X-XI), who reported that

a recurring theme at the April 1980 R.E.L.C. Seminar on 'Evaluation and
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Measurement of Language Competence and Performance' was that:

"... subjective judgeinents are indispensable if we are to
develop testing procedures that validly reflect our current
understanding of the nature of language proficiency and our
contemporary goals in language teaching."

Read went on to eniphasise that:

"... this does not mean a return to the old pre-scientific
approach.	 It is generally accepted that a substantial,
verifiable level of reliability must also be attained, if
test results are to have any meaning."

Moller adopted a similar approach (1981a, p.67):

"While it is understood that a valid test must be reliable,
it would seem that in such a highly complex and personal
behaviour as using a language other than one's mother
tongue, validity could be claimed for measures that might
have a lower than normally acceptable level of reliability."

He argued that, although reliability is something we should always try

to achieve in our tests "it may not always be the prime consideration"

and offers a possible compromise position, (p.67):

"In constructing test batteries that contain different types
of task, for example, certain of the sub-tests may be required
to exhibit a high degree of reliability. Other sub-tests,
particularly tests of communicative use, may quite properly
exhibit lower reliability without adversely affecting the
overall validity of the battery."

Hawkey (1982, p.149) commented in a similar vein:

"... the reliability of a test cannot be ignored without a
harmful effect on the validity of the instrument. But it
is likely that, if the construct validity of communicative
tests is to be ensured, the reliability question is going
to have to be accepted as subordinate, though worked at
fairly hard by item analysis and correlational operations."

In our Test in English for Academic Purposes we attempted to develop

test formats and evaluation criteria that would provide the best overall

balance between reliability, validity and efficiency in the assessment

of communicative skills.
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2.2 A CRITICAL REVIEW OF APPROACHES TO LANGUAGE TEST DESIGN

2.2.1	 Introduction

To inform us in making decisions on the best formats for our test

battery we examined critically the alternative approaches to language

testing and their limitations in terms of our stated criteria of

validity, reliability and efficiency.

Davies (1978) argued that by the mid '70's, approaches to testing

seemed to fall along a continuum which stretched from 'discrete' item

tests at one end, to integrative tests such as doze at the other.

He took the view that in testing, as in teaching, there was a tension

between the analytical on the one hand and the integrative on the other

and considered that (p.149):

"... the most satisfactory view of language testing and the
most useful kinds of language tests, are a combination of
these two views, the analytical and the integrative."

He went on to say that it was probable in any case, that no test could

be wholly analytical or integrative. 	 For Davies (p.149):

"The two poles of analysis and integration are similar to
(and may be closely related to) the concepts of reliability
and validity.	 Test reliability is increased by adding to
the stock of discrete items in a test; the smaller the bits
and the more of these there are, the higher the potential
reliability. Validity, however, is increased by making the
test truer to life, in this case more like language in use."

011er (1979) on the ot:er hand, felt that testing should focus on the

integrative end of the continuum. He made a strong case for following

the swing of the testing pendulum away from what Spoisky (1976) had

described as the "psychometric-structuralist" era, the so called

'discrete point' approach to testing, to what he termed "the

psycholinguistic-sociolinguistic era"; the age of the integrative

test. In our examination of these approaches, for the sake of

description we treat them as if they were 'distinct', or 'pure' types.

We recognise that, in practice, most tests contain an element of each,

either in the test format or the assessment procedures adopted but,

whilst we agree with Davies (1978) that the distinction between the

two is neither real nor absolute, we nevertheless feel that they can
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be usefully examined in terms of the particular focus they represent.

2.2.2	 The Psychometric-Structuralist Era

The clear advantages of testing 'discrete' linguistic points are that

they yield data which are easily quantifiable, as well as allowing a

wide coverage of items.	 Tests which focus on 'discrete' linguistic

items are efficient and have the usual reliability of marking

associated with objectively scored tests, but both the 'discrete-point'

approach, and the various formats employed in it, suffer from the

defects of the construct they seek to measure. The problem with this

approach to the measurement of proficiency is that it depends on

proficiency being neatly quantifiable in this fashion. 	 Oiler (1979,

p.212) outlined the deficiencies in terms of the construct validity of

a hypothetically pure form of this approach:

"Discrete-point analysis necessarily breaks the elements
of language apart and tries to teach them (or test them)
separately with little or no attention to the way those
elements interact in a larger context of communication.
What makes it ineffective as a basis for teaching or
testing languages is that crucial properties of language
are lost when its elements are separated. 	 The fact is
that in any system where the parts interact to produce
properties and qualities that do not exist in the parts
separately, the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts... organisational constraints themselves become
crucial properties of the system which simply cannot be
found in the parts separately."

011er is on fairly safe ground here as most people would probably agree

that testing a candidate's linguistic competence is a necessary, but

not sufficient, component of a test battery. 	 In real-life for example,

we actually require people taking a driving test to demonstrate that

they can perform the task and we do not depend solely on a pencil and

paper test that informs us about the extent of their knowledge

concerning the principles of driving.	 Similarly, those who have to

make assessments about a piece of music will make them on the piece as

a whole, not on selected parts of it.	 Chaplen (1970, p.XXVIII)

criticised isolated skills tests from this point of view, arguing that:

"It seems unlikely that measurements of the component skills
most commonly isolated can provide either singly or in
aggregate, a satisfactory measurement of the gestalt."
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This is a view shared by Savignon (1972) who round that grammatical

competence was not by itself a good predictor of communicative skills.

Kelly (1978) argued that if the goal of applied linguistics is seen as

the applied analysis of meaning, e.g. the recognition of the context

specific meaning of an utterance as distinct from its system giving

meaning, then we as applied linguists should be more interested in the

development and measurement of ability to take part in specified

communicative performance, the production of and comprehension of

coherent discourse, rather than in linguistic competence. This echoed

Spolsky's (1968) earlier point that perhaps instead of attempting to

establish a person's knowledge of a language in terms of a percentage

mastery of grammar and lexis, we would be better employed in testing

that person's ability to perform in a specified socio-linguistic

setting.	 Rea (1978, p.51) has expressed a similar view:

"... although we would agree that language is a complex
behaviour and that we would generally accept a definition
of overall language proficiency as the ability to function
in a natural language situation, we still insist or let
others impose on us, testing measures which assess language
as an abstract array of discrete items, to be manipulated
only in a mechanistic way. 	 Such tests yield artificial,
sterile and irrelevant types of items which have no
relationship to the use of language in real life situations."

Morrow (1979) argued that if we are to assess proficiency, i.e.

potential success in the use of the language in some general sense, it

would be more valuable to test for a knowledge of and an ability to

apply the rules and processes, by which these discrete elements are

synthesized into an infinite number of grammatical sentences and then

selected as being appropriate for a particular context, rather than

simply to test a knowledge of the elements alone. 	 For Morrow (1979,

p.145):

"... knowledge of the elements of a language in fact counts
for nothing unless the user is able to combine them in new
and appropriate ways to meet the linguistic demands of the
situation in which he wishes to use the language."

This characterisation of proficiency as the ability to do something

rather than just a knowledge about something can also be found in

Davies (1965), Harris (1969) and Clark (1975).
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2.2.3	 The Psycholinguistic-Sociolinguistic Era

At the risk of generalisation we might say that, in response to a

feeling that 'discrete-point' tests were insufficient indicators of

language proficiency, the testing pendulum swung in favour of global

tests in the 1970s, into what Spolsky (1976) termed the

psycholinguistic-sociolinguistic era, an approach to measurement that

was in many ways contrary to the allegedly atomistic assumptions of the

the 'discrete-point' tests (v. Davies 1978).	 It was claimed by 011er

(1979) that global integrative tests such as doze and dictation went

beyond the measurement of a limited part of language competence achieved

by 'discrete-point' tests with their bias towards testing the receptive

skills; that such tests could measure the ability to integrate

disparate language skills in ways which more closely approximated to the

actual process of language use. 	 For 011er (1979 , p.37):

"The concept of an integrative test was born in contrast
with the definition of a discrete point test.	 If discrete
items take language skill apart, integrative tests put it
back together.	 Whereas discrete items attempt to test
knowledge of language one bit at a time, integrative tests
attempt to assess a learner's capacity to use many bits all
at the same time, and possibly while exercising several
presumed components of a grammatical system, and perhaps
more than one of the traditionally recognized skills or
aspects of skills."

Read (198la, p.X) succinctly described the psycholinguistic!

sociolinguistic era:

"From a psycholinguistic perspective, language came to be
seen as less of a well-defined taxonomic structure and
more of a dynamic, creative, functional system. 	 It was
recognized that natural language contains a considerable
amount of redundancy, so that it is difficult to show
that any single linguistic unit is indispensable for
communication... The sociolinguistic contribution centres
on the concept of communicative competence, which represents
a broadening of Chomsky's notton of competence to cover not
only knowledge of rules for forming grammatical sentences
but also rules for using those sentences appropriately with
different contexts... Thus the psycholinguistic and
sociolinguistic perspectives have enlarged the basis on
which the validity of a test is to be judged.	 New criteria
have become introduced that cannot be measured by the
standard 'objective' methods.'
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Oiler maintained that provided linguistic tests such as doze require

"performance" under real life constraints, e.g. time, they are at least

a guide to aptitude and potential for communication, even if they do

not test communication itself. 	 They are also practicable to

administer, economical to set and mark, and have respectable reliability

figures associated with them.

Work by Alderson (l978a) however, has raised serious questions about

the validity of these integrative measures as testing devices. He

demonstrated that there is no such animal as "the doze test" and, even

in using the same passage, results are affected by altering the point

where the deletions are started from, or by using a different nth rate

deletion.	 The evidence is similarly contradictory about the differing

scoring methods to be adopted in marking a doze procedure and it has

even been suggested that a doze test is a much less effective measure

for assessing "general proficiency", in that it correlates less well

with other established general proficiency measures, when used on

monolingual as against multilingual groups Cv. Klein-Braley 1981).

Perhaps more crucial than any of these reservations is the question of

what performance on a doze test really tells us about a candidate's

language ability.

A major cause of concern is the assumption made by Oiler (1976, 1979,

1980) that General Language Proficiency (GLP), the grammar of expectancy

his integrative tests are tapping into, is a single priheipal factor

underlying all language skills. 	 His concept of 'overall proficiency'

has inevitably merged into a hypothesis of an underlying unitary

competence. This is a view implicit in his concept of the internalised

expectancy grairunar and, though it is one which is seductive for the

purpose of those having to take administrative decisions, as Davies

(l98lb) points out, it conflicts with substantial evidence in favour of

at least two competencies, namely reception and production (v. Voilmer

l98la). The differences between knowing how to analyse input and

knowing how to construct output would seem to more than outweigh the

correspondences between the two processes. Pedagogical experience

would also suggest that the different performance tasks an individual

is faced with, result in a variety of different proficiencies being
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exhibited in the completion of these tasks.

Davies (1981b) emphasised that although Oiler claims that his

integrative tests represent total language proficiency better than

any other single test or combination of tests, this is not in itself,

an argument in favour of the unitary competence hypothesis, as measures

such as doze and dictation are so integrative, that they contain most

or all language abilities anyway.

High correlations between doze and other measures may only reflect

that they are measuring different skills which are highly correlated

among individuals, however this does not mean that there will be no

individuals whose performances in the various skills differ

considerably.

A group of testees may have scores in two tests which correlate very

highly, in the sense that both tests put the individuals in more or

less the same rank order, but since correlational measures take little

or no account of mean scores, the group's scores may be centred on

very different means in the two tests, indicating quite different

levels of performance overall. 	 In other words, correlational data do

not provide evidence about standards.

The empirical evidence that has been marshalled in favour of the

"unitary competence hypothesis" is open to some doubt and there is a

growing body of evidence favouring a divisibility hypothesis

(cf. Vollmer 1979; Bachman et al. l981a; Vollmer 1981a and b;

Hughes l981a).

Principal component analysis is often used to substantiate the

"unitary competence hypothesis" but this method is essentially designed

to simplify data, and would be expected to produce one factor from a

battery of seemingly different language tests. More crucially, this

general language proficiency factor does not necessarily explain all

the variance in the results, and the percentage of variance explained

differs from study to study	 (v. Voilmer l981a).	 Because of the

existence of factors, other than the principal component, which explain
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reasonable proportions of the remaining variance, it is often possible

by pursuing further factor analysis, for example Varimax rotation of

the factor structure, to obtain a number of independent factors each

of which makes a sizeable contribution to the total variance.

There is also evidence in the literature that the format of a task can

unduly affect the performance of some candidates (v. Murphy l978a,

1980).	 It is our contention that this makes it necessary to include

a variety of test formats for assessing each construct rather than rely

on a single overall measure, such as doze. 	 In this way, we might

give candidates a better chance of demonstrating potentially differing

abilities (v. Volimer 1979, 1981a).

Though the tests 011er is advocating are global in the sense that they

require testees to exhibit simultaneous control over different aspects

of the language system, they are nevertheless indirect. Although the

tests might integrate disparate language skills in ways which more

closely approximate to actual language use, one would argue that their

claim to the mantle of communicative validity remains suspect, as only

direct tests which simulate as closely as possible relevant authentic

communication tasks, can claim to mirror actual communicative

interaction (cf. Kelly 1978; Morrow 1979). 	 As Moller (1982, p.25)

pointed out, they do not:

••• require subjects to perform tasks considered to be
relevant in the light of their known future use of the
language."

Advocates of communicative language testing would argue that 011er's

view pays insufficient regard to the importance of the productive and

receptive processing of discourse, arising out of the actual use of

language in a social context with all the attendant performance

constraints, e.g. the interaction based nature of discourse,

unpredictability and behavioural outcomes (cf. Morrow 1979 and

Moller l98lb).

Both Rea (1978) and Morrow (1979) have emphasised that though indirect

measures of language abilities claim extremely high standards of

reliability and concurrent validity as established by statistical

techniques, their claim to other types of validity remains suspect.
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Morrow (1979) cited as evidence for this the fact that neither doze

nor dictation offers the opportunity for spontaneous production by the

candidate and the language norms which are followed are those of the

examiner (or original author of the text), not of the student himself.

Neither testing procedure offers the possibility for oral or non-

controlled written production, and since the oral and written skills

are generally held to be highly important, some means of assessing them

reliably in communicative situations should be found. Although

integrative measures appear to correlate highly with other similar

measures of general language proficiency, there is some empirical

evidence that doze correlates only moderately with tests of written

production (v. Weir et al. 1978) and with spoken production

(v. Vollmer 1981a).	 Given that the tests concerned are reliable,

this would suggest the possibility that proficiency in these areas

cannot be adequately predicted by a test of overall proficiency.

Morrow also claimed both doze and dictation are fundamentally suspect

since they are tests of underlying ability (competence) rather than

actual performance.	 In other words, they depend basically on a

knowledge of the language system rather than the ability to operate

this system in authentic settings.	 Carroll, B.J. (1980 , p.9) reached

the same conclusion:

"... this (doze test) is still essentially usage based.	 The
task does not represent genuine interactive communication and
is, therefore, only an indirect index of potential efficiency
in coping with day to day communicative tasks."

Even if it were decided that indirect tests such as doze were valid in

some sort of derived fashion, it still remains true that performing on

a doze test is not the same sort of activity as reading. 	 The

pedagogical consequences of including this type of test measure in a

battery might be harmful if it results in candidates being taught

specifically to handle indirect assessment tasks, in preference to

teaching them to cope with more realistic tasks.

Kelly (1978, p.241) made the further point that some candidates may

manage to succeed in the indirect task by training of a certain kind
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and thus invalidate the test:

"... indirect tests are subject to attacks on their validity
in those cases where it is possible to by-pass the ability in
question and develop proficiency in the assessment task alone."

He also noted (op. cit. pp. 245-246) that:

"Analysis of a student's responses to an indirect test will
not provide any relevant information as to the reasons for
the student's difficulties in the authentic task, of which
one assumes, the indirect test is a valid and reliable
measure.	 By their very nature, indirect tests Cain provide
evidence for level of achievement, but cannot diagnose
specific areas of difficulty in relation to the authentic
task."

Integrative tests such as doze only tell us about a candidate's

competence. They do not tell us anything directly about a

performance ability, and their main value in their unmodified form,

appears to lie in ascribing competence levels, rather than relating

candidates' performance to any external criteria. They are perhaps

only of limited use when the interest is in what it is that the

individual student can or cannot do in terms of the various language

tasks he is to be faced with in real life situations.

The deficiencies in the type of information the 'discrete point'

approaches of the psychometric-structuralist era, and the more

integrative approaches of the psycholinguistic-sociolinguistic era

could provide, meant that we needed to investigate the 'communicative

paradigm' to see whether this approach might be more suitable for our

purposes.

2.2.4	 The Communicative Paradigm

For communicative testers to lay claim to construct validity for their

approach, explicitnessis required both at the test design stage where

one is concerned with the required result (v. Hawkey 1982) and at the

evaluation stage where one is estimating the acquired result. 	 It is

not necessarily the case that communicative tests will look radically

different from existing tests; but there may be strong pragmatic

reasons for trying to demonstrate any differences in either the test

content or the marking schemes to be applied. Whatever the
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differences it is only through a greater degree of explicitness in

terms of the specification for test task construction and the criteria

to be adopted in assessment, that a progressive dialectic can ensue.

Canale et al. (1980) provided us with a useful starting point for a

clarification of the terminology necessary for forming a more definite

picture of the construct, communicative testing. These authors took

communicative competence to include grammatical competence (knowledge

of the rules of grammar), sociolinguistic competence (knowledge of the

rules of use and rules of discourse) and strategic competence

(knowledge of verbal and non-verbal communication strategies). Whereas

for Hymes (1972), communicative competence included the ability to use

the language, as well as having the knowledge which underlies actual

performance, Morrow (1979) felt a distinction needed to be made between

communicative competence and communicative performance, the

distinguishing feature of the latter being the fact that performance is

the realisation of Canale et al.'s (1980, p.6) three competences and

their interaction:

••• in the actual production and comprehension of utterances
(under general psychological constraints that are unique to
performance)"

Morrow (1979) and Canale et al. (1980) argued that communicative

language testing as well as being concerned with what the learner knows

about the form of the language and about how to use it appropriately in

contexts of use (COMPETENCE), must also deal with the extent to which

the learner is actually able to demonstrate this knowledge in a

meaningful communicative situation (PERFORMANCE) i.e. what he can do

with the language, or as Rea (1978, p.4) put it:

".... his ability to communicate with ease and effect in
specified sociolinguistic settings."

It is held that the performance tasks candidates are faced with in

communicative tests, should be representative of the type of task they

might encounter in their own real-life situation and should correspond

to normal language use where an integration of communicative skills is

required with little time to reflect on, or monitor language input and

Output.
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An idea of recent thinking may be gained by looking at the work of

testers generally supportive of this broader sociolinguistic model of

communication, where there is a marked shift in emphasis from the

linguistic to the communicative dimension. The emphasis is no longer

on linguistic accuracy, but on the ability to function effectively

through language in particular contexts of situation. 	 Cooper's (1968)

view that existing test frameworks, because they concentrated on

linguistic competence, might fail to assess a person's communicative

ability, was taken up by Morrow (1979, p.149) who argued that

traditional tests did not give:

••• any convincing proof of the candidate's ability to
actually use the language, to translate the competence
(or lack of it) which he is demonstrating into actual
performance 'in ordinary situations' i.e. actually using
the language to read, write, speak or listen in ways and
contexts which correspond to real life."

Carroll, B.J. ( 1980, p.1) adopted a similar line:

"... the prime need of most learners is not for a theoretical
or analytical knowledge of the target language, but for an
ability to understand and be understood in that language
within the context and constraints of particular language-
using circumstances."

For him (op. cit., p.7):

"... the ultimate criterion of language mastery is therefore
the learner's effectiveness in communication for the settings
he finds himself in."

These statements reflect an emphasis in language teaching and, more

recently, testing that has been placed on use and the concern that has

been shown with communicative functions rather than with the formal

language patterns of usage (cf. Campbell et al. 1970; Hymes 1972;

Widdowson 1978).

Despite the value of this "use/usage" distinction it seems we still

have a problem with terminology in communicative approaches to testing.

References are frequently made in the literature to testing

communicative performance, e.g. B.J. Carroll's book C 1980) is entitled

Testing Communicative Performance, and Morrow (1979) similarly ignored

the illogicality of testing performance, when he used the sub-heading
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"Performance Tests". Though we can talk of testing performance if

the reference is to an individual's performance in one isolated

situation, as soon as we wish to generalise about ability to handle

other situations, competence would seem to be involved.

Strictly speaking, a performance test is one which samples behaviour in

a single setting with no intention of generalising beyond that setting

- any other test is bound to concern itself with competence. The very

act of generalising beyond the setting actually tested, implies some

statements about abilities to use the language and/or knowledge of it.

It would be more accurate in discussing communicative language testing

not to claim to be doing anything more than evaluating samples of

performance, in certain specific contexts of use, created under

particular test constraints for what they can tell us about a

candidate's underlying communicative competence.

For Kelly (1978, p.350):

"To take part in a communicative event is to produce and/or
comprehend discourse in the context of situation and under
the performance conditions that obtain.	 It is the purpose
of a proficiency test to assess whether or not candidates
are indeed capable of participating in typical communication
events from the specified communication situation(s)."

As a working definition we might accept that communicative performance

relates to the transmission and reception of particular meanings in

particular contexts, and what can be tested is the quality and

effectiveness of the performance observed in these circumstances

(v. Holler 198lb).

Though we accept that linguistic competence must be an essential part

of communicative competence, the way in which they relate to each other,

or either relates to communicative performance has in no sense been

clearly established by empirical research.	 A good deal of work needs

to be done in comparing results obtained from linguistically based

tests with those which sample communicative performance, before one can

make any positive statements about the former being a sufficient

indication of likely ability in the latter or in real-life situations.

No realistic comparisons are possible until reliable and effective, as
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well as valid, methods for assessing proficiency in performing

relevant communicative tasks are investigated. 	 In this work we

attempted to establish and construct such test tasks for inclusion in

a trial battery, and compared them operationally with tasks which

related more to the earlier 'discrete point' and integrative eras.

Before addressing ourselves more closely to the questions of 'what to

test?' and 'how to test?' we need to consider briefly the problem of

the generalisability of test results.	 This is an unavoidable issue,

whatever approach to testing we adopt, and it is particularly germane

to testing in the communicative paradigm, given the unlikelihood of

our ever developing an adequate grammar of language in use from which

to sample.

2.2.5	 The Problem of Extrapolation

Other than serious marker reliability problems, associated with the

assessment of performance, which we will deal with in Chapter 4 below,

the main issue affecting our adoption of a 'communicative' approach to

language testing was that of generalisability. Any test can be seen

as a sampling instrument that provides evidence on which to base

inferences that extend beyond the available data. For our purposes

the evidence provided by test performances had to be evidence relevant

to the whole domain of interest, that is, the test had to be valid; it

had also to be capable of allowing stable predictions to be made about

a candidate's performance in any part of the domain, in other words,

the test had to be reliable.

The communicative type of E.A.P. test that seemed most suited to our

purposes implied the specification of performance tasks closely related

to the learner's practical activities, that is, to the communicative

contexts of situations he would find himself in; therefore we were

faced with the problem of the generalisability of the tasks we selected.

For Kelly (1978, p.225) the possibility of devising a construct valid

proficiency test, i.e. one that measured ability to communicate in the

target language, was dependent on the prior existence of

"... appropriate objectives for the test to measure."
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Advocates of performance based tests (cf. Morrow 1977, 1979;

Carroll, B.J. 1978a, 1980) seem to be arguing that it is only

necessary to select certain representative communication tasks, as we

do not use the same language for all possible communication purposes.

In the case of proficiency tests, these tasks are seen as inherent in

the nature of the communication situation for which candidates are

being assessed. Caution, however, demanded that we waited until

empirical evidence was available before making such confident

statements concerning the identification of these tasks, as only after

examining the feasibility of establishing suitable objectives through

empirical research based on real people coping with real situations,

would we have any grounds for making claims that we had selected a

representative sample of operational tasks to assess performance

ability. Much of the work described in Chapter 3 was undertaken with

this purpose in mind.

Even if it were possible to establish suitable objectives, viz.,

successfully to identify relevant communicative tasks and underlying

constituent enabling skills for our target population, we would still

face reliability and validity problems. 	 If, as Rea (1978) and Morrow

(1979) suggest, we seek to construct simulated communication tasks

which closely resemble those a candidate would face in real life and

which make realistic demands on him in terms of language performance

behaviours, it might be difficult to do so reliably or validly.

Communication is not coterminous with language and much communication

is non-linguistic.	 Often the conditions for actual real-life

communication are not replicable in a test situation, which is, by

necessity, artificial and idealised and, to use Davies's (1978) phrase,

Morrow is perhaps fruitlessly pursuing the chimera of authenticity.

Further, even if our sample of communicative tasks possessed content

and face validity might they not still lack generalisability in terms

of the other communicative tasks we are not able to include? Are

assessments of performance on these tasks made under particular

linguistic and social constraints and thus not relatable to competence

as 'characteristic abilities'?	 In other words, if we select, if we

sample from a domain, how can we be sure that ours is an adequate

sample?
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Kelly (1978, p.226) observed that any kind of test is an exercise in

sampling and from this sample an attempt is made to infer students'

capabilities in relation to their performance in general.

"That is, of all that a student is expected to know and/or
do as a result of his course of study (in an achievement
test) or that the position requires (in the case of a
proficiency test), a test measures students only on a
selected sample. The reliability of a test in this
conception is the extent to which the score on the test
is a stable indication of candidates' ability in relation
to the wider universe of knowledge, performances, etc.,
that are of interest."

He pointed out (p.230) that even if there is available a clear set of

communication tasks:

"... the number of different communication problems a
candidate will have to solve in the real world conditions
is as great as the permutations and combinations produced
by the values of the variables in the sorts of messages,
contexts of situation and performance conditions that may
be encountered."

Thus on the basis of performance on a particular item, one ought to be

circumspect to say the least, in drawing conclusions about a candidate's

ability to handle similar communication tasks.

Morrow (1977, p.53) was also aware of the problems of extrapolation.

He succinctly set out the problem:

"The very essence of a communicative approach is to establish
particular situations with particular features of context,
etc., in order to test the candidate's ability to use language
appropriate in terms of a particular specification. While it
is hoped that the procedures discussed will indeed be revealing
in those terms, they cannot strictly speaking reveal anything
of the candidate's ability to produce language which is
appropriate to a situation different in even one respect from
that established."

Alderson (Alderson et al. 1981, p.59) also accepted that to follow the

communicative paradigm one needed to define what it was that students

had to do with language in a specific situation or series of situations,

but recognised that by specifying performance in this manner:

one might end up describing an impossible variety of
situations, which one cannot encompass for testing purposes."
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In order to make stable predictions of student performance in relation

to the indefinitely large universe of tasks, it would seem necessary to

sample candidates' performances on as large a number of tasks as is

possible, which conflicts immediately with the demands of test

efficiency. The larger the sample of tasks and the more realistic the

test items, the longer the communicative test will have to be.

However, as Alderson (ibid.) noted:

"... it may be that the issue of extrapolation is not (yet)
of crucial importance: even if we cannot generalise from
performance in one situation to performance in a variety of
situations, if we can say something about performance in
one situation, then we have made progress, and if we can
say something important about performance in the target
situation so much the better.	 Ultimately the student will
have to perform, despite the statistical evidence of the
relationship between predictor and predicted, or the
theoretised relationship between competence and performance."

Morrow (1977) observed that in the case of conventional language tests

aimed at measuring mastery of the language code, extrapolation would

seem to pose few problems. The grammatical and phonological systems

of a language are finite and manageable and the lexical resources can

be delimited. The infinite number of sentences in a language is made

up of a finite number of elements and tests of the mastery of these

elements are extremely powerful from a predictive point of view. Thus,

we might tend to agree with Davies (1978, p.225):

"What remains a convincing argument in favour of linguistic
competence tests (both discrete point and integrative) is
that grammar is at the core of language learning...
Grammar is far more powerful in terms of generalisability
than any other language feature."

However, Kelly (1978) put forward an interesting argument against this

viewpoint. It is not known, for example, how crucial a complete

mastery of English verb morphology is to the overall objective of being

able to communicate in English, or how serious a disability it is not

to know the second conditional. According to Kelly (1978, p.l7) we do
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not possess a:

"... reliable knowledge of the relative functional importance
of the various structures in a language."

Given this failing, it would seem ill advised to make any claims about

what students should be able to do in a language on the basis of scores

on discrete-point tests of syntax or lexis. The constructability to

communicate in language involves more than a mere manipulation of

certain syntactic patterns with a certain lexical content. 	 tn

consequence, it would appear that we still need to attempt to devise

measuring instruments which can assess performance ability.

As a way out of the extrapolation quandary, Kelly (1978, p.239)

suggested a two-stage approach to the task of devising a test that

represents a possible compromise between the conflicting demands of

the criteria of validity, reliability and efficiency.

"The first stage involves the development of a direct test
that is maximally valid and reliable, and hence inefficient.
The second stage calls for the development of efficient,
hence indirect, tests of high validity.	 The validity of
the indirect tests is to be determined by reference to the
first battery of direct tasks. Clearly, where valid and
reliable but inefficient tests already exist for the construct
in question, then the research strategy calls for the
development of efficient, indirect tests whose results
correlate highly with those of the existing test."

Thus, retreat from direct evaluation of performance may be acceptable,

provided relationships or even correlations between data from

competence testing and predicted behaviour have been established.

As far as large-scale proficiency testing is concerned, another viable

solution might be to focus attention on language use in individual and

specified situations while retaining, for purposes of extrapolation,

tests of the candidate's ability to handle those aspects of language

which are generalisable to all language use situations, namely the

grammatical and phonological systems.

Morrow (1979, p.l52) saw a third way out of the extrapolation quandary.

His argument is that a model (as yet unrealised) for the performance of
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global communicative tasks may show, for any task, the enabling skills

which have to be niobilised to complete it:

"The status of these enabling skills vis-a-v competence:
performance is interesting. They may be identified by an
analysis of performance in operational terms, and thus they
are clearly, ultimately performance-based. 	 But at the same
time, their application extends far beyond any one particular
instance of performance, and in this creativity they reflect
an aspect of what is generally understood by competence. 	 In
this way they offer a possible approach to the problem of
extrapolation."

He asserted that (p.153):

"An analysis of the global tasks, in terms of which the
candidate is to be assessed, will usually yield a fairly
consistent set of enabling skills"

and argues that assessment of ability in using these skills would

therefore yield data which are relevant across a broad spectrum of

global tasks, and are not limited to a single instance of performance.

For Morrow (1979, p.153), a working solution to the problem would be

the development of tests which measure both overall performance in

relation to a specified task, and the strategies and skills which have

been used in achieving it:

"Written and spoken production can be assessed in terms
of both these criteria. 	 In task-based tests of listening
and reading comprehension, however, it may be rather more
difficult to see just how the global task has been completed.

it is rather difficult to assess why a particular answer
has been given and to deduce the skills and strategies
employed.	 In such cases, questions focusing on specific
enabling skills do seem to be called for in order to provide
the basis for convincing extrapolation."

He is aware though, that there exists in tests of enabling skills a

fundamental weakness in the relationship between the whole and the

parts, as a candidate may prove quite capable of handling individual

enabling skills yet still not be able to communicate effectively.

Another problem is that it is by no means easy to identify these

enabling skills nor are there any guidelines for assessing their

relative importance for the successful completion of a particular

communicative task, let alone their relative weighting across a
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spectrum of tasks. Morrow would appear to assume that we are not only

able to establish these enabling skills, but also able to describe the

relationship that exists between the part and the whole in a fairly

accurate manner (in this case, how 'separate t enabling skills

contribute to the communicative task). He would seem to assume that

there is a prescribed formula; possession and ability to use enabling

skills X + Y + Z successful completion of communicative task (1)

whereas it would seem likely that the added presence of a further skill

or the absence of a named skill might still result in successful

completion of the task in hand.

Given that our aim is to predict a candidate's success in coping with

real-life language activities we describe in Chapter 3 below the

communicative tasks students meet whilst operating in an academic

context and the enabling skills which appear to contribute to

successful performance.	 On the basis of this analysis we constructed

an experimental test battery to enable us to compare test tasks that

related as far as possible to actual situations, i.e., direct tests,

with various indirect measures that sampled performance on various

linguistic tasks which had no counterpart in real-life terms. We are

aware that it is not possible, under test conditions, to reproduce an

exact copy of real-life performance but we believed that it might be

possible to identify salient features as a yardstick for judging how

near we had come in our efforts at direct testing or, as Kelly (p.234),

described it, eliciting:

"... samples of authentic communicative performances from
testees under maximally 'life-like' conditions."

The extrapolation problem faced by those adopting a more 'comniunicative'

approach to language test design seems to relate to the wider issue of

the status of laws in the behavioural sciences. 	 In the p'ysical

sciences laws are extrapolations of replicable phenomena. Scientists

in these domains can directly confront what it is that they wish to

investigate, formulate hypotheses and repeat experiments as many times

as they wish to check the falsifiability of their hypotheses. Because

of problems associated with the infinite variability of language in use

and the problems involved in population sampling, the scientific
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paradigm is a difficult one to follow in educational measurement.

Hawkey (1982) described the classical scientific paradigm as a

hypothetico-deductive methodology formulating quantifiable, narrow,

parsimonious hypotheses, tested through the observation of the

behaviour of a random sample of the target population, followed by a

statistical analysis of the results according to pre-ordained

procedures. This approach was not available to our particular

research design; the construction of an English for Academic Purposes

Test, which would show up the language deficiencies of overseas

students operating in a variety of study modes, in a variety of

disciplines at a variety of levels. In our efforts to establish a

work sample justification for our test we had to take account of a

large number of variables, some of which were not predictable, all

interacting in socio-cultural contexts. Thus we were faced with a

task sampling problem, a validity problem.

Unlike the scientists in the paradigm described by Hawkey we also

faced serious problems in terms of population sampling. 	 We had to be

content with taking a sample from the population in which we were

interested. This had powerful practical implications because our

target population was transient, widely dispersed and varied in terms

of accessibility.	 Most of the sampling, therefore, was by necessity

opportunistic. This was a population sampling problem, a reliability

problem.

In the task specification stage of test construction described in

Chapter 3 below we had to content ourselves with what Hawkey (1982,

p.16) described as an 'illuminative evaluation' paradigm, where the

focus was on the description of complex phenomena, the resolution of

significant features, and the comprehension of relationships.	 Ours

was an empirical, fact finding study, rather than an attempt to provide

a full explanatory model of communicative performance in an academic

context. Our aim was to provide a descriptive framework in terms of

which we might describe and analyse communication tasks of relevance to

a broad spectrum of students in an E.A.P. context, prior to test

construction. No claims are implied about how the language user
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operates when involved in these communication tasks or how he learns

to perform such tasks (v. Kelly 1978). The aim was simply to

provide a specification, coarse but robust, of the general

communicative tasks facing our target students in their academic

context.

The research design was intended to result in a pilot test which, in

addition to possessing the general properties of a good measurement

instrument, would provide valid and reliable information on which to

make inferences about candidates' ability to take part in communicative

events of interest. While we were interested in the statistical

procedures applicable to the results of the trial tests, we were

primarily concerned with providing an a priori specification, upon

which to base operational versions of T.E.A.P.

Our approach to data collection, for the establishing of our

descriptive framework, is outlined in Chapter 3 below. 	 It was

integrative, quantitative research, being employed alongside

qualitative approaches where the particular focus warranted it. The

use of observation, interview, questionnaire and test data would,

however, seem to employ the kind of mutually corroborative and

refining variety of data collection approaches, that might be

advocated by adherents at various positions along the research

paradigm continuum (v. }Iawkey 1982).
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CHAPTER THREE

IN PURSUIT OP A NEW PARADIGM
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3. IN PURSUIT OF A NEW PARADIGM

3.1 TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR DESCRIPTION OF COMMUNICATIVE TASKS

3.1.] The English for Specific Purposes (E.S.P.) Approach

To help us establish the purposes for which our target group of

students needed English, we drew upon recent developments in the

English for Specific Purposes (E.S.P.) field as an informing source.

Recent approaches to E.S.P. (cf. Jones 1974; Widdowson 1975; Jupp

et al. 1975; Candlin et al. 1976; Lee 1976; Mackay et al. 1978;

Munby 1978 and Candlin et al. 1978) no longer viewed particular

areas of English, e.g. English for science, as a register or group

of registers defined in terms of their formal linguistic properties.

They differed from earlier approaches (cf. Close 1965; Ewer et al.

1969 and Swales 1971) in that they did not consider these areas as

formally differentiated varieties of English usage, i.e. ways of

manifesting the syntactic and lexical resources of the language.

They were more concerned with predicting the communicative demands

to be made on the learner in performing a role or series of related

roles, rather than with the linguistic structures of the language

per Se. It was no longer a matter of simply identifying the appro-

priate register, but more a case of investigating the characteristic

interactions in which language users were engaged, where they had

actively to process discourse in the spoken or written medium and

participate in real communicative behaviour. The objectives in an

E.S.P. approach to testing and teaching are determined by a

behavioural analysis of target situations and of the language used

in the exercise of roles within those situations.

In Stage I of the project (described in Chapter 1 above) we established

the levels, the discipline areas and the institutions in which

overseas students were enrolling in the further and higher education

sectors in the United Kingdom. On the basis of the information

gathered during that stage, we decided to focus our research on

students following courses in the general subject areas of science,

engineering and social, business and administrative studies. In
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Stage II the communicative demands that were made on students

following courses in these general discipline areas were investigated.

A search of the literature revealed that there was no available

profile of the representative tasks facing students in the various

study modes, in the three broad discipline areas under review. It

was perhaps surprising, given the number of overseas students there

were in these disciplines, how little was known about the parameters

of the communicative activities they were involved in. B.J. Carroll

(1978a) in An English Language Testing Service Specifications was of

little help here, as what he described was essentially pre-theoretical,

backed by seemingly little or no empirical evidence. Carroll (p.6)

defended the lack of real data on the language needs of students as

follows:

"Although it would be desirable to derive our data from
comprehensive observational studies of the participants
actually engaged on their courses, we decided that less
time-consuming methods would be sufficient to assess the
basic adequacy of our approach to test specification."

He went on to point out (p.17) that this speculative approach

unfortunately meant that:

"The field work so far done depends too much on the
subjective judgements of the compilers and too little
on close extended observations of learning situations."

and further:

"The six participant types we have selected do not
purport to be a representative sample of the levels and
disciplines of the total testee population."

He nevertheless argued (p.5):

"... in such a way ... we will be able to identify common
and specific areas of need upon which an appropriately
diversified test design can be based."

and claimed the test's "ultimate validation" would be evidenced by

the "effectiveness of the tests based on their results". If the

tests were to prove invalid, how is one to know whether it was the

specification or poor test construction that was at fault? Even if

the tests appear to possess predictive and concurrent validity, how

certain can one be, given the nature of the original specifications

of student needs, that this demonstrates a correct match between the
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tests and the language demands made on real students by their

courses of study?

The specifications for the English Language Testing Service Battery

(E.L.T.S.) described by B.J. Carroll (1978a) are the only significant

attempt so far made in the United Kingdom to carry out full scale

modular E.S.P. testing and thus they serve to illustrate the

practical problems facing those adopting an E.S.P. approach to

testing.

Carroll, (p.2) covertly attacked the 'Davies Test' (E.P.T.B.), which

the new E.L.T.S. battery was to replace, when he argued for:

"... ways of devising a more up-to-date system which will
be able to cope with a problem the size and diversity of
which the earlier system had not been designed to meet."

He claimed (p.3) that the new E.L.T.S. approach:

"... will cater more completely for the many different types
of programme (of courses of study) we are testing for."

He stated that, in the past, the progress of some students had been

adversely affected by their language inadequacy and, in certain cases,

this had led to failure in their courses.	 No evidence however, is

produced in support of this statement nor is any attempt made to specify

the nature of these inadequacies.	 Further, he does not provide any

evidence that the 'Davies Test' had failed to identify students with

problems.	 Nor does it necessarily follow that, if it was deficient,

what was needed to cope with the problem was a battery of modular

subject specific tests as its replacement.	 It may be that what was

required, in fact, was a better, more valid, single proficiency test.

It seems reasonable to hypothesise that different academic departments

might place different communicative demands on overseas students and

that an 'A' level science course may make different demands on a

student from a post-graduate course in European politics. 	 Without

empirical evidence, however, we cannot infer the need for different

tests for these groups as it could be that what are required are
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different levels or different combinations of proficiencies in

coping with the various study modes. A post-graduate engineering

student, for example, might need a higher total score in some of the

sub-tests but not need to do anything essentially different in terms

of study mode operations from a G.C.E. 'A' level science student.

The differences in the study mode activities he would need to engage

in, might be of degree rather than kind.

If we accept for the moment that existing proficiency tests are

inadequate and that it is possible to talk meaningfully about

proficiency for a specific purpose, we must face the question of how

specific this is to be. Carroll (1978a, p.4) claimed that E.L.T.S.

catered for:

a process of diversification of test instruments to
meet the diversity of the test situations."

However, this tells us only in an arbitrary way where the diversifica-

tion stops.

Previous analyses of students' language for course design purposes

have suggested that each course should be different with respect to

the aims, interests, needs, wishes, etc. of the students taking it

(cf. Crofts 976 and Allwright et al. 1977). Real communication

takes place in unique situations and, so it is argued, one cannot

generalise. Is it possible, therefore, to draw up a meaningful

profile for, say, all civil engineering students? Does the specific

purposes approach not, in the end, lead us to a particular student

on a particular course at a particular point in time; a position

Carroll seems to have started from in his student profiles.

Carroll's six specifications, even if they had been based on rigorous

empirical observation, might still be considered inadequate in that

there are not enough of them. What he specified for a civil

engineering student is not necessarily going to fit a chemical

engineering student or even a civil engineering student at another

university or polytechnic. It may be a vicious circle impossible to

escape from in E.S.P. testing, that the more specific one tries to be,

the greater the need for even more specificity.
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If one was to offer a multiplicity of specific modules then one

would also meet serious problems at the construction stage, even if

the tests were then 'closed' to maintain security and the same

versions used again. If the intention was to produce new versions

every year, the problems of construction would be considerable and

the parallel nature of the tests that much more difficult to ensure.

There would be further practical problems in constructing multiple

specific tests in that it is sometimes difficult to match students

to tests, e.g. whether post-graduate students in urban and regional

studies, whose course will include law, economics and technology,

should take the social science, the general academic or the

technology module of the new E.L.T.S. battery.

Even if one was able to confine the investigation to a particular

course at a particular institution a fully comprehensive description

might still not be feasible. To illustrate this point we can take

an example from the specific end of the needs analysis spectrum

where an extremely thorough but limited approach, based on discourse

analysis, is exemplified by the work of Candlin et al. (1976). Over

a two-year period they managed to analyse closely the discourse of a

small number of engineering lectures in one department in an attempt

to (p.15):

"... consider not only cohesion in the analysis of texts,
the description of 'linguistic elements at a suprasentential
level' but also 'the coninunicative use to which utterances
are put in the performance of social actions', textual
coherence."

The approach to discourse advocated by these authorities and others

such as Sinclair et al. (1975) was extremely elaborate and time-

consuming. It had the advantage of systematically describing in

very fine detail a very limited selection of discourse, but the

extent to which one could extrapolate from these data was open to

question. We needed to investigate the demands that were made on

students in all study modes and examine what was common across

institutions and levels, in the various sub-divisions of engineering,

science, and social, business and administrative studies. The

meticulous, rigorous method of enquiry advocated by the discourse

analysts was beyond our scope. An adequate treatment would have
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necessitated a large number of additional research projects and so we

were forced to gather our information at this precise level of

analysis from secondary informing sources such as Wijasuriya (1971),

Straker-Cook (1975), Candlin et al. (1976), Montgomery (1977) and

Mead (1980). Because of the enormity of the task of devising a

multiplicity of specifications and then constructing a separate test

for each, we were constrained to focus on those representative

abilities students needed to be able to function effectively in the

various study modes in which they had to operate.

T.E.A.P. was tobe an E.S.P. test insofar as it dealt with that

branch of E.S.P. known as English for Academic Purposes (E.A.P.).

This focus allowed us to maintain a precarious foothold on the

slippery slopes of E.S.P. and saved us from the otherwise uncertain

descent into the over-specific. We felt that this was a tenable,

albeit compromise position, between the extremes of the specific and

the general; between a test of a knowledge of the finite grammar of

the language at one end of the continuum and a more communicative,

task-oriented test, designed for individuals, on one specific course

of a particular academic programme, at the other. It was our aim to

identify the general communicative tasks that students had to engage

in whilst operating in the various study modes in the target learning

situations. The information established concerning what was common

in these study modes across academic disciplines and levels, helped

inform the construction of the test battery described in Chapter 4

below.

This battery was intended to be a valid and reliable E.A.P.

proficiency test which would provide information on the student's

ability to operate in an E.A.P. context. On the basis of test

results we would present institutions with a profile of the student's

abilities in the broad E.A.P. skill areas, which could then be

matched against the various communicative demands made on the

student by a particular course of study. As well as being useful

for administrative purposes in making decisions on acceptance or

rejection, it was also intended to be useful pedagogically in

providing information for any necessary remedial action to be taken.
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More traditional proficiency tests like E.P.T.B. or E.L.B.A. were

not primarily intended to yield information of this kind. Thus if

they are employed as placement tests for remedial English classes the

result is usually a heterogeneous mixture in terms of E.A.P.

disabilities and needs. The aim of our tests was to identify the

areas of students' language weaknesses relative to their communicative

needs. In this way students with a common problem might be allocated

to a remedial group where there was a common goal in overcoming this

problem. Obviously the information available from our proficiency

test would necessarily relate to proficiency in particular activities

in certain study modes, but the information that a student was not

able to cope with a limited set of realistic E.A.P. test tasks should

prove useful.

Our first task was to establish what these E.A.P. activities were.

The value of the needs analysis approach received support in the

literature (cf. Jones et al. 1975, 1976; Gorosch 1976; Mackay et al.

1978; Webb 1977; Hughes et al. 1977; Allwright et al. 1977 and

Munby 1978). Criticisms had been made, though, concerning the

impracticality of comprehensively establishing language needs in this

fashion. Porter (1983, p.192), in replying to these doubts,

cotnmented:

"It is not always possible to specify these needs with
any accuracy, but it should prove possible to isolate a
number of generally necessary or useful linguistic
activities and by the same token to rule out a number
of activities on the grounds of limited applicability..."

It seemed reasonable to hypothesise that there were essentially

different types of language proficiency and that it would be inappro-

priate to assess language proficiency in types of communication for

which the person being assessed had no need. Porter (1983, p.195)

stressed in support of tests based on analyses of needs:

"It is simply not acceptable to argue that for many
language learners needs are not predictable if language
in use varies with the communicative activity and its
purpose. Selections of activities must be made for
teaching purposes, and it is inconceivable that activities
with no foreseeable relevance to the learner will be
selected."

Ignoring for the moment questions concerning the value of the

communicative paradigm for language testing, it seemed necessary,
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before we could make any statements about the relative merits of

direct as against indirect forms of testing language proficiency

(v. Kelly 1978), to develop valid and reliable, direct, communicative

measures which effectively sampled the domain we were interested in.

We thus started from the assumption that it was both desirable and

feasible to evaluate samples of performance, in certain specific

contexts of use, created under particular test constraints, for what

they could tell us about a candidate's underlying competence. Having

made this leap of faith it seemed expedient to attempt to develop a

framework of categories for description of the type described by

Hawkey (1982), which would help us to identify the activities our

target group was involved in and to construct realistic and

representative test tasks corresponding to these. In the following

section we describe the general sets of evaluational requirements for

the design and construct validation of test tasks which informed us

in our data collection procedures.

In the research and development of T.E.A.P. we were fortunate in

that we were able to build on the earlier work of Kelly (1978),

Munby (1978) and Hawkey (1982). We drew upon their research in the

construction of a framework of categories for the description of

communicative test events: general descriptive parameters, dynamic

communicative characteristics and task dimensions of target language

behaviour. By applying these categories at the a priori test task

validation stage we hoped to avoid some of the problems which had

arisen in some earlier efforts at communicative testing where no

attempt had been made to produce explicit specifications of the

candidates' projected language needs in the target situation before

test task construction took place. Though we would be cautious in

claims for the directness of fit possible between test realisation

and specification, we would argue that this approach enabled us to

come closer to matching test tasks with appropriate activities in the

target behaviour than would be possible using non—empirical approaches.

In order to pursue the communicative paradigm we felt that tasks

should, as far as possible, be included in the testing operation with

due regard to their directness of fit with criteria which accurately

and adequately describe the significant aspects of the target
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activities and the conditions under which they are normally performed.

The concern was thus with content validity at the a priori stage as

it no longer seemed sufficient to rely solely on more quantitative,

post hoc validation procedures to establish what it was that we had

tested (v. Chapter 2 above). Unless a communicative testing system

was initially matched against such a framework, it was difficult to

see how we could ever get near to describing accurately the construct

that we were attempting to measure. The more fully that we could

describe the construct through our concern with content validity at

the a priori stage, the more meaningful were the validation

procedures that could subsequently be applied to the results of the

test(s).

What follows (v. Table 3A below) is a provisional attempt at such a

framework of descriptive categories. It owed a lot to Munby (1978)

in phase I, the General Descriptive Parameters of Communication and

a lot to Morrow (1977, 1979) and Kelly (1978) in phase II, Dynamic

Communicative Characteristics. For the most part though, the frame-

work was derived from the work of Hawkey (1982) particularly in

phase III, Task Dimensions.
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TABLE 3A

FRAMEWORK OF CATEGORIES FOR THE DESCRIPTION

OF COMMUNICATIVE TEST EVENTS

PHASE IIIPHASE II

Dynamic

Communicative

Characteristics

Realistic context

Relevant information
gap

Intersubj ectivity

Scope for development
of activity by
participants

Allowance for self-
monitoring by
participants

Processing of
appropriately sized
input

Normal time
constraints
operative

Task Dimensions

3.1.2 Establishing the General Descriptive Parameters of

Communication

The parameters established by Munby (1978), as part of his processing

"model" for syllabus definition, are useful to testers as a checklist

against which they can evaluate the appropriacy of the performance

based test tasks being developed. If the intention is to simulate in

the testing situation those events and component activities students

are faced with in the real world, then it is necessary to have a

systematic basis for describing these. If a set of general descrip-

tive parameters applicable to events in the target situation are
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established these can then be used to evaluate the degree of

similarity between the test tasks and the activities students are

involved in, or are likely to be involved in, while operating in

their real world situations. Additionally the set of descriptors

provides a basis for comparing existitig alternative test formats in

terms of the appropriacy of the test tasks they involve vis vis

the situation the target population is likely to find itself in.
We list below those parameters we felt it important to collect

information on.

Checklist of General Descriptive Parameters

(a) Activities - the sub-tasks students have to cope with while

participating in events, e.g. in a lecture

situation a student might have to listen to the

lecturer, take notes from the discourse, copy down

dictation or notes from the board, read handouts,

etc.

(b) Setting - the physical and psychosocial contexts of the events,

e.g. do students have to operate in the relative quiet

of a lecture theatre and seminar room or in the

noisier environment of a workshop?

c) Interaction - the role set and social relationships students are

involved in, e.g. student-student, student-tutor.

(d) Instrumentality - the medium, mode and channel of the activities

within events, e.g. the activity of dictation

would be characterised as spoken productive

medium; monologue spoken to be written mode

and face to face (unilateral) channel.

(e) Dialect - the dialects and accents the students are exposed to,

e.g. R.P. or regional varieties of accent.

(f) Enabling skills-the underlying skills which appear to be

necessary to enable students to operate in the
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various activities, e.g. in search reading to

get information specifically required for

assigimients one might identify component skills

such as scanning for specifics or separating

the essential from the non—essential in text.

As well as collecting data concerning the frequency of activities and

the nature of attendant performance constraints that the target

population had to cope with, we felt an additional focus for test

design was provided by establishing the extent of the difficulty

overseas students experienced in coping with these as compared with

their native speaker counterparts. As there was limited time

available for testing, this would enable us to concentrate on those

tasks which exhibited a high frequency of occurrence and where there

was the greatest shortfall between the desired performance level and

test population behaviour.

3.1.3 Establishing the Dynamic Communicative Characteristics

In communicative approaches to language testing there would seem to

be an emphasis not on linguistic accuracy, but on the ability to

function effectively through language in particular settings and

contexts Cv. Chapter 2, Section 2 above). This involves the notion

that linguistic activity in the tests should be of the kinds and

under the conditions which approximate to real life (cf. Kelly 1978;

Rea 1978; Morrow 1977, 1979 and Carroll, B.J. l978a and 1980).

Davies (1978) argued that we need to do little more than ensure that

we have a test of context as well as grammar, in the sense of making

our test items more realistic. Rea (1978) took a stronger line and

argued the case for constructing tests that involved simulated

communicative tasks which directly resembled those which testees

would encounter in real life and which made realistic demands on

them in terms of language performance behaviours.

The issue would seem to be whether there are in fact dimensions of

language use that are not part of existing tests and which from a
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communicative perspective need to be incorporated, since it is

important that testees be exposed to them (v. Moller 1981b).

Even if the communicative paradigm threw up these hitherto ignored

features of language in use (cf. Morrow 1977, 1979; Carroll, B.J.

1978a and 1980) a fundamental problem would still seem to exist in

reconciling the realities of communication with the theoretical and

practical requirements of assessment. As Davies (1978) pointed out,

the conditions for actual real life communication are not replicable

in test situations which appear to be by necessity artificial and

idealised.

We would agree with. him about the illogicality of chasing the

chimera of full authenticity, but would nevertheless argue that we

should try and make our tests as realistic as possible in terms of

the real life situation. For only if we try to make our test

simulate as closely as possible the tasks students face in the aca-

deiuic context and the conditions under which these are normally

performed, are we in a position to judge whether less direct

measures of the same abilities can furnish us with similar evidence

about student performance. It seems that we need to try to make

our tests as direct as possible in the first instance in order to be

able to compare the relative effectiveness of more traditional

'discrete point' and integrative tests which are attempting to

measure the same construct. In communicative tests we should aim to

provide the opportunity for what Widdowson (1978, p.80) termed

"authentic" language use, i.e. putting the learner in positions where

he is "required to deal with. ... genuine instances of language use"

in a way that corresponds to "his normal communicative activities".

If testers are committed to recreating as many of the conditions of

real communication as is feasible in their tests, we agree with

Hawkey (1982, p.164) that they need to be able to describe what

happens "when the parameters of communicative events trigger each

other off". While there are no definitive descriptions of such

characteristics available, using Morrow (1977, 1979), Kelly (1978)

and Hawkey (1982) and a small pilot survey of A.R.E.L.S. schools

(V. Appendix 3.], pp.667-669) as our major informing sources, we
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have attempted to list below a preliminary checklist of character-

istics so far observed.

Extreme caution must be exercised in using this set of character-

istics as criteria for judging the worth of a proficiency test, but

given the unlikelihood of our arriving at an adequate theory of

communication or of language in use, in the near future, we are at

present forced to pay heed to those parameters considered important

by practitioners in the language teaching field. No claim is made

for the comprehensiveness of this list nor that there is no overlap

between categories. In addition, some of the characteristics are

more appropriate to one medium rather than another, e.g. inter-

subjectivity relates more clearly to oral rather than written inter-

action. It does seem to follow, though, that the more our test tasks

reflect the dynamic communicative characteristics appropriate to the

target activities, then the more relevant the language behaviour that

might result. Even if we are not able to incorporate all of these

features into our tests for practical reasons, we still need some

sort of yardstick whereby we can judge our own tests and compare them

to other tests to see in what aspects they might be considered

communicatively deficient'.

Checklist of Dynamic Communicative Characteristics

(a) Realistic context - the test tasks should be seen to be appro-

priate to the candidates' situation, e.g. as

regards type of activity and subject matter.

(b) Relevant information gap - candidates should have to process new

information as they might in their

real life situations.

(c) Intersubjectivity - the tasks should involve candidates both as

language receivers and language producers.

In addition the language produced by the

candidates should be modified in accordance

with what their expectations of the addressee
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are perceived to be, what Morrow (1979)

described as the interaction-based nature of

language in use.

Cd) Scope for development of activity by candidates - the tasks should

allow candidates the possibility of

asserting their communicative independ-

ence, e.g. allowance should be made for

the creative unpredictability of

communication in a number of the tasks

set and in the marking schemes adopted.

(e) Allowance for self-monitoring by candidates - the tasks should

allow candidates to use their discourse

processing strategies to evaluate their

own communicative effectiveness and

make any necessary adjustments in the

course of an event, e.g. candidates

might take notes while listening to a

short lecture and then be given the

opportunity to monitor these notes

before writing them up in a note

completion task. Sections of the notes

revised for this task can then be used

as a basis for part of an extended

writing task.

(f) Processing of appropriately sized input - the size and scope of

task activities should be such that

candidates are processing the kind of

input that they would normally be

expected to, e.g. both the written and

spoken texts candidates are exposed to,

might be much longer than the texts

candidates normally encounter in most

existing tests.
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(g) Normal time constraints operative - the tasks should be

accomplished under normal time

constraints, e.g. a dictation or a

lecture would only be heard once by

the candidates and they might be

expected to apply processing strategies

just as in a normal academic

environment.

3.1.4 Establishing the Test Task Dimensions

Finally, we derive from Hawkey (1982, p.166) that part of the frame-

work for describing the dimensions of particular events. This section

of the framework serves two purposes. Firstly, it provides a

description in more objective linguistic, stylistic terms whereby

the target test task can be related more closely to the dimensions of

the equivalent target language activity and, secondly, it enables the

testers to plot their performance evaluation criteria against the

dimensions inherent in the task itself. We list below those task

dimensions we employed in our enquiry into language needs and at the

test realisation stage.

Checklist of Task Dimensions

(a) Size of text - the length. of the text, receptive and/or productive

that is involved in the event.

(b) Grammatical complexity and range of cohesion devices required -

the degree of syntactic complexity and

the range of cohesion devices likely to

be required in the event (v. Widdowson

1978).

Cc) Functional range - the degree of variety of illocutionary acts

involved in the event (v. Widdowson 1978).

(d) Referential range - the breadth and depth of lexical knowledge

required to handle activities in the event.
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For the purposes of our enquiry we regarded phase I as being the

most important. Our data collection procedures described below

concentrated on establishing the general descriptive parameters of

the situation our target population had to operate in, so that we

might have a valid, empirical base for the design of our test

formats, especially as regards performance tasks and consituent

enabling skills. In establishing these parameters we also collected

data on phase II and phase III, though for the reasons referred to

above in connection with dynamic communicative characteristics and the

practical problems discussed below in relation to task dimensions,

these data played a less important role at the test realisation stage.
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3.2 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION: Filling Out the Framework

3.2.1 The Observations

3.2.1.1 Introduction

Having established the framework within which to conduct our research,

what we needed was a systematic method of enquiry above the precise

discourse analysis level which would enable us to observe and record

the communicative activities in which students would be involved in

the various study modes across a broad spectrum of disciplines,

levels and institutions.

If we were to discover what it was that was common across discLplines,

in terms of language related study skills that were expected of

students, we felt it necessary to observe the activities they were

involved in first hand, to establish empirical data on which a

questionnaire method of data collection might be based. It would be

of little use attempting to establish a more comprehensive descrip-

tion of communicative activities through a questionnaire survey if

we omitted to request information concerning vital functional tasks,

or if we asked the question in the wrong manner because of our

unfamiliarity with the nature of the particular task. Observation

of students in situ would help us to ask more intelligent and

intelligible questions. Gradually, after a number of trial runs and

an extensive search of the literature we developed a working document

for use in the observations (v. Appendix 3.2.1, pp.671-688).

As there had been no previous systematic enquiry into the language

tasks facing students in such a wide variety of disciplines, we had

to devise an enquiry method from scratch. We needed to see how the

set of contextual parameters described in Section 3.1 above could be

converted into an observation checklist for the collection of data

which would enable us to design appropriate performance tasks for a

test battery.
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We took as our starting point the needs analysis 'model' of Munby

(1978) who claimed to have devised 'a dynamic processing model' for

systematically constructing a profile of a learner's needs. Though

reservations are expressed in the literature about the value of

Munby's model for course design purposes, by those who desire a

process - as against a goal oriented approach (cf. Brutnf it 1980;

Mead 1981 and Widdowson 1981), Hawkey (1982) argued that these

reservations might not apply to the use of such models in the

construction and validation of performance test tasks if one is more

concerned with product than process. However, as Davies (1981a, p.332)

pointed out, Munby's model is not necessarily "a blueprint which can

be automatically applied", but would more aptly be described as (p.333)

"a checklist of things to take into account in determining language

communication needs".

Experience in applying Munby's model to actual events in the academic

context in the first few observations showed that, as it stood, it did

not readily lend itself to use as an observation schedule for the

gathering of empirical data. In collecting and reporting data the

priority of first specifying communicative events, activities and

interactions was paramount. If a model is viewed as an analytical

tool rather than a 'generating mechanism' a progression from larger

to smaller and from sociological to linguistic features is required.

In any analysis which is empirically based the procedures need to be

inductively, rather than deductively organised (v. Carroll, B.J.

l978a). Events and activities therefore assume a primary importance

in our framework whereas they come low down in seventh place in

Nunby's model and B.J. Carroll's (l978a) interpretation (v. Table 3D,

p.134 below). By specifying these first the subsequent components

logically derive from what has gone before. Wilkins (1980, p.5)

illustrated this point when he referred to Munby's (1978, p.99)

example of an air traffic controller and a pilot:

"... it is our knowledge of the language activities that
constitute the communicative event that enables us to
establish that spoken language, in dialogue form, using
radio as channel, is involved, and yet the model suggests
that we specify these before we know what the communica-
tive event is."

Munby admitted the extent to which the model lacked linguistic and
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sociological evidence and relied on subjectively obtained

information. Mead (1981, p.76) took up this point and argued:

"... it is difficult to see how even minimal sets of
realisation categories can be distinguished without data
based evidence. No indication is given of which factors
are significant or non—significant in determining the
appropriacy of the language used in particular
situations."

Munby's model fails to tell us how a description of the psychosocial

features could generate E.S.P. specifications appropriate to

learners' needs. It does not indicate what lexical and grammatical

realisations are appropriate when these features are present. No

matter how much psychosocial data are processed they alone will not

provide explicit linguistic realisation rules. Munby's parameters

of events, interactions, setting, instrumentality are, as Mead (1981)

pointed out, only a framework within which to interpret instances of

language and not an instrument for predicting them. It is descriptive

not generative. When this interpretation is based on actual data rather

than introspection, a more reliable information base may be available.

One option available to us was the possibility of tape recording a

number of events. Given the wide ranging nature of our enquiry this

would only have provided us with. a limited number of transcripts of

classes, which, in the manner of Wijasuriya (1971), Holes (1972),

Morrison (1974), Straker—Cook (1975), Montgomery (1977) and Mead

(1981), could then have been analysed minutely for the occurrence of

various features of discourse, such as lexical and grammatical

cohesion devices or discourse markers. At this level, though, the

occurrence possibilities of any of these factors is infinite and even

given unlimited resources and unlimited time, we were by no means

certain to arrive at a comprehensive description of the discourse

features of even one subject area, let alone all the subject areas

we were interested in.

Our aim was to try and find a level at which we could compare

activities in study modes across different subject areas. An

alternative not open to us, though open to remedial agencies within

a particular institution, would be to push the E.S.P. argument to

its logical conclusion and write a test for a specific group, on a
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specific course. For only through a thorough discourse analysis of

a strictly delineated area might it be possible to ensure that the

test precisely and 'authentically' reflected the language situation

of the intended test population.

At the other end of the continuum one might argue that if it is

necessary to abstract to make comparisons between subject areas, then

one need only test those linguistic features which are the commonest

link between seemingly disparate subject areas, e.g. grammatical

items. Because of the reasons discussed in Chapter 2, the latter

option, though inviting, did not suit our purpose. We thus decided

to explore the possibility of trying to find a level of discourse at

a broad functional level where we might make comparisons of the study

modes students had to operate in, across a range of subject areas and

levels.

Despite serious reservations about Munby's processing model for needs

analysis, we found it more useful as an informing source in the design

of an observation checklist for establishing common language needs

than any other available alternative (cf. Richterich 1973, 1974). As

a working instrument for describing the language tasks facing our

students, Munby's 'model' needed extensive revision since it was not

an adequate tool for use in empirical observation.

We describe below the data collection instruments we devised for, and

the procedures which were subsequently employed in, the series of

observations conducted at various institutions which were known to

have high intakes of overseas students on certain courses (v. Appendix

3.2.2, pp.690-693).

3.2.1.2 The Observation Method of Data Collection

For each academic course we visited (v. Appendix 3.2.2, pp.690-693)

a separate observation checklist was completed (v. Appendix 3.2.1,

pp.672-688). This checklist comprised a number of forms dealing

with 4he categories outlined in Table 3B below.
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TABLE 3B

CATEGORIES USED IN OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

1. Purpose(s) of Study

2. Events and Activities

2.1 Lectures

2.2 Seminars/Tutorials

2.3 Practical Classes

2.4 Reference Study

2.5 Written Work

3. Setting

3.1 Physical Setting: Spatial

3.2 Physical Setting: Temporal

3.3 Psychosocial Setting

4. Interactions

4.1 Position

4.2 Role Set

4.3 Role Set Identity

4.4 Inventory of Social Relationships

5. Instrumentality

5.1 Medium

5.2 Mode

5.3 Channel

5.4 Non-verbal Medium

6. Target Level

6.1 Dimensions

6.2 Tolerance Conditions

7. Communicative Key

(p.672)

(p.673)

(p.671e)

(p.675)

(p.676)

(p.677)

(p.678)

(p.678)

(p.679)

(p.679)

(p.679)

(p.679)

(p.680)

(p .680)

(p.680)

(p.68 I)

(p .681)

(p.682)

(p.682)

During each lecture, seminar or practical class that we observed, an

appropriate form for events and activities (2.1-2.3) and interactions

(4.1-4.4) was filled out. A form was completed immediately after

each event for setting (3.1-3.3) and instrumentality (5.1-5.4).
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After each event a form was also filled out for target level (6.1-

6.2) and communicative key (7). It was felt that the data on these

two categories were extremely subjective even though an attempt was

made to keep a record during the course of the observation. Category

7, communicative key, was far too specific and too lengthy to be

used systematically during an observation and, of all the categories,

proved the most impractical on which to collect data, especially in

the light of the level of detail and complexity involved in

monitoring and recording dynamic events. As we note in Sections

3.2.1.2.6-3.2.1.2.8 below, we were very unhappy about the quality of

the data we were able to collect in these later categories.

On the basis of information obtained in follow up interviews with

staff and students on the course, a form was completed for reference

study (2.4) and for written work (2.5).

At the end of all the observations and interviews in respect of a

particular course, a final observation checklist was filled out onto
which we transcribed a composite of all the data we had been able to

collect on each of the study modes.

3.2.1.2.1 Events and activities

As our starting point we needed to devise a method of analysing

activities more precisely than Munby allowed for. After a review of

the available literature it seemed that, with modification, the

system devised by Egglestone et al. (1975) for recording intellectual

transactions occurring in science classes, would form a useful

starting point for our analysis of events and activities in the

academic context. Employing an amended version of their Science

Teaching Observation Schedule (S.T.O.S.) Cv. Appendix 3.2.1, pp.67I-

688), we were able to make general comparisons across discipline

areas and levels particularly in relation to the linguistic

transactions that occur in the study modes: lectures, seminars,

practical classes.

Table 3C below illustrates how the activities occurring in these

events are divided into more specific categories.
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TABLE 3C

M&IN FEATURES OF THE CLASSIFICATION USED IN THE

S.T.O.S.

OBSERVED EVENTS

Teacher talk

Questions Statements Directions

Talk and activity
initiated and/or
maintained by pupils

Pupil seek Pupils'refer
information to teacher

SOURCE: Egglestone et al. 1975, p.6

Here was an effective way of ordering linguistic transactions which,

with modification, might enable us to record within, for example, the

timespan of a lecture, the characteristic activities that tookplace.

Our adaptations from Munby's model and the S.T.O.S. provided us with

a method for quantifying, albeit roughlyon a four-point scale, the

relative frequency of various exchange/moves during an academic

event. Sampling a number of such events in a course gave us an

indication of the relative occurrence of these different discourse

functions.

Though we relied heavily on Egglestone et al. (1975) in devising our

observation checklist, we did not adopt their inflexible method of

interaction analysis because this would have limited the nature of

the observation to recording mechanically, according to fixed time

intervals, the occurrence of a prescribed set of features. We wished

to take account of a range of additional featttres of the situation,

e.g. setting, interactions, instrumentality, target level dimensions,

target level tolerance conditions, communicative keys and also to

capture the overall structure of the interaction rather than a

segmentalised version of it. These additional features could not
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have been recorded within the rigid constraints of the method of

analysis advocated by Egglestone et al. Neither Munby's model

(v. Munby 1978) nor S.T.O.S. (v. Egglestone et al. 1975) concerned

itself with the non-verbal code, a serious omission which we were in

part able to take account of in our observations, albeit an a more

impressionistic basis.

As only one observer, this researcher, was involved, the reliability

of the more subjective procedure adopted is unproven. The non-

mechanical, impressionistic nature of our observational technique as

against pure, mechanical, interaction analysis (v. Houston 1974),

the researcherrs attention span and the limited opportunisttic sample

of classes under review, all advise caution in the conclusions to be

drawn on the basis of our observations alone.

It is, however, worth noting that Cove (1981), in a similar study on

'A' level science students employing our data collection instruments

and using the sign system of observation advocated by Egglestone et

al. (1975) found (p.39):

an overall similarity between the two sets of results
derived from observation in respect of the 'A' level
science group."

After familiarisation with the categories selected for recording

information and a series of trial runs we felt that a reasonable

record of activities and interactions in a lesson could be kept. In

recording our observations of activities we used a four-point scale:

H: High frequency of occurrence: a feature takes up a

considerable part of the event or occurs a large number

of times.

M: Medium frequency of occurrence: a feature occurs more

than occasionally, though does not occur a large number

of times or constantly over a long stretch of time..

L: Low frequency of occurrence: only a few isolated

instances of a feature, occurs only occasionally,

perhaps one, two or three times in a particular event.

N: Non-occurrence: feature does not occur at all in a

particular event.
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Estimates were made in the context of a whole lesson, with a gradual

cumulative progression up the scale, where required, as the lesson

developed and we gained a better overall impression of frequency of

occurrence. Our observations were checked through after each lesson

to see if they accorded with the overall impression we had gained of

the occurrence of various features.

A check was also made, where possible, with the teachers who had

conducted the classes to see if they regarded our observation as a

fair representation of what had occurred and whether it differed

widely from the norm of that particular study mode as far as his or

her own individual teaching style in that course was concerned.

Over a series of observations of a particular study mode, e.g.

lectures in a course, it was found that the extent of occurrence of

a particular feature might vary considerably according to a number

of factors, e.g. the stage reached in the course, the subject content

of the course, the complexity of the material being presented, the

teacher involved and the methodology employed. Where this spread of

occurrence arose, we indicate its range in our data specification in

Section 3.4 below.

Having described the general procedures adopted in the observations

and examined, in particular, the recording of events and activities,

we consider below the other areas on which we collected data.

3.2.1.2.2 Settg

This was an attempt to specify the physical and temporal settings

within which language activities were based and to provide a list of

possible psychosocial environments in which students might operate.

In the observation schedule and follow up interview we attempted to

establish a general picture of the most likely settings the students

we were concerned with were likely to find themselves in. The

results of the findings are summarised on page 306 below. The

information in part 3, the inventory of psychosocial environments,

is based largely on the impressions gathered by the researcher
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during the observations. We have taken from Munby's (1978) list of

psychosocial environments those which proved to be relevant to the

observations we were able to make. We would, however, agree with

Davies (1981a) about the practical difficulty of being clear about

vague categories such as setting or interactions.

3.2.1.2.3 Interactions

This was an attempt to establish the positions in which students had

to enact certain roles; the role set, the different people with whom

they needed to use English when enacting a particular role; the role

set identity, the number, age group, sex and nationality of members

of the role set and the social relationship within which the learner

had to use the language. Again Nunby (1978) provides a set of rather

vague categories to describe the type of relationships the member of

the 'role set' might find himself involved in. As a result of

subjective decisions arising out of our observations we have recorded

in Table 3BB, page 308 below, some tentative impressions of the

role sets, role set identities and social relationships by which the

students in our survey are best characterised. One can only draw up

specifications in the light of limited and, perhaps, short-term social

relationships for, as Ng'ombe (1981, p.72) pointed out:

"It is not possible to imagine an interlocutor who is
perpetually junior or senior in relation to other inter-
locutors ."

One can predict from the observations a range of such relationships

but some will apply to a limited number of interlocutors, some

perhaps to all.

3.2.1.2.4 Instrumentality

This parameter deals with the medium, mode and channel of coimnunica-

tion. All three methods of enquiry, observation, interviews and

questionnaires helped us establish the important features here (v.

Table 3CC, p.310)
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3.2.1.2.5 Dialect

This parameter covers the dialects that the student needed to produce

or understand. In our opinion this is of much less importance as a

category as compared to interactions or events/activities. Broadly

speaking, students on different courses in different institutions

were exposed to a whole range of accents, but not normally to marked

regional dialect variation. We concluded that students need to be

able to cope with a range of accents of an intelligible nature in an

academic environment.

3.2.1.2.6 Target level dimensions

As well as collecting information on events and activities, setting,

interactions, instrumentality and enabling skills during the

observation stage of data collection we also sought information on

target level dimensions (v. Appendix 3.2.1, p.682) and tolerance

conditions (v. Appendix 3.2.1, p.682).

When we started the series of observations in January 1980 we attempted

to collect data of this type in accordance with Munby's specification

(v. Munby 1978), but soon realised the sterility of this endeavour.

An examination of the examples in B.J. Carroll (1978a) detailed in

Spec. 6, Table 3D below, illustrates the problems involved and shows

the fallacious nature of examples and figures provided for the

tolerance conditions in particular.

We agree with Rawkey (1982) that Munby's categories for esta-

blishing target level dimensions Cv. Table 3D below): size,

complexity, range, speed, delivery and flexibility, are "internally

confused". Munby's concept of range must subsume his dimensions of

complexity and delicacy for once one includes the "quantitative

extent" of the formal, functional and cognitive dimensions under one

label - there are not many dimensions left uncovered. Munby (1978,

p.165) includes 'discourse-coherence' under his complexity label.

This inevitably takes us into the area of how illocutionary acts

relate to each other (cf. Kelly 1978 and Widdowson 1978) and thus

encroaches on his dimensions of range and delicacy. For our purposes,
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we have followed Hawkey and limited complexity to the syntactic level

and take it to include cohesion as described by Widdowson (1978).

The delicacy of forms and functions was almost impossible to assess

whether one took it as referring to specificity and detail or, as

Hawkey (1982) suggested something more akin to subtlety. We

agree with Hawkey that it is better handled under the ideas of

referential and functional range (v. p.L2O above). Speed of

communication is better seen as a communicative characteristic and

as a criterion for evaluation rather than a task dimension.

Flexibility, if one extends its meaning beyond that given by Hawkey

to cover role as well as topic switching is best subsumed under the

functional range category.

A further problem in attempting to apply Munby is that no allowance

is made for the different type of setting the student will find

himself in. Are we simply to assume that a task's dimensions will

be the same, whether it is performed in a lecture, practical class

or seminar? If they are dissimilar, doubt is immediately cast on

B..). Carroll's (l978a) figures in Table 3D below; one would in any

case wish to know how the figures he quotes were arrived at. Given

the paucity of empirical observation how can we be certain the target

levels for the H.N.D. business studies student described in Table 3D

below reflect the different demands placed on him by different study

modes encountered in his course, let alone those placed on all

business studies students, in different courses. The use of a seven-

point scale does not, in itself, guarantee precision or objectivity

(v. Miller 1956) and in our initial trials we found it very difficult

to operate. A greater degree of consistency resulted from using a

much simpler scale of high, medium and low Cv. Appendix 3.2.1, p.682).

This provided a way of broadly characterising the dimensions of a

communication activity which might prove informative at the test

construction stage.



SPEC. 5 Dialect

All sections: Understand British
Standard English dialect. Produce
acceptable regional version of
Standard English accent.

SPEC. 6 Target Level (in the 4
media for each section)

Dimensions:
(max7) Size

Complexity
Range
Delicacy
Speed
Flexibility

L Sp R Wr
6373
7465
5455
5566
6456
5533

SPEC. 2 Setting for English

Physical: Lecture room, tutorial
room, library,
factories, business
offices

Temporal: Full-time in term,
plus vacations,
Ày: 10 hrs. p.d.

SPEC. 3 Interactions

*Learner-instructor
*Outs ider-insider
Non-professional--professional
*Non-nat ive-nat lye
*Insider-jnsider
*Adul t-adul t

Note: Interactions recorded 3 or
more times are marked with
an asterisk.

SPEC. 4 Instrumentality

Medium: Listening, speaking,
reading, writing

Mode: Monologue, dialogue
(Spoken and written to be
heard or read; sometimes
to be spoken as if not
written.)

Channel: Face-to-face, print,
tape, film
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TABLE 3D

Specification of Communicative Needs

SPEC. 0 The Participant

Age: 20s
Nationality: Nigerian
Language: Hausa
English std.: Intermediate

SPEC. 1 Purpose of Study

Course: HND Business Studies
Polytechnic

Study Areas: Business Studies:
Economics, Law,
Business Accounts,
Statistics,
Marketing,
Purchasing

General Area: Social Sciences
Tolerance Conditions:
(max=5) Error	 3 4 3 3

Style	 4 4 5 4
Reference 3 4 2 2
Repetition 3 4 2 3
Hesitation 3 4 4 3

SPEC. 7 Events/Activities

7.1 Lectures: Listen for overall
compr. Make notes.
Ask for clarification.

7.2 Seminars/Tutorials: Discuss
given topics. Listen
for compr. Make
notes. Ask for
clarification.

7.3 Reference Study: Intensive
reading. Rdg. for
main information.
Assignment rdg.
Assessment rdg.

7.4 Writing Reports: Sort out infm.
Factual writing.
Evaluative writing.

7.5 Keeping up-to-date: Routine
checking. Rdg. for
intensive. Rdg. for
infm. search.

7.6 Indust./Comm. Visits: Discuss
topics. Discuss after
visit. Listening for
infm. Take notes.
Ask for clarification.

SOURCE: Carroll, B.J. (1978a, pp.25, 27, 29)
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As it turned out we found that our recordings, even with the improved

dimensions of size, complexity, functional and referential range,

varied from low to high in the sum of the classes observed for the
various events across the broad discipline areas and levels.

Due to this poor discrimination, we were able to do little more in

our selection of texts for the test than ensure that they were

regarded as appropriate for 'A' level and undergraduate students in

the disciplines under review. To this end we consulted both staff

and students from the various discipline areas and levels as to the

suitability, in terms of the stated task dimensions, of the spoken

and written texts we had selected. A further condition to be met

was that native speakers in these groups could handle the texts with

limited difficulty. The methods employed for selecting texts in

terms of size, complexity, functional range and referential range are

more fully discussed in Chapter 4 below.

The apparent applicability of what we have considered as task dimen-

sions to the evaluation of proficiency had been noted both by

Carroll, B.J. (1978a, 1980) and Morrow (1979) though both tended to

use them to move directly into the specification of assessment scales

or bands. For our purposes we do not regard these dimensions as

assessment criteria, but rather as objectives in that they describe

a communicative event as it could or even should be. We agree with

Hawkey (1982) that the dimensions used to describe particular events

and activities should be kept separate though, obviously, not

divorced from the criteria for the assessment of test task performance.

For, as Hawkey (1982, pp.168-169) argued:

the tester needs to be balancing the achieved as
against the required result ... The dimensions, based
on native speaker performance of a task, are concerned
with the required result; the assessment criteria are
about the communicative effectiveness actually achieved.
It is important in relating the required and achieved
levels of performance to distinguish. between the dimen-
sions inherent in theevent itself ... and the criteria
for evaluation."

Hawkey's approach seenis preferable to that of Morrow and Carroll, in

that it is useful to be able to relate in a fairly systematic manner

the evaluation of performance and task dimensions rather than
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attempting to conflate the two.

3.2.1.2.7 Target level tolerance conditions

Munby's target level was also coded for tolerance in the dimensions

of linguistic error, stylistic failure, reference (to dictionary,

etc.), repetition (repeat/ask for repeat), hesitation (lack of

fluency).

These were seen by Munby as a way of modifying the predicted

dimension of target level activity in the light of allowances made

by those with whom the candidate has to interact.

In our attempt to collect data on the tolerance conditions applied,

we relied on information gathered incidentally during the course of

the lesson and more specifically in the follow up interviews. It

soon became evident that alterations were made to suit individual

circumstances and varied from one study mode to another, e.g. as

between seminars and tutorials. Lecturers indicated that they

themselves were inconsistent in the allowances they made and these

might vary in the case of a particular student even from one occasion

to another. It was certainly not possible to quote a single figure

for a course when more than one tutor was involved.

We would argue that, in practice, tolerance conditions are almost

impossible to establish with any degree of accuracy. Even when we

asked in the questionnaire whether allowances were made for overseas

as against British students in written work, with no quantitative

decisions to be made, no common policy was evident within levels or

discipline areas.

Having tried to implement this particular aspect of Munby's model we

would be interested in discovering how B.J. Carroll (1978a) managed

to specify the tolerance levels included in Table 3D above. How does

one, in fact, establisba tolerance level for reading?
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3.2.1.2.8 Communicative key

This parameter of Nunby's was concerned with how the activities

comprising an event are performed. According to Munby (1978, p.39)

the categories expressed:

"... the likely attitudes or keys that need to be produced
or understood in connection with an event."

We would agree strongly with Davies's (l981a) reservations about

this parameter which attempts to specify the attitudinal tone in which

a communicative activity is carried out. This is one of the areas

where Munby has particularly underestimated the practical difficulty

of attaining the kind of specificity he seeks. Armed with a full list

of attitudinal tones Cv. Appendix 3.2.1, pp.685-688) we attempted in

the early stages of the observation programme to record details of

communicative keys. This was an extremely subjective process

especially in view of our limited sample. It soon became apparent

that it was impossible to do systematically whilst the event was

taking place, owing to the speed with which activities take place in

real life. It was also difficult to decide upon the most appropriate

adjective to describe the tone and in some cases, to decide whether

any attitudinal tone was in fact being expressed and if it was,

whether it was the one the observer believed it to be.

As none of the events observed was tape-recorded it would be

impossible to make any claims for reliability with regard to the

attitudinal tones employed. What were noted by the observer were

subjective impressions of those tones, which had seemed to be

important to an understanding of the particular lecture/seminar/lab

session and which stood out as having been encountered by students.

The result is probably a more restricted list than actually occurred,

but it seemed that a certain set of attitudinal tones was important

and these are listed as Appendix 3.2.3, page 695.

Despite the fact that our data are empirically based on real as

against hypothetical students (v. Carroll,B.3. 1978a),wemake no claims

for its generalisability or validity, or for whether other instances

of the same behaviour would necessarily produce the same attitudinal

tones. Because of their unsatisfactory nature these data were ignored
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in designing our test.

3.2.1.2.9 Enabling skills

In the second stage of Munby's model the information derived from

the Communicative Needs Processor (C.N.P.) is processed into the

syllabus content specification. The activities (and their

communicative keys) are first established and then decisions have

to be made as to which is the most suitable of three alternative ways

of processing them - focusing on microskills, microfunctions or on

linguistic forms.

Munby (1978) admitted that the examples he gave in the linguistic

encoding section were intuitive guesswork. Davies (1981a, p.335)

argued:

"... the usefulness stops at the point of linkage from the
C.N.P. to the Language Skills Selector when the entries
become intuitive and ad hoc. The assumption the book
seems to make is that if the complete model is applied
then there will be certainty about the language output."

It is difficult to see how Munby's linguistic encoding can realise

the microskills in linguistic forms. It is even less clear if one

is working with microfunctions where, as Davies (l98tLa) pointed out,

the most interesting functions have a very large number of possible

language realisations. It would certainly seem that there is no

way of being certain about the language output component of the

"model".

In the absence of any explicit (or implicit) guidelines in Munby

(1978) about when specifications should focus on microskills and

when on microfunctions we decided that the former seemed to suit our

purpose better. We attempted to process our information by focusing

on microskillssince, if these could be empirically verified, they

would have an application which extended beyond any one particular

instance of performance and would reflect an aspect of what is

generally understood by competence (v. Morrow 1979).
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Through our focus on events and. activities in the observations,

interviews and questionnaires we attempted to gain some insight

into the enabling skills our students would appear to need to cope

with the various tasks in different study modes.	 On the basis of

the empirical evidence collected, we offer, at the end of each section

below, a list of those skills which appeared to be required by science,

engineering, social, business and administrative studies students.

It seemed that these skills were to a greater or lesser extent,

required by all students on all courses.

Further problems arose out of the fact that, although Munby (1978)

twice listed his taxonomy of enabling skills, no attempt was made to

place them in any hierarchical order.	 There was no attempt either to

suggest how the skills relate to each other; ways in which some skills

may be considered superordinate to others or possible implicational

relationships of possession of higher order skills for the possession

of lower order skills. Ideally, there is a need for some sort of

implicational scaling, i.e. an hierarchical arrangement whereby we

might be able to say if X gets these factors right he should get the

rest. Mead (1981, p.75) pointed out:

"... insofar as the skills represent options of equal
weight the system is self-contradictory. 	 Skills 20-25
would appear to presuppose the learning of all other
skills, but as the system is organised, it is implied
that the learner might wish to manipulate variations in
stress without necessarily needing to express himself
explicitly or implicitly."

As we mentioned above there is also a danger in considering the skills

as discrete, as it is by no means clear whether we use them singly or

in combination to complete successfully a particular task.

We decided that in those test tasks which related to a particular

study mode, where we focused on either listening or reading skills

as against adopting a more integrated approach, we should try as

far as possible to include items which focused on each of the
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enabling skills identified as contributing to proficiency in these

constructs and certainly on those we considered to be higher order

skills.

3.2.1.2.10 Conclusions

Through the series of observations we arrived at a more valid and

comprehensive description of the purposes, activities, setting,

interactions and task dimensions our target population were subject to

than is possible by armchair needs analysis alone. In addition,

through these empirical data collection procedures, we were able to

identify more closely the constituent enabling skills that might be

needed by these students for the successful performance of various

activities in the academic context (v.Carroll, B.J. 1978a).

Though we have been highly critical of Munby (1978) and Carroll's

(l978a) interpretation, we nevertheless feel that there were elements

in these studies which contributed to the methodological procedures

we adopted. Our point of departure was the need to devise techniques

for collecting data from comprehensive observational studies of

students actively engaged on their courses. The failings of Munby

and Carroll largely stem from this deficiency.

In addition to the data collected through the observations, we carried

out follow up interviews with teachers and students whenever possible

(v. Section 3.2.2 below). These two procedures helped inform the

major data collection method, the questionnaire survey described in

Section 3.2.3	 below.

3.2.2	 The Follow Up Interviews

In addition to the observations an attempt was made, whenever

possible, to carry out a follow up interview with staff and students

on the course under review. The rationale behind this was that it

would enable us to:
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(a) collect information impossible to gather through

observation, e.g. data about reading and writing

activities: copies of examinations, handouts,

students' written work, information about criteria

of assessment used in marking written work;

information concerning the amount of course time

spent in lectures, practicals, tutorials and seminars;

(b) check the data gathered during the observation f or

its generalisability to the course under review;

(c) establish the main English language problems

experienced by overseas and British students;

(d) examine the validity and efficiency of the questions

in both staff and student pilot questionnaires.

Data recording consisted of taking notes during the interview with

the participant's permission, so that the interview could be written

up immediately afterwards.

Walker (1978) in his research, depended solely on interview methods

of data collection arguing that it allowed a more flexible question

format and meant that the interviewer was able more effectively to

select questions and check that the interviewee understood what was

being asked of him/her. However, the value of the approach is

affected by the difficulties involved in arranging interviews and

their time-consuming nature. In addition, we were well aware of the

complex nature of successful interviewing (Kahn et al. 1957; Shipnian

1972 and Engeihart 1972) and the difficulty of achieving what Walker

(1978, p.52) described as:

a dynamic interactive experience in a friendly, per-
missive atmosphere, encouraging the respondent to reveal
information and motivating him to keep presenting useful
facts."

The interviews conducted must be seen as an opportunistic sample,

however, because of the problems of availability of staff and
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students. Owing to the limited nature of the conclusions that could

be drawn from the interview data alone, we have not recorded them

separately.

3.2.3	 The Questionnaire Method of Data Collection

The data derived for the series of observations were to be supple-

mented by a questionnaire enquiry. Various pilot versions of the

questionnaire were tried out during 1980 (v. Appendices 3.3.1

pp . 698-737) on staff and students with whom contact was made

during the series of visits to various educational institutions in

the further and higher education sectors to observe teaching. These

questionnaires were constructed on the basis of the information

established through the observations together with a review of the

relevant literature (cf. Hale 1964; Holes 1972; Cowie et al. 1977a;

Candlin 1977 and Ryan 1979). As a result of the feedback obtained in

interviews with staff and students, we were able to refine the final

versions so that they came closer to asking questions in a way that

produced the information we required (v. Appendix 3.3.1, pp.738-787).

Questions which had yielded the wrong information or which defied

accurate response were either omitted or rewritten. Replies to

certain of the open-ended questions led to additional questions or

supplementaries being asked in the final version. We were thus

confident that we were asking questions which were both relevant and

intelligible to the correspondents at least insofar as they reflected

the language operations arising out of their courses of study. We

attempted to simplify the language, as far as this was possible,

without losing any of the delicacy in the questions posed.

The question of length was a serious problem. In the end we cut down

the questionnaire to what we felt was the basic minimum of inforina-

tion we needed, but still felt that it was probably off-putting for a

large number of the correspondents.

During 1981 we contacted all the university and polytechnic science,

engineering and social, business and administrative studies depart-

ments and colleges offering G.C.E. Advanced level science, where we

knew from earlier research that there were large numbers of overseas
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students studying and asked th.em to assist us in our project. We

then asked those who were willing to co-operate to let us have details

of the numbers of overseas students, for whom English was not the

first language in the country of origin, enrolled on specific courses

within their departments, together with numbers of the staff who

taught them. The final versions of the questionnaire (v. Appendix

3.3.1, pp.738-787) were then sent to staff and through them to both

British and overseas students. The questionnaires were then returned

individually in pre-paid envelopes to try to ensure that those

completing them would not feel inhibited. In all a total of 5947

questionnaires were sent out. The responses to these questionnaires

enabled us to establish a wider basis for our description of the

language tasks facing students in a variety of subject areas and

provided us with information on the extent of difficulty both overseas

and British students encountered in coping with a variety of tasks

and constraints in the academic context. Completed questionnaires

were received from 940 overseas students, 530 British students and

560 staff, in respect of 43 post-graduate courses, 61 undergraduate

courses and 39 Advanced level Centres (v. Appendix 3.3.2, pp.791-800).

We were aware that our survey was limited and that we could only

claim to have established some preliminary parameters. We did, how-

ever, attempt to describe the teaching situations at the transactional

level (Sinclair et al. 1975) as systematically as possible and would

argue that, despite the limitations of our endeavours to establish

by questionnaire and observation what was common in terms of language

skill requirements across disciplinary boundaries, we collected a

basic core of empirical evidence on which future research could

build and against which our tests could be compared. More immediately

we had a specification which attempted a description of the actual

academic context that students would have to operate in. We also

established in general terms through the questionnaire, those

academic activities overseas students experienced difficulty with as

compared to their British counterparts and this helped us decide on

the types of test tasks we needed to include in our battery in order

to assess what Candlin et al. (1976, p. 2) described as:

'... mastery of study skills competence in what might be
called 'didactic discourse', the discourse of all
teaching/learning situations ."
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What follows below is an examination of the general descriptive

parameters that relate to the academic context, in which the students,

in the levels and disciplines under review, were operating. These

parameters are used to inform the test task construction phase (v.

Chapter 4). We, of course, recognise that they are indeed only

parameters in the sense of being quantities which are constant with

regard to the particular cases considered, but which are likely to

vary in different cases. They are considered under the following

headings.

(a) Purpose(s) (of the participant(s) in the event and of

the event itself).

(b) Activities (sub —tasks involved in achieving the

purpose(s)).

(c) Setting (physical and psychosocial).

(d) Interaction (role set and social relationships of

participants).

(e) Instrumentality (medium, mode, channel of communica-

tion of the event).
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3.3 THE PURPOSE OF LECTURES, SEMINARS/TUTORIALS AND PRACTICAL

CLASSES

3.3.1	 The Lecture

For the purposes of our questionnaire survey, we took the lecture as

the teaching period which is mostly occupied with continuous talk by

the teacher. There may be some opportunity for questions, but in the

main all that students have to do is listenand take notes. Straker-Cook

(1975, p.44) pointed out that for most levels and disciplines the

lecture may be defined as a monologue situation:

"... regardless of the number of participants, only one
is a protagonist: he is responsible for almost all the
verbal contribution to the discourse, under social
conventions which allow other participants to intervene
only very occasionally, only very briefly, and only on the
invitation (verbally or non-verbally indicated) of the
protagonist."

Our investigation gave us an indication of the relative amounts of

monologue and interactive discourse occurring in different types of

classes, at different levels, in different subject areas.

The widespread prevalence of the lecture as a teaching method across

levels and subject boundaries gave it an important place in our study

for, as the literature illustrated, although lectures are not an

effective way of stimulating thought, or bringing about a change in

the opinions of an audience, they are as effective as other methods

for conveying information (v. Bligh. 1972).

Our observations confirmed Parish's conclusion (1977, p.75) in her

survey of university teaching and learning methods that:

"... the lecture is widely used in all departments."

Its primacy as the teaching technique most frequently employed to

aid students in the acquisition of knowledge is borne out by the

returns to the pilot questionnaire and the comments advanced in

interviews conducted during the visits made to institutes of further

and higher education. A majority of students reported having at

least ten lectures a week and often substantially more, with only
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post—graduate social scientists consistently dropping below this

figure.

Academic staff were asked in the questionnaire to comment on what

they saw as the purpose of the lecture. Many commented on its value

as a method for information transfer, for example:

"The orderly presentation of factual and practical data in
a distilled form."

"Give them the most important ideas on any topic."

"One of the main means by which the principles, concepts
and biological themes are explored and transmitted."

"It provides them with the basic material of the
syllabus."

"They provide the framework within which the students can
study and organise their reading."

As well as distilling and informing on the current stage of knowledge

it was seen as a means for explaining difficult concepts and their

significance in a wider context. As one engineering professor

expressed it:

"Getting information across while keeping the students
awake. Making them realise that what they are taught does
relate to the real world."

Linked to its function of transmitting information orally some viewed

its importance as:

"Providing students with a reasonable set of notes on the
subj ect •

Many of the staff emphasised how it provided a "common basis", "a

structure", "a grounding" for future work:

"Exposition/explanation of basic principles, giving
conceptual framework within which students can develop
detailed knowledge."

and it was seen as a means of bringing students of disparate academic

backgrounds up to a minimum level of shared knowledge in the subject

area.

Several staff referred to its value as a platform for advice on

further reading whilst others also pointed out that, on some topics,
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it gave the students access to material in areas where there were:

"No good text-books, published material sparse and widely
scattered."

or where:

"Material (was) not easily available elsewhere."

or it:

"Highlights important and explains particularly intricate
issues in highly specialised areas of study not always
adequately covered in published literature."

A biology professor drew attention to a further important dimension:

"(The lecture) creates in the students' minds an idea of
the attitudes to the subject of the lecturer, by summa-
rising work leading to a particular conclusion or
description, if possible adding those studies that suggest
an alternative view. A lecturer should add his own
assessment, giving reasons why he favours that conclusion."

The widespread preference for the lecture method often stems from

its practical benefits rather than its intrinsic superiority as a

teaching technique:

"Much of our teaching is solely via lectures because of
the large classes."

"It is the main teaching method used in our year one
courses due to large student numbers."

Students were similarly invited to express what they saw as the pur-

pose of the lecture. Most commented on its use for transmitting

information, for example:

"To pass on to the student the relevant information."

"To provide us with the knowledge that we would require
for our course."

"To introduce the student to the subject and explain, with
examples, its applications."

"To convey the main ideas of the subject matter as well as
being a means of gaining a set of notes for the course."

Additionally, emphasiswas laid by some on the function:

"To give students a better understanding of the subject
matter."
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and some students commented on its value in directing them to appro-

priate reading matter:

"To stress the more important areas of the course to be
followed up with students' reading."

"Give us the basic knowledge and guidelines for further
reading in a particular subject."

"Outline the topics briefly and show where further reading
is necessary."

As an ideal we might agree with Parish's (1977, p.75) conclusion:

"The main value of the lecture is that staff can present
up-to-date material based on work experience and
information from a wide variety of sources, selected,
appraised, andpresented to the student in a structured

.t'

3.3.2 The Seminar and the Tutorial

These teaching methods were grouped together in the questionnaire

since the terms are often used loosely and overseas students might

be unable to distinguish between two teaching modes that were, in

the event, quite similar. It became apparent during the observations

that, even when considered together, they occupy a small proportion

of total contact hours except perhaps for post-graduate social science

students and certain groups of undergraduates (v. Table 3AA on

setting, p.306 below). In some cases certain groups of students

rarely encountered any variant of this technique. For the purpose of

the questionnaire an inclusive category for seminars and tutorials

was characterised as differing from a lecture in giving much more

opportunity for the participation of students, e.g. there may be

reading and study of a paper by a student; discussion of topics after

a short introduction by students or teacher; a teacher may go through

written work or questions prepared by student(s); there may be

discussion of any matters or problems on the initiative of student(s)

or teacher; the student(s) may work through problems set by the

teacher.

From comments made by staff during the observations, the low frequency

of this teaching activity in most discipline areas would seem to arise
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out of temporal and manpower constraints and this is certainly not a

reflection of its potential value as a teaching technique for assist-

ing learners to apply acquired knowledge or skill.

Many of the staff consulted, saw its value as a further means of

information transfer:

"To develop a theme derived from the lecture framework in
its full complexity and with regard to the full range of
empirical material which can be marshalled in support!
opposition of the said theme."

"Clarification of lecture information and any other
information acquired by the students through the process
of discussion."

"To cover material not given in lectures, perhaps because
of insufficient time or because it cannot be suitably
dealt with in the form of a lecture."

Others saw it as assisting appreciation and understanding:

"To allow the student to assess the relevance and correct-
ness of theories and modes of analysis expressed in
lectures and books."

"Relating materials to whole degree course."

Many took the view of it as a sort of academic first-aid post:

"Going over example papers which they all too often seem
incapable of doing without help."

"Surgery for those having difficulty with lecture course
and/or mathematical content."

Others commented on its value in applying acquired knowledge or skill:

"To teach them how they can use the subject."

"To improve the capacity of students to analyse issues."

"To reinforce learning through lectures and books by
converting it into active rather than passive knowledge."

"Teaching legal method i.e. application of rules to
hypothetical situations."

Additionally mention was made of various functions such as allowing

the teacher to direct attention to further reading, stimulating

interest and in a limited number of cases 'assessing performance'.

Only occasionally was mention made of the 'interactive' nature of

the seminar/small tutorial group:
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"To try and get an argument going which is neither contrived
nor a mere dialogue (or worse still monologue)."

"To discuss the topic in question with as little partici-
pation by myself as possible."

More frequently the purpose of a seminar or tutorial was:

"To give the students an opportunity to talk and develop
their own thoughts, within the framework of fairly
'strong' guidance of the discussion by members of staff."

As the report of the observations below confirms, this was much more

like the true picture of a teacher-centred seminar or small tutorial

group with most of the interaction being channelled through and by

the teacher. As Parish (1977, p.76) lamented:

"The situation is one of paradox: in each Department
importance is attached to the active participation of
students in the learning activities;yet seminars (which
are ideally suited for this) appear to be conceived in
ways that under-involve the students in their education."

For the student, these periods were seen as affording opportunity,

at least more than in lectures, to discuss topics and develop ideas:

"The students can discuss a topic using their readings."

"To study topics in greater depth with opportunity to
discuss."

"To deepen understanding of specific topics by discussing
with students and lecturers."

For some groups of students, most usually post-graduates in the

social sciences:

"Most of the basic coursework is discussed or introduced
during these sessions."

Many saw them as offering at least the possibility of greater

involvement:

"We hope to be involved more in the subject."

"The students could participate and clarify doubts."

The latter point was taken up by many students who looked upon these

classes, especially the smaller tutorial group, as being useful for

clarifying problems:

"To help you with any problems that you have in lectures,
practical classes or even your homework."
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"TO discuss topics which are unclear."

"Quite useful as they help us understand certain lectures
that are quite difficult at first."

"To enable the student to put forward his/her views on the
subject, ask questions and bring up any difficulties."

Finally, a number of students also regarded this type of class as a

means of applying skills and knowledge:

"Learning by doing, analysis through discussion and
argument with the teacher as chairman guiding the
discussion."

"Opportunity for student to talk on a prepared subject and
then participate in the tutor directed discussion, usually
should be conversant with the material at hand and aim to
apply it to the issues being covered."

"Apply what is taught in lectures to problems."

"Putting and applying the theory to problems and trying to
solve them."

3.3.3 The Practical Class

The function of this particular teaching technique is to assist

students in acquiring a variety of skills. For the purpose of our

survey we characterised it as the type of class in which students do

exercises under the supervision of a teacher, which involve the

handling of equipment, instruments, or specimens of some kind, e.g.

scientific experiments, learning to use calculating machines,

drawing plans, using industrial machinery.

Many of the staff consulted, emphasised its importance for skills

development. They variously saw its purpose as:

"Acquisition of engineering feel."

"Development of practical skills."

"Learning of techniques, scientific method, presentation
and manipulation of data."

"Develop familiarity with handling material, apparatus,
data, etc."

"To develop skills in experimental techniques."
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Its other major contribution was that of illustrating theoretical

input:

"To get the student to attempt to use theory."

"Personal verification of principles outlined in lectures."

"To enable them to use their knowledge to analyse their
experimental results."

Students were also canvassed for their opinions and similarly they

saw practical classes as important in skills development as well as

enabling them to link the theory derived from their lectures,

seminars and background reading with its more tangible practical

application.

Many referred to its importance in skills development:

"See how a computer operates."

"Give an idea of how the theory and the equipment fit
together."

"To train us to use instruments."

"It's quite useful as it teaches us to handle equipment."

Others saw the practical class as providing a bridge between theory

and practice:

"To introduce to us the application of the equation or
theory or idea we have, or are going to, study."

"Apply what is gathered from theory into practice."

"To relate subjects studied with reality."

"These are very important as they help us to visualise the
concepts we have learned in theory through the lectures."

"They give us the opportunity to really see what's happen-
ing. It is easier to understand something when we actually
see it in action."
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3.4 ACTIVITIES IN THE ACADEMIC CONTEXT

3.4.1 A Cautionary Note

The returns to the postal questionnaire were not a random sample of

those we sent out as we had no control over the selection of those

who returned it. We could not demonstrate that there was not a

correlation between a propensity to return a questionnaire and

certain of the characteristics we were intent on measuring which

would mitigate the validity of our results.

It is worth noting that while administering the pilot questionnaire

under close supervision, at the Universities of Exeter, Southampton

and Reading and at Farnborough and Padworth Colleges, the weakest

students in the classes nearly always had difficulty in fully

comprehending what was being asked of them. Despite great effort

being made to ensure clarity and simplicity in the wording of the

questionnaire, by constant revision and pre-testing during the

observations, its very length meant it was a daunting prospect for

the weaker overseas students especially for poor readers. It is not

unreasonable to speculate that many of the weaker students from

overseas were unable to complete the final version of the question-

naire they received. Those with the worst problems might not

therefore be represented in the final breakdown.

Added to this is the evidence that exists showing how the weaker

students tend to underestimate the difficulties that they experience

(cf. Chaplen 1970; Sen 1970 and Walker 1978). Jordan (1977a, p.14)

carried out a series of tests on overseas students and found:

"... in 1972-73 and again in 1974-75 students' self
assessment ratings were examined and compared to the
students' scores on the ChaplenTests. Overwhelmingly the
results showed that the students at the lower end of the
scale in the tests grossly overestimated their language
ability .. ."

Thus, estimates of the extent of difficulty encountered in the

questionnaires might be too low. The questionnaire was also

administered from February to April, by which time most of the
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students completing it would have had at least six months to improve

their language ability as well as become aware of any problems that

existed.

We would argue therefore that differences between non-native and

native speakers of English, where they exist, are in all likelihood

greater at the beginning of their studies than is indicated by the

student questionnaire returns.

In the discussion below we merely claim to be establishing

descriptive parameters on the basis of the information made available

to us in both the observations and returns to the questionnaire.

Both methods of data collection had their limitations.

In the observations only a relatively small number of post-graduate

courses were visited because of difficulties arising from the small

numbers on such courses and the large number of courses without any

formal fixed points. We were thus unable to visit aiay post-graduate

engineering programmes and only a very limited coverage was possible

for science post-graduate classes. It is also likely that the more

courses, at each level, and in each subject area, we had visited, the

greater would have been the variation in the activities that we were

able to observe. This would have resulted in a wider spread in the

frequency of occurrence of certain of the activities in the observa-

tion schedule than we have reported.

In the questionnaire survey, we initially contacted all the depart-

ments in the country who, according to the figures established in an

earlier investigation, had reasonably large numbers of overseas

students on their programmes. We informed them of the nature of our

project and asked them, if they were willing to co-operate, to let us

have appropriate details of overseas and British students and staff

who could be sent questionnaires. We were thus limited by the extent

to which departments were willing to co-operate in distribution and

staff and students in returning the questionnaires to us.

The sample for our questionnaire suffers from this defect. Firstly

there are not equal numbers of respondents in each level or

discipline area. Overall there are a large number of overseas
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science 'A' level students as compared to all other groups. The

university undergraduate science replies are limited in number with

respondents mainly from mathematics based courses and in addition no

replies from chemistry students are represented in these returns.

The undergraduate social science returns are influenced by two large

groups of Nigerian students on the N.E. Wales Polytechnic B.Ed

courses. There are also limited numbers of returns in all the post-

graduate courses. Thus we cannot claim that our sample is a random

sample of the student population at large.

In total though we received completed questionnaires from:

940 overseas students

530 British students

559 staff concerned with teaching these.

These were completed in respect of the following number of Centres:

43 post-graduate

61 undergraduate

39 'A' level.

The questionnaire thus provided us with quite a wide survey of the

activities students might have to engage in as part of their study

across subjects and levels, and in addition it gave us a reasonably

large population on which to base conclusions concerning the extent

to which students had difficulty in carrying out certain tasks in

the academic context. For, in addition to information concerning

activities, we were also able to establish in general terms through

the questionnaire, where the major problems were likely to occur for

students coping with these activities in the academic context.

It must be remembered though that degree of difficulty does not

necessarily correlate with frequency of activity, or with the

importance of that activity for the course in question. The amount

of time spent on a particular activity, the 'use hours', as Straker-

Cook (1977, p.45) termed it, may not be the only important criterion

for:

"Even if reading and speaking, say, were equally demanded
in terms of use hours, they would present disproportionate
difficulty to a student who has a reasonable competence in
receptive skills, but little experience in sustained oral
communication."
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It may also be the case that relatively infrequent activities are very

important and also a major source of difficulty. We must look both

at the relative frequency of each activity across subject boundaries

and levels, as well as considering how much difficulty this has

occasioned for each group of students. While it makes no sense to

look at overall aggregate frequency of activities, as different groups

are disproportionately represented in the totals, it is possible and

worthwhile to aggregate the degree of difficulty encountered in each

of the activities (v. Appendices 3.4 and 3.5, pp.802-826). This gives

us some indication of the relative amounts of difficulty caused by

various activities. By weighing this in evidence with the frequency

of an activity for the different subject groups at the different

levels, and with the relevant incidences of difficulty encountered in

performing this activity, we have the basis for making decisions

concerning the desirability of taking a factor into account in our

test task design.

3.4.2 Listening Comprehension Activities

3.4.2.1 The Nature of Listening Comprehension

Candlin et al. (1976, p.52) pointed out that as well as being

concerned with linguistic descriptions i.e. what we hear, in order

to identify the comprehension skills which the overseas student must

acquire, we must also consider how we hear. They quote Gurney

(1973, pp.96-97):

"Normally in sustained communication the hearer 'loses'
between 20% and 40% of an utterance."

and emphasise that:

"We are not aware of any linguistic description that takes
that fact into account, it emphasises just how far the
'ideal speaker-hearer' of some linguists' theories is from
reality. It also emphasises the importance for the foreign
student of understanding not only the syntactic system of
the language, but also the discoursal and cohesive systems
through which the less-than ideal speaker can guide the
errant attention of his hearer to the message elements he
considers most important."
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It does not matter that we lose part of the soundstream for, as

native speakers, we usually only need to understand part of what is

said to us to cope satisfactorily. Shannon et al. (1959)

estimated that 50% of the English language is redundant in this way.

Mastery of the language system brings with it the ability to exploit

this redundancy of the code, but many overseas students encounter

difficulties because of their inability to do this. They are further

hampered by the fact that performance constraints often interfere

with speech transmission. Environmental noise, rapid speech, heavy

accent can normally be coped with by the native speaker who can

supply the lost information from the signal on the basis of his

knowledge of the language. The overseas student is unable to

exploit this redundancy with the result that his immediate memory

systems are overloaded and he cannot retain enough of the signal to

process it (v. Miller 1956).

Kelly (1981, p.174) argued that the 'size' or amount of the discourse

to be coped with is a performance constraint of some significance for

proficiency assessment. Performance on a five minute taped lecturette

might not be indicative of an ability to cope with a fifty minute

academic lecture where the student has to retain far more informa-

tion and cope with a possibly more complex coherence structure. In

addition there is a difference between discourse spoken ex tempore as

in a real lecture and that of the spoken version of a short written

text normally to be found in listening tests. The length of the

discourse may cause fatigue and affect the attention span with a

resultant fall off in comprehension. Thus Ingram's (1968)

advocacy of short tests free from any memory load would seem

at odds with the demands that are placed on students in the real

life situation.

Candlin et al. (1976, p.54) rightly stressed that the task for the

overseas student is not to understand isolated, idealised articula-

tions of certain phones, but to learn to hear phonemes as invariant

over different words and produced by different speakers. They argued:

"... in first language acquisition this does not require
the child's learning to isolate specific sounds (Turner
1975, p.105) and it seems questionable as an assumption
for language teaching."
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Speech recognition does not take place in terms of minimal units.

We can extend this to language testing for, as Wanner (1973)

suggested, since adult native speakers are not very good at identify-

ing isolated words in their first language so it would seem unreason-

able to expect the foreign language learner to achieve better results

on this sort of exercise.

Neither is listening comprehension the passive skill it is often

characterised as, but rather it requires active interpretation on

the part of the hearer. Lieberman (1965, p.41) noted that in an

experiment he carried out with linguists on intonation:

"... the linguist often considers his 'subjective' judge-
ment and fills in the Trager Smith pitch notation that is
appropriate to the structure of the sentence, which he
usually infers from the words of the sentence and his
knowledge of the language."

Thus the way we interpret intonation may depend largely on information

from our perception of the syntactic form of a message. It is not

sufficient to hear to be able to understand and as Candlin et al.

(1976) suggested, contexts of use may be very influential in

successful comprehension. This is perhaps an argument in favour of

exposing the student to samples of 'authentic' lecture discourse

rather than the 'classroomese' of his former E.F.L. experience. The

problems of approximating to 'authentic' lecture discourse in the

test situation, especially as regards ensuring the presence of appro-

priate visual information, are of course not inconsiderable.

Many factors affect the extent to which overseas students will

experience problems in listening comprehension. The length of time

they have been here is one important consideration. Research has

shown (cf. Davies 1965; Chaplen 1970; Jordan et al. 1973; Morrison

1974 and Hawkey 1982) that listening comprehension problems are

likely to decline after a period of residence in this country with

exposure to the everyday English as spoken by people in Britain.

However, as Straker-Cook (1977) pointed out, attendance at initial

lectures and talks and participation in seminars and discussion

groups places a heavy demand on oral/aural skills in the earlier

stages for the overseas student. Jordan et al. (1973, p. l+3) found

that although listening comprehension problems declined amongst
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their overseas students from an initial incidence of 70%, in

students' statements of difficulty they were still mentioned by 39%

even after one term's exposure. That they exist to the extent that

our questionnaire returns suggest, six months after the courses have

started, gives cause for some concern.

The degree of difficulty experienced is obviously dependent on the

total context of situation the student operates in. The clarity and

loudness of the addresser's speech, the coherence and cohesion of

the discourse, the accents, the speed, the number of participants,

the amount of interference and other performance constraints (v.

Kelly 1981) will all affect the individual's ability to operate.

The degree to which comprehension difficulties affect successful

transmission can be mitigated if a range of supportive techniques,

e.g. duplicated handouts, outlines on the blackboard, are employed.

All these techniques would serve to reduce the load on the aural

processing capacities of the student.

Overseas students may have more problems in seminars and small group

discussions than in lectures. For in multiparticipant interactions,

as Kelly (1981, p.174) observed:

"Not only is there the matter of adjusting to the
different voices, accents, rates and styles of speech
quickly enough to follow the thread of the discourse.
There is the further problem for the S.F.L. learner that a
discourse built up from the contributions of different
participants can be expected to be more disjointed and subject
to more digressions and false starts, than that of a
single speaker. Overlapping contributions will also
further confuse and trouble the learner."

We can identify three orders o error (v. Straker-Cook 1975).

Firstly those occurring in the decoding process due to faulty audi-

tory processing, e.g. phonemic discrimination, speech rhythm, stress

patterns, unfamiliar granunatical patterns, idiomatic expressions,

regional varieties. A higher order of error could be seen as

incomplete understanding of discourse organisation, the student

missing many of the signals of transition and discourse markers,

perhaps oblivious to the effect of certain cohesive devices or

insensitive to the lecturer's manipulative strategies.
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Even if he copes at these two levels, error may still occur as he

might be so taken up in decoding and comprehending that he loses

track of the information itself; he understands the words but does

not follow the lecture. Rivers (1966, p.199) accurately described

this phenomenon:

"... he may recognise the essentials of the message but
not be able to remember what he has recognised. This is
because he is unable to concentrate his attention on the
crucial elements of the message long enough to rehearse
them sub-vocally before moving on with the continuing
voice. All his attention is taken up with recognition."

3.4.2.2 The Listening Comprehension Tasks Students Perform in the

Academic Context

3.4.2.2.1 Informing transactions

In this category we were concerned with how often teachers made

statements of fact or principle: of problems, of hypothesis and

speculation, and of experimental procedures, across the range of

teaching situations in the subject areas and levels under considera-

tion. Egglestone et al. (1975, p.15) had found, this category of

transaction to be "the most frequently occurring one".

It became apparent during the observations we carried out (v.

Appendix 3.2.2, pp.690-693) that especially in science and engineer-

ing classes it is difficult to separate verbal discourse from its

often non-verbal context. In many instances a teacher's statements

to a class serve merely to illustrate drawings, equipment or other

material. Often teachers put material on the board and require the

class to copy it and continue with further explanation as a form of

running commentary while students are engaged in copying the material

provided (v. Egglestone et al. 1975).

Candlin et al. (1976, p.21) in their detailed analysis of the text

of a small number of engineering lectures discovered that the

lecture:
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U••• constitutes an example of what Halliday and Hasan
(1976) term 'language in action' where the text is likely
to contain a high proportion of instances of exophoric
reference."

They (1976, p.ZB) argued that in engineering lectures:

"The diagrams and comments or examples written on the
blackboard by the lecturer form the core (if not the
entire body) of the notes which students take away. The
visual elements of the lectures are closely integrated
with the spoken text and have a crucial part in the
development and explanation of the information exchange.
They contribute to clarifying reference and exemplifica-
tion in the text making much of the reference exophoric."

Hutchinson et al. (4981, p.6) made a similar point in their study

of practical demonstrations at the technical level:

"The importance for the discourse of the presence of a
visual display can be easily appreciated. Language ceases
in effect to be the primary element in the communication:
it takes on an interpretative role - explaining, high-
lighting or contextualising what is visually observable.
It is only meaningful when related to the visual ... the
visual display and the actions of the teacher relating to
it provides the structure for the discourse."

and (p.60):

"... the visual display carries a large proportion of
the meaning load. Because the speaker can rely on the
visual to provide the specific meaning of what he is saying,
the language of the practical demonstration lacks the
precision of reference and the rigorously formalised
structures traditionally associated with technical
discourse."

As a result one finds that in these periods there is extensive use

of reference visually accompanied by appropriate gestures or actions

which are often the only means of clarifying the frequent, verbally

unmarked shifts of reference between text and visual display.

Hutchinson et a1. concluded (p.61) that in practical demonstrations:

"With a visual display as the focus of a demonstration
there is no need for the teacher to strive for self suff i-
ciency in the verbal text. Vocabulary and form can be
varied because a gesture, an action or simply the visual
presence of the referent will make the meaning precise.
In toto then the language of technical instruction avoids
the specific terms and structures that characterise written
technical discourse in favour of a more conversational
mode, in which non-verbal clues are of paramount importance."
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Because of restrictions on length and the difficulties foreseen in

getting staff accurately to introspect on the frequency with which

they employed the various types of statement under consideration, we

decided not to seek details of their use of these in the questionnaire.

During the observations conducted at the various institutions in the

further and higher education sectors (v. Appendix 3.2.2, pp.690-693)

we attended a large number of lectures, seminars/tutorials and

practical classes. We noted that informing transactions accounted

for a great deal of the activity that took place in the lectures and

seminars observed (v. Table 3E above). The most common of these were:

the transmission by the teacher of information concerning fact and

principle, and to a lesser extent, the statement of problems arising

out of the particular subject matter. In practical classes (where

these were applicable) statements of this type decreased and there

tended to be a higher occurrence of statements of hypothesis or

speculation and particularly of experimental procedure.

The observations attested to the central role of information displayed

on the board in a large number of science and engineering lectures

as well as to the importance that must be placed on the reference to

physical objects such as scientific and other equipment especially

in practical classes in these areas. In the social science teaching

situations there was generally a lower level of exophoric reference

and thus without the visual support available in many lectures in

science and engineering, the verbal text here was by necessity more

self-sufficient and structurally precise. It would have been helpful

with hind-sight to have introduced an additional category in this

section of the observation schedule: 'teacher makes statements

reinforced by demonstration', as this would have enabled us to show

more clearly the relative incidences of teachers giving different

types of information while using demonstration as an aid, as against

teacher simply standing before pupils and telling them the

information.

Given the importance of this physical context Candlin et al. (1976,

p.39) referred to some possible implications:
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"The results of our examination, however incomplete,
support the view that the lecture is an interactive
situation. They emphasise that in this style of lecture
delivery, the integration of text, visuals and gesture
does not permit separation of the various elements
simple audio recordings for use with a tape recorder or in
a language laboratory will be inadequate."

If students were only to hear a text on tape without visual support,

reference made to factors in the context of situation would be

difficult to pick up. The integration of speech and visual materials

would thus appear to be a significant factor to be borne in mind in

the construction of a listening comprehension test for scientists and

engineers in particular. As McEldowney (1976) pointed out, the

ability to deal with closely integrated and often non—verbal devices

also used for communicating information is an important element in the

spoken as well as the written medium. Rivers (1966, p.198) noted:

"Over and above the clues provided by sound sequences we
convey further elements of meaning by body movements,
facial expressions, slight changes in breathing, length of
pauses and degrees of emphasis."

She argues that:

"... without taking paralinguistic and kinesic features
into account as further delimitation of the message, no
oral communication is complete."

3.4.2.2.2 Directing transactions

The concern here is with the frequency and type cf directions the

teacher gives the students. These are instances of where the

teacher tells the students to do certain things and student

behaviour confirms they are acting upon his instructions, e.g. if

the teacher puts information on the board, tells the students to

write it down, and the students then copy this out, it is categorised

as a directive as long as the teacher only comments infrequently

during its occurrence. In all cases "where equipment or other

illustrative material is used as a source of information to which

students make extended reference unaccompanied by teacher comments",

these are to be counted as resulting from teacher directives (v.

Egglestone et al. 1975, p.23). Directives usually involve some use

of the imperative though this form function correlation is inevitably

variant.
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We also included in this category those instances where the teacher

referLed the students to information sources not present at the

time of utterance. Obviously we were unable to check whether

students actually followed up these references, but that they

understood the teacher expected them to conform to his directives

was considered sufficiently important to include it under this

category of transaction.

In the questionnaire both staff and students were asked in

Question Al to state how often instructions were given to look

at various sources of information and their answers are summarised

in Table3Fl above.

In lectures and practical classes (where applicable) there was

a high frequency of occurrence of these directing transactions

reported by both staff and students, though in the cases of science

and engineering there was a noticeably higher occurrence recorded

in lectures and seminars at the post-graduate as against the

undergraduate level. There seems to be a lower level of occurrence

in general in the seminar/tutorial situations possibly because

of the lower level of information transfer in these periods, which

are ideally concerned with the application of learned skills and

knowledge rather than the acquisition of such. This lower level

of occurrence is not found insocial science post-graduate seminars

and tutorials where it is perhaps teacher directives to further

external sources of reference which account for the higher

incidence reported.

It was noted in tle observations (v. Table 3F2 below) that a good

deal of the reference to be found in the directing transactions

of science and engineering lecture discourse was made to tangible,

visible objects and equipment, or information (verbal and non-

verbal) recorded on the blackboard.
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In science post-graduate and social science lectures we observed

that a good deal of reference was often made to sources of informa-

tion not present at the time of utterance and this was similarly a

marked feature of the social science seminars as well. This could

perhaps account for the greater incidence of these transactions being

reported by post-graduate as against undergraduate science and

engineering students in the returns to the questionnaire discussed

above.

It is noticeable that particularly in seminars/tutorials and

practical classes that the staff generally recorded slightly higher

frequencies of occurrence than the students did in most subject and

level groupings. It must be remembered in reading these figures

that staff had been instructed to limit their replies to cover only

those classes in the courses they personally taught on the particular

progranmie we had specified. Students were obviously distilling from

a far wider range of experience gained from all the courses in a

particular progranmie.

3.4.2.2.3 Eliciting transactions

In this category we were concerned with the frequency with which

staff asked the students questions in the various teaching situations

and the kinds of question they asked.

For the purpose of recording the results of the survey we have

treated the 'A' level science non-practical class as the equivalent

of the lecture at other levels, though defining it separately in the

'A' level questionnaire as the period mainly occupied with talk by

the teacher, the students listening and usually taking notes.

Students may ask as well as answer questions and there may be some

discussion. The teacher may go through written work or questions

prepared by student(s). The students may work through problems set

by the teacher. The 'A' level non-practical class is far more

directly interactive than lectures at the other levels with the

teachers more obviously concerned with securing feedback on the

extent to which the information transmitted has been successfully

transferred.
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In the summary of the returns to Question D5a, in Table 3Gl above,

the highest occurrence of teacher initiated eliciting transactions

in lectures was not surprisingly in the 'A' level sciences. Though

overseas social science undergraduate students report a fairly high

occurrence here also, this result is partly due to the large number

of overseas students, and the allowances made for them, on the two

B.Ed courses which constituted a large proportion of the returns in

this category (v. Appendix 3.3.2, p.796).

The highest frequency overall was to be found in the seminar!

tutorial situation and in particular, social science students reported

a very high occurrence here. The numbers of eliciting transactions

were more limited in the practical classes partly because of the lower

number of students who have these and staff who teach in them, but

perhaps also as a result of the more limited interaction between

staff and students as the latter tend to work very much on their own

in these periods. It is interesting to note that, as we saw in

Section 3.4.2.2.2 above, in both practical and seminar/tutorial

classes the staff often claimed a higher frequency of occurrence for

the transaction than the students. (It is perhaps worth reiterating

that the students are talking about their individual participa-

tion in all the seminars and practicals they attend in a programme

whereas the lecturers had been specifically instructed to talk only

about the body of students in the classes they themselves taught, on

the particular programme we specified.)

In Table 3G2 below we have summarised the relative frequency of dif-

ferent types of eliciting transactions as they occurred in our

observations across subject areas and levels. In general they

corroborate the evidence gathered in the questionnaires and clearly

show the more extensive use of these transactions by 'A' level

science staff. The observations of other subject areas and levels

show the relative scarcity of this type of transaction in the lecture

situation. The high frequency of occurrence in the seminar/tutorial

situation shows that even in supposedly multiparticipant interactions,

the teacher still has a strong controlling influence on the overall

structure the discourse takes. In practical classes the nature of

the questions alters and where questions occur they are most likely

to be concerned with observation and interpretation of observed or

recorded information.
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3.4.2.2.4 Formality

We did not seek to gather information through the questionnaire on

the formality of the language used in the various teaching situations

because of the difficulties involved in standardising the

respondents' understanding of the term. The results of the

observations concerning this, set out in Table 311 below, must for

similar reasons be treated with some circumspection as they are at

best impressionistic.

Even within the same lesson there could be wide variation in the

addresser's skill in, and care for, articulation and in the level

of formality adopted in terms of explicit markers of both grammar and

lexis. The very concept is difficult to assess with any degree of

consistency and accuracy in that no comprehensive and exclusive

criteria have been evolved for describing it in the spoken mode

(cf. Joos 1967; Crystal et al. 1975; Quirk et al. 1972 and Kelly

1978). At best we can perhaps describe utterances as being relatively

more formal or more informal than others.

Very few lectures might be described as extremely 'distant, rigid'

(v. Quirk et al. 1972, p.25) or what Joos (1967, pp.39-41) termed

'frozen', as few lecturers confine themselves to reading out a

transcript verbatim, what Halliday et al. (1964, p.9l) regarded as 'a

special case of written rather than spoken language'. Most lecturers

only use a framework of notes and their lectures might be described

as 'formal' rather than	 in Joos's terminology, in

the sense of there being extremely limited participation on the part

of the students, except in the case of 'A' level science lectures

(non-practical classes). This is perhaps, to a certain extent,

inevitable when a group being taught reaches a certain size (v. Joos

1967). The 'formal' nature of the lecture is also evidenced by the

low frequency of questions asked by staff (v. Table 3G2 above) and

by students (v. Table 3W1, p.282 below) during these periods. One

unfortunate science student was severely rebuked when he proffered

a comment in one science lecture by the words:

"That was a rhetorical question."
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not having fully appreciated that in a formal frame, one does not

make insertions.

However, during the observations we made, we were often struck by

the 'informality' of much of the language that was employed in

lectures and even more so in practical classes. Frequently a switch

was made into a more informal register in lectures in an attempt to

explain a difficult concept or when reference was made to something

physically extant in the situation, e.g. a diagram on the blackboard

or equipment on the bench. With the onset of this rapid, casual

articulation of everyday English and the intrusion of elisions,

assimilation, repetition and pause factors it is little wonder that

some overseas students are unable to exhibit the same degree of

comprehension as with more carefully spoken material (cf. Wijasuriya

1971; Winter 1971; Holes 1972; Edwards 1978 and Kelly 1981).

In the seminar/tutorial periods the style became more 'consultative'

with the increased participation of the students in these activities

bringing on additional problems arising out of multiparticipant

interaction.

In practical classes Hutchinson et al. (1980) illustrated how the

language employed by the staff lacks the precision of reference and

the rigorously formalised structures normally associated with

technical discourse (especially written). In lectures, where

reference was made to an external object, present at the time of

utterance, we encountered very colloquial pro-forms. Talking of

symbols in a chemical equation one lecturer commented:

"This chappie goes walkies over here."

They were even more coiiinon in the discourse of the practical class

where we also noted a looseness and variety in grammatical structures,

a lack of precision in the kind of vocabulary employed; with many

synonyms and often general vocabulary being preferred to specific

technical terms, particularly where the supervisor felt the need to

employ glossing techniques. Explanation was usually given not in

vocabulary specific to the subject area, but in what Hutchinson et al.

(p.11e) described as 'the general language of the technologically-
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aware consumer society'. Often the language students need to under-

stand teachers' statements is not that of the academic text-book but

that of the everyday media of western society (v. Hutchinson et al.

1980).

In Table 3H below we have summarised our tentative opinions on the

extent of the use of informal language. It does show the more

informal nature of the seminar/tutorial and practical classes in

that an increased use of informal language on the part of the

students was observed arising from their increased participation in

these activities.

The style seldom slipped into the familiar, 'casual' and 'intimate'

categories described by Joos (1967, p.23), what Crystal et al. (1975)

characterised as natural, everyday, informal conversation, and Quirk

et al. (1972, p.25) as:

"... the intimate, casual or hearty - often slangy -
language used between very close friends (especially of
similar age), or members of a family,or used when a speaker
feels for any other reason that he does not need to bother
what the listener thinks of his choice of language."

This is more a feature of social interaction outside the classroom

and only occasionally appeared in some practical classes where

students were working closely together on a task with peers and

especially witK intimates.
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3.4.2.3 Problems in Listening Comprehension

3.4.2.3.1 General problems in listening comprehension

The replies to Question A4 of the questionnaire are recorded in

Table 31 below. In Part B staff were asked to indicate, for each

group separately, the proportion of British and overseas students,

on the courses they taught to first year groups in the programme

specified, who appeared to experience difficulty in:

QuA4/l understanding spoken description or narrative

QuA4/2 understanding spoken instructions

QuA4/3 understanding informal language

QuA4/4 understanding the subject matter of the talk.

We were able to ask the students more directly in Part A of Table 31

how much difficulty they experienced in each of these areas.

Overseas students reported having greater problems than their

British counterparts in understanding spoken description and

narrative (QuA4/l) and instructions (QuA4/2) across subject

boundaries and levels. Slightly fewer overseas students had problems

in understanding instructions than in following description and

narrative and this was a view supported by the returns to the staff

questionnaire.

Great difficulty for the overseas students, according to both staff

and students, occurs in understanding informal language (QuA4/3),

e.g. colloquialisms, idioms, slang, jokes. Over 107. of all the

overseas students admitted to having 'a lot' of difficulty with this.

A further 28% of all overseas students admitted to 'some' difficulty.

This was the category where there was the most significant difference

between British and overseas students with over 80% of all British

students experiencing 'no' difficulty at all (v. Appendix 3.4,

pp. 803-804).
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One ould accept that linguistic difficulty must, to some exLent,

add to the difficulty involved in absorbing a technical c ncept:

because such concepts require very accurate use of language.

However, as regards the understanding of the conceptual content

of the subject as distinct from the language it is expressed in

(QuA4/4), no clear distinction between native and non—native

speakers emerges and British students admit to having as much and

sometimes more difficulty. The overseas student does not see

this as being as great a problem as the other more exclusively

linguistic difficulties, whereas the British student admits to

.having greater difficulty with the subject matter per se than he

does with the other more purely linguistic categories. tn

general the staff returns support the view that there is less of

a divide between overseas students and British students as regards

the difficulties encountered in this category.

It is obviously difficult for staff to assess the proportions of

students who are experiencing problems, especially given the low level.

of interaction due to large numbers in the lecture situation (for

all except 'A' level) and the limited use of the seminar/tutorial

technique; thus staff returns must be treated with some caution.

However, a 'don't know' category was provided and one might

'reasonably' assume that those without information such as the
tutors who commented:

"I do not see them enough to know."

"... there are over 200 students attending the lectures.
I cannot really answer this."

would have recorded their replies here.

Staff and students were also asked in Question A4/5 to comment

on any other general difficulties students had experienced in

listening comprehension.
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Amongst the features they commented on were:

a) Length of discourse -

"... especially in lectures, their understanding
and concentration decreases considerably after a
while unless their fatigue is relieved. This is
not a fault of their understanding but their
concentration and (presumably) my lecturing."

b) Cultural factors -

"... students find difficulty in relating subject
matter to own experience."

"... cultural backgrounds introduce difficulties
e.g. when one has to study the use of a computer
in applications appropriate to European culture."

c) Referential adequacy -

"Occasionally some non-technical words are new to
them, which one assumes are commonly used."

"Particular words in normal speech that they do
not know will result in a whole sentence or
explanation being lost. Technical words are
necessarily explained for the whole class."

"... for overseas students scientific vocabulary
is often limited and the same word having two
meanings, often one in common usage and the other
technical, causes confusion."

d) Conceptual problems -

"Many students, particularly from overseas, have
difficulty in abstracting from a physical system,
the conceptual ideas by which it can be understood
and analysed. This is particularly so when three
dimensional concepts are required, or where
relative motions take place."

Overseas students mainly referred to problems with:

a) Social English -

"When I speak, for example with my English class-
mates, I really find difficulty in understanding
what they say especially if we speak about something
not related to academic subjects."

"... difficulties in understanding other students
rather than lecturers."

b) Lexis -

"The lecturer uses some words I don't understand."

c) Cultural adaptation -

"Sometimes I don't know or have not seen what is
being described to have an idea of it, so I have
to make rough guesses. For instance there are no
canal locks in Nigeria, so I actually know little
or nothing about them."
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3.4.2.3.2 Specific problems in listening comprehension

An attempt was made in the student questionnaire (QuA6) to focus on

the level of discourse at which the problems were occurring and so

students were asked:

QuA6 - Please indicate how much difficulty you have in each of
the following:

1. Recognising individual words in what is being said.

2. Recognising where sentences end and begin.

3. Understanding completely what the speaker is saying
and linking this to what he has said earlier.

In addition we sought to gather information on the particular

constraints that might have affected their performance so we also

asked:

QuA5 - Please indicate how much difficulty you have in under-
standing your teachers or other students when:

1. They talk very fast.

2. They speak quietly.

3. Their accents or pronunciation are different from
what you are used to.

4. More than one person is speaking, as in group
discussions.

5. There are other problems which interfere with
listening comprehension (please specify below).

The students' responses to these two sets of questions are to be

found in Table 3J below.

As Table 3J illustrates, great difficulty for the overseas students

as compared to the British students, occurs in recognising individual

words (QuA6/l) (cf. Larter 1962; Chaplen 1970; Morrison 1974; Walker

1978 and Ryan 1979). The overseas students also find problems in

following the discourse as it unfolds while relating this back to

what has been said earlier (QuA6/3). The British students seem to

have little difficulty in coping with either of these though they do

have slightly more in understanding the whole discourse. Both groups

have 'very little' difficulty in recognising structure at the

sentence level (QuA6/2).
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The categories in Question A5 are not isolates and any conibination of

these performance constraints may give rise to difficulty. However,

as the returns indicate (QuA5/l) it was generally the speed of the

utterance which caused the greatest difficulty (cf. Sen 1970;

Wijasuriya 1971; Morrison 1974 and Kelly 1981) for the overseas

students and this ability to comprehend fast spoken discourse divides

sharply native and non-native speakers. There is also a wide gap

between the relative amount of difficulty experienced by the two

groups when more than one person is speaking at a time, also noted by

Rogers (1977), Mackenzie (1977) and Kelly (1981). Thus seminars and

group discussions are examples of multiparticipant interactions which

place heavy demands on the overseas students' language proficiency

(cf. Crystal et al. 1975 and Kelly 1981).

Question A5/2 shows that native speakers have almost as much, and in

some cases more, trouble than non-natives in comprehension 'when the

discourse is delivered too quietly perhaps because the overseas

student is used to paying closer attention to what is being said and

is more often to be found nearer the front of the classroom than his

British counterpart. Accent (QuA5/3) also caused a good deal of

trouble for many overseas students and in a number of cases for the

British students as well, an observation also made by Larter (1962),

Sen (1970), Wijasuriya (1971), Jordan et al. (1973), Morrison (1974),

Edwards (1978) and Walker (1978).

The students were asked to comment on whether there were any other

problems which interfered with listening comprehension. Fewer

British students made any contributions here and their replies only

echoed the type of problem referred to by the overseas students.

The following comments serve to illustrate the replies made by the

overseas students concerning the various problems they encountered.

a) Accent and speech - Students drew attention to the fact that

it is the ability to comprehend a wide range of accents that

is needed and this does not only refer to native speaker accents:

"... difficulty when I listen to somebody whose native
language is not English or with strong local British
accents."
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"Here, not everybody speaks with B.B.C. accents."

"Some teachers in the Poly are Welsh or Scots. It
is so difficult to understand them because of their
accent and pronunciation. When I tried to think
what a word he says really is I always missed out
the other following words and the whole statement
is meaningless."

"I don't find difficulty in what the teachers say
during the class, but sometimes when one of the
English students speaks with the teacher or asks
any questions I find difficulty in understanding
what he asks about."

One of the tutors also added this comment to his questionnaire:

"... they often find it difficult to understand
each other when speaking in English. Most
students (and staff for that matter) find it difficult
to follow Indian speakers, mainly because they speak
so rapidly (being fluent) with a 'strong' accent.
This causes problems during discussion in class and
particularly in group tutorials."

b) Adverse signal-noise ratio -

"Outside noise."

"Construction engineering department next to our
block."

"Bad acoustics."

"Student noise while lecturer is trying to talk."

"Noisy chattering in the lecture."

"Unwanted side discussion by class members."

c) Teacher induced problems - The difficulties in comprehension

can in some cases be compounded by the teaching staff them-

selves (v. Edwards 1978) and students referred to the

following failings on the part of their teachers:

"The teacher is writing on the board and speaking
at the same time."

"Purpose not defined from the beginning."

"Lecture disorganised."
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3.4.2.4 Note Taking Activities

As we have seen above, listening activities are complex and if

students have to take notes as well the difficulties are compounded.

Candlin et al. (1976, p.63) noted that the students they observed:

have to be able to receive a verbally and visually
transmitted message; to decode and memorise parts of it after
reception; to relate the newly received parts to the
already perceived parts; to select from these the elements
they are to re-encode; and when this has been done, the re —
encoded parts are written or copied down."

Before students can begin to take notes they have to develop

considerable skill in speech perception. They need to be able to

separate the main points from supporting details, to understand the

organisation of the argument, to match different comprehension

strategies to the requirements of the text and be able to integrate

information from a variety of sources, e.g. talk with visuals, written

text, or diagrams.

In the questionnaire and through the observations we sought to

establish how students gained a written record of the information

transmitted. The findings are described below in Section 3.4.2.4.1.

3.4.2.4.1 Methods of acquiring a written record

In Question A2 both staff and students were asked how often

duplicated notes were provided in a) lectures, b) seminars and

tutorials, c) practical classes and their replies are recorded in

Table 3K1 above.

Overall, in most disciplines and at most levels, the frequency with

which duplicated notes were distributed is mainly in the 'sometdmes'

category. In lectures though a large number of engineering and social

science undergraduate courses and science and engineering post -

graduates recorded a high occurrence of the teacher providing notes

in this form. In those subjects where there were practical classes,

duplicated notes were 'often' provided. In seminars and tutorials

the situation varied much more but in general there appeared to be

less frequent provision of duplicated notes.
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In general the staff estimates of the frequency of provision are

lower than the students because they are only talking about the

particular course they themselves teach on the programme the students

are taking. The observations (v. Table 3K2, Section 4) showed that

when they were used, duplicated notes could be a central feature of

the information transmission, especially in engineering and science.

Staff and students were also asked in the questionnaire to specify

the frequency with which the following note-taking tasks were

performed:

QuA3/l copying diagrams, charts, graphs, written notes, etc.
from the blackboard.

QuA3/2 taking notes dictated by the teacher.

QuA3/3 extracting and re-encoding information from spoken
discourse.

Their answers are summarised in Table 3Kl above.

Taking Question A3/l first, in science and engineering lectures at

all, levels there is a very heavy incidence of copying information

directly from the blackboard and/or the overhead projector trans-

parency. This was not as frequent an activity for social science

students. This picture is reinforced by the observations as can be

seen in Table 3K2, Section 1, below. Comments made to me during the

observations indicated that many lecturers in engineering and science

were satisfied if the students only took away a set of notes

accurately transcribed from the board.

One has only to compare normal university science and engineering

lecture theatres with those of the social sciences to find a physical

embodiment of this; the former normally possess multiple blackboards

rising to the ceiling, whereas the latter often only have one single

board.

The second category, dictation, was not a common feature in most

teaching according to the questionnaire returns (Question A3/2, Table

3K]. above) except for some 'A' level science students. There is

evidence, however, across subjects and levels that it is not a device

as infrequently employed in the teaching situation as staff would

claim. Again it must be remembered that staff are talking only of

the particular courses they teach on the specified programme whereas

students' replies are influenced by the whole teaching programme.
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In the observations (v. Table 3K2, Section 2) only at 'A' level was

its frequent use noted, but here again there is evidence in all

subjects at all levels of the rate of articulation being slowed in

order to allow students to record a verbatim transcript of (often

very small) parts of the discourse.

The third category of extracting information from discourse spoken

at normal speed Cv. Table 3K2, Question A3/3 above) was a common

activity for some undergraduates and a lot of post-graduates in most

disciplines, but especially social science. It was not such a

frequent activity for 'A' level science students, undergraduate engi-

neers and scientists because so much is copied from the board,

particularly in engineering.

The observations (v. Table 3K2, Section 3) show a similar pattern

with the greatest frequency of this form of note-taking occurring in

social science lectures. It was not a frequent activity for most

'A' level science students, but for those taking biology 'A' level

in the classes observed, the volume of subject matter to be covered

for the examination meant that the teacher spoke at normal speed and

expected students to extract and record information from this dis-

course. In fact, only a few of the students observed, e.g. mathe-

matics undergraduates and 'A' level mathematics students, escaped

having to perform this activity at all.

3.4.2.5 Problems in Note Taking

To try to describe more closely what was causing difficulty here

apart from those problems in listening comprehension listed above,

we asked students in Question A7 to indicate how much difficulty

they had in:

QuA7/l recognising what is important and worth noting

QuA7/2 being able to write down quickly and clearly all you
want to

QuA7/3 thinking of and using suitable abbreviations

QuA7/4 organising the notes they took down so that they
could understand them when reading them later.

The results are summarised in Table 3L below.
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We also asked the staff in Question A4/5 what proportion of the

students currently taking the courses in the progiurnme specified

had difficulties with note-taking. Obviously unless they regularly

checked the notes (as some did) their impressions are highly

subjective, but it is interesting to observe (v. Table 3L above)

that they felt that British students had only slightly less of

a problem with this in general and almost as much in the case of

science 'A t level, engineering and science undergraduate, students.

In all categories (QuA7I1-4) the overseas students admitted slightly

greater degrees of difficulty than the British students though

normally most saw themselves as having only slight difficulty.

Both overseas and British students seemed to experience little

difficulty in organising the way they took notes down so that they

could understand them later (QuA7/4).

In recognising what is important and worth noting (QuA7Il) over---

seas social science students, especially post-graduates 1 seemed

to have less difficulty than overseas students in other categories

probably in part due to the fact that they have to rely on this

method of note-taking to a far greater extent than other students

Cv. Table 3K1, QuA3/3 above). Overall there was only a slight

difference between the difficulties reported by British and

overseas students.

Most overseas students ran into some problems in being able to

write down quickly and clearly all they wanted to (QuA7/2) and

in using suitable abbreviations (Qu.A7/3). It is in these two

categories that there is the largest gap in relative amounts of

difficulty reported by British and overseas students across the

board.

In general one might conclude that there was, to some degree, a

study skills problem for both British and overseas students here.
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The students were also given the opportunity to comment on any other

difficulties they had experienced in note-taking (QuA7/5), many

pointed to the difficulties of listening, decoding, re-encoding and

writing at the same time. We have made a selection from the

comments of the overseas students:

"I miss some important things the lecturer says while
making notes because I cannot write and listen at the
same time."

"Simply because there is no time. You have to choose
between understanding or writing in clear notes."

"To follow the argument and write it down at the same
time."

we cannot write down what the lecturer says when he
simultaneously uses the blackboard. So often in our
notes we can only find what was written on the blackboard
and we are missing other useful information."

Others took the opportunity to expand on the difficulties they had

already been asked about earlier in the questionnaire:

a) Speed of the utterance (Question A5/l, Table 3J)

"The lecturer speaks too quickly and I can't catch up."

"Lecturers do not allow enough time for notes and
diagrams to be taken down."

"Most lecturers become faster when they read out quota-
tions."

b) Trying to take too much down (Question A7/l, Table 3L)

"Trying to write down every important point the lecturer
said."

"Difficulty in taking down on paper almost everything
given in the lecture."

"Sometimes the subject is so dense that you have to write
down almost everything that is said by the lecturer, and

a task I can tell you."

c) Problems with lexis (Question A6/l, Table 3J)

some difficult words the lecturer did not write on
the board and I did not know how to spell them."

"I don't understand some words the lecturer uses and
therefore it slows my ability to take notes."
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d) Discourse organisation (Question A6/3, Table 3J)

"Subject matter not often presented in logical order."

"Lack of stress by lecturer on importance of items."

"Teachers don't specify the main points."

"... too much rambling."

"... the build up of the lecture remains obscure."

One student put the problem of taking notes succinctly (Question A7,

Table 3L):

"Keeping up is sometimes hard due to the fact that not only
is the subject in question hard to understand, but there
is the added problem of understanding the language and the
problem of speed."

3.4.2.6 Constituent Enabling Skills

On the basis of the investigations described above and a survey of

the literature, we drew up a list of the enabling skills that we

might wish to test discretely in addition to the procedures we might

adopt for assessing listening comprehension in an integrated frame-

work with reading and writing. Munby (1978) proved a valuable

informing source in this exercise.

1. Deducing the meaning and use of unfamiliar lexical items through

understanding word formation and contextual clues.

2. Understanding relations between parts of a text through cohesion

devices especially grammatical cohesion devices such. as reference.

3. Understanding relations between parts of a text by recognising

indicators in discourse especially for introducing, transition

and conclusion of ideas and for anticipation of objection or

contrary view.

4. Understanding the communicative value of sentences and utterances

with and without explicit indicators, e.g. definition, example.

5. Understanding conceptual meaning, e.g. comparison, degree, cause,

result, purpose.

6. Skills concerned with understanding and meaning, especially the

ability to recognise the speaker's attitude towards the listener

and topic of utterance, as conveyed mainly by intonation.
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7. Distinguishing the main idea 6r supporting detail, e.g. by

differentiating the whole from its parts, fact from opinion,

statement from example, a proposition from its argument.

8. Understanding explicitly stated information.

9. Understanding information in the text not explicitly stated,

e.g. through making inferences.

10. Interpreting text by going outside it: relating information in

the text to information not contained in the text, e.g. through

picking up exophoric reference.

11. Skimming - (a) listening to obtain the gist,

(b) listening for specifics.

12. (a) Extracting salient points to summarise the whole text, a

specific idea or topic, the underlying idea or point.

Selective extraction of relevant key points from a text

especially involving the co-ordination of related

information.

(b) Reducing text through rejecting redundant or irrelevant

information or items especially determiners, repetition,

compression of examples, use of abbreviations, use of

symbols denoting relationships between states, processes,

etc.
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3.4.3. Reading Comprehension Activities

3.4.3.1 The Nature of Reading Comprehension

Oiler (1972a, p.313) commented:

"Of all the skills required by students of English as a
second language, surely none is more important to success
in college level coursework than the ability to read at a
reasonable rate and with comprehension."

In a recent survey of 200 American staff in a variety of disciplines,

A.M. Johns (1981) found that they considered reading and listening

skills as being the most essential to non—native speaker success in

university classes. The National Association for Foreign Student

Affairs (N.A.F.S.A.) carried out a study into what students from

developing countries considered the most important language skills in

their situation. TheN.A.F.S.A. survey (Lee,M.Y. et al. 1981) reported

that reading text—books and journals, understanding spoken English

and writing papers and a thesis were generally considered to be the

most important skills. They considered that oral interactional

linguistic skills were of lesser importance and they rated the

skills to converse with faculty and other students far lower than

listening, reading and writing. James (forthcoming) in an extensive

survey of lecturers' attitudes in Britain, found a similar situation

with spoken ability being considered as far less important than

reading, listening and writing abilities.

The value of reading activities is well documented. Mackay et al.

(1975, p.44 ) pointed out:

"The growing stress on reading skills in English in
various parts of the world ... is understandable in the
light of the fact that most scientific research is
published in English whether or not the native language
of the authors is English."

and Mackay et al. (1974) provided evidence of the widespread use of

English as the vehicle of a body of scientific and technological

information where in many cases translations into the vernacular do

not exist. D.N. Wood (1967) shoved that over half the world's

scientific and technological literature is published in English.
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Thus in global terms and in terms of the specific needs of students

arriving to pursue courses of study through the medium of English,

reading is an activity which, as we will show below, they will have

to cope with as a major academic activity in all courses at all

levels. There is a problem however, as Mackay et al. (1975, p.46)

pointed out:

"Most so-called reading comprehension tests currently in
use for foreign learners of English are based on no clear
statement of exactly what they are measuring and are
therefore extremely blunt tools for the job they are
intended to perform. Nevertheless, they are used to pass
or fail students according to their performance in the
test."

It is beyond the scope of this work to analyse fully the psycho-

linguistic process which constitutes reading comprehension, but a

short examination of the literature has been made in order to

provide a background for our discussion of the reading activities

the students in our survey were involved in and the problems they

encountered in operating in that medium.

From an operational viewpoint reading comprehension might be seen as

an increase in the amount of information an individual is able to

exhibit as a consequence of reading a passage of verbal materials.

Reading is also considered as a process of creative synthesis

(v. Eskey 1973) or as Jones (1974, p.11) described it:

the content of a message (the conceptually
structured display of information items from a knowledge
store) is matched with the reader's existing state of
knowledge by a set of conceptual processes capable of
judging what is new and relevant so this can be extracted
for storage in the long-term memory or knowledge store of
the individual."

Goodman (1967) suggested that reading was a process which involved

deriving meaning from a printed text through simultaneous use of

grapho-phonic, syntactic and semantic information, a 'psycho-

linguistic guessing game' involving interaction between thought and

language (p.127):
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"Efficient reading does not result from precise perception
and identification of all elements, but from skill in
selecting the fewest, most productive cues necessary to
produce guesses which are right the first time."

Many writers stress this need to relate the linguistic value of what

is read to its communicative value. J.B. Carroll (1972, p.13)

argued that:

"... comprehension of a message is adequate or satisfac-
tory to the extent that the language receiver apprehends,
at least provisionally, whatever linguistic information
is present in the message and is able to relate that
information to whatever context is available at a given

Davies et al. (1974, p.167) similarly considered that it was

necessary for the reader to understand:

"... the meaning of the linguistic forms and the
communicative function they fulfil in the text concerned."

Rivers (1968) also made a division between comprehension of

elements of the code and assimilation of the message.

Gray (1960), is quoted in Clymer (1972, p.60 et seq.) as stating

that, an analysis of the evidence available showed that understandings,

skills and attitudes common to most reading activities can be

classified under four headings:

Ci) Word perception, including pronunciation and meaning.

(ii) Comprehension, including 'a clear grasp of what is read'.

(iii) Reaction to and evaluation of ideas the author presents.

(iv) Assimilation of what is read through fusion of old ideas

and information obtained through reading.

These aspects operate simultaneously and reading is considered by

Gray as a tunitary act'.

There seems to be a dilemma at this point which emerges in the

literature. Is reading a single indivisible skill or can we break

it down and test component parts of it? Dakin (1969) suggested that

there are three elements involved in reading: recognition of the

visual input, structuring of the input into meaningful stretches

(first words then sentences) and then interpretation of this input.

The relationships between these processes are seen as being complex,
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often occurring virtually simultaneously with, each involving the

others. Though this tripartite division does not necessarily accord

with psychological reality it is useful for purposes of analysis.

Mackay et al. (1974) also argued that reading is not a single skill

but a process comprising a complex set of inter-related skills

involving (p.7):

"1) word recognition and the mastery of basic vocabulary
and such technical or specialised vocabulary as may from
time to time be required.

2) the ability to see in the material the structures of
the sentences, paragraphs and longer passages that
constitute the thought units.

3) the intelligence necessary to follow the thought
development thus presented and make any relevant deduc-
tions, inferences or critical assessments.

4) the ability to concentrate on the reading task."

Though reading might be an activity that is made up of a number of

skills, both of a motor and a cognitive sort, Davies et al. (1974,

p.155) warned:

"... it is as well to bear in mind that for the reader,
whether hesitant or fluent, what he is doing is engaging
in a single co-ordinated activity ... The analysis of
reading skills has been very detailed, but we seem to be
a long way from understanding the manner in which
different features of the skill relate to form one process.
We have had a good deal of analysis but little synthesis."

This is a view supported by the Schools Council Project described in

The Effective Use of Reading (Lunzer et al. 1979) which found that

reading could not be broken down into a number of distinct sub-skills

with the evidence in fact pointing strongly to a single aptitude.

Until more evidence is available which shows how the different skills

relate to form the reading comprehension process, it would seem

prudent not to rely solely on tests which merely evaluate performance

in isolated reading skills which are believed, in some way, to

contribute to the overall comprehensionprocess, but to include also

measures for assessing the latter in a more integrative fashion.
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3.4.3.2 The Reading Tasks Students Perform in the Academic Context

In both staff and student questionnaires we asked how often the

students on a particular programme had to perform various reading

tasks. Details of these are given below along with staff and

student responses to them. The nature of the reading tasks assigned

to students was also the subject of scrutiny during the observational

visits.

In the questionnaires we asked how frequently students carried out

the following tasks:

Question Bi 1) Reading carefully for comprehension of all the
information in each of the following:

1.1 duplicated notes given to you by the teacher
e.g. photocopies, printed notes, etc.

1.2 written questions done either in class or
at home

1.3 laboratory worksheets

1.4 examination questions

1.5 some text—books: whole or part

1.6 any other (please specify below)

2) Reading to get a general idea of the main information
about a topic, e.g. general background reading, as
follow up to lectures or in preparation for seminars,
etc.

3) Search reading to get information specifically
required for particular written assignments, e.g. for
homework tasks, project work, etc.

4) Critical reading to establish and evaluate the
author's position on a particular topic

5) Reading to check sources of new information such as
articles in recent journals, new books, etc. to see
how useful they are to your course of study

6) Reading quickly to find out how useful it would be to
study a particular text more intensively

The results of the returns to this part of the questionnaire are

summarised in Table 3Ml below.
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Qution 131/1 Reading intensively for comprehension of total text in:

1.1 duplicated notes relating to the teaching situation -. The

greatest frequency of occurrence of this type of reading activity

was in science and engineering at both undergraduate and post-

graduate level. For science 'A' levol and social science students

it occurred less frequently tbough still quite heavily in the

'sometimes' category. Very few students recorded that they 'never'

received these.

rhe findings from the observations (recorded in Table 3M2 1.1 below)

confirm the results of the questionnaire. In engineering under-

graduate and science undergraduate and postgraduate classes, this

activity occurred far more frequently than it did in the social

sciences or science 'A' level (particularly mathematics).

1.2 written questions done in class or assigned for homework -

For all disciplines, at all levels, this was an activity which

occurred 'sometimes' or 'often' for most students according to

the questionnaire returns.

The observations (Table 3M2 1.2 below) showed a mixed result with

some science undergraduates and social science students not having

to do this at all in some of the limited number of classes we

observed.

If we link this category with the returns to question Bl/1.4, the

comprehension of examination questions, then we could argue that

at one time or another this forin of intensive reading activity

is an important one for all students.
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1.3 laboratory worksheets - Engineering undergraduates in particular

seem to be faced with this form of reading comprehension (see also

QuA2c, Table 3Kl). The science results are more variable because of

the different balance in the returns of overseas and British

students on different courses. Those students studying mathematics

(a large number of our respondents, as is shown by the detailed

breakdown in Appendix 3.3.2, pp.794-799) do far less of this type of

reading, but students in other subject areas within the sciences may

make a lot of use of these as the science 'A' level and post-graduate

returns show. However, unlike description or narrative, following

written instructions is not an activity most social science students

need to cope with.

These findings are largely borne out by the observations Cv. Table

3M2 1.3 above), with engineering undergraduates in the degree

courses observed, making the greatest use of practical class work-

sheets and social science students none.

1.4 examination questions - Obviously frequency is a difficult yard-

stick to apply here as even when they have to do it relatively

infrequently, as was the case for post-graduate mathematicians at

Exeter, inability to cope with this form of reading can be fatal in

terms of academic success. It is a task most students have to perform

at some stage in their progranmie even if it occurs very infrequently

in the first year, as appears to be the case in the social sciences.

1.5 prescribed texts - This is a vital activity for all post-

graduates especially in the social sciences and for undergraduates

in this area as well. For 'A' level science, and science and

engineering undergraduates, it is a less frequent activity, the

majority of the replies falling in the 'sometimes' category.

Overall there is a very low occurrence of replies in the 'never'

column across disciplines and levels. This was seen by both staff

and students as one of the most important reading activities for

most students at least in terms of frequency of occurrence. Few

students can escape performing this task.
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These results are largely borne Out by the observations (v.

Table 3M2 1.5) which confirm that reading intensively in one form

or another is a vital activity for all students at all levels

in all disciplines.

Question Bl/2 Reading to extract main information from the text

to get a general idea of a topic:

This again is a task which most students have to perform

'sometimes', though some science and engineering undergraduates

and science 'A' level students seem to manage to avoid it. It

is particularly important for post-graduates especially in the

social sciences and for undergraduates in that area as well.

Question B1/3 Reading to extract specific assignment oriented

information:

This appears to be the most important extensive reading task

for all students at all levels. It is very frequent at post-

graduate level in science and engineering and even more so at

both undergraduate and post-graduate levels in the social sciences.

It is interesting to note that this is an activity which students

claim to do far more than the staff recorded. A similar

discrepancy occurs in a linked form of reading activity, Question

Bl/6 concerning the frequency with which texts are read to

assess their desirability for intensive study. This is perhaps

to be understood in the context of the staff recording their

replies only in connection with the students in the courses they

teach in the programme specified. They are thus talking only

about their own particular courses, whereas the students are

talking about the overall programme and are exposed to a far

wider set of teaching activities. It is also an activity that

perhaps the staff are less likely to know about than some of the

others.
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The observations (v. Table 3M2, 3) support the view arising from

the questionnaire returns that this search reading to extract

information for assignments is the most important extensive

reading activity for students particularly those in the social

sciences.

Question Bl/4 Reading to establish and evaluate writer's position

on a particular issue:

This was not a frequent occurrence in science and engineering

subjects though it did happen more frequently at post-graduate

level according to the questionnaire returns. In general staff

considered it hardly ever occurred at 'A' level or undergraduate

level except in the social sciences; even at post-graduate level

it occurred 'sometimes' rather than 'often'.

This is the picture we get from the observations (v. Table 3M2, 4)

when only in the social sciences was any real frequency of

occurrence of this activity noted.

Question Bus Reading for purpose of monitoring sources of new

information and assessing relevance to course of study:

The returns in the 'never' column indicate that most science and

engineering students do not have to perform this activity below

post-graduate level. Even at the post-graduate level, it is only

really a frequent activity (in principle at least) for some social

science students. It would seem to be an activity which overseas

students claim to do more often than British students.

This picture is the one we also get from the observations (v.

Table 3M2, 5).
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Question Bl16 Reading quickly to assess desirability of text

for intensive study:

Together with Bl/2 and Bl13 this was an extensive reading task

which a number of students across disciplines and levels claimed

they performed frequently. Overall, the replies were more

varied on this activity perhaps reflecting differences in

preferred learning styles amongst the student body as a whole.

Engineering and science undergraduates and science 'A' level

students again recorded the highest number of entries in the

'never' column, and likewise social scientists in the 'often'

column. The replies of the post-graduate social science students

again indicate that extensive reading tasks form an essential

part of their learning activities. This is borne out in the

observations (v. Table 3M2, 6) where social science students,

particularly at the post-graduate level, were thought to perform

this task the most frequently.

It is interesting to note, as mentioned above, in connection with

Question B113, that staff consistently thought that the students

they taught did less of this type of reading than the students

replying to the questionnaire claimed. This might be because of

the lesser need for this in the courses one teacher contributes

to a prograe than the students are exposed to as a whole.

Both staff and students were asked in Question Bl/7 in the

questionnaire to specify any other types of reading tasks

performed in respect of academic programmes. No new types of

reading emerged in the responses, but the replies do provide an

idea of the wide variety of different reading materials that

students can be exposed to. We have quoted from their replies

where these illustrate or supplement the description of the

reading tasks we have outlined above. We have grouped them in

their subject categories under the broad headings of intensive

and extensive reading. The selections are not systematic and

serve to illustrate rather than define reading material encountered

across courses. They include contributions from both British

and overseas students.
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Engineering Undergraduate:

Intensive - "specifications for surveys and drawings;
administrative details, e.g. explaining course
examinations etc.; computer printouts and
error diagnoses; own and friends' notes taken
in lectures; application forms for jobs."

Extensive - "newspapers; periodicals/journals; reading
about the social role of engineers; reading
for pleasure; technical journals and bulletins."

Engineering Post-graduate:

Intensive - "project briefs

Extensive - "reading to appreciate current events and
trends in the economy and industry; other
research dissertations; leisure reading;
relevant papers, journals and articles;
reference works; reports."

Science Undergraduate:

Intensive - "reading proofs of theorems or studying worked
examples relating to the course; lecture notes
Qwn and others."

Extensive - "reading for general knowledge (New Scientist);
newspapers; journals."

Science Post-graduate:

Intensive - "old lecture notes from undergraduate courses;
reading of notices for general information on
campus life."

Extensive - "review articles; periodicals; journals;
manuals prepared by instrument suppliers."

Science 'A' Level:

Intensive - "copied notes; own notes; revision notebooks,
e. g . key facts; physics comprehension passages
in examination papers; special notices;
science dictionaries; reference books."

Extensive - "manufacturers' manuals; fiction; newspapers;
magazines."

Social Science Undergraduate:

Intensive - "interpreting numerical or graphical informa-
tion; indexes; library files; statistics;
other students' notes; questions and specimen
answers."
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Extensive "the business section of a good Sunday or
daily newspaper; interest reading; past
projects; other students' essays."

Social Science post-graduate:

Intensive - "statutes, plans, policies, circulars; statu-
tory instruments; case studies, notes from
other students."

Extensive - "reading daily newspapers; novels and maga-
zines; articles in journals; newspapers,
periodicals; original source material."

3.4.3.3 Reading Difficulties Encountered by Students

In the final version of the questionnaire we decided that, given the

receptive nature of this skill, it would be better 	 skonly the

students where they experienced difficulty. Thus in Question B3 we

asked students to indicate how much difficulty they had in each of

the following (where applicable):

QuB3/l Reading carefully to understand all the information in a text

QuB3/2 Reading to get the main information from a text

QuB3/3 Search reading to get information specifically required for
assignments

QuB3/4 Critical reading to establish and evaluate the author's
position on a particular topic

QuB3I5 Reading quickly

QuB3I7 Reading texts where the subject matter is very complicated

QuB3I8 Any other reading difficulties (please specify below)

and the results are recorded in Table 3N below.

Question B3/l Reading carefully to understand all the information

in a text:

Overall the overseas students experienced slightly nxre difficulty

with this than the British. Few overseas students admitted to

experiencing 'a lot' of difficulty although roughly a third admitted

to 'some difficulty'. The majority of overseas students recorded

'very little' difficulty in this type of reading activity which, as

the returns to Question Bi/l above show, is likely to be quite a
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frequent activity for a lot of students and therefore any difficulty

is likely to lead to some problems. Overall less than 20Z claimed

'no' difficulty here.

Question B3/2 Reading to get the main information from a text:

Again the British students experience slightly less difficulty here

than the overseas students and a majority of both consider they have

'very little' or 'no' difficulty.

Social science post—graduates, both British and overseas, would seem

to have the least reading difficulties of any group with regard to

all the questions in this section.
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Question B3/3 Search reading to get information specifically

required for assignments:

The overseas students seem to experience more problems than their

British counterparts in this task and the majority of their replies

fall into the 'some' or 'very little' difficulty categories.

Overall,under 20% claimed they had 'no' difficulty at all in this.

Many students reported a high frequency of occurrence of this

activity (v. Table 3M1, QuBl/3) so that any difficulties

encountered here might be important.

Question B3/4 Critical reading to establish and evaluate the

author's position on a particular topic:

Both groups of students, overseas and British, experience a

noticeably higher level of difficulty with this than they did in the

previous reading tasks, though against this must be weighed the

evidence i. Tables 3N1 and3M2 above, QuB1/4) that this is a

relatively infrequent activity for all except social science

students. It is interesting that overseas social science under-

graduates admit to having a lot more problems with this as against

other reading tasks and this can be put down to the difficulties

involved as well as the frequency with which they perform the task.

Question B3/5 Reading quickly:

There is quite a difference here between the British students,

who largely record 'very little' or 'no' difficulty, and the much

higher numbers of overseas students admitting to 'some' or 'a lot'

of difficulty. There is a connection with the difficulties

experienced in Question B3/3 and given the call made upon the

extensive reading skills evidenced above (v. Table 3M1, especially

the returns to QuBl/2, Bl/3 and to a lesser extent QuB1/5 and Bl/6)

there must be cause for concern in this area. Less than

20% of all overseas students claimed they had 'no' difficulty

here.
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Question B3/7 Reading texts where the subject matter is very

complicated:

It is not surprising that about 60% of all students admitted to

having 'some' or 'a lot' of difficulty here. British undergraduates

in engineering and science experienced nearly the same amount of

difficulty as their overseas counterparts in these circumstances.

Very few students, either overseas or British, recorded that they

had 'no' difficulty in this case.

Students were also given the opportunity (QuB3/8) to specify any

other reading difficulties they had encountered. We have attempted

to categorise the replies, made by overseas students only, which

expand upon or add to the difficulties noted above. A much smaller

number of comments were made by the British students and they did

not raise any problems other than those referred to by overseas

students below.

Lexis:

"Meaning of specialist terms."

"Difficulty with words not encountered before."

"Speed is affected by having to look up obscure words in
appropriate dictionary."

"Understanding of specific biological or chemical terms
when they are new to me or are in an unusual context."

Size:

"Difficulty in understanding long sentences."

"Too much reading to do. I think it would help if we were
provided with notes so we didn't have to waste so much
time on irrelevant information."

"Reading very large texts."

Complexity:

"Difficulty in reading abstract subjects like sociology
text—books."

"Too literary articles."

"Where the passage is very dense i.e. too many important
points in two or three lines."

"No pictures."
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Operational:

"Books with very small print."

"When the book has no subject index."

"Poorly written books or articles."

"Questions are often badly worded so that it becomes
difficult to interpret what the question means."

"Blackboard writing is strange."

"Reading the lecturer's handwritten notes."

Speed:

"There is not much difficulty in reading quickly
but the difficulty is to understand what has been
read if read quickly."

"Reading quickly and taking in relevant facts."

Inthepilotversionof the questionnaire we had also asked tutors

whether overseas students found difficulty in carrying out written

instructions in practical classes and a selection of their answers

specifying the difficulties are recorded below. We felt that only

tutors responsible for the practical classes would have experienced,

at first hand, the reading problems overseas students might

encounter.

Need for verbal support:

"... inability to obtain overall picture of practical
from just written instructions and constant verbal
clarification needed, e.g. in relating one instruction
to a previous one which has been completed."

"The printed words - if I translate, or just repeat
what is written it is usually understandable. They
don't seem to trust their own reading ability."

Lexis:

"Usually it is only the meaning of some vocabulary."

"They sometimes can't understand textbook problems
when either an unusual word is used, e.g. beam or
ridge, or when situations unfamiliar to them are
referred to, e.g. cricket, spin driers."

"Misunderstanding the particular use of language
in a certain context."

Structural:

"Difficulty in understanding formal written English."

"Understanding long complex Sentences and following
an argument through."
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Knowledge and Culture:

"Instructions for many experiments assume that the
student has done something similar previously and
also that he has practical experience (he often
does not)."

"Their troubles generally stem from weak technical
background. How to decide whether a valve is open
or closed for example."

Procedural:

"My own handwriting causes problems."

Overall comprehension:

"Inefficiency through lack of precise interpretation
of instructions."

"Experience in reading through and following an
ordered list of instructions seems sometimes
lacking."

"When the set of instructions are too long they
can carry out a single instruction, but are
often 'floored' by a set of them."

3.4.3.4 Importance of Note Making

In pilot versions of the questionnaire we asked staff and

students whether they considered making notes from text-books

important and to expand on the reasoning that lay behind their

answers.

Constraints, such as length and the time it would take to complete,

prevented us asking a similar open ended question in the final

version of the questionnaire. We have attempted to categorise

the positive replies we received to these earlier versions

below, treating staff and student responses separately. As

regards the staff returns, a majority of the replies in favour

of note making were received from social science staff, but

there were sufficient in other disciplines to warrant treating

the staff replies together. It was perhaps only mathematics

teachers as a group who did not see the need of this activity for

their students, e.g.:

"No, solving problems is the essence of learning
mathematics."

"They are given concise notes on each topic by
means of handouts - textbooks are used mainly as
a source of examples."
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Obviously there was a great deal of variation in staff estimates

of the importance of this activity even within the same department,

though we would argue that it is possible in the comments we have

recorded below to see some general trends in what is regarded by

staff as being important in making notes on written source material.

Improved understanding:

"Enables them to fix ideas dealt with during lectures."

"Textbooks and other sources give perspective to the
subj."

"In order that students have further information
that may clarify information not fully covered in
lectures, or not fully understood by the students."

"If the student fails to understand my lectures,
he may be able to grasp the same material from a book."

Additional information source:

"Provides experience in extracting essential
information which they may use for purposes of essay
writing and revision."

"... to supplement ideas and fill in information
they may have missed."

"The lecture course defines the material they are
expected to know. Textbooks are advised to reinforce
this material or present an alternative approach
but not to act as a primary source of material."

"Very often notes are the only adequate source of
detail a student will get as lectures have to be
a broad sweep and it's important that students
understand the background and detailed argument
of people mentioned in passing in lectures."

"This is the principal means by which the basic
lecture material is fleshed out and made applicable
to a wider range of examples."

"Pressure of time obliges the lecturer to omit
certain topics, which the students must then read
up from the textbook."

"To amplify parts of the syllabus."

"Gives an awareness of alternative views."

"It adds to my notes and gives a basis for comparison."

"The textbook provides an alternative to my lectures
not a copy of them."

"It is useful preparation for seminar work."
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Pedagogic value:

"To teach them to be selective and reorganise information."

"To encourage the discipline of selection of information
and original research of material."

"They read to develop an ability to summarise succinctly."

"The ability to extract and prcis information is
important, also valuable to collate information from
different sources."

"In order to summarise for themselves the meaning of what
is said, and to interpret it later in written reports and
assignments."

"The course is far too lecture directed as it is. Without
individual reading in a critical manner they can never
develop intellectually."

"In post-graduate education private reading is the main
and preferable mode of study, it is also the most rapid
way for students to acquaint themselves in depth with
their field of specialisation."

"It is a means of encouraging independent search for
materials and acquisition of a habit of enquiry as opposed
to spoon feeding and slavish following of lectures."

"They have to exercise a critical faculty and learn to
compress essentials into understandable and useful forms."

"Extracting information is important in the sciences.
Making their own notes helps them distinguish the impor-
tant facts. Unfortunately many students simply copy
extracts from books."

"Assists comprehension and memory."

"Useful for revision."

"As a means of condensing main points to provide a con-
ceptual framework which summarises a topic and is easier
to remember thanfull details, but also easy to expand, as
I find that for many students, if they can remember the
main headings of the framework, expansion in detail is
relatively easy in exams, essays, tutorials or for general
use in later life."

"It helps them to become familiar with scientific vocabu-
lary."
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A number of tutors made adverse comments, considering note-making

unimportant for their particular group of students:

"They should have sufficient notes from their 'A' level
classwork."

"No, not required, the lecture content is sufficient."

"They learn mathematics by doing examples."

"Books largely mathematical."

"Not at post-graduate level. Should be past that one."

T1At a post-graduate level most students will have the
basic knowledge acquired from text-books and will be
acquiring additional information which need not neces-
sarily be annotated."

"There is no suitable text-book for my course. I cover
the necessary material verbally and provide handouts as
needed."

We have attempted to lay out the overseas student replies in a

similar fashion to that adopted for the staff replies above. As

mentioned above, British students made far fewer contributions here

and did not experience any other problems than those we have listed

below from the replies of the overseas students.

Improved understanding:

"To clarify some concepts or to understand better with
some other examples."

"Because sometimes I cannot follow the lectures so I have
to read the book to understand the topic"

"Basic theory has to be understood. In writing notes one
familiarises oneself with the theory."

"It helps to make the principles clearer and improves
memory of fact."

"It gives me a chance to revise the lecture and try and
form notes in my own way which I may understand better."

Additional information source:

"Sometimes what the lecturer says is only very brief. He
has no time to cover everything on a particular topic
during the lecture. The handouts also are very brief most
of the time - only the important points are written. So
it is essential to take notes from text-books to have a
clearer and better understanding of the subject."
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"To gain more information and different ideas and be able
to keep these for future reference."

"By using a text-book we can go into more detail."

"Because I believe by doing this you broaden your know-
ledge on a particular topic."

"Some of the important definitions and theory have to be
taken from text-books."

"Because the lecturers never dictate notes and the notes I
take down during lectures are inadequate."

"To supplement poor lectures."

"A way of recording knowledge from the experience of
others •"

Value as a learning device:

"It is important because we learn more and usually they
are a lot more thorough than lecture notes."

"Text-books show the way that materials should be
presented and the spelling of new vocabulary."

"You get used to using strange technical words and
phrases."

"Suminarising concepts often helps to understand them
better and to have a clearer and schematic use for them."

"To be able to see how things relate to each other as
opposed to putting information into already demarcated
categories."

"It is important for isolating key facts through an
accurate precis of the material which provides a more use-
ful tool for everyday writing and exam revision."

"Because if I don't take notes I forget what I studied
after half an hour because it's not in my language, so I
forget it very quickly."

"It is easier to memorise notes since it is in shorter
form and in my own sentences."

"Being the only source of information which can be gone
through without wasting time during the examination period."
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Only a small number of the respondents considered it unimportant:

"Because it's a waste of time, after taking down points
from the lecture."

"It is time and energy wasting because the text-books are
still there to be consulted from time to time."

"No, because I don't think notes can give one enough
information."

"Because it would mean a sort of copying the author, word
by word into the notebook which of course doesn't make any
sense at all."

"Some text-books are so dense that they are impossible to
summarise."

"... because sometimes the information required for note-
making on a particular topic may not be available in only
one text. We don't have the time to read all of them and
make notes."

3.4.3.5 The Frequency with which Students Make Notes from Text-books

In the final version of the questionnaire we sought to establish how

often students made notes from text-books and the results are

recorded in Table 30 below. Science and engineering undergraduates

seem to perform this task the least. In the case of the former,

this is partly explained by the large numbers taking mathematics

among our respondents. The engineers, as we said above, received a

lot of duplicated notes and took very few notes for themselves even

in lectures, apart from what they copied off the blackboard.

Only in the social sciences are there large numbers recorded in the

'often' category: approximately 6O and 70% for undergraduates and

post-graduates respectively. However, at least 20% of all engineer-

ing and science post-graduate and 'A' level science students claimed

it was also a frequent activity for them. The majority of 'non-

social science' students reported in the 'sometimes' category.
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1hi was the picture we gained from the observttions (V. t'ible3Q2, p.235

in Section 3.4.4 below) wiih social cientists claiming to make

notes a lot though some science post-graduates and some of the

science undergraduates (non-mathematics) had to do this as well.

3.4.3.6 The Extent of Difficulty r countered in 1ote-Making

We also asked the students how much difficulty they had met in

making notes from text-books and their replies are also recorded

in Table 30 (QuB3/6).

Overall the British students seem to have had less of a problem

here, but the gap is quite narrow. The biggest difference

between the British and overseas students occurs in science

'A' level, social science undergraduate and the post-graduate

groups, who also had to cope with this task quite frequently. The

least difficulties were experienced by the social science

post-graduates who had to perform this task the most.

Overall, many overseas students would seem to experience 'some'

difficulty in this area.

3.4.3.7 The Specific Problems Encountered in Note-Making

In the pilot questionnaire we were able to ask students what they

found difficult in note making. Constraints such as ]erigth, and

the time it would take to complete prevailed against us including

this in the final questionnaire. Despite the comments being from

a very limited sample, they do throw some light on the problems

students encounter.

Picking out the main points:

"Deciding the most important points to copy out
without including irrelevant dtails."
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"It is difficult to decide which points are relevant."

"To summarise an argument."

Condensing into note form:

"To express in a concise but exhaustive manner all that I
read."

"To write the ideas in our own words in such a way that no
quality is lost."

"Trying to express the point in note form yet still main-
tain the same meaning."

"To put points into own words without copying straight
from the book."

Unfamiliarity with lexis or subject matter:

"If the sentences contain vocabulary which I can't under-
stand and if the subjects are not familiar I'm not sure
which points to emphasize so I find it difficult."

"I can't understand what the passage really meant."

"I don't understand some of the words and I have to keep
looking them up."

Size of text:

"My course is very broad in subject matter so I find it
difficult to go through so many references."

3.4.3.8 Constituent Enabling Skills

On the basis of the enquiry described above and a survey of the

literature we drew up a list of skills which would seem to be

involved in academic reading comprehension tasks. As well as testing

reading comprehension in an integrated fashion by linking it with

listening and writing tasks we may well wish to test discretely a

student's competence in these more individual constituent enabling

skills.

lie have concentrated on what Davies et al. (1974) have called the

'structuring' and 'interpretation' stages since if the candidate was

not beyond the 'recognition' stage there would be little point in

attempting any test of competence at this level.
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We have set Out below those skills which we feel were important to

our target population in the light of the foregoing discussion. A

list of further informing sources is attached to each skill.

A) Reading Skills

1. Reference skills:

(a) Reacting appropriately to typographical features, e.g.

punctuation, titles, headings, sub-headings (cf. Mackay

et al. 1974 and Munby 1978).

(b) Skills needed when selecting texts or books and deciding

whether contents are relevant to needs i.e. establishing

background ethnographic information, e.g. by use of table

of contents, preface, index, bibliography (ef. Beard 1970;

Geddes 1977; Munby 1978 and Hawkey, M. 1979).

2. Word perception, decoding:

Deducing the meaning and use of lexical items through understanding

word formation and contextual clues. The concern is not with the

specialist technical vocabulary of a particular discipline, these

having limited and defined meanings, but rather with what we might

call sub-technical vocabulary, high frequency context independent

words occurring across disciplines and with what Martin (1976, pp.

92-96) terms 'academic vocabulary', words which have a common focus

in research, analysis and evaluation; the activities which characterise

academic work. As Perren (1963) noted a long time ago it is the

vast, shifting, ill-defined mass of comon words and structures

which cause the real problems (cf. Davies 1944; Gray 1960; Perren

1963; Swales 1971; Clymer 1972; Quirk et al. 1972; Mackay et al. 1973;

Swan 1976; Mackay et al. 1975; Martin 1976 and Hawkey, N. 1979).

3. Understanding relations within the sentence:

This especially involves an understanding of sentence structure,

modification structure, negation, complex embedding (cf. Quirk et al.

1972; Mackay et al. 1973; Davies et al. 1974; Swan 1976; Munby 1978

and Widdowson 1980).
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4. Understanding relations between parts of a text:

(a) Through awareness of grammatical cohesion devices

especially reference.

(b) Through awareness of lexical cohesion devices especially

lexical set/collocation (cf. Bormuth et al. 1970;

Widdowson 1971; Wijasuriya 1971; Allen et al. l974b;

Davies et al. 1974; Jones 1974; Mackay et al. 1974;

Sim 1974; Halliday et al. 1976; Brumfit 1977; Morrow l980a

and Widdowson 1980).

5. Understanding relations between parts of text by recognising

indicators in discourse:

Recognition of 'indicators' (Munby 1978), 'clues' (Yorkey 1976),

'linking signals' (Leech et al. 1975), 'signalling devices'

(Heaton 1970), especially those used for introducing an idea,

transition to another idea, concluding an idea and anticipating an

objection or contrary view (v. Munby 1978).

6. Understanding the communicative value of sentences with and

without explicit indicators:

This includes what Davies et al. (1974, p.166) termed the 'modal,

metalingual and contact functions' of certain linguistic devices

(cf. Mackay et al. 1973 and Munby 1978).

Widdowson (1971) and Bates et al. (1976) argued that these

functions are particularly relevant to the understanding of text in

activities of a scientific nature, especially the way they are used

to develop various methods of planning and organising information in

expository language (cf. Widdowson 1971; Lackstrom et al. 1973;

Jones 1974; Selinker et al. 1974; Bates et al. 1976 and Selinker

et al. 1976a).

Munby (1978, pp.185-189) also offered a list of language micro-

functions that can occur in this category and lists them under the

following broad headings:

1. Scale of certainty.

2. Scale of commitment.

3. Judgement and evaluation.
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4. Suasion.

5. Argument.

6. Rational enquiry and exposition.

7. Understanding conceptual meaning:

This involves in particular an understanding of quantity and amount,

definiteness and indefiniteness, comparison and degree, time, loca-

tion and direction, means and instrument, cause, result, purpose,

reason, contrast, condition.

There is a great need among science and engineering students in

particular to understand the ways in which these basic notions are

expressed in English in their various grammatical and lexical

realisations (cf. Strevens 1971a; Davies et al. 1974; Jones

1974; Leech et al. 1975; Dudley-Evans 1977 and Munby 1978).

8. Understanding explicitly stated ideas and information:

This gives rise to what Davies et al. (1974) termed 'direct reference

questions' concerning details, main ideas, etc. (cf. Clymer 1972;

Mackay et al. 1975 and Munby 1978).

9. Understanding ideas and information in a text not explicitly

stated:

(a) Through making inference, e.g. concerning the context in

which it was written, causes, reasons, conclusions, opinions

main ideas.

(b) Through understanding figurative language (cf. Carroll, J.B.

1972; Clymer 1972; Mackay et al. 1973; Swan 1976; Munby 1978;

Hawkey, M. 1979 and Widdowson 1980).

10. Separating the essential from the non-essential in a text:

Distinguishing the main idea from supporting detail by differentiat-

ing especially the whole from its parts, statement from example,

fact from opinion, a proposition from its argument (cf. Dudley-Evans

1977; Munby 1978 and Hawkey, N. 1979).
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11. Transcoding information presented in a non-linguistic form,

e.g. tables, graphs, diagrams:

These methods of presenting information are used frequently in many

disciplines because they can convey information in a clear and

concise way (cf. Swales 1971; Fortune 1977; Munby 1978; Hawkey, M.

1979 and Widdowson 1980).

12. Skimming:

Skinining a text i.e. not reading every word (cf. Fry 1963 and

Beard 1970).

(a) Surveying to obtain the gist of a text or a general

impression (cf. Swan 1976; Munby 1978; Rawkey, H. 1979;

Morrow 1980a; Wallace 1980 and Widdowson 1980).

(b) Scanning the text to locate specifically required

information on a single point, multiple points or complete

topic.

Whereas surveying does not require close scrutiny of the text, in

scanning we require both rapid reading followed by intensive study

depending on 'size' of information sought (cf. Hawkey, M. 1979;

Wallace 1980 and Widdowson 1980).

13. Note-making:

(a) Extracting salient points for suzary - This could be a

snnmary of the whole text, a specific idea or topic in the

text of the underlying idea or point of the text (cf. Beard

1970; Bright et al. 1970; Barrett's taxonomy in Clytner 1972;

Munby 1978 and Hawkey, N. 1979).

(b) Selective extraction of relevant points from a text - This

could involve the co-ordination of relevant information, the

ordered rearrangement of contrasting items or the tabulation

of information for comparison and contrast (cf. Munby 1978;

Hawkey, N. 1979 and Widdowson 1980).

(c) Reducing a text through rejection of redundant or irrelevant

information or items, e.g. determiners, repetition, compres-

sion of examples, use of abbreviations (cf. Heaton l975b;

Munby 1978 and Hawkey, M. 1979).
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14. Critical evaluation:

Assessing the worth of a text and the way information in it has been

organised and expressed (cf. Clymer 1972; Davies et al. 1974 and

Mackay et al. 1975).

3.4.4 Writing Activities in the Academic Context

3.4.4.1 The Nature of Written Production

We are not concerned here with the conversational or idiomatic English

necessary for social interaction or with the type of English found in

literature, as neither is directly relevant to English medium study

in the areas under consideration. McEldowney (1976, p.5) argued:

"What is considered to be central is a proficiency in the
more expository, neutral, transactional type of English
that is the medium of education in English speaking
countries."

Brooks (1980, p. 4 ) made a similar point when she distinguished

between the:

"... creative composition which is usually expected to be
of a personal nature."

and the:

"... public, impersonal essay which is expected to be
largely factual and instrumental ... This second essay
has a much more clearly defined content and a more formal
structure. It is usually designed to test the candidate's
ability to present the appropriate information clearly and
concisely."

Academic writing in the areas under review usually takes the form of

institutional writing circumscribed by conventions. In many E.F.L.

examinations one finds candidates being asked to produce writing of

a more personal type: to write an 'essay', to write a letter to a

friend, to recount or describe something that has happened to them;

in each case providing an addressee out of their own heads and

working out the imaginary social ramifications of the situation.

Overseas students often have great difficulty in coping with these

creative writing tasks, and fail to convey 'intentionality', a term
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Searle (1965, 1971) used to describe expressing and communicating some-

thing in a particular situation to specifiable persons. We would argue

that creative writing is not central to the needs of students we are

concerned with, as it does not appear to serve any function in the

academic context in which they operate.

Davies et al. (1974) noted that though writing is often the most

difficult of the language abilities to acquire it is less often

explained why this should be so. They isolate three stages in the

process of writing: manipulation, structuring and communication.

These correspond to the divisions of recognition, structuring and

interpreting noted above in connection with the reading process.

At the manipulative stage there are difficulties for those students

unaccustomed to writing in the Roman script.

At the structuring stage the wealth of text-books available on

guided composition (cf. Spencer 1967; Alexander 1971; Jupp et al.

1972 and Moody 1976) seems to presuppose difficulties occurring at

this level also. Examiners' reports tend to support this view and

there does seem to be a certain amount of difficulty in writing at

this level even in the first language (Li). Viewed from the

communicative perspective though, the value of the sentence as a

testing unit perhaps needs reassessing, as the communication of

messages in the academic context takes place over larger units, i.e.

text, for most students.

According to Davies et al. (1974, p.178) the real difficulty with

writing appears at the communication stage because:

"The circumstances in which written communication takes
place and the social purposes which it serves, are not the
same as those of spoken communication."

In written exchanges the addressee is physically absent with the

attendant loss of the paralinguistic and suprasegmental features

inherent in spoken communication. Written language needs to be far

more explicit in its presentation of referential content because the

addressor cannot rely on shared knowledge between him and the

addressee. Sharwood-Smith (1973, p. 51) pointed out the need for

the writer to:
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"... be constantly aware of the receiver as being psycho-
logically present and secondly, since the receiver
provides no feedback, to build into the message a large
number of features which ensure that the receiver recovers
most of the message. This entails a much more conscious
organisation of linguistic items than is necessary in
informal spoken exchanges ..."

The result is the increased importance which attaches to such things

as: word order, carefully formed sentences often complex in structure,

a use of non-defining relative clauses virtually absent from speech,

tighter lexical and grannnatical cohesion, and compositional

organisation; since a potentially ambiguous meaning cannot be

clarified by tone and stress as it can in speech. In addition there

are fewer redundancy features because the reader always has the text

to refer back to (v. Jordan 1980).

To be able to communicate effectively in writing, students need to

be able to employ the rhetorical conventions appropriate to different

kinds of discourse, e.g. narrative, argumentation, description, as

well as being able to produce graninatically accurate sentences

(cf. Davies et al. 1974; Johnson 1976, 1977a and 1981).

Allen et al. (1974a,p.3) pointed out that two kinds of ability are

involved:

"The first is the ability to recognise how sentences are
used in the performance of acts of communication, the
ability to understand the rhetorical functioning of
language in use. The second is the ability to recognise
and manipulate the formal devices which are used to
combine sentences to create continuous passages of prose.
We might say that the first has to do with the rhetorical
coherence of discourse and the second with the grammatical
cohesion of text. In practice, of course, one kind of
ability merges with the other ..."

If we take the case of 'scientific English' as an example, it is

obvious that this can no longer be simply characterised in formal

terms, as exhibiting a high frequency of grammatical forms such as

the passive and the present simple, or as consisting of a particular

set of technical lexis, because this approach according to Allen

et al. (l974 p.4):

"... does little or nothing to indicate what kind of
communication it is."
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They argued that our aim should rather be to see whether students

can understand and produce writings that are (p.5):

U	 representative of what we conceive to be certain basic
communicative processes which underlie, and are variously
realised in, individual pieces of scientific writing ..."

Given sufficient time and resources the best approach would have

been to analyse a broad cross section of the texts in the discipline

areas under review and characterise these in functional terms. In

this way we could have drawn up a profile of the most frequently

occurring functions across discipline boundaries. This would have

furnished us with a description of what Johnson (1976, p.1) described

as the:

"... ways in which these functions are characteristically
sequenced to produce coherent discourse."

The elaborate and extensive nature of the analysis that this would

demand precluded it from our enquiry though and we were left to

construct a framework for our test task description from secondary

informing sources.

Taxonomies of writing used for course design in the past have, as

Candlin et al. (1978) pointed out, often contained categories which

characterise the elements of discourse in quite different ways.

Johnson (1976) is helpful here as he illustrated how two distinct

parameters for use in the analysis of written discourse can

be isolated. First there are the categories of 'communicative

function' (v. Wilkins 1973, 1976) which relate the elements to the

communicative operations they perform under labels such as

'definition, classification, cause and effect' (for a complete

list v. unby 1978). The second parameter is characterised

by a concern with how utterances relate to each other within the

framework of the discourse and elements are labelled according to

their rhetorical functions, e.g. introducer, developer, modifier

(v. Imhoof et al. 1975).

In a taxonomy for testing purposes it would seem sensible to take

account of both communicative and rhetorical functions of constituent

elements in the texts that students have to cope with in an academic
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environment. We need to generalise and identify which connunicative

functions characteristically operate within which discourse positions,

e.g. definitions and classifications might occur most commonly in the

introductions to exposition while contrasts and comparisons are more

common in developmental paragraphs. Imhoof et al.',s writing

course From Paragraph to Essay was developed along these lines.

Johnson provided the most useful informing sources for our purposes

in that his research, and the course book this resulted in (1981),

are based on extensive experience with university students from

overseas attending pre-sessional courses prior to enibarking on a

wide variety of academic courses in this country, Johnson (1976,

p.4) stated two aims:

"The first is to ensure that the student can recognise and
produce exponents associated with the communicative func-
tions most commonly found in academic writing; the second
is to offer him practice in sequencing these functions to
produce coherent discourse."

With this in mind Johnson sought to establish the important

rhetorical and communicative functions that students would need

across disciplines.

Johnson's findings (1976) are summarised below in Table 3P. To a

great extent he manages to realise this format in the later

Communicate in Writing (Johnson 1981) which is divided into three

parts:

(i) describing things and ideas

(ii) describing processes and events

(iii)developing an argument

though he takes care to point out that this is a crude division in

that these are not discrete categories exclusive of each other. He

is also cautious (1976) over the extent to which norms can be

prescribed, in this case how far communicative functions can be

associated with certain discourse positions.
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TABLE 3P

JOHNSON' S OVERVIEW OF TUE RHETORICAL AND
COMMUNICATIVE FUNCTIONS TO BE FOUND IN
ACADEMIC WRITING.

DISCOURSE TYPE	 DISCOURSE POSTTT(ThT	 EXAMPLE FUNCTIONS

Exposition

a) describing phen- Introduction	 Defining
omena and ideas.	 Classifying

Identifying

Development	 Contrasting
Exemplifying

Conclusion	 Summary

b) &escribing	 Introduction	 Describing purpose
processes	 Describing means

Development	 Sequential description
Instructions

Conclusion	 Summary
Describing results

Argumentation	 Introduction	 Stating a proposition
Stating assumptions

Development	 Induction
Deduction
Substantiation
Concession

Conclusion	 Su=ary
Generalisation
Speculation

SOURCE: Johnson, K. (1976)
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McEldowney (1976) drew up a similar list of discourse types:

a) straight description which 'occurs in some
form in almost all academic disciplines'

b) description of process

c) narrative which outlines two or more steps
in a sequence and is often accompanied by
'narrative padding' providing a descriptive
background to the sequence of events. This
is seen by McEldowney as 'important in the
writing of reports of various types and in
the historical and developmental aspects
of most disciplines.'

d) instructions which 'are a con part of the
conduct of education in most disciplines',

She also outlines the structural expoients that are most

likely to be used to effect these core functions.

As regards subject matter Johnson (1981, p.4) argued:

"The underlying assumption is that there are
important similarities in the way English is
used in the various subject specialisations.
If the students learn these conon elements
they will have gone a good way towards learning
to write for their specific needs."

Hutchinson et al. (1979, p.31) made a similar point:

"...we need to make a distinction between the
Performance Repertoire of the target situation
and the Competence required to cope with it.
The Competence providing the generative basis
for further learning, irrespective of the
target subject, is the proper concern for ESP."

We would agree with McEldowney (1976, p.13) that:

"It is not the purpose of the English test to
assess the candidate's knowledge of any subject
area but to see how he can handle straight-
forward ideas in appropriate English."

She argues that topics should be chosen which are of a

efltral, neutral semi-technical' nature, from sources of

'semi-technical writing for the educated layman rather than

for the specialist'. In thi8 way it is hoped that no one

group of candidates would be given an unfair advantage.
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3.4.4.2 The Writing Tasks Stdents Perform in the Aca!emie Context

In the questionnaire both staff and students were asked to indicate

how often students, on the prograe specified, were expected to

produce the types of written work listed below.

Question Cl l)Writing short introductions or connecting sentences
in numerical calculations or mathematical arguments
during:

a) coursework

b) examinations

2)Writing short connected answers to questions
demanding a restricted response, e.g. structured
questions or short answer questions where the
questions specifically define the limits and
nature of the response required (i.e. not more than
a paragraph in length) in:

a) coursework

b) examinations

3)Producing extended writing (i.e. continuous
connected writing greater in length than a single
paragraph) in:

a) coursework

b) examinations

4)Any other types of written work produced by
students (please specify below)

The returns to these questions from both the staff and student

questionnaires are recorded below in Table 3Q1.
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Question Cl/i Writing short verbal introductions

to and/or connecting sentences in mathematical

arguments or numerical calcuations in:

a) Coursework - This was a frequent activity for science and

engineering students particularly at undergraduate and 'A'

level. It was a far less frequent activity for social

scientists and more students in this discipline area reported

never having to perform this task at all. However in science

and engineering less than 10% of the students

recorded answers in the 'never' column. Overall the vast

majority of respondents reported that they had to carry out

this activity 'sometimes' or 'often' (Table 3Q1, QuC1/la).

This general picture is confirmed by the observations (v.

Table 3Q2 above).

b) Examinations - There seems to be agreement, that in most

subject areas surveyed, except the social sciences, written

tasks of this type occurred 'sometimes' or 'often' in

examinations (Table 3Q1, QuC1/ib).

Question Cl/2 Writing short connected answers no more than a

paragraph in length in:

a) Coursework - In coursevork this was a less frequent writing

activity for most of the science and engineering students.

Well over half the total responses fell into the 'sometimes'

category and there were far fewer students who recorded in

the 'often' category than in Question Cl/la. It is noticeable

that quite a number of the staff, with the exception of the 'A'

level science teachers, reported that their students 'never' had

to perform this activity at all on the courses they were

responsible for. In general it was the 'A' level students who

had to perform this activity most frequently during their

courses (QuC1/2a).

Overall, of the three types of writing we asked about, writing

of this length appears to be the least important.
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The picture was largely confirmed by the observations

(Table 3Q2, 4).

b) Examinations - It appears that there was a slightly greater

frequency of occurrence recorded for this type of writing

in examinations than in coursework in the science and

engineering groups (Table 3Q1, QuC1/2b). For most groups

it was still only likely to occur 'sometimes', recurring

frequently only amongst some of the 'A' level science

students.

This was largely confirmed by the observations (Table3Q2, 4).

Question Cl/3 Producing extended writing (i.e. continuous

connected writing greater in length than a single paragraph)

in:

a) Coursework - In the science and engineering groups there is

a good deal of variation but overall both staff and students

thought that this was an activity which occurred 'sometimes' or

'often' during the course. The student replies tended to record

a higher frequency of occurrence in these categories because
although a teacher might set a piece of extended written work
very infrequently, students were likely to be set written work

by a variety of different tutors, in respect of the different

courses that they were taking. ThuB very few of the students,

with the exception of science undergraduates (largely mathematics

students,v. Appendix3.3.2, p.794), reported that they 'never'

had to perform this activity at all in their coursework. For

social science students it was a major activity and the returns

illustrate they had to complete more written worfr of this type

than most of the other groups (Table 3Q1, QuCl/3a).

The view that extended writing is an activity that very few

of the students replying to the questionnaire could avoid, is

borne out by the frequencies of occurrence recorded in the

observations (Table3Q2, 5). This shows in general terms,

for a limited sample, how frequently different forms of

extended writing took place, according to the information
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gathered during visits to the various departments in the

subject areas under review.

b) Examinations - On the whole staff considered that students

had to perform this activity more frequently in examinations

than in coursework. The students mainly considered that

they would have to do this activity either 'sometimes' or

'often' in examinations. Only a small number of the science

and engineering students, particularly undergraduates considered

that they avoided this activity altogether in examinations

(Table3Ql, QUc1/3b) . Again the students recorded a higher

frequency of occurrence for this activity than the staff

bit the students of course are referring to all the

examinations they have in connection with their programme,

whereas the staff are answering in connection with the

courses they are responsible for. The social science

students would seem to have produced this type of writing the

most as for coursework.

Staff and students were also asked in Question Cl/4 to

specify any other type of written work that was produced in

the programme. We have combined the replies of both staff and

students and grouped them together according to discipline and

level. In no sense is this to be regarded as a systematic

breakdown of the frequency of various writing activities that

occur across level and subject boundaries, but rather as a

descriptive account, which is meant to illustrate the possible

range of activities that may occur even in the sciences and

engineering. Often the contributions that we received could

have been subsumed under the three general categories C1/l-3

we looked at above, but they are nevertheless included below

as they serve to illustrate the variety of writing tasks that

the students under review might be confronted with.

Engineering Undergraduates:

"Very short descriptions with emphasis on structure."

"Keeping a clear and concise log of laboratory
experiments not necessarily in complete sentence form."
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"5000 word report of a formal meeting."

"A long technical essay is required in connection
with project work."

"Design courses assessed on four (or more) reports
each of more than four pages in length."

"Field trip report."

"Programming involves writing reports on the
functions of various programmes."

"Laboratory reports which require a different
general style to the general type of extended
writing in QuCl/3."

"Writing in association with a diagram."

"Production of operating instructions for
programmes produced; comment cards on computer
programming."

"Descriptions in surveying books (i.e. site
descriptions) •1I

"Instructions on an engineering drawing."

"Operating instructions for a device or a
machine."

Engineering Post-graduates:

"Dissertation."

"Thesis on students' individual research
projects."

"Technical reports."

"Design project."

"Report with calculations and drawings."

"Laboratory reports on practical work."

"Seminar papers •"

"Evaluations of their own calculations and
solutions to coursevork problems."

"Procedure for calculations."

"Monitored log book of professional training."

Science Undergraduates:

"Connecting sentences which have to convey
logical argument and require accurate use of
language."

"Laboratory reports."

"Annotations to drawings."

"Numerical statements logically connected by
symbols."
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"Projects, mini-projects."

"Dissertations, 5000 words."

"Writing up practical/case study reports, short
accounts stating main conclusions, difficulties
encountered, assumptions made etc."

"University science students are always asked
to produce at least two long essays by tutors."

"Written assignments, occasional essays, long
essays ."

"Preparation for talks during tutorials."

"Brief notes for use during discussions."

Science Post-graduates:

"Practical reports ."

"Laboratory work reports."

"Long essays on given topics (2500 - 3000 words)
emphasis given to language (2 each term)."

"Literature reviews ."

"Proj ect reports."

"Tables of data, diagrams of equipment."

"Computer programming (Simula) ."

"M.Sc. dissertation."

"Dissertations are usually 50-100 typewritten pages
in length and must be in reasonable English.
Nearly every overseas student I have had (about
12) has had great difficulty with this and has
needed a tremendous amount of help."

"Answers to questions expressed mainly in
mathematical symbols."

"Writing a mathematical argument, which although
containing mathematical symbols, is mainly in
English. A simple slip in English here could
totally alter the meaning of the argument."

Science 'A' Level Students:

"Essays/written assignments."

"Extended essays 3000-5000 words."

"Zoology project 2000 words."

"Book review 4000 words"

"Field work project 4000 words."

"Summary notes on subjects."
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"Expansion of lecture notes to provide a better
understanding."

"Paragraphs giving definitions and examples of
scientific terms."

"Exam length answers for practice in 40
minutes."

"Short answer tests."

"Critical evaluation of the students' own
programs."

"Laboratory reports."

"Accounts of practicals involving calculations."

"Graphs."

"Annotated diagrams."

"Critical comparisons and creatively produced
diagrams."

"Mathematical arguments are expressed in a
symbolic language, this appears to be a very
specialist use of language symbols."

"Written solutions are mainly symbolic, and
numerical: saying written words in the form of
a formula."

"Description of dimensional geometrics."

Social Science Undergraduates:

"Essays/long essays."

"Tutorial essays."

"Seminar papers."

"Individual notes made to clarify problem areas."

"Writing reports for industrial studies."

"Numeric questions in costing presented in a clear
form for use by management programmes."

"Dissertations of individual or group project work."

"Project for industrial training."

"Student's project; 5000-7000 words, assignments
which test virtually all the skills so far
enumerated."

"Outline summaries of current literature."
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"Flow charts of accounting system."

Social Science Post-graduates:

"All students on this course must do a 5000 word project
involving a financial analysis of a chosen company. All
the foreign students report a great deal of effort in
preparing this."

"Preparation for tutorial discussions/reports from
syndicate groups."

"Seminar papers."

"M.A. dissertation and fairly long course essays (5000-
10000 words) involving statistical analysis and descrip-
tion and economic tools such as diagrams and graphs
accompanied by appropriate terminology."

"Mini theses."

3.4.4.3 Problems Experienced in Written Production

In both staff and student questionnaires we sought to establish, in

terms comprehensible to the respondents, where particular problems

had occurred in written work.

Students were asked in Question C2 to indicate how much difficulty

they had experienced in their written work with:

1. Writing grammatically correct sentences.

2. Using a variety of grammatical structures.

3. Using appropriate grammatical structures.

4. Using appropriate vocabulary.

5. Using a wide and varied range of vocabulary.

6. The subject matter.

7. Expressing what they wanted to say clearly.

8. Arranging and developing their written work.

9. Spelling.

10. Punctuation.

11. Handwriting.

12. Tidiness.

Their replies are summarised in Table 3R below.
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Staff were asked to indicate the proportion of the students they

taught, on their courses in the programme we had specified, who

displayed the following characteristic defects:

1. Granunatical error.

2. Lack of variety in grammatical structures employed.

3. Use of inappropriate grammatical structures.

4. Use of inappropriate vocabulary.

5. Limited range of vocabulary.

6. Inadequate understanding of the subject.

7. Inability to express themselves clearly.

8. Poor arrangement and development of written work.

9. Poor spelling.

10. Poor punctuation.

11. Poor handwriting.

12. Untidiness.

Their answers are recorded in Table 3S below.

It should be noted that whilst the students were asked how much

difficulty they had with each area, the staff were not asked

about the degree of difficulty they felt students experienced,

but how many of their students displayed each defect. itt follows

that a direct comparison, in quantitative terms, cannot be made

between these two sets of responses.
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We also asked staff what importance they attached to the following

criteria in their assessment of written work in an attempt to

put the difficulties experienced into some sort of perspective.

1. Grammatical accuracy.

2. Variety in graninatical structures employed.

3. Appropriateness of grammatical structures employed.

4. Appropriateness of vocabulary.

5. Range of vocabulary.

6. The subject content.

7. Clarity of expression.

8. Arrangement and development of written work.

9. Spelling.

10. Punctuation.

11. Handwriting.

12. Tidiness.

We have summarised the staff's opinion on the relative importance

of various aspects of written work in Table3T below.

We will now consider each element of writing in terms of:

a) the difficulties it caused for both British and

overseas students (Table 3R)

b) the proportion of each group of these students the

staff saw it causing problems for (Table 3S)

c) the importance the staff claim they attached to

it in their assessment of a student's written work

(Table 3T).
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1 Grammatical accuracy

Only a quarter of all the overseas students claimed that

they had no problems here as compared with over half the

British students. The bulk of the overseas students thought

that they had 'very little' difficulty and the social

science students as a group claimed they had the least

problems (Table 3R, QuC2/l).

Staff considered that in the sciences and engineering, higher

proportions of the overseas students had difficulty

than their British counterparts (Table3S,QuC2/l). Only

the British undergraduate engineers seem to have been

really troubled. Social scientists in general were seen to

have slightly less of a problem. It is noticeable that

only a very small percentage of all students (overseas and

British) were seen as having no problem with grammatical

accuracy.

As regards the importance attached to this assessment

criterion (Table 3T,QuC3/2)the picture is varied: only

the engineering undergraduate tutors attached any great

importance to it, the majority seeing it as having 'medium'

to 'low' importance.

2 Using a variety of grammatical structures

There is quite a difference between the amounts of

difficulty experienced by the British and the overseas

students (Table 3R,QuC2/2) 'with over half the British

students claiming 'no' difficulty here at all. Only the

overseas post-graduate social science students had as few

problems.

The staff returns again indicate a sizeable difference

between the proportion of British and overseas

students experiencing difficulty in this area (Table3S, QuC2/2).
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On the whole the staff attached 'low' or 'no' importance

to this criterion in assessment (Table3T,QuC3/2). It

was considered the least important of all the criteria we

sought information on.

3 Using appropriate granmiatical structures

Most overseas students admitted 'very little' or 'some'

difficulty here, whereas most British students claimed 'very

little' or 'no' difficulty (Table3R,QuC2/3). Of the overseas

students the social scientists again experienced least

difficulty.

Staff replies (Table 3S,QuC2/3) indicate that they considered

'a lot'of overseas students had problems with the use of

appropriate graimnatical structures, more so than their

British counterparts.

In general the staff attached only 'medium' to 'low'

importance to this criterion in their assessment of written

work (Table 3T, QuC3/3).

According to the overall staff returns (v. Appendix 3.4, p.8 10)

it was these three grammatical categories which caused difficulty

to the greatest proportion of the overseas students.

4 Using appropriate vocabulary

This seemed to pose a problem for many overseas students

especially science post-graduate and science 'A' level

students (Table 3R,QuC2/4). All overseas students other

than a small number of engineering post-graduate and social

science students experienced 'some' difficulty in using

appropriate vocabulary whereas very large numbers of the

British students claimed to experience none.

Staff on the whole estimated that fewer of their students

had a problem with this than they had had with the grammatical

categories. They still however saw a gap existing between

the proportions of British and the proportions of overseas
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students who experienced problems in this (Table3S, QuC3/4).

On the whole, staff thought this criterion had

'medium' to 'high' importance in the assessment of written

work, It is noticeable that about a third of the staff

claimed that they gave 'high' importance to this criterion

in their assessment of written work (Question C3/4).

Noticeably fewer social science staff considered it of

'high' importance though.

5 Range of vocabulary

This was the category in which the degree of difficulty

experienced by the overseas students was greatest, as

compared with the British students, the majority of whom

considered that they had 'very little' or 'no' difficulty

(Table3R, QuC2/5). It seemed to be less of a problem for the

overseas social science students particularly post-graduates.

Staff considered there was a gap in performance between the

British and the overseas students though they saw both

groups as having less of a problem with this and the

appropriacy of lexis employed, than they had had with the

grammatical categories (Table3S, QuC2/5). The problem was

seen as being substantial for science 'A' level and science

post-graduate students from overseas but not so much of a

problem for the social science post-graduates.

Very few of the staff regarded this as being of 'high'

importance, the majority considering it as of 'medium' or

'low' importance as an assessment criterion (Table3T, QuC3/5).

6 The subject matter

Very few students, either overseas or British, experienced

'alot'of difficulty with this, most claiming 'very little' or 'no'

difficulty. The British students seemed to have had only

slightly less of a problem in this area (Table3R, QuC2/6).
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Of all the criteria listed this was claimed to be the lowest

cause of difficulty by both British and overseas students.

In the staff questionnaire (Table3S, QuC2/6) the difference

in the proportion of overseas as against British students

experiencing difficulty in this area is very small, except

for science post-graduate students where there appears to be

quite a large difference. According to staff, more overseas

students had greater difficulty with their handwriting,

spelling and punctuation than they did with problems arising

out of the subject matter. This seemed to be at odds with

our intuitions but the question does refer to the written

work staff received. These returns perhaps point to the

difficulties involved in attempts to make any clear-cut

division between difficulties over the subject content as

against the language it is expressed in.

Nearly all the staff claimed that this criterion was of 'high'

importance and overall it was claimed to be the most

important criterion in their assessment of written work Cv.

Appendix 3.4, p.812)

7 Clarity of Expression

An increased number of British students particularly in

science and engineering saw themselves as having problems

here though the majority still considered that they had

'very little' or 'no' difficulty (Table3R, QuC2I7). The

majority of overseas students claimed 'very little' or 'no'

difficulty in writing clearly. Although there is still a

gap between the relative amounts of difficulty experienced

by the two groups, it is smaller than was the case with some

of the other criteria.

Staff teaching science, engineering undergraduate and social

science undergraduate students thought a lot more of the

overseas students had difficulty here than their British

counterparts. Nearly half the staff teaching the overseas

science post-graduate students thought 'a lot' of their overseas

students had difficulty with this matter (Table 3S, QuC2/7).
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Clarity of expression was seen by the majority of staff

as the second most important criterion of assessment next to

subject content (Table3T, QuC3/7). Social science staff

regarded it as of slightly lesser importance than the other

staff groups.

8 Arrangement and development of written work

Very few students, overseas or British, saw themselves as

having 'a lot' of difficulty here. The majority of overseas

students felt they had 'some' or 'very little' difficulty

(Table 3R, QuC2/8).

Staff in general considered that 'some' or 'a lot' of their

overseas students had difficulty in arranging and developing

their written work. There are quite large differences in some

cases between the relative proportions of overseas and British

post-graduate students that they see as experiencing difficulty

in this area (Table3S, QuC2/8). This is perhaps partially

explained by the fact that post-graduate students are far more

likely to have to produce longer pieces of extended writing than

the undergraduate students and these organisational features

become more important the larger the size of text that is being

produced.

Next to subject content and clarity of expression, this feature

was the one most commonly cited as being of 'high' importance;

being judged so by almost half the staff who answered the

questionnaire (Table 3T, QuC3/8). Very few staff regarded it

as having 'very little' or 'no' importance.

9 Spelling

On the whole, the majority of students claimed they had 'very

little' or 'no' difficulty with spelling (Table 3R, QuC2/9).

Overseas students usually admitted to having slightly more

difficulty than the British students but in some cases less.

The British students on the whole considered that spelling

was their greatest cause of difficulty in writing.
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Staff thought that more overseas than British students

experienced difficulty with spelling and, in the case of

science 'A' level students and science post-graduates, a

lot more (Table 3S, QuC2/9).

Very few staff thought spelling of 'high' importance

except at engineering undergraduate level. The majority

thought it was of 'some' or 'very little' importance (Table

3T, QuC2/9).

10 Punctuation

Most students, overseas and British, claimed that they had

'very little' or 'no' difficulty here, the overseas students

admitting to only slightly greater problems in this area than

the British students (Table 3R, QuC2/lO).

Staff thought that a large number of overseas students had

difficulty in using punctuation correctly. The staff in post-

graduate and 'A' level science and engineering considered that

notably higher proportions of overseas students suffered from

this difficulty (Table 3S, QuC2/lO).

The majority of staff thought that it had only 'some' or

'very little' importance in terms of assessment (Table 3T, Qu

C3/lO). Very few staff considered that it had 'high'

importance.

11 Handwriting

In the main British students admitted to having more problems

with this than the overseas students. The vast majority of

overseas students claim 'very little' or 'no' difficulty

at all (Table3R, QuC2/ll). Science post-graduates admitted

to the most difficulties ang the overseas students.

Slightly more overseas students than British were seen by the

staff as having problems with this across most subject areas and
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levels except social science undergraduate (Table3S, QuC2/l1).

Staff in general attached 'very little' importance to this

criterion in their assessment of written work (Table3T, Qu

C3/ll), though it did assume slightly greater importance for

some engineering undergraduate and science 'A' level staff.

12 Tidiness

This is the only category in which British students clearly

admit to havingmore problems than the overseas students. Next

to spelling British students claimed that overall this caused

them the greatest difficulty. A greater number of overseas

students than British claimed that they had no problems in this

area (Table 3R, QuC3/12).

The staff thought that few overseas students in general had

problems here. They thought slightly more overseas than

British experienced problems in this category in general,

except in social science and science undergraduate, and science

'A' level classes, where the reverse was true (Table3S, QuC2/12).

A surprisingly large number of staff regarded this criterion

as being of 'high' importance. The majority of the staff saw

it as of either 'high' importance or 'medium' importance

(Table3T, QuC3/l2). It was considered to be especially important

by engineering undergraduate and science 'A' level staff.

Staff were also given the opportunity in Question C2/l3 to

identify any other characteristic defects displayed in students'

written work as a whole. We have listed below those answers

which serve to extend or illuminate the discussion above.

Grammar

"...their grammar is often much better than that of
the British students who often cannot tell an adverb
from an adjective

"Inability to write long sentences."

"Overcomplex syntax."
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Appropri acy

"Lack of appropriate English phrases connecting
mathematics statements."

"Imprecise use of words in a strict scientific sense
(the 'Life on Earth' syndrome). Using words that
are catchy but are scientifically inadequate."

Conciseness

"The writing is not concise. Many words are used
when it is not necessary."

"Some overseas students are not concise enough
in their answers and may suffer when they are
constrained by time limits."

Instructions

"Students do not always follow instructions on
presentation of work."

"Some write too much."

Style

"Some students do not make sufficient use of the
available literature in the field and are
unfamiliar with the conventions for quoting
references."

Orderliness

"Logical explanation of facts in an orderly
fashion."

"Inability to produce coherent written work."

"Discussing a science topic at length means a
systematic recall of all relevant information
which must be explained and organised into a
logical sequence."

Relevance and adequacy

"Tendency to copy verbatim from the text
without necessarily understanding."

"Incorrect answers to questions posed."

"Overseas students seem to be more likely to
submit written work which contains an unacceptable
proportion of irrelevant information."

"Tendency to copy verbatim from texts rather than
use their own words."

Compositional features

"Setting out i.e. paragraphs, sub-headings,
identification of which answer is for which part
of a question."

"Format."

Cultural

"Overseas students have sometimes been taught
in a different tradition of writing."
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Labelling

"Poor illustrations, no labels."

"Appalling use of illustrations, e.g. labels by our
students."

"Graphs which are not labelled, diagrams which are not
labelled."

Handwriting

"Iranian and Arabic students have difficulty writing clear
English because they are writing in an unnatural direction
across the page."

"Illegible handwriting though full of character."

Students were also asked in Question C2/l3 to specify any other

difficulties that they had had with written work. Few British

students contributed here and as their replies were covered by the

comments made by overseas students we have taken an illustrative

sample from the latter, where these supplement or illustrate the

description of the problems outlined above.

Speed

"Writing with speed in examinations."

"I write slowly."

"When obliged to write quickly results in serious spelling
mistakes."

"Difficulty in writing neatly at fast speeds."

Functional adequacy

"Putting argument in a sequential order."

"... suninarising a long argument and drawing conclusions."

Referential adequacy

"I have to use a dictionary when writing coursework
essays. When I am not allowed access to a dictionary
i.e. in exams, the quality of the language I use drops
dramatically."

Relevance

"Writing long paragraphs which are not irrelevant to the
title or to what has been asked."

Conciseness

"Writing short sentences which are direct and to the
point."
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"Shortening a long explanation."

Organi sati on

"Paragraphing."

"Writing long paragraphs."

Legibility

"Writing at speed in a way that others can read it."

handwriting is terrible which means a lot of
lost marks when it is not understood."

Staff were further asked in. Question C3/13 to specify any other

criteria that they considered to be important in assessing the

written work of the students on the programme specified. We have

tried to categorise various stggestions that were made insofar

as they serve to supplement or illustrate the description of the

assessment criteria referred to above.

Grammar

"Grammatical accuracy must be sufficient to convey
meaning."

Referential adequacy

"... careful use of defined terms, e.g. work, energy."

"There should be no ambiguity in technical descriptions."

"Technical accuracy."

"Accuracy of chemical names."

"Correct answers."

"Use of the correct abbreviations."

"Relevance to the question asked."

"Keeping strictly to the point of the question."

Labelling

"In engineering reports concise labelling of graphs
etc. is essential."

Administration

"Absence of collusion between students."

Ability

"Analytical abilities; critical analysis, reflective-
ness."

"Willingness to think for oneself."

"Effort made."
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"Originality of the approach."

"Initiative in searching out source material."

"Originality in the sense that they have used their
own words. Many overseas students borrow large
quotations to bolster their English."

Conciseness

"Ability for succinctness while presenting all the
relevant points."

"Description of complex ideas briefly and accurately."

"The ability to be brief and avoid 'flannel'."

Legibility

"Within certain limits of legibility handwriting
is unimportant, but outside these limits it becomes
important and in the extreme cases almost critically
so, since some few students present work which is
almost impossible to decipher."

"Any work which I cannot read is automatically marked
wrong."

Organisation

"Layout and ordering different sections of a report."

"Arrangement and development of mathematical concepts.
Coherent and logical structure in the solution of a
problem."

"The ability to marshal facts into a logical sequence
in essay type answers."

Applicability

"Most of the criteria in section C2/3 are not really
important in mathematics. Main criteria for
mathematical work for me is: to give a brief accurate
statement, to the point - the meaning must be clear
even if the English is not correct."
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3.4.4.4 The Standards Expected of British and Overseas Students

Staff were asked in the questionnaire:

Question C4 Do you expect the same standards of written work
from overseas students as from British students?

* If no, what allowances do you make?

Question C5 Do these allowances you make vary, as between
coursework and examinations?

* If yes, please specify in what way(s) they vary.

The staff replies to these questions are recorded in Table3U

below.
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3.4.4.4.1 Variations in the allowances staff claim they make in

marking the written work of overseas students

In general about two-thirds of the staff said that they expected the

same standard from overseas students as from British students and a

third said they did not. Thus, the comments below only represent the

views of the minority of staff consulted.

About half of the science post-graduate tutors and two-thirds of the

social science tutors said that they did not expect a similar

standard. This unfortunately was a slightly ambiguous question in

that 'expect' did not necessarily equate with them accepting lower

standards of written work as it might be taken as meaning 'did they

get it'. However the follow up question:

'If no, what allowances do you make?'

should have helped to remove any misunderstanding here.

The main point to be borne in mind is the variation in allowances that

were made by those who did not expect the same standards. We have

tried to give an idea of this variation in our selection below of some

of the comments that were made by staff in the different subject and

level groupings. Though one could gather from these comments that

staff were generally prepared to make allowances as regards manner of

expression, as long as this did not interfere with the meaning of

what was being conveyed, the very variety of the allowances they

were prepared to make effectively prevents further generalisation.

We would argue strongly that this variety precludes the possibility

of making any valid generalisations concerning tolerance levels that

operate in the written medium on the part of staff and must bring

into question the findings of both Carroll (1978) and Munby (1978).

In practice establishing these tolerance conditions is by no means as

easy as they had assumed from their pre-theoretical position.
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We would argue that any attempt to specify these tolerance

conditions is at best a specious activity when ire than one

lecturer is involved on a course and sometimes a single lecturer

is by no means consistent in the application of these allowances.

In any case, at least two thirds of the total staff consulted

claimed theymade no allowances at all.

The concern below is not to show systematically any differences

between subjects and levels, but rather to illustrate how

across these there is a good deal of variation in the type of

allowance that is made.

Engineering Undergraduate:

"Allowances made in the first term only."

"I am prepared to spend longer going through their
work."

"Read for sense rather than for meaning."

"Of ten the subject matter and the examples they produce
are not familiar to overseas students."

"More weight given to the subject content rather
than the language."

"Less control over lexis."

"Allowances made for 'quaint' but still comprehensible
words and idioms."

"Literary style."

"Punctuation."

"Small allowances made particularly with clarity
of work and expression."

"... allowance made for graar and spelling if it
is clear that the student has understood the subject
matter."

"... slightly greater tolerance of unusual style
or structure."

"I merely accept without penalty a lower standard
of English. If the English standard is below that
acceptable I refer them to remedial classes."
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Engineering Post-graduate:

"Same standard is required in content and clarity,
but not in language."

"Answers accepted in note form."

"Allowances made for grammar, spelling and punctuation
etc."

"Allowances made are difficult to quantify."

"Allow for the fact that they are working in a
foreign language."

"Lack of background information relevant to subjects
covered."

Science Undergraduate:

"The same standard of maths is expected but ambiguous
connecting sentences are more readily accepted from
overseas students."

"Language limitations accepted from overseas students
but not from British students."

"Lack of background due to educational and cultural
differences."

"Grammatical accuracy sometimes overlooked."

"Fortunately in mathematics this question scarcely
arises."

"In the first year considerable tolerance is shown
- expect them to be almost directly comparable by
the third year."

"Examinations are marked blind so one is less able
to make allowances. However even in examinations
overseas students can usually be identified by their
defective grammar and might thereby have some
allowances made."

Science Post-graduate:

"Make more allowances for language difficulties, e.g.
we accept a slacker definition or theorem statement
provided we could see some evidence of clear mathe-
matical thought."

"They are given longer to do the exams."

"Grammar, spelling, vocabulary."

"It depends on my assessment of how nuch the student
is really understanding."

"... will tolerate lesser clarity if I consider it
is caused by linguistic difficulties. Also tolerate
less coherence in project report."
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"I do not penalise overseas students at all for poor
English as long as content is good, or so long as I
can understand it sufficiently to be fairly clear of what
the student is writing."

"I make allowances for use of language but not
comprehension of content or organisation."

"Allowances in level of grammatical accuracy, vocabulary
used, spelling, punctuation, etc."

"I do not penalise overseas students for poor English
either in coursework or examinations, but I do not
accept dissertations until the English is satisfactory."

"One is prepared to make some allowance for unclear
expression provided one is satisfied that the material
is properly understood. I do not think this is always
done very consciously but I think it arises nevertheless."

Science 'A' Level:

"Lecturer spends longer marking work of overseas
students."

"Dependant on work and ability of student."

"Practicals assessed on content only."

"The work is acceptable if the meaning is clear."

"Less severe penalties but work is always corrected."

"Lack of vocabulary, grammar and punctuation and
spelling."

"Grammar, spelling, and calligraphy for Arabic students."

"The same standard is not expected from overseas
students but they will lose marks for incomprehensible
work."

"Allowances made for different style of presentation
of maths from overseas students."

"The English is not as good but frequently the work
is of a higher standard."

"Allowance for clarity of expression, correct grammar
and appropriate technical vocabulary - by accepting
a lower standard without adverse comment."

"Account is taken of attitude to subject."

"In the early part of the course allowance is made
for graar, punctuation and spelling because the whole
class (all foreign) have similar problems to a greater
or lesser degree. Towards the end of the first year
in 'A' level, little allowance is made for these faults."
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"I try to correct spelling and grammatical mistakes
and encourage them to improve - in the 2nd year I
would expect the same standard."

"Allowance may be made for quaint phraseology and
difficult spellings."

"1 expect the same information in an essay but
expect the style of the essay to be simple, e.g.
short uncomplicated sentences; e.g. concepts
explained in poor English."

"Often, overseas students, accustomed to a foreign
script have problems with handwriting. Additionally
I am personally 8ympathetic to errors of spelling
or punctuation."

"Spend more time correcting grammar - but, in main,
do not penalise students for their use of English."

"This of course depends very much on the ability of
the foreign student. Some are practically bilingual
and I would expect an equal standard with British
students. Those who do have problems, I make
allowances in word order, spelling, graar, and
sometimes in expression, clarity, dependent on content."

"I make allowances for lack of knowledge of the
structure of English, spelling, grammatical errors.
I decide whether or not they have understood the
basic physical principles involved in the course."

"Am prepared to allow a 'period of grace' - to improve.t'

"Prepared to put up with more eccentricities of
spelling."

"Will allow - for a while - poorer handwriting."

"I accept clumsy, wrongly phrased statements if
the meaning is quite clear."

"They have to take the same exam."

"Only the most glaring 'language' errors are
corrected for overseas students unless their English
is deemed to be fairly good, in which case same
standard as from British students is expected."

Social Science Undergraduate:

"Wi thin reason."

"It always has been so on this course."

"Perhaps less clarity of expression - but marginal -
in coursework only not exams."
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"For granmar, spelling, punctuationandto a certain
extent clarity of expression."

"Misuse of words and often use of shortened sentences."

"Poor vocabulary, difficulty in precise expression."

"Use of stilted English by overseas students as long
as it can be understood."

"Provided that academic content is understood and there
is evidence of effort."

"Understandable errors are ignored in assessment grade,
but pointed out to student."

"Grammatical lapses etc. are viewed nmre sympathetically
if and when they occur, though sympathy would diminish
ae time passed - less allowance made for substantive
errors. Generally less concerned at weakness."

"Content judged, rather than expression, organisation etc."

"Appropriateness of grammatical structures, spelling."

"I may be inclined to overlook errors in grammar if
content is O.K. provided the English is sufficiently
clear for me to be able to grasp the student's
argument."

"I would try to correct faults in English but I'm
usually reluctant to deduct marks for poor style."

"Lack of clarity of expression by British students
often results from inadequate understanding of basic
concepts which may be incorporated into written work
from notes or memory without really being properly
understood. Lack of language fluency can sometimes
create this impression in work presented by overseas
students who have in fact grasped the essential principles
and the 'benefit of the doubt' may be necessary."

Social Science Post—graduate:

"Complete allowance made for poor English - so long
as clarity of expression is achieved and there is no
doubt that concepts and information are understood."

"Grammar, spelling, sophisticated style etc."

"Acceptance that work will take longer to assess.
Making special effort to deduce intuitions."

"Lack of sophistication in answers."

"Grammatical faults as long as understanding of
subject is demonstrated."
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"There are no British students in the programme, but
some (e.g. Indians) use English as their first language
while others (e.g. Latin Americans) do not. I tend to
pay far less attention to graninar, spelling, etc. with
the latter and to focus on the content."

"Poorer English expected."

"I try to guess what they mean."

"Same standard in content, but not necessarily in formal
presentation."

"Encourage them by practice to improve."

"In terms of expression and language I am more lenient."

"The main criterion is that I can understand what the
student is trying to say."

"Only in disregarding expression and giving benefit of
doubt where expression unclear."

"Overseas students may have lower standards but not
sufficiently low as to bring the University Degree into
disrepute."

"In the early stages of the course overseas students'
written work tends to be evaluated according to my
assessment of what it would be like if expressed in
competent English."

"Foreign students tend to write long essays full of mere
irrelevant material. This gets knocked out of them
early on but some don't learn."

"I allow for problems with English - it is a technical
course so it is content that is important."

"Allowance made in use of English not over actual
content."

3.4.4.4.2 Variations in the allowances staff claim they make in

assessing the written work of overseas students, as

between coursework and examinations

Staff were asked, if they made allowances, to specify whether these

differed as between coursework and examinations. Of the staff

answering the question the great majority said that they did not

vary. The replies of the social science post-graduate staff indicated

that they felt that there was some variation in the allowances that

were made (Table 3U, QuC5).
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We have attempted to give an impression of the form these

variations might take by categorising the replies under the

two groupings below.

Allowances made in coursework but not in examinations

"Students must be relevant in exams - they don't
get away with long rambling answers."

"More allowance in coursework, dissertations can
be rewritten, exams cannot."

"Coursework provides an opportunity for correction
of language difficulties as well as difficulties
with course content. By the time of the exam these
should have improved."

"One expects better performance in exams."

"Allowances made during the year in report writing
but no allowance made in the exams."

"... do not always know who are overseas students
in exam papers so cannot make allowances."

"Examinations are marked to the same standard."

"The standard in examinations is expected to be
higher as no allowance will be made in external
examinations."

Allowances made in examinations but not in coursework

"Greater allowance made in exams where time is
limited."

"Coursework does not have the same time and pressure
constraints."

"Less attention is paid to grammatical and spelling
error in respect of all examination work done at
high speed."

"In examinations the precise extent to which allowance
must be made must be formalised. In particular one
has to distinguish carefully between inability to
express ideas and inability to understand ideas."

"Overseas students go to pieces in exams. It takes
them longer to read and to write. I do not expect
the standard to be as bad in assessed coursework."

"Poorer English is acceptable from overseas students
in exams because under pressure they cannot be
expected to perform as well as native speakers."
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"Content takes precedence over expression in exams."

"In exams I assess the student's understanding of the
subject as opposed to his presentation."

"Allowances made in exams for students who have mis-
understood the question."

"Only rarely is one penalised forEnglishin mathematics
exams provided that one can understand what has been
written."

"I have with others been instructed to give overseas
students a longer exam to allow for their inadequacies
in English, 5 questions in three hours instead of 4
questions in two.t

"With all students, I think one makes more allowance
with examination work, for obvious slips made under
pressure of time (e.g. if a student says something which
is incorrect, evidently due to hasty writing, while
having shown elsewhere in his answer that he has
perfectly well understood the same matter)."

Thus there is also a sharp contrast between those who make allowances

in coursework but not in examinations, and those who make allowances

in examinations but not in coursework. This lends further weight to

our earlier contention: it is an unrealistic task to speculate on

the tolerance conditions that will apply in the assessment of written

work.

3.4.4.5 Constituent Enabling Skills

Though a majority of our candidates will be entering scientific or

engineering courses, continuous writing will be needed to some extent

by all of them. Whilst we feel that our aim should be primarily to

test productive skills in an integrated form, it might be that we

would feel it necessary to test constituent enabling skills as well.

This would help satisfy considerations such as objectivity in marking

and would also enable us to control the sample of the language skills

produced and provide an additional basis for comparison with the more

subjective assessments of the largely uncontrolled samples of

connected writing produced by the candidate himself.

Even if we chose not to test these constituent enabling skills

discretely, they may nevertheless have a part to play in our assess-

ment of any pieces of connected writing that candidates are asked to

produce.
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On the basis of the enquiry described above and a survey of the

literature, we list below those skills which we think contribute to

competence in the production of written English.

1. Manipulating the script of the language: handwriting, spelling,

punctuation (cf. Munby 1978; Byrne 1979 and Jordan 1980).

2. Expressing relations within the sentence especially

(a) elements of sentence structure

(b) modification structure

(c) negation

(d) modal auxiliaries

(e) complex embedding

(f) focus and theme

(cf. Swales 1971; Quirk et al. 1972; Munby 1978; Jordan 1980 and

Johnson 1981).

3. Expressing relations between parts of a text through lexical

cohesion devices, e.g. lexical set/collocation (cf. Halliday et

al. 1976 and Munby 1978).

4. Expressing relations in a text through grammatical cohesion

devices of

(a) reference

(b) comparison

(c) substitution

(d) ellipsis

(e) time and place relaters

(f) logical connecters

(cf. Halliday et al. 1976; Quirk et al. 1972; Byrne 1979; Munby

1978; Jordan 1980 and Johnson 1981).

5. Using indicators in discourse for

(a) introducing an idea

(b) developing an idea

(c) transition to another idea

(d) concluding an idea

(e) emphasising a point, indicating the main or important

information
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(f) explaining or clarifying a point already made

(g) anticipating an objection or contrary view.

6. Expressing the communicative value (function) of sentences

(a) using explicit indicators

(b)without explicit indicators

(V. Munby 1978, pp.185-189 for list of accompanying micro-

functions).

7. Expressing conceptual meaning, e.g. quantity and amount,

comparison and degree, causes, result, purpose, reason, condition

and contrast (cf. Leech et al. 1975; Swales 1971 and Jordan 1980).

8. Expressing information

(a) explicitly

(b) implicitly

(cf. Munby 1978; Imhoof et al. 1975; Jordan 1980 and Johnson

1981).

9. Planning and organising information

(a) narrative

(b) description of phenomena and ideas

(c) description of process and change of state

(d) argumentation.

This would involve understanding relations between parts of text

and employing patterns of organisation such as definition,

classification, sequence, listing, cause-effect, comparison-

contrast, generalisation, exemplification, speculation, summary,

concession, induction, deduction, substantiation, instructions

(cf. Swales 1971; Widdowson 1971; Allen et al. l974a; Imhoo'f et

al. 1975; Jones et al. 1975; Bates et al. 1976; McEldowney 1976;

Johnson 1976, 1981; Munby 1978 and Jordan 1980).
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3.4.5 Speaking Activities in the Academic Context

3.4.5.1 Introduction

A decision was taken by the Board at an early stage in the project

not to include initially a speaking test in the T.E.A.P. battery.

Given the limited time and resources at our disposal for the

construction of T.E.A.P. and the vast extent and complexity of the

literature on spoken production, we have not provided a review of

the literature. We did however collect the basic data on the

speaking tasks students had to cope with in an academic context in

order that the information would be available on which a future oral

test might be based.

James (forthcoming) contains an extensive review of the literature

on spoken production and details how an E.A.P. oral test might be

devised on the basis of the specification described below.

3.4.5.2 The Speaking Tasks Students Perform in the Academic Context

In this section we are only concerned with the speaking activities

that take place in events occurring in the academic context.

In any consideration of speaking activities in this context we must

take account of several factors which might constrain a student's

speaking activities. Firstly, in reciprocal speech situations the

student has the additional task of monitoring what other people are

saying as well as making his own personal contribution. Thus

listening comprehension skills will inevitably affect a student's

performance in the more productive mode and the difficulties students

admit to in speaking activities might, in part, be caused by failings

in the more receptive ability. Secondly, it must also be remembered

that part of the overseas students' difficulties in speech situations

in the academic context might stem from the subject matter itself,

although the evidence presented in the earlier sections above suggest

that this is as great a problem for British as overseas students.
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3.4.5.2.1 Informing transactions

In the questionnaire we asked in Question Dl how often students had

to give oral reports or short talks during their courses. The

returns from both staff and students are summarised in Table 3V1(a)

below.
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For engineering and science students this was an activity

which they were not called on to perform regularly. About

half of the students surveyed in these subject areas claimed

this was an activity they 'never' had to do at all. If

they did have to perform it, they only did so 'sometimes'.

For the social science students on the other hand, this was

an activity that many felt they had to perform 'sometimes'

or 'often' and far fewer recorded answers in the 'never'

column. This is the picture we get from the staff returns

as well (Table 3V1(a), QuD1).

During the visits we made to educational institutions a

variety of constraints resulted in us observing only a small

number of seminars or tutorial type classes. Except at the

post-graduate level, and in undergraduate social science

subjects, students were seldom called on to give oral reports

or short talks, and when they did, these were limited in size

(Table 3V2(a)). When the activity occurred it usually took

the form of a student reading out aloud from a paper he had

prepared in writing beforehand. Alternatively, in some of the

social science classes each of the students was given a copy

of the paper before the period and the author gave a brief

synopsis at the beginning of the class. Post-graduates were

normally expected to give at least one seminar during a course

and, dependent on the size of the group, sometimes more. They

were also expected to contribute In other people's.

The range of classes subsumed under this composite seminar!

tutorial heading-individual tutorials, problem classes,

small group tutorials, small seminars, large seminars, etc. -

were in ixst cases, normally marked by the dominant role

played by the member of staff or supervisor conducting it.
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3.4.5.2.2 Students working together using English as a means

of communication

In 'A' level science lectures (non-practical classes) this.

as one would expect, was a fairly frequent activity given the

more interactive nature of these classes. What was surprising,

having observed the teacher centred nature of most classes in

our visits, was the frequency of this activity reported in

lectures by large numbers of overseas students across cther

groups and levels (Table3vl(a), QuD2a). In the case of the

social science undergraduate returns it may well be that the

students on two BIEd. courses, who make up large numbers of the

overseas students in this group, are involved in different

types of activities in their lectures from the students who

participated in the lectures we observed. However this does

not explain away the other high occurrences of this activity.

It may well be that the activity the overseas students are

referring to is of a more covert kind, in that they are checking

with each other more frequently than the British students

during lectures, to see that they are getting an accurate

record of the information that is being conveyed.

The staff returns indicate that except for the 'A' level science

students, staff did not see this as being a frequent activity

in the lectures they gave. This would tend to support the view

that student-student interaction is not a formalised aspect of

most lectures, This is a view supported by the information

gathered during the observations (v. Table 3V2(b)below) where a

low frequency of occurrence was recorded for this activity in

lectures in most subjects and levels with the exception of 'A'

level science.

In seminars and tutorials this activity was seen as occurring

far more frequently than in lectures according to most staff

and students. What is noticeable though is that except for

the social scientists there are quite high entries in the

'sometimes' column for the other groups and only in the social

sciences is there any heavy concentration in the 'often' area
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(Table 3V1(b), QuD2b). With hindsight one feels that there is

a certain degree of overlap between some of the replies to

this question and those to Question D3b. Group discussion is

perhaps a better way of characterising the reciprocal speech

activities that take place in seminars especially in the social

sciences. However in certain classes under this broad seminar/

tutorial heading, e.g. those devoted to problem solving in the

sciences and engineering, students may well work with each

other rather than engage in group discussion in an open format.

Working together using English to communicate is a more

appropriate description of reciprocal speech activities

occurring in practical classes, for, as we have seen, it is

seldom an integrated feature of lecture activities and it is

more easily viewed in terms of group discussion in tutorials

and seminars, especially in the social sciences.

In practical classes (Table3Vl(b), QuD2c) science and

engineering students generally recorded high frequencies of

occurrence for this activity. Very few scientists or engineers

claimed that they 'never' had to work with other students using

English as the means of communication in these classes. This

view is supported by the staff returns.

The frequency of this activity in practical classes is also

borne out by the observations. The most frequent occurrences

of students consulting each other for various purposes were

recorded in this type of class. In Table3V2(b) below we have

recorded the frequency with which students consulted with

each other for various purposes in the practical classes we

observed. The frequencies recorded are to a certain extent

distorted in that they also contain reference to those

occasions when students consulted other sources of infor-

mation such as worksheets or books for the same purposes. In

general though they substantiate the view that it is in

practical classes that students are most likely to perform

this particular activity. This is not to say that overseas

students who work with fellow nationals do not also use their own

language to communicate with each other, however much this may

be discouraged by staff.
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3.4.5.2.3 Students actively taking part in discussions

involving the teacher and the class as a whole

Again there are some odd results concerning the extent to

which this activity occurs in lectures. One would have

expected it to do so in the more loosely structured 'A' level

lecture (non-practical class) but according to the returns

from some of the social science students it is also recorded

as having a high frequency in their lectures as well.

This is not a view shared by the majority of social science

staff (Table 3wl, QuD3a). In general, except in staff returns

concerning 'A' level science students, it was an activity that

was likely to happen only 'sometimes' or 'never'. It was far

less likely to happen in undergraduate as against post-graduate

lectures.

This raises the question of size as a determinant of activities

in the various events under review. At the risk of generalisation

one might argue that the smaller the group the greater the possi-

bility of interaction between staff and students. The large

numbers in undergraduate lectures (v. Table 3BB, p.3O8 below)

usually prevented any direct interaction taking place. In those

lectures specifically for post-graduates the numbers were often

far smaller and lectures would often deviate from the more

formal lecture frame, particularly if it was taking place in a

classroom as against a lecture theatre.

Student participation in discussions involving the teacher and

the class as a whole was an activity which took place to a far

greater extent in seminars/tutorials than lectures, for all

groups, and particularly social scientists (Table 3W1, QuD3b).

In general the staff considered that students took part in these

discussions far more than the students themselves claimed to,

though they are referring to the class as a whole here. Most

of the students claimed that this was an activity they engaged

in 'sometimes' or 'often' in seminars, and it was a particularly
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frequent activity in this type of class for those students in the

social sciences.

This view is to a certain extent supported by the information

collected in seminars during the observations and recorded in

Table 3V2(b) above.

In practical classes (Table 3W1, QuD3C) this was a fairly frequent

activity for those who had them, responses falling mainly in the

'sometimes' or	 column.

Overall we noted that there was far less argumentation and group

interaction, involving the class as a whole, than one might have

supposed in potentially reciprocal speech situations, especially

seminars. At undergraduate level and below students are far more

likely to be answering and asking questions than taking part in

group discussions involving the teacher and the class as a whole.

3.4.5.2.4 Eliciting transactions

Our concern here was with the frequency with which students directed

their questions to their teacher rather than to fellow students.

For the majority of students in lectures this activity occurred 'some-

times' rather than 'often' (Table 3W1, QuD4). At undergraduate

level, with the exception of the overseas social scientists, a large

number of the students claimed that they 'never' asked teachers

questions in lectures. Except for 'A' level science lectures (non-

practical classes) this was not a frequent activity, confirming the

view expressed above, that the lecture situation is not a directly

interactive teaching situation for the majority of students in our

survey. Staff on the whole considered that students asked far more

questions in lectures than the students themselves admitted to.

Their answers were for the student group as a whole though, whereas

the students were only answering for themselves.
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In general, any questions that were asked, except in the case of 'A'

level science and certain post—graduate lectures observed, were

normally addressed to the teacher at the end of the session rather

than punctuating the monologue during the teaching period itself.

The overall picture of the infrequency of this activity in lectures

is supported by the observations Cv. Table 3W2 below).

In seminars and tutorials a large number of students claimed that

they frequently asked the teacher questions. This was particularly

so in the social sciences and undergraduate science and engineering.

In general, undergraduates were more likely to ask questions in

these periods than post—graduates. Staff returns indicated a greater

frequency of occurrence than those of the students, but again their

answers relate to all the students in the teaching situation, whereas

the students had been answering only in respect of whether they

carried out the activity themselves. Very few staff or students

viewed this as an activity which 'never' took place.

Both overseas and British students saw themselves as asking teachers

questions 'sometimes' or 'often' during practical classes where

these applied. It was seen by staff to be a particularly frequent

activity at engineering undergraduate level and science 'A' level.

These returns accord with the information we recorded during the

observations. In Table 3W2 below, we have summarised the frequency

of the various types of eliciting transaction that took place in the

various teaching events.

3.4.5.2.5 The frequency with which the teacher asks the class

questions

This has been dealt with earlier in Section 3.4.2 on listening

comprehension activities (v. Table 3d, p.169 above).
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It is worth reiterating that the highest frequency of occurrence of

this activity was found to occur in seminars and tutorials, to a

lesser extent in practicals, and in general seldom featuring other

than rhetorically in lectures.

This further confirms the view, expressed above, that only in

seminars/tutorials, and to a lesser extent practical classes, is

there any demand placed on oral interactive skills. Even in these

classes a greater part of the discourse appears to be initiated by

the teacher, or alternatively students address their comments and

questions to him, rather than to their fellow students.

The returns in this section of the questionnaire and the information

gathered from the observations point to the teacher-centred nature

of academic events across disciplines and the noticeably low level

of student-student interaction except in those cases where students

are working with each other as in practical classes. The high

frequency of teacher making statements, even in seminars and

tutorials, that we noted in Table 3E, page 162 above, also supports

this contention.

One might conclude that oral interactive skills are not as important

in terms of frequency of occurrence as the other three skills in the

academic context. This is a view which is supported by the most

recent N.A.F.S.A. survey (Lee, M.Y. et al. 1981) in the United States

and by James (forthcoming).

3.4.5.3 Problems Experienced in Spoken English

In the student questionnaire we were able to ask the students directly

(QuD6) about the amount of difficulty they had experienced because

of language in the skills listed below:

QuD6/l Giving oral reports or short talks.

QuD6/2 Asking teachers questions.

QuD6/3 Asking other students questions.

QuD6/4 Answering questions asked by teachers.
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QuD6/5 Answering questions asked by other students.

QuD6/6 Working with other students using English
to communicate.

QuD6/7 Expressing their own opinions in discussions.

QuD6/8 Explaining their opinions when they are not
immediately understood in discussions.

QuD6/9 Expressing counter-arguments to points raised
by other students in discussions.

QuD6/lO Expressing counter-arguments to points raised
by teachers in discussions.

The students' replies to these questions are recorded in

Table 3Xbelow.

The staff were asked to indicate the proportions of both British

and overseas students on the courses they taught who seemed to

experience difficulty in:

QuD6/l Giving oral reports or short talks.

QuD6I2 Asking the teacher questions.

QuD6/3 Asking other students questions.

QuD6/4 Answering the teacher's questions.

QuD6/5 Answering questions asked by other students.

QuD6/6 Working with other students using English to
communicate.

QuD6/7 Expressing their own opinions in discussions.

QuD6/8 Explaining their opinions when they are not
immediately understood in discussions.

QuD6/9 Expressing counter-arguments to points raised
by other students in discussions.

QuD6/lO Expressing counter-arguments to points raised
by the teacher in discussions.

The staff replies are summarised in Table 3Y1 below.

Because of the different nature of the questions we had to ask

staff and students, their responses are not directly comparable;

the students are talking about the amount of difficulty they

individually experienced with each activity, whereas the staff

are talking about the proportion of the students on their

courses who experienced difficulty (amount unspecified).
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In the discussion below we make reference to the returns

from both the student and staff questionnaires concerning

each of the activities, in spoken English, looking in turn

at:

a) the amount of difficulty students experienced in each

activity (Table 3X).

b) the proportion of their students that staff considered

to have had difficulty with the same activity (Table 3Y1).

Question D611 Giving oral reports or short talks:

Most overseas students claimed that they experienced 'some'

to 'very little' difficulty with this. The overseas social

science students seem to have experienced least difficulty of

all the groups. However overall this was the speaking activity

with which overseas students claimed they had the most

difficulty (ir.Appendix 3.4, p.8L3) though this must be weighed

against its relative infrequency for a large number of the

overseas students. (With hindsight it might have been better

to include a 'not applicable' or a 'don't know' category here

because of this relative infrequency, as a number of the estimates

may have been mere guesswork). The British students do not seem

to have been unduly troubled by this activity (Table 3Y1, QuD6/l).

Staff considered that greater proportions of overseas students

than British experience difficulty in this activity,(Table 3Y1,

QuD6/l) though a lot of the staff recorded answers in the 'don't

know' category or left the box blank (w Table 3Y2). Overall,

it was for this activity that the lowest number of staff recorded

that	 of their students had problems.

Question D6/2 Asking teachers questions:

This was seen as causing 'very little' or 'no' difficulty by

most overseas students and again students in the social sciences

claimed to have experienced the least difficulty. The overseas

students admitted to having slightly more difficulty than the

British students (Table 3X, QuD6/2).
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The majority of the staff considered that only 'very few'

or at most 'some' of their overseas students and 'very

few' or 'none' of the British students had any difficulty

here (Table 3Y1, QuD6/2).

Question D6/3 Asking other students questions:

This was one of the activities which overseas students claimed

to have had the least difficulty with in this section (Table

3X, QuD6/3). It was the activity which created the fewest problems

for the British students.

A large number of staff did not feel able to answer this

question (Table 3Y2, QuD6/3) but those who offered an opinion

considered that it did not create difficulty for most of the

students they were responsible for.

Question D6/4 Answering questions asked by teachers:

This was seen by the majority of the students from overseas

to create 'very little' or 'some' difficulty. It was claimed

by the majority of British students, that 'answering questions

asked by teachers' created 'very little' or 'no' difficulty

(Table 3X, QuD6/4).

On the whole, staff thought that 'very few' to 'some' of their

overseas students had problems in this area. They thought that

a larger proportion of British students had difficulty with this

than they had had in most of the other categories though still

less than the overseas students.

Question D6/5 Answering questions asked by other students:

The student returns show that this caused 'very little' or

'no' difficulty for the majority of students, overseas or

British. The overseas students experienced a slightly

higher level of difficulty with this (Table 3X, QuD6/5).
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A large proportion of the staff felt unable to answer this

question (Table 3Y2, QuD6/5) but the majority of those who

did so considered that'answering questions asked by other

students' created difficulty for 'some' or 'very few' of the

students, overseas or British, with slightly more of the

former having problems (Table 3Y1, QuD6/5).

Question D6/6 Working with other students using English

to communicate:

The overseas students claimed only slightly more difficulty

than the British students with this and it was seen as causing

'very little' or 'no' difficulty by a majority of the students

in this group (Table 3X, QuD6/6).

Of those staff replying to this question the majority of staff

thought that only 'very few' or 'some' of the overseas students

had difficulty here. They thought that 'none' to 'very few' of

the British students had problems in this. Overall, the staff

considered that, next to 'asking other students questions', the

problem of 'working with other students using English to

communicate' affected fewest students (Table 3Y1, QuD6/6).

Question D6/7 Expressing their own opinions in discussions:

All the activities which relate directly to group discussions

(D61789,lO) seemed to create great problems for the overseas

students (v. Appendix 3.4, p.813).

As regards'expressing their own opinions in discussions,' the

majority of overseas students across disciplines and levels saw

it as causing them 'very little' to 'some' difficulty. More

overseas students in the social sciences than in any other

subject group claimed that it caused them 'no' difficulty. A

majority of the British students claimed that it caused them

'very little' or 'no' difficulty (Table 3X, QuD6/7).

Of those staff responding to this question the majority saw

'very few' or 'some' of their overseas students as having

difficulty in'expressing their own opinions in discussion'.
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They thought that fewer British students had problems with this

overall (Table 3Y1, QuD6/7).

Question D6/8 Explaining their opinions when these are not imme-

diately understood in discussions:

This caused quite a problem for a number of the overseas students

and for some of the British students as well (Table 3X, QuD6/8).

It was one of the spoken English activities that overseas students

felt caused them the most difficulty (v. Appendix 3.4, p.813).

Overall, staff considered that, across the range of speaking

activities, a very large proportion of overseas students found

difficulty in explaining their opinions when they were not imme-

diately understood (v. Appendix 3.4, p.815). It was felt to cause

problems for a lot more of the overseas students than for the

British ones.

Question D6/9 Expressing counter-arguments to points raised by

other students in discussions:

Next to giving oral reports or short talks this oral activity was

seen by overseas students as the one causing them the greatest

difficulty (Appendix 3.4, p.813). It was seen to be far less of a

problem by the overseas social science group who recorded the highest

returns in the 'no' difficulty column. The British students seemed

to have far less difficulty with this, the majority recording their

answers in the 'very little' or 'no' difficulty columns (Table 3X,

QuD6/9).

Of those staff replying to this question, the majority saw the

ability to express counter-arguments to points raised by other

students in discussion as causing 'some' or 'a lot' of their students

difficulty. It seemed that more students in the 'A' level group than

in any other suffered problems here. It was mainly regarded as a

source of difficulty for 'some' or 'very few' of the British students

by the staff (Table 3Y1, QuD6/9).
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Question D6/lO Expressing counter-arguments to points raised

by teachers in discussions:

This was seen by overseas students as one of their greatest

problems (Appendix 3.4, p.813). It was the activity which fewest

of the overseas students claimed to have had 'no' difficulty

with. It was also seen by the British students as their

greatest problem though the overseas students admitted to a

far greater degree of difficulty than did the British students.

(Table 3X, QuD6/lO)

Overall most of the staff thought that 'some' or 'a lot' of

their overseas students had problems in this area. Again it

was the 'A' level science teachers who saw the largest propor-

tion of their students as having a problem. This was also the

area where the largest number of staff thought that 'a lot' of

their students had problems (overseas and British) (Appendix

3.4, p.815).

We were also able to ask students a further series of questions

about factors affecting their spoken English performance. In

Question D7 of the students' questionnaire we asked respondents

to indicate how often the following caused difficulty in spoken

English activities:

QuD7/l Thinking out how to say what they wanted
to say quickly enough.

QuD7/2 Worrying about saying something in case they
made a mistake in their English.

QuD7/3 Not knowing how to say something in English.

QuD7/4 Not knowing the best way to say something
in English.

QuD7/5 Not knowing the subject well enough to answer
questions.

QuD7/6 Finding it hard to enter the discussion.

The summary of returns to these questions are recorded in Table

3Z below.
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Question D7/l Thinking out how to say what they wanted to say

quickly enough:

Overall, this seemed to be a frequent cause of difficulty for the

overseas students and under 20% said that they 'never' had difficulty

with this whereas nearly 40% of the British students surveyed claimed

that this was 'never' a problem. Nearly 20% of all the overseas

students considered that this was a problem which occurred 'often'

(v. Appendix 3.4, p.817). Overseas science post-graduates and 'A'

level science students experienced this difficulty the most often

(Table 3Z, QuD7/l).

Question 07/2 Worrying about saying something in case they made a

mistake in their English:

This was the category in which most overseas students thought they

'often' had a problem. Only about 30% claimed that they 'never'

worried about making a mistake in their English as against over 80%

of the British students (v. Appendix 3.4, pp. 817-818). Again it was

the overseas science 'A' level and post-graduate students, who

experienced this problem the most often (v. Table 3Z, QuD7/2).

Question 07/3 Not knowing how to say something in English:

For the majority of the overseas students this was only a problem

'sometimes'. This was the category that the largest number of

overseas students said that they 'never' had a problem with and

fewest said that they had one 'often'. British students rarely

found this to be a cause of difficulty and nearly 90% claimed they

'never' had any difficulty here (v. Appendix 3.4, p.818). The

overseas social science students seem to have had less trouble with

this than students in other areas (Table 3Z, QuD7/3).

Question D7/4 Not knowing the best way to say something in English:

This was a much more frequent problem for the overseas students

than the British students. The majority of the overseas students

felt they encountered this problem 'sometimes' or 'often' and only

about 20% overall 'never' had any difficulty with it (v. Appendix

3.4, p.8I7).
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Question D7/5 Not knowing the subject well enough to answer

questions:

This was the category in which there was very little difference in

the degree to which British and overseas students felt they had this

problem (Table 3Z, QuD7/5). Overall, fractionally more overseas

students than British said that they 'never' had a problem with this

Cv. Appendix 3.4,pp.8l7-8l8). It was seen as being a problem

'sometimes' by the majority of the students in the survey.

Question D7/6 Finding it hard to enter the discussion:

A number of the British students thought they had a problem in doing

so 'sometimes' though overall it was a more common problem for the

overseas student (Appendix 3.4,pp.8I7-8I8). It seemed to be less of

a problem for overseas post-graduates and undergraduate social

scientists (Table 3Z, QuD7/6).
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We also asked staff and students to specify in Question

D6/ll whether they had experienced any other general

difficulties in spoken English. Staff replies were collected

together and an anthology of their comments is listed

below:

Socio-Cul tural

"The difficulties of using language of some
overseas students is not merely technical.
Some are lucid in written work yet silent
in class; this seems to stem in large part
from the rather passive role students are
expected to adopt in some countries'
institutions ."

"Many foreign students have been totally
discouraged from discussing/arguing with
a teacher. A sign of disrespect."

Reticence

"Reluctance to volunteer information or
opinion or to ask questions either of me or
of other students in class."

"Their main problem seems to be in co=unicating
to others. They do not readily talk to other
students and are sometimes hesitant in talking
to me'."

"Many students 1 British and overseas, are
reluctant to enter into long discussions."

"Students do not like answering questions in
lectures though they do become less terrified
as time progresses. Foreign students are
noticeably less anxious to draw attention to
themselves by answering."

"Overseas students lack confidence in
expressing their views."

Working together

"Overseas students tend to work in lingual
groups."

Speed

"There is a greater problem in spoken English
(as opposed to written) because of the difficulty
in thinking quickly and then phrasing in
English something which they have not been able
to prepare i.e. responding quickly in the
discussion/argument/counter-argument situation."
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Pronunciation

"A strong accent may mean they are not understood
even though their actual English is good."

"Difficulty in pronouncing many common English
words."

"From the lecturer's point of view, it is
sometimes difficult to understand the English
spoken by students from the Far East. Some
seem to find difficulty with some of the sounds
- such as 'r' and '1'. On the other hand, I
am always surprised at how little difficulty
foreign students seem to have in coping with the
various accents of the British staff and students."

Subject difficulties

"Both British and overseas students experience
difficulties in the use of mathematical graar
and vocabulary."

"Difficulty in giving illustrative examples from
their own experience."

"Difficulty with connnon technical terms."

"Depends whether they know the answers."

Overall Deficiency

"Overseas students are often as good (many are
better) as British students. The main problem
is an overseas student whose knowledge of
English is so bad that he should not be on the
course anyway."

Applicability

"Most of your detailed questions do not apply
to mathematics as we teach it."

"This question D6 is difficult to answer as it
has little relevance to a subject like mine.
Fluid mechanics is taught, like mathematics,
authoritatively and students rarely have
occasion to ask questions of other students.
There is little discussion - the subject is
one in which you are right or wrong - there is
no grey area."

As well as asking students in Question D6/ll whether they had

experienced any other general problems we also asked in

Question D717 if they had any other specific difficulties,
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and how often these occurred. As the general and specific

seemed to merge in the replies to these two open ended

questions we have amalgamated the answers and an anthology

of the replies is recorded below under various categories.

The comments are taken from the replies of the overseas

students only, few British students making any comments here

other than to draw attention to the difficulties they had

in understanding overseas students or to their own physical

disabilities.

Listening Comprehension

"Not understanding what is being said to me."

Problems with the addressee

"If the person that one is speaking to is not so
fluent in the English language, one's own spoken
English has the tendency to deteriorate also."

"On informal occasions, when I address strangers,
I am not always readily understood."

"Knowing if the other person has really understood
what I meant to say. Difficulty depends on the
person I am speaking to."

Personal Factors

"Feeling self-conscious when I have to speak."

"No confidence when faced with native speakers."

"Not wishing to speak for fear of being mis-
understood."

"Having enough confidence to make a point
(not because of my English)."

"Not taking part in discussions may be due
to a person being shy or simply not confident
enough."

"I have always the feeling that I do not express
myself the way I would like to. Also I can't
speak very quickly without making mistakes.
When I'm tired my ability in speaking the
language falls dramatically. Generally my mood
and state of mind play a significant role in
my efforts to speak the language clearly and
correctly."
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Group factors

"The other students always laugh on hearing
what I have to say,maybe due to my spoken
English."

"Reluctant to ask questions because of class
attitudes ."

"People do not allow foreigners to enter the
discussion, especially English people, who do
not want to communicate with overseas students."

"Problem of entering into discussion
easily."

"Knowing whether to enter the discussion or
not."

"There is some difficulty in working with
other students using English to communicate
especially when the other students are all
English and when they talk very fast."

Lack of opportunity

"Apart from technical reading we have had no
chance to practise daily usage intensively
before coming to U.K."

"Not many opportunities to speak in
English."

Accent/Pronunciation

"Problem of getting the English to understand my
accent, especially the less educated ones. Most
experienced lecturers have no such problem
especially if they have lived abroad."

"Can't make myself understood due to bad
pronunciation and accent."

"Some people cannot understand me unless I speak
very slowly."

"Worrying about the correct pronunciation of
some words."

"I speak in a clear voice and I pronounce
my words quite well, yet very often I find I
have to repeat things several times in order to
be understood. This could perhaps be due to
my accent although it is not very strong, and
more American than Dutch."
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Speed

"Difficulty in speaking quickly."

"Difficulty in answering when other person
speaks very fast or with a strong accent."

"Difficulty when under immediate stress."

Idiom

"Difficulty understanding and replying to idiomatic
expressions."

Clarity

"Expressing myself so that they can understand
exactly what I mean."

App rop ri acy

"Appropriate words do not come spontaneously."

"I get stuck sometimes trying to find the right
word and have to look for it in Arabic first
then translate it into English."

"Use of appropriate words to describe certain
situations or actions."

"I think the main difficulty is that I cannot
say what I really want to say."

"Finding the most suitable adjective on the
spur of the moment."

Grammar

"My only problems are with tenses."

"Difficulty using the right grammar."

Subject Content

"A lack of confidence in using the 'jargon' of
the subject may stop me asking questions."

"Some mathematical terms."

"Difficulty in talking about special topics."

"Sometimes I don't read therefore I am
unprepared for the discussion."

"When the topic discussed is too advanced
and requires a lot of mathematical treatment."

"Difficulty explaining complicated theory in
physics."
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Social English

"On informal occasions, I am not always welcome
(effectively) to enter a discussion because I cannot keep
up with the talking speed, especially with some Intel-
lectuals who are used to (and enjoy!) speaking very fast
and using fancy words."

"I have problems in expressing feelings and emotions."

"Problem in talking at 'social level' (outside academic
subjects)."

"People don't want to chat with overseas students with
poor English."

"This is especially so outside the university, e.g. if I
want to ask anyone In the street about a particular place
or shop I find it difficult to make him or her understand
what I say because of my pronunciation and also because
the people in the street do not speak grammatical English."

"I am sure I had improved my English practically since I
had already passed my '0' level English but I found most
people from my country, they are capable of understanding
English and all written work BUT some could not even have
conversations with friends in English because they are
afraid of their broken English."

3.4.5.4 Constituent Enabling Skills

An argument can be made that any E.A.P. test(s) of oral production

should reflect the parameters that have emerged from the research and

one should accordingly test oral ability in an integrated manner.

However, if a more discrete approach is favoured it may be useful to

have before us a checklist of the constituent enabling skills which

appear together to contribute to overall ability in spoken English.

Again we draw heavily upon Munby's (1978) list of microskills as a

major Informing source.

1. The use of stress in connected speech.

2. Expressing attitudinal meaning.

3. Expressing conceptual meaning.

4. Expressing information explicitly.

5. Expressing information implicitly.

6. Indicating the main point or important piece of information in a

piece of discourse through vocal underlining, end focus and end

weight, verbal clues.
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7. Using indicators in discourse for introducing an idea, develop-

ing an idea, transition to another idea, concluding an idea,

emphasising a point, explaining or clarifying points already

made, anticipating an objection or a contrary view.

8. Initiating in discourse: starting off the discourse (eliciting,

informing, directing, etc.), introducing a new point (using

verbal and vocal clues), introducing a new topic (employing

appropriate microfunctions such as explanation, hypothesis).

9. Maintaining the discourse: responding (acknowledging, replying,

agreeing, disagreeing, etc.), continuing (adding, exemplifying,

justifying, evaluation, etc.), adapting, as a result of feedback,

especially in mid-utterance (amplifying, omitting, reformulating),

turntaking (interrupting, challenging) marking time (stalling,

breathing space, etc.).

10. Terminating in discourse: marking boundaries in discourse (verbal

and vocal clues), coming out of the discourse (excuse, concession,

etc.), concluding of a topic (using appropriate microfunctions

such as substantiation, and verbal clues for summing up).

11. Planning and organising information in expository language using

rhetorical functions especially description of properties,

description of process, description of changes of state, narrative

and argumentation.
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3.5 SETTING

In Table 3AA below, on the basis of information gathered during the

observations, we have summarised details of the academic setting for

the various subject groupings and levels.

In section one we have indicated the physical environments in which

students of the various disciplines had to operate.

In section two we have given an indication of the spread of hours

students spent each week in the various learning situations.

Section three gives an impressionistic account of the type of

psychosocial environment the students as a whole operated in.



3.1 intellectual/thinking

3.2 educationally developed

3.3 familiar physical

3.4 familiar h*n

3.5 quiet

3.6 demanding

3.7 hurried

3.8 formal

3.9 authoritarian

3.10 entertaining/festive

3.11 sympathetic
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TABLE 34A THE ACADEMiC SETtING

1. PHYSICAL SETTING: SPATIAL

1.1 The academic study settings for which English
is required:

1.1.1 lecture room/thutrs

1.1.2 classroom

1.1.3 laboratory

1.1.4 workshop

1 • 1 • 5 seminar/tutorial

1.1.6 private study/library

2. PHYSICAL SETtING: TEMPORAL

ERG. U SC!. U SC!. P SC!. A S.SCI U S.SCI P

- = = - -

= -

-

- =

- =

2.1 Length of course

2.1.1 hours per ii.ek student in:

lecture classes

seainars/ tutorials

practical classes

	

0- 	-	 -	 -1	 -	 0-1

- - __

	

5-17	 2-12	 1-1	 -6

3. INVENTORY OP PSYCHOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

3 I 4 j 5 ] non-intellectual/unthinking

3 J 4	 5 j educationally undeveloped

2	 3	 4 I 5	 unfamiliar physical
3I unfamiliar human
5 I noisy

4	 5 I undemanding
1	 5 I unhurried

5 I informal
I 1	 5	 unautboritarian/laissez-faire

I I	 _j serious

3 I 4 I 5 I unsympathetic

Shaded areas ndi ate occurrence of a feature
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3.6 INTERACTION

Table 3BB illustrates the type and number of people with whom

students in the various disciplines might interact and the possible

social relationships that could occur as a result. The profiles are

based on information gathered during the series of visits made in

1979-1980 (v. Appendix 3.2.2, pp.690-693).
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3.7 INSTRUMENTALITY

In Table 3CC we have suinniarised the medium, mode and channel of

communication students have to operate in.
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3.8 CONCLUSION

The data on the General Descriptive Parameters of Communication,

Task Dimensions and Dynamic Communicative Characteristics, collected

through the procedures described above, provided us with an empirical

base for the construction of our Test in English for Academic

Purposes (T.E.A.P.).

In Chapter 4 below we examine the feasibility of realising this

specification in a proficiency test appropriate for students coming

to study in the United Kingdom at a variety of levels and in a

variety of disciplines.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TEST DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
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4. TEST DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

4.1 TYPE OF TEST BATTERY NEEDED

In Chapter 3 we described the communicative demands that were placed

on students in the various study modes they encountered in the

academic context and drew attention to the relative difficulty levels

experienced by both native and non-native speakers in coping with

these. Having established these frames of reference we now turn to

consideration of the form the pre-test version of T.E.A.P. should

take.

Our investigations showed that there was a need for assessing the

communicative competence of non-native speakers of English in ways

which would usefully show up any deficiencies in English before the

commencement of their academic courses. This was closely connected

to the role to be played by those responsible for running the pre-

sessional and in-sessional courses in English for Academic Purposes

(E.A.P.). They needed profiles of students' language abilities, in

the various study modes so that, where possible, those not meeting

the required standards could be allocated to reasonably homogeneous,

remedial classes. This chapter is concerned with establishing the

nature of the test battery required to construct such a profile of

the student's productive and receptive abilities.

A feature of recent research in this field has been the limited

attention paid to procedures for testing the productive skills. Most

attention has been paid to the testing of listening comprehension

(cf. Holes 1972; Templeton 1973; Morrison 1974 and Kelly 1978),

reading comprehension (cf. Sim 1974; Engineer 1977; Alderson 1978a;

Klein-Braley 1981 and Ng'ombe 1981) and to more traditional tests of

discrete levels of vocabulary and graninatical structures (v.

Chaplen 1970).

With the exception of Chaplen (1970) and Hawkey (1982) who experi-

mented with essay sub-tests, researchers in the language testing

field seem, for the most part, to have neglected the assessment of

written production Cv. Davies 1978). Given the importance of writing
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in particular, this has been a serious omission from the EA.P.

standpoint. Moller (1977, p.32) commented:

"More satisfactory ways of testing the productive skills
(speaking and writing) should be developed ... If oral
coninunication in a variety of academic and non-academic
situations and the writing of papers and essays present
major problems for so many overseas students, the ref me-
ment of assessment procedures is most important."

In Section 2.1 we discussed the reasons why we are initially omitting

the design of an oral component from T.EA.P. To a certain extent we

were justified in this because of the lesser need for an oral

component, shown up by the data collection exercises described in

Chapter 3 above and by Johns, A.M. (1981), Lee, M.Y. et al. (1981)

and James (forthcoming). There was, of course, no question of our

omitting tests of productive skill in order just to safeguard test

reliability; to do so would have threatened the validity of our

E.A.P. test battery. As we argued in Section 2.1, given the high

content and face validity of tests of the productive skills in

E.A.P., there was a need to investigate ways of improving their

reliability and streamlining their administration rather than

avoiding the problems. Given the limited time and resources

available we decided to concentrate our efforts on establishing valid

and reliable methods for assessing the written production of overseas

students.

We argued above that in order to test communicative competence in an

academic context there was a need for:

(a) an analysis of the communicative tasks facing overseas

students in their courses of study and an estimate of

the difficulty encountered in coping with these

performance tasks,

(b) the application of valid and reliable testing

procedures which, as far as possible, took account

of these parameters.

The steps taken to carry out the first of these are described in

Chapter 3. It is the purpose of this chapter to see how closely we

can achieve the second, in which we are concerned with examining how
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far we can realise our specification in the form of a reliable, valid,

practicable test battery for assessing reading, listening and writing

abilities in the various academic study modes under consideration.
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4.2 FROM SPECIFICATION TO REALISATION

4.2.1 The Power of the Data: A Cautionary Note

The data obtained from the observations were, in certain important

respects, different from those gathered through the questionnaire

survey. The data from the observations were recorded in respect of

the occurrence of activities within a single teaching period or over

a limited number of teaching periods in a course and are thus very

much dependant on the nature of the lesson(s) observed. Further

variation occurred when we observed the same type of period, in

different courses on the same programme and looked at similar

programmes in different institutions. These different observations

were collapsed in Chapter 3 to show a composite variation in the

occurrence of a particular activity within study modes, in each broad

discipline area. It is pertinent to remember that had we been able

to observe a greater number of periods in the same programme, or

across programmes, then in all likelihood a greater variation in the

frequency of occurrence would probably have been recorded.

The main value of the data gathered in the observations was that they

provided us with the requisite information for framing our categories

in the questionnaire. It was thus an essential pilot activity; it

also enabled us to check on the data we received back through the

questionnaire.

The questionnaire enabled us to ask the students to estimate the

frequency with which certain events and activities occurred in

respect of the total programme of study they were enrolled on; it

also provided us with a general estimate of the amount of difficulty

various activities and constraints caused them. The staff were

asked to give an overall impression of the frequency of occurrence of

various activities with particular reference to the courses they

taught, on the programme we had specified. They were also asked to

estimate the proportion of overseas and British students on these

courses, who had encountered difficulty with particular activities or
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under particular constraints. The data from the returns to the

questionnaire, in terms of estimates of frequency and difficulty

occasioned, provided us with a much broader basis for taking

decisions about what to include in our tests.

4.2.2 Handling the Data

We decided to treat differently the data from the questionnaires

relating to the difficulty of various activities experienced by

overseas and British students on the one hand and those associated

with the frequency of occurrence of these activities on the other.

Because the difficulties students encountered were likely to vary as

a result of differences in individual language ability rather than

arising solely from the nature of the particular course they were

following, it was appropriate to aggregate these data across the

disciplines without losing meaningful information. This view was

supported by the data themselves which illustrated that a greater

frequency of an activity in a particular discipline area did not

necessarily occasion a greater degree of difficulty in performing

that activity.

In contrast, the frequency of occurrence of an activity did depend

to a very large extent upon the discipline area and even more so on

the particular course being followed. The time spent on any one

activity differed from course to course.

A complication in interpreting these data arose from the fact that

there were different numbers of respondents to the questionnaire in

respect of courses, discipline areas and levels (v. Appendix 3.3.2

p.8Ol). For example, there were replies from 441 overseas 'A' level

science students as against only 44 from overseas science under-

graduates. In our opinion, to combine frequencies of occurrence

across discipline areas and levels would mean discarding much

valuable information as well as creating false aggregates (v. King

1980). For these reasons we aggregated only the data on frequency

of occurrence within each of the discipline areas and felt that any

further aggregation would be pointless.
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A further problem arose in dealing with the data concerning the

various constraints and activities. Although we were able to collect

data in respect of the level of difficulty these activities and

constraints caused, it was often not possible to collect data on the

frequency with which the constraints and the activities occurred.

This problem would seem to arise from the nature of the language

skills themselves. One might consider reading and writing as. non-

serial and, by their permanent nature, they allow for random access,

i.e. one can go back to recover, check, etc. any earlier information

one wants. Speaking and listening would seem to be serial

activities and not usually susceptible to replication. The

essentially ephemeral nature of these macro-activities means that

additional performance constraints affect their operation. In terms

of the type of question that we were able to ask in the questionnaire,

therefore, reading and writing differed from listening and speaking.

It was easier to ask a more complete set of frequency questions about

the former because they are relatively free of the performance

constraints that affect the latter grouping.

It also seems that a student might reasonably be expected to say how

often he has to write at lengths greater than a paragraph, whereas it

is much more difficult to quantify the length of spoken contributions.

For these reasons there are far more blanks in the frequency sections

of the summary tables (v. Appendix 3.5, pp.82I-826), where we deal

with the constraints and activities involved in listening in the

academic context.

All the information we succeeded in collecting concerning frequency,

difficulty and importance was condensed on to single sheets in respect

of each of the macro-skills (for the purposes of analysis treated

here separately). On the basis of these summary sheets (v. Appendix

3.5, pp. 821-826) and the supporting information presented in

Chapter 3, we were in a better position to take decisions about the

more performance oriented activities we might wish to include in the

integrated, communicative components of our test battery.
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From the results of our investigations and a survey of the literature

we had also drawn up a list of enabling skills for each broad macro-

skill area (v. Chapter 3). We subsequently attempted to introduce

some hierarchical notion into these lists of enabling skills (v.

Tables 4B, p.335, 4D, p.358 and 4F, p.370 below). This ordering

was informed by discussions with three groups of post-graduate

applied linguistics students, at the Universities of Reading, Lancaster

and London and by advice received from the Project Working Party.

In the case of reading, we would expect skills 7-14 to subsume

skills 1-6 (v. Table 4B, p.335). In listening (v. Table 4D, p.358

below) we think that skills 6-15 are superordinate to skills 1-5 and

possession of the former might imply possession of the latter. In

writing (v. Table 4F, p.37°) skills 8-9 would appear to subsume

skills 1-7.

In the pre-testing of T.E.A.P., we wished to include tasks which

involved an integration of different macro-skills where for example

reading and/or listening activities might act as stimuli for writing

tasks. In these integrated tasks we would not be concerned with

directly testing the 'discrete' enabling skills that we had been able

to identify but rather attempting to simulate the types of

communicative activity students might encounter in an academic

context.

A problem might arise, however, in determining at what stage the

integrated process had broken down. This would seem to demand that

we provide separate profiles of reading and listening ability in

addition to a profile of writing ability. Certain components of the

test battery would need to focus more discretely on the enabling

skills that appear to contribute to proficiency in reading and

listening. The marks obtained in these more discrete test tasks

would be converted into behavioural grades for the reading and

listening macro-skills.

We were aware of the problems in advocating one approach to testing

in preference to all others (v. Chapter 2). We decided, accordingly,

that the only practical solution for an experimental battery would be

to trial a variety of formats from various positions along the

testing continuum, e.g. 'discrete point' tests, integrative tests
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and communicative tests which, a priori, seemed to be the most useful

for our purposes, and compare their relative effectiveness. We would

investigate how far we could realise, through a variety of test

formats, the general descriptive parameters, the dynamic communicative

characteristics and task dimensions specified above in Chapter 3.

4.2.3 General Descriptive Parameters

In each Session of the pre-test version of T.E.A.P., it was proposed

that there should be a number of performance tasks of the kind

identified as important in the E.A.P. situation in which our students

would have to operate. In these performance tasks candidates would

communicate on their own behalf, interacting as students might in

situations which reflected those that they could be exposed to in an

academic context. The purposes of the participants in these

activities would be similar to those underlying their involvement in

the performance events described in Chapter 3, Section 3 above. The

activities students were to be involved in would reflect what has to

be done to achieve these purposes in an academic context (v.

Appendix 3.5, pp.821-826).

With reference to those psychosocial environments earlier identified

as important (v. Table 3AA, p.306), the settings for our test tasks

might be characterised as intellectual/thinking, educationally

developed, quiet, demanding, relatively hurried, formal to fairly

informal, fairly serious and sympathetic.

As regards the interactions involved in taking the test, the role set

should accord for the most part with those of the specification

described in Table3BB, page 308, e.g. lecturers, tutors, writers of

books, articles, except that there would be no interaction with other

students in the present trial versions of the test.

The social relationships we intend including would be largely

asymmetrical, e.g.:

learner	 - instructor/authority

advisee	 - advisor

non-native	 - native

younger generation - older generation
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and there would be no symmetrical social relationships, e.g.

friend - friend, equal - equal, given the initial absence of an oral

test with a social interactive component.

The parameter of instrumentality covering medium, mode, channel, was

described in Table 3CC, page 310. As regards media, all are to be

covered with the exception at present of spoken productive. All

modes would be included in T.E.A.P. except monologue, written to be

spoken (oral reports). We shall include tasks which involve mono-

logue, spoken to be heard, monologue, spoken to be written and

monologue, written to be read.

As regards channel, the constraints of a test system would start to

interfere here. Because of the need for standardised exposure to

spoken texts, we would have to rely on tape (audio) in the listening

sections rather than face to face channels. This has obvious draw-

backs in that it would remove all the exophoric reference and para-

linguistic information from the context of situations and make the

listening tasks much more artificial and difficult.

We would need to ensure that we include a variety of intelligible

accents in the taped exercises so that there is a reasonable cross-

section, not unrepresentative of the accents candidates could be

exposed to in their courses of study.

As well as more integrated, performance-oriented, job-sample tasks,

we would also wish to include in the battery items designed to focus

on the range of enabling skills we have identified. Here we would

be intent on assessing competence in a more discrete and less direct

fashion rather than attempting to simulate target group performance

activities and constraints.

It is also proposed that the knowledge of discrete features of the

linguistic code, e.g. structural items, should be assessed in the

experimental pre-test. We did not attempt to collect data on the

linguistic code in our empirical investigations, as it was not

directly part of the construct we wished to measure. Nevertheless

we were most interested in how our measures would compare with a more
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traditional test of knowledge of grammatical structure and,

accordingly, a component testing this would be included in the pre-

test.

4.2.4 Dynamic Communicative Characteristics

The second set of general, evaluational requirements discussed in

Chapter 3 above, was concerned with the dynamics of communication.

Given that performance tasks allow of descriptions of who does what,

why, where, with whom and how, it should be possible to check their

coninunicative dynamics (v. Chapter 3, Section 1.3. pp.116-120).

Because of the current absence of an oral component in our battery,

the pre-test version of T.E.A.P. would be limited in terms of these

dynamic characteristics (v. Kelly 1978). Nevertheless several of the

characteristics identified might be applicable at the test

construction stage. We should try to provide a realistic context, in

terms of the texts selected and what students are asked to do with

them. In those tasks where the students are asked to transfer informa-

tion from one source to another, there should be an information gap

which has to be filled. There should be scope for development of

activity by the participants in certain of the tasks set and also

allowance should be made for self-monitoring of their own work by the

candidates.

We are particularly concerned in the reading and listening activities

that participants should be expected to process appropriately sized

input and we discuss this more fully below in the section dealing

with the task dimension of size of text. Linked to this is the

intention that, as far as possible, normal time constraints should

be operative and, accordingly, in the listening tests it is intended

that the discourse should only be heard once and at normal speed.

As regards the written texts students have to handle, we are aware

that individuals in real time would approach these idiosyncratically.

We feel that we should ensure that the reading tasks we set students

can be completed satisfactorily in the time allocated, by their

native speaker contemporaries and that both a range of intensive and

extensive skills are tested.
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4.2.5 Task Dimensions

We consider below the third set of general evaluational requirements

discussed in Chapter 3, pp.120-121 above. These are the task

dimensions of size, complexity and range. These dimensions are to

be used mainly as post facto checks on the test tasks, first priority

being given to the communicative relevance of the performance tasks.

4.2.5.1 Size

Engineer (1977), commenting on the reading comprehension components

of tests used internally by British universities to assess the English

proficiency of first year foreign students, felt that a tacit

assumption had been made in many tests, that a few short reading

passages represented an adequate sample of the kinds of reading

students are required to do at the tertiary level. The ability to

understand short passages of about 150 words, single sentences, or

even individual grammatical items, was considered to be equivalent

to the ability needed to comprehend larger units of continuous prose.

Engineer argued for and illustrated the advantages of using longer

passages of over 1000 words. She reached the conclusion that a long

passage was not only more representative of academic reading in terms

of length, but it actually provided more reliable data regarding

candidates' reading ability. Employing doze procedure and multiple-

choice items, Engineer showed that the longer the text, the easier it

was to discriminate between different levels of reading ability.

We decided that, where the nature of the format allowed the testing

of the range of reading skills identified, the lengths of written

texts should be about 1500 words. Given that reading to extract

specific, assignment-oriented information appeared to be the most

important extensive reading task for all students across all levels,

the inclusion of formats testing comprehension of longer passages

from appropriate text-books, was seen to be a realistic activity. To

focus on re intensive reading skills a shorter extract of about

250-300 words would also be included.
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With regard to the length of texts for listening comprehension

components it was decided that in order to come nearer to replicating

the type of spoken text students are exposed to in real life, we

should aim to include texts of about 12-15 minutes in length. Whilst

realising the impossibility of exposing students to the normal length

of spoken discourse they encounter, we felt that these lengths were

more realistic than the extremely limited lengths they are exposed to

in, for example, the present C.P.E. examination.

4.2.5.2 Complexity

During the observations (v. Chapter 3, Section 2.1.2, pp.125-140) it

became clear that the range of complexity of text that students were

exposed to even in the same course and the difficulties involved in

adjudging complexity, meant that no easy answer was available for

the question thOW complex should the texts selected for the test

battery be?'

Our tests were to be aimed at a range of levels from G.C.E. Advanced

to post-graduate students. The first term of most science and

engineering undergraduate courses is spent in ensuring that people

with disparate science and engineering Advanced level backgrounds are

brought up to a common standard. We decided that if we selected

texts at a degree of complexity that students would have to face in

the first undergraduate term or at G.C.E. Advanced level, then we

could be reasonably sure that they would not be too difficult

for post-graduate students in terms of complexity of language and

subject content.

Accordingly, we selected texts from appropriate sources at this level

and informally checked their suitability with groups of overseas and

British students, subject specialists and testing experts.

4.2.5.3 Functional Range/Referential Range

Despite empirical investigation these dimensions, like that of

complexity, defied adequate, precise description. For only if we

were writing a test for an extremely limited set of students could

we precisely specify the nature of suitable texts. It appears, from
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our earlier survey (v. pp.132-136) that, across disciplines, most

texts students faced were in the middling to high functional and

referential range categories. There were, however, sufficient entries

in the low category to prevent us from making anything other than a

general and none too helpful statement, that most students in the

three broad discipline areas have to deal with a wide divergence of

texts exhibiting a variety of levels in terms of functional and

referential ranges.

We decided, therefore, to pitch texts in the pre-test at a level, in

terms of functional and referential range, that one would expect an

undergraduate in his/her first termat university to be capable of

handling.

Taking into account the rather inconclusive evidence available on

task dimensions we selected a number of texts and the Project Working

Party and groups of language teachers commented on which they thought

were the most suitable. En general it was felt that the reading

material could not be subject free and it should not be too dense or

contain difficult vocabulary unless a glossary could be provided. In

the listening components it was felt there should be a variety of

accents, speeds and registers. Preliminary trials were then carried

out on a group of 30 G.C.E. second year 'A' level native and non-

native speakers and 60 first year undergraduate native speakers to

ensure that the various texts were appropriate, as regards our task

dimensions, the metalanguage of the rubrics was clear and that

sufficient time was available for the completion of the tasks set.

4.2.6 A Further Problem in Text Selection

A problem was raised in Chapter 3, Section 1 . I as to whether the

content of proficiency tests should be subject-specific and if so,

how to make it subject-specific.
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Davies (1965, p.V.2) commented:

"The EPTB made tentative attempts to include alternative
reading and listening tests for scientists and non-
scientists. Much detailed work needs to be done in
specialist areas, medical, legal, connnercial and so on."

The situation has improved only slightly since the inception of

E.P.T.B. Analyses of the discourse used in the vast variety of

courses under review are still not available. Given this current

lack of subject-specific analyses in E.A.P./E.S.T., we were forced

to compromise.

One approach would be to use tests of general English structures and

vocabulary. Research in this area was carried out by Chaplen (1970)

who concluded that non-native speakers following courses in British

universities need a firm foundation of everyday English if they are

to be able to master the variety of English used in their field of

study. Accordingly, the two tests of vocabulary and grammar which he

constructed were based on 'coiiinon-core' English.

The importance of Chaplen's study was that he provided some evidence

for using tests of common core English to test students' English

language skills, in situations where the testees come from a wide

range of disciplines.

We showed in Chapter 3 that there was a good deal of common ground

between students in different disciplines and at different academic

levels, in terms of the types of activity faced in the various study

modes, the attendant performance constraints and the levels of

difficulty encountered. This does not remove the possibility,

however, that the subject matter of the text they are presented with

in a test may affect performance (v. Alderson et al. 1982).

We were concerned to investigate whether Science and Engineering

students perform better on science texts than they do on non-

scientific texts and whether the reverse is true for Arts, Social,

Administrative and Business Studies (A.S.A.B.S.) students. To this

end we decided to construct a version of the test with texts deemed

suitable for scientists/engineers (Session IIB) and one with texts

more appropriate to students in the humanities and social science
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disciplines (Session hA). In addition, we agreed to design a

general academic version which was aimed at all students irrespective

of discipline (Session I), in which texts are selected from what

might be termed 'science for everyman' sources. We would trial the

different sessions on students from the two broad groups so that all

three Sessions: Sessions I, hA and IIB would be attempted by groups

of Science and Engineering and A.S.A.B.S. students.

In Session I we aimed to construct a version suitable for students

in the whole of the target group. We selected texts from a general

science for everyman area. Having looked at texts in a variety of

topic areas we decided to focus on the area of health education for

the purposes of the pre-test. This seemed a topic area of relevance

to both scientist and non-scientist. Thus we selected a reading

passage on smoking and health and a text for listening comprehension

on ways of preventing illness. We also included a dictation task

which would include those types of general utterances all students

were likely to hear and be expected to take down in various study

modes.

For Session hA which is aimed at A.S.A.B.S. overseas students,

written texts were chosen which related to:

(a) demographic trends amongst the overseas student

population,

(b) problems experienced by overseas students and

(c) remedial teaching services overseas students might

expect to take advantage of.

A spoken text was selected which related to the last of these.

Session IIB was to be aimed at students studying in science and

engineering (Sci./Eng.). For this version written texts were chosen

which related to:

(a) practical laboratory instructions,

(b) description of an engineering process and

(c) a general scientific theory relating to the origins

of life on earth.

A spoken text was selected which related to the last of these.
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In Session I it was argued that students should listen to a short

lecture in a similar area, health care and the prevention of illness,

to that of the reading passage in that Session.

In both versions of Session II the third reading text would be on

the same topic as the taped listening component that followed. Thus,

in Session HA students would hear a discussion of the problems

faced by overseas students and how tutors at a pre-sessional course

in a British university try to help. In Session 113 students listen

to an interview, with two people, about Sir Fred Hoyle's theory of

the origins of life on earth. In both cases they would already have

read material connected with this topic in the previous section of

the test.

In brief then, the texts in the three sessions relate, as far as is

feasible, to the fairly broad, heterogeneous audiences they are

aimed at.

Session I:	 Science for Everyman/General academic

Session hA:	 A.S.A.B.S.

Session IIB:	 Scientists and Engineers.

4.2.7 The Problem of Format

An additional problem in constructing T.E.A.P. would be selecting

the general types of test format to be employed, e.g. multiple choice,

short answer questions, gap-filling, essay, etc., for assessing

students' proficiency in the various skill areas. We were aware from

earlier research (cf. Murphy 1978a, 1980; Alderson et al. 1982 and

Porter 1983) that test format might affect student performances.

Given the limited state of knowledge concerning the effects of

various formats, we felt that the only practical approach open to us

would be to safeguard against possible format effect by spreading the

base of the test more widely. Thus, in experimental trials of

T.E.A.P., we include multiple choice, short answer and gap-filling

formats for assessing reading ability and in the listening components
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we compare the relative effectiveness of dictation, listening recall

and short answer questions. In the writing components we include a

summary and a more objectively scored editing task. We felt a

variety of techniques to be essential for safeguarding against the

possibility of one format having an undue effect on student

performance (v. Porter 1983). This variety of measures was intended

to present us with a more reliable and valid overall assessment of

a student's ability to operate through English in an academic

context. We now look more closely at the reading, listening and

writing components to be included in the T.E.A.P. pre-test.
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4.3 ASSESSING READING SKILLS IN AN E.A.P. CONTEXT

4.3.1 General Descriptive Parameters

According to our survey of the reading activities in which students

were involved (v. Chapter 3, Section 4.3 and the summary of the data

collected repeated in Table 4A below) it is possible to distinguish

two different kinds of complementary reading activities to which

students are exposed, namely extensive reading and intensive reading.

As part of their preparation for written work and seminar discussions,

students often have to search-read to get information specifically

required for assignments. This requires the ability to read quickly

and with ease, selecting salient features from paragraphs and longer

units of prose. In particular, it involves the skills of surveying,

i.e. skimming through a text in order to become familiar with the

gist of the content and scanning, which refers to the skills used

when skimming through a text in order to locate specific pieces of

information. It also requires the ability to separate the essential

from the non-essential in a text and presupposes understanding of

explicitly stated information.

Some of the reading material which students encounter will require

more intensive study to understand all the information contained

therein. In such cases they will need to examine the text as a unit

in closer detail and understand how the various parts are related to

each other.

As mentioned above, a guiding principle employed in the selection of

test format was that, given the current state of knowledge, it was

best to assess a construct by a variety of test formats, the scores

on which would be taken as a composite for reporting purposes. The

main proviso was that our test tasks should, as far as possible,

reflect realistic discourse processing and cover as wide a range of

the enabling skills as we had been able to identify (v. Table 4B,
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We were also concerned that the test formats we employed should have

a suitable 'wash back' effect on teaching Cv. Porter 1983). Thus,

although we wished to include a number of indirect methods of

establishing proficiency in reading, e.g. gap-filling, we would also

ensure that there was at least one task which directly attempted,

as far as possible, to simulate the communicative context described

in Chapter 3. We discuss below the test formats we thought would be

most suitable for inclusion in the pilot versions of T.E.A.P.

4.3.2 Formats for Testing Reading Comprehension

4.3.2.	 Multiple Choice Techniques

A multiple choice test item is one set out in such a way that the

candidate is required to select the answer from a number of given

options, only one of which is correct. The marking process is

totally objective because the marker is not permitted to exercise

judgement when marking the candidate's answer; agreement has already

been reached, prior to the test, as to the correct answer for each

item. Selecting and setting items are, however, subjective processes

and the decision about which is the correct answer is a matter of

subjective judgement on the part of the item writer. Similarly, when

candidates select one of the options given, they are making a

subjective judgement; thus, taking the examination is not an objective

process either. Only the marking process is objective and as Pilliner

(1968) pointed out, it is this objectivity of marking alone which

distinguishes objective tests such as multiple choice from all other

forms of testing.
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TABLE 4B

ORDERED LIST OF READING COMPREHENSION ENABLING SKILLS
IN AN E.A.P. CONTEXT

1. Reference skills, e.g. using bibliography, index, footnotes

2. Deducing the meaning and use of unfamiliar lexical items through
understanding word formation and contextual clues

3. Understanding relations within the sentence

4. Understanding relations between parts of text through cohesion
devices especially grammatical cohesion, e.g. reference

5. Understanding relations between parts of text by recognising
indicators in discourse especially for introducing, development,
transition and conclusion of ideas

6. Understanding the conlnunicative function of sentences with and
without explicit indicators, e.g. definition, example

7. Understanding conceptual meaning, e.g. comparison, means, cause,
result, purpose

8. Understanding explicitly stated ideas and information

9. Understanding ideas and information in a text not explicitly
stated

10. Separating essential from the non-essential in text:
distinguishing the main idea from supporting detail, e.g. by
differentiating the whole from its parts, fact from opinion,
statement from example, a proposition from its argument

11. Transfer of information from one medium to another (science/
engineering)

12. Skinining	 (a) surveying to obtain the gist
(b) scanning for specifics

13. Noteinaking	 (a) extracting salient points for suninary of a
specific idea/topic in the text

(b) selective extraction of relevant points from a
text for summary especially involving the co-
ordination of related information

(c) reducing a text through rejection of redundant
or irrelevant information or items

14. Critical evaluation (social science)
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In many ways, answering multiple choice items is an unreal task, as

in real life one is rarely presented with four alternatives from

which to make a choice to signal understanding. Normally, when called.]

to do so, we will ccxmnunicate understanding of what we have read

through speech or writing. The distractors present us with choices

which we otherwise might not have thought of. If we take a divergent

view of the world, we might argue that in any case there is possibly

more than one right answer to sie questions, especially at the

inferential level. What the test constructor has inferred as the

correct answer might not be what other readers infer, or necessarily

be explicit in the text. Pre-testing items should help resolve a

number of these problems though.

If a candidate gets a multiple choice item wrong because of some flaw

in the question, the answer sheet on which he records his answer will

not reveal this fact; written answers to traditional questions often

show whether the answer was wrong because the candidate had wrong

information or because he misunderstood the question. However, pre-

testing items should reveal flaws in the question if the numbers are

sufficiently large. In addition, we do not know whether a candidate's

failure is due to lack of comprehension of the text or lack of

comprehension of the question. A candidate might get an item right

by eliminating wrong answers, a different skill from being able to

choose the right answer in the first place. We have no idea from

this format why candidates choose certain answers. They might get

the right answer for the wrong reasons or the wrong answer for the

right reasons.

The scores gained in a multiple choice test, as in true-false tests,

may be suspect because the candidate has guessed all or some of the

answers. The format of these tests encourages the candidate to

guess and it is sometimes considered necessary to take steps to

discourage candidates from doing so. It may also be possible to

complete some items without reading the texts and, if this is so,

whatever it is that we are testing, it is not understanding of the

text.
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Multiple choice tests take much longer and are more expensive and

difficult to prepare than more open-ended examinations, e.g.

compositions. A large number of items have to be written carefully

by item writers who have been specially trained and these then have

to be pre-tested before use in a formal examination. Each item has

to be rigorously edited to ensure that: there is no superfluous

information in the stem; the spelling, grammar and punctuation are

correct; the language is concise and at an appropriate level for

candidates; enough information has been given to answer the question;

there is only one unequivocally correct answer; the distractors are

wrong but plausible and discriminate at the right level; the

responses are homogeneous, of equal length and mutually exclusive

and the item is appropriate for the test.

In the preparation of the multiple choice items for the first reading

passage in Session II we encountered more problems than we had with

any other test format. We had to write more than double the number

of items that w	 aventually used. It was thus extremely time-

consuming and demanding to get the requisite number of satisfactory

items for each passage, especially for testing the higher order

enabling skills. A particular problem lay in devising suitable

distractors for these items.

There are, however, numerous advantages in employing a multiple

choice format. Firstly, since the candidate does not have to write

out the answer, a greater number of items can be answered in a

reasonable time than would be possible using other kinds of test.

In multiple choice tests there is almost complete marker reliability.

Usually the tests are machine marked, which means that a candidate's

mark, unlike those in subjective formats, cannot be affected by the

personal judgement or idiosyncrasies of the marker. The marking as

well as being more reliable, is much more rapid and often more cost

effective than other forms of written test.

Because items can be pre-tested fairly easily, it is usually possible

to estimate in advance the difficulty level of each item and that of

the test as a whole. Pre-testing also provides information about the
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extent to which each item contributes positively towards what the

test as a whole is measuring. Ambiguities in the wording of items

may also be revealed by analysis of the pre-test data and can then

be clarified or removed in the test proper.

The format of a multiple choice test item is such that the intentions

of the test compiler are clear and unequivocal; the candidates know

what is required of them. In open-ended formats ambiguities in the

wording of questions may sometimes lead to the candidates submitting

answers to questions different from those which the examiner had

intended to ask. Though again pre-testing of items would help

eradicate this.

Perhaps the most powerful argument for the initial inclusion of

multiple choice as a trial format for the measurement of reading

comprehension is that other more open formats, e.g. short answer

questions, involve the candidate in writing. So, to demonstrate

reading comprehension, the candidate has to deploy the skill of

writing.

The multiple choice format was, accordingly, employed for assessing

reading comprehension in both versions of Session II (v. Appendix 4.1.2

and 4.1.3, pp.870-874 and 905-909) and enabled us to cover a wide range

of the enabling skills outlined in Table 4B, page 335 above.

4.3.2.2 Short Answer Questions

These are questions which require the candidate to write down

specific answers in spaces provided on the question paper. They

possess some of the advantages and disadvantages of multiple choice

questions. The main difference is that they do allow the candidate

some freedom of expression. Since the candidate's response is

expected to be brief, a large number of such questions may be set in

this format, thus allowing a wide coverage.

If the number of acceptable answers to a question is limited it is

possible to give fairly precise instructions to the examiners who

mark them. In those cases where there is more debate over the

acceptability of an answer, e.g. in questions on the higher order
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inferencing skills, there is a possibility that the variability of

answers might lead to marker unreliability. In those cases it might

be difficult to arbitrate, for how do we judge whether or not a

student has understood a text when he arrives at an answer different

from the one we have thought of. It is less of a problem to recon-

cile than was the case with the multiple choice format but why students

give certain answers is still a problem. It raises the question of

what it means to understand a text. Maybe a student can satisfy

his own criterion, but in a test situation he has to satisfy the

tester's definition of this.

Students in tertiary level courses are often required to read texts,

extract relevant information and write it down. Accordingly,

'integrated' tests of reading and writing such as short answer

questions on a reading passage would appear to possess high face and

construct validity. Further the skills we discuss below all seem

more testable by short answer questions than multiple choice, the

latter involving more spotting and matching of material in the text

with the options.

At tertiary level, simple recognition of facts, e.g. through direct

reference questions (Davies 1977b) is too simple an ability to test

as all it requires of the testees is the recovery of information

directly from the text as an almost automatic procedure. There is

clearly a need to introduce more complex activities such as inference,

recognition of a sequence and comparisons. These require the

relating of items in the text with other items which may be some

distance away in the text. This is better done through short answer

questions where the answer has to be sought rather than being one of

those provided. Davies (1977b,p.169) described the difference as

follows:

"Whereas the direct reference question takes the
sentence as its limit (the sentence being the largest
unit of grammatical description) the inference question
is directed towards the discovery of the relationship
between sentences and the manner in which they combine
in communication."
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Ryan (1979, p.165) pointed out that:

"Part of the art of reading effectively at an advanced
level is to be able to read different kinds of material
at appropriate rates and with different amounts of
attention. "

Given the likelihood that speed develops as a function of general

comprehension (v. Davies et al. 1974) it would seem a valid exercise

at this level to test whether students taking T.E.A.P. can read

some of the texts under reasonable speed conditions and comprehend

at the same time. Whilst concentrating on comprehension it seems

acceptable to discriminate between the various levels of proficiency

of different candidates by asking them to read a passage under a

certain amount of time pressure given that, within the time limit

set, the vast majority of the native speakers at this level are able

to cope effectively with all the tasks set.

Tests under speeded conditions are particularly relevant for assess-

ing the skill of skimming, noted to be one of the most frequent

reading activities for all our students. Skimming involves surveying

to grasp the essential points of a reading passage and scanning to

locate specific pieces of information. Heaton (1975a) noted that,

in scanning tests, it is more helpful to set simple open-ended

questions rather than multiple choice items; otherwise students will

find it necessary to keep in mind four or five options for each item

while they are reading.

The difficulties of constructing suitable multiple choice items,

especially in finding suitable distractors for those testing the

higher level skills, encouraged us to include a short answer format

for testing reading comprehension in our experimental pre-test. The

short answer format was adopted with reading passages in Session I,

Part One, Task 2 and in both versions of Session II, Part One, Task 3

(v. Appendix 4.1, pp.834, 877 and 912).

4.3.2.3 Cloze and Gap-Filling

In a comparison of doze and multiple choice, Engineer (1977) con-

cluded that the two techniques were measuring different aspects of
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the reading activity - namely that a timed doze measured the process

of reading, i.e. the reader's ability to understand the text while

he is actually reading it; multiple choice, on the other hand,

measures the product of reading, namely the reader's ability to

interpret the abstracted information for its meaning value.

There is a good deal of supportive evidence in the literature for

using the doze format. Klein-Braley (1981, p.229) commented:

"Up to now, in the main, the results of research with
doze tests have been extremely encouraging. They have
shown high validity, high reliability, objectivity,
discrimination and so on."

She quoted Brown (1979, p.13):

"As demonstrated in this and other studies, it can be a
valid and reliable test of overall second language
proficiency ..."

Alderson 0978a, p.2) described how:

"The last decade, in particular, has seen a growing use
of the doze procedure with non-native speakers of English
to measure not only their reading comprehension abilities
but also their general linguistic proficiency in English
as a Foreign Language."

and added (p.39):

"The general consensus of studies into and with doze
procedure for the last twenty years has been that it is
a reliable and valid measure of readability and reading
comprehension, for native speakers of English ... As a
measure of the comprehension of text, doze has been
shown to correlate well with other types of test on the
same text and also with standardised tests of reading
comprehension."

He pointed out that though this evidence is not available for non-

native speakers (p.63):

"... it does seem doze procedure is a potentially
interesting measure of language proficiency for non-
native speakers."

The term 'doze' was first introduced by Taylor (1953) who took it

from the gestalt concept of 'closure' which refers to the tendency

of individuals to complete a pattern once they have grasped its

overall significance. Taylor (p.4l6) described it as follows:
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"A doze unit may be defined as: Any single occurrence
of a successful attempt to reproduce accurately a part
deleted from a 'message' (any language product), by
deciding, from the context that remains, what the missing
part should be."

The reader comprehends the mutilated sentence as a whole and completes

the pattern. Alderson (p.8) pointed out that:

"... the doze procedure becomes a measure of the similar-
ity between the patterns that the decoder is anticipating
and those that the encoder had used."

Taylor first applied the procedure to gauging the readability of a

text but it has since come to be highly regarded as a measure of

testing reading comprehension and even as a measure of overall

language proficiency. For Bormuth (1963, p.134):

"... doze tests are valid and uniform measures of reading
comprehension ability."

and for Heaton (1975a, p.122):

"... doze tests measure the reader's ability to decode
interrupted or mutilated messages by making the most
acceptable substitutions from all the contextual clues
available."

Engineer (1977) found that a doze test given under timed conditions

provided valid and reliable indices of students' proficiency if two

conditions are met: first, that the textual material used is of the

appropriate level of difficulty for the population and second, that

it contains a sufficient number of deleted itns.

Despite the arguments adduced in favour of doze procedure, a number

of doubts have been expressed, largely concerning its validity as a

testing device. Rankin (1974), reviewing the use of doze over the

previous twenty years, suggested that doze was less a measure of

comprehension than a measure of redundancy and concluded that doze

is a better measure of readability than of reading comprehension.

Alderson (1978a, p.392) discovered that:

"... doze procedure is not a unitary procedure, since
there is a marked lack of comparability among the tests
it may be used to produce. The fact emerges very
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clearly from this study that different doze tests,
produced by variations in certain of the variables, give
unpredictably different measures, particularly of
proficiency in English as a foreign language but, also,
probably of other abilities and of readability.t'

This confirmed Darnell's (1968) earlier finding that traditional

random deletion doze is only remotely associated with reading

comprehension and much more closely associated with core proficiency

(grammar and vocabulary). Alderson concluded (p.377):

"... it appears that, for non-native speakers of English,
the doze test is not notably an integrative test, nor
a test of reading comprehension and high order skills,
nor of the ability to handle texts rather than sentences
but that it is more a sentence-bound test of low order
linguistic skills closely related to core proficiency
tests of English as a foreign language."

Rankin (1974) had suggested that a rational, as against a random,

deletion was more likely to measure comprehension than linguistic

redundancy. Alderson (1978a, p.397) expressed a similar view:

"... perhaps the test constructor should use a rational
doze, selecting items for deletion based upon what is
known about language, about difficulty in text and about
the way language works in a particular text."

and (p.399):

"One of the major implications of this study, however,
is that the emphasis on random selection be downgraded
and that the rational deletion of items be given more
consideration and be subject to further research."

Klein-Braley (1981, p.244), after a rigorous investigation of the

doze procedure, likewise suggested that a:

"... promising approach to the production of better doze
tests would be to make full use of the information pro-
duced by item analysis to delete unsatisfactory items and
improve test performance in the usual fashion. A further,
probably better, suggestion is that the test constructor
should be reintroduced into doze testing. In such cases
the test constructor would be someone who uses linguistic
reasoning to decide on deletions. If this were done, it
would be easier to state exactly what each doze test was
intended to measure."
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It seems that because we are not sure what random doze is actually

measuring we would be better served by rational deletions of

passages. We attempt in Session II, Part 1, Task 2, selectively to

delete items which would collectively test as wide a range of the

enabling skills as possible. Thus, strictly speaking, ours is to be
a rational deletion, gap-filling test, as against a 'random deletion'

doze. For the purpose of this experiment we have only excised

single words, whereas in future studies it would be interesting to

see if we could better test what we wanted to, by removing larger

elements from a text.

An interesting finding from experiments conducted with M.A students

in Applied Linguistics at Lancaster and London and with groups of

lecturers in Sri Lanka and Poland, was that the selective deletion,

gap-filling technique restricts you to sampling a much more limited

range of the enabling skills than do the short answer and multiple

choice formats.

It transpired, from our limited investigation and the construction

of our own tests (v. Appendix 4.1, p.827et seq.) that whereas short answer

and multiple choice questions allow the sampling of skills 1-14 in our

list of reading enabling skills (v. Table 4B, p.335 above), gap-
filling is much more restrictive. A conunon finding with the groups

who tried to delete items on a passage to test the range of enabling

skills was that it was only possible to test skills 2-8. This would
seem to accord with Alderson's (1978a, p.99) findings that:

"... doze is essentially sentence bound ... Clearly the
fact that doze procedure deletes words rather than
phrases or clauses must limit its ability to test
comprehension of more than the immediate environment,
since individual words do not usually carry textual
cohesion and discourse coherence (with the obvious
exception of cohesive devices like anaphora, lexical
repetition and logical connectors)."

and (p.394):

"... doze is related at least as much to supposedly
discrete point tests as to integrative tests and, in
particular, that it relates more to traditional tests of
core proficiency than to tests like the dictation. It
is a better test of ability to deal with syntax and
lexis at sentence level than of reading comprehension in
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general, the ability to handle metalanguages, or of
inferential or deductive abilities; in short, of what
have here been termed higher order abilities."

In our selection of texts and scoring procedure we relied on Alderson

(l978a) as our major informing source. With regard to the level of

difficulty of text to be employed, Alderson (1978a, p.345) noted:

"Easy texts seemed to be a less adequate test of this
core proficiency than were more difficult texts, but no
evidence was found to support a hypothesis that, in con-
trast to difficult texts, easy texts permit the measure-
ment of reading comprehension or global skills. It
would appear that easy texts also measure low-order
skills, but that they do not measure them as well as more
difficult texts."

As regards the scoring procedure to be adopted, he concluded (p.395):

"Although no scoring procedure measured any different
ability, the semantically-acceptable procedure appeared
to be superior to any other, including the exact word
method, because it correlated best with criterion
measures of proficiency, improved the differentiation
achieved by the doze between native and non-native
speakers of English, reduced the effects of the variables
of text and deletion rate on the prediction of profi-
ciency in English as a foreign language and also reduced
the differences in mean scores of different deletion
rates. It resulted in improved score distributions on
both medium and difficult texts, improved reliability
figures, improved item facility and discrimination
statistics, and a reduced incidence of extreme scores."

Klein-Braley (1981, p.243) supported this:

"As Oiler reported in 1972, and as Enkvist and Kohonen
found in 1978, acceptable scoring is definitely the
more reliable procedure for students who have not
received explicit training in completing doze tests."

We tried out each gap-filling test on thirty non-native and eighty

native tertiary level students prior to the inclusion of these

formats in our pre-test battery as Session II, Part 1, Task 2 (v.

Appendix 4.1, pp.875 and 910). Items that caused undue difficulty

to native speakers were replaced.
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4.3.3 Testing the Range of Skills

As well as employing a variety of test formats, we aimed to cover as

many of the enabling skills in each of the reading sub-tests in

Session II, Part I and in the short answer format used in Session I,

Part 1, Task 2 as was feasible. In those cases, in the short answer

and multiple choice formats, where this was not possible, we would

attempt to include at least one item on each of the higher order

skills 7-14. In the gap-filling tasks we would try to achieve a

balanced coverage of the lower order skills.

In Appendix 4.3.1, page 948, we indicate opposite each item in

the reading sub-tests what the Project Working Party and other

experts in the field considered to be the major focus of that item.

We were aware that though an item might be seen to be dependant on a

particular enabling skill for successful completion, other skills

might be contributing to getting the right answer. We realised that

the skills we wished to sample were not necessarily discrete.

The enabling skills would also be indirectly involved, though less

identifiable, in the more integrated elements Session I, Part 1,

Task 1 and Session II, Part 3, Task 1, where candidates have to

extract relevant information from text and reconstruct it in an

extended writing task.

4.3.4 Variety of Format

We have discussed above the three different formats we are intending

to employ for assessing reading comprehension, namely multiple

choice, gap-filling and short answer questions. In Chapter 5 below

we discuss how these different formats behaved in the pre-test

administration of T.E.A.P. and compare their reliability and validity

in relation to both internal and external criteria.

We had hoped to investigate format effect further by taking the

three reading passages from a version of Session II and constructing

a multiple choice, a gap-filling and a short answer test on each of
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these. The aim would have been to see if altering the format used

to test comprehension of a passage affected the performance of

candidates.

Practical reasons, in particular the limited availability of

students, meant that we were unable to incorporate this particular

experiment into our T.E.A.P. pre-testing programme. A further

pragmatic reason against such an exercise was that, as a new version

of the test was to be prepared each year we would not be able to

trial annually every passage we were contemplating using with a

variety of different formats. More particularly, given the fact that

we would have to trial the three formats, on the same passage, on the

same students, there would be a danger of contamination, and because

of the need for varying the order in which the tests were taken, with

different groups, the population sampling would be even more complex.

This was already a serious problem for our main experimental trials

and we were unwilling to spread the limited opportunistic sample at

our disposal more thinly.

4.3.5 Conclusions

In integrated formats, where reading and/or listening tasks feed

into writing tasks there may be a problem in establishing where the

process has broken down. We decided that we would need to assess

reading separately as a study mode, as well as combining it with

listening/writing activities in order to see if any resultant

problems in coping with the integrated task were due to faulty

cnprehension of the written text.

To allow for possible format effect in this endeavour it seemed

sensible to employ a variety of test techniques, which would contri-

bute to an overall profile of reading ability. Both the multiple

choice format and short answer questions would seem to allow the

testing of the range of enabling skills outlined in Table 4B, page 335

above and also afford economy of marker time. A case is put forward

for the use of long texts with these formats on the grounds that

these are more representative of academic reading in terms of length

and can also provide more reliable data about a candidate's reading

ability (v. Engineer 1977).
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As regards doze procedure, we have taken account of the reservations

noted by Alderson (1978a) and have constructed a gap-filling task

with rational deletions of a fairly difficult text and employing an

any-acceptable answer marking scheme. This gap-filling format would

enable us to sample the lower order, sentence-bound reading skills.
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4.4 ASSESSING LISTENING SKILLS IN AN E.A.P. CONTEXT

4.4.1 General Descriptive Parameters

In this section we consider the problems involved in selecting

appropriate testing procedures for assessing students' proficiency

in comprehending the different types of spoken English they are

likely to encounter in their coursework. Details of the listening

comprehension activitiand attendant performance constraints

relevant to our test population are included again as Table 4C,

page 350 below.

Briefly they can be looked at under two headings.

1. Understanding non-interactive discourse in lectures (plus some

note taking).

2. Coping with a dialogue situation in coursework in informal

lectures, seminars and tutorials involving questions and

discussion; what might be termed a reciprocal listening

situation, since the various participants have to listen to

each other in order to carry on a meaningful interchange.
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TABLE 4C
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4.4.2 A New Paradigm

The rationale behind the construction of many of the earlier

listening comprehension tests was described by Valette (1967, p.49):

"The main object of a listening test is to evaluate the
student's comprehension. His degree of comprehension
will depend on his ability to discriminate phonemes, to
recognize stress and intonation patterns, and to retain
what he has heard."

It was thought that, if a learner was tested in phoneme discriiuina-

tion, stress and intonation, the sum of the 'discrete' sub-tests

would be equivalent to his proficiency in listening comprehension.

An example of a test of this type is the E.L.B.A. test battery

constructed by Ingram (1964) which placed the emphasis on 'discrete'

listening items such as sound recognition, intonation and stress,

using short items rather than continuous passages of discourse or

dialogue. As Ryan (1979) pointed out, even the section described as

listening comprehension seemed more a test of appropriate-response

mechanisms than a test of comprehension of continuous speech in an

authentic context.

A noticeable trend in recent years has been the attempt to

differentiate between tests of auditory discrimination and

contextualised tests of listening comprehension. Templeton (1973)

outlined how research began to focus on these integrative tests of

listening comprehension in preference to discrete point tests of

phoneme discrimination, intonation and word and sentence stress.

Since 1969 the J.M.B. no longer tests individual aural skills in

isolation, but instead tests listening comprehension in an integrated

context of lecturettes or dialogues (v. McEldowney 1976). This

paradigm shift can also be observed in the 1977 version of E.P.T.B.

(V. Davies 1978) which substituted for the earlier analytical,

phoneme discrimination, stress and intonation tasks, an overall

listening comprehension sub-test containing, for example, an

integrated test of listening comprehension based on a lecture with

simulated note-taking.
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Davies (1978, pp.I46-i48) illustrated how similar changes had

occurred between the listening tasks described in the first and

second editions of Valette's book on testing (cf. Valette 1967,

1977):

we can characterise the difference between Valette
(1967) and Valette (1977) as a move from linguistics to
sociolinguistics, from structuralism to functionalism,
from taxonomy and breaking down into skills, into discrete
parts, to integration and building up into wholes."

In the second edition of Valette (1977) Davies noted (p.147):

a move from a concentration on sound, the production
of speech, the phonology, to meaning and communication."

A strong argument against auditory discrimination as a test of

proficiency in listening comprehension was that the ability to

distinguish between phonemes, however important, did not necessarily

imply an ability to understand verbal messages. Furthermore, as

Ryan (1979) pointed out, occasional confusion over selected pairs of

phonemes does not matter too greatly, because in real life situations

the listener has contextual clues to facilitate understanding. For

Valette (1977, p.lO2):

"The key concern of the evaluator is to determine
whether the students have received the message that was
intended and not on whether they made certain sound
discriminations or identified specific structural
signals."

Morrison (1974), after assessing the listening comprehension needs

of science students at the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

concluded that at the E.S.P./E.S.T. level, performance needs to be

considered at a level beyond phonology and grammatical structure,

thus taking into account the communicative context of spoken

discourse. Chaplen (1970, p.19) had earlier concluded:

"Whatever the contribution of the elements of oral/aural
communication - intonation, stress and phonemic discrimina-
tion - to a test of oral/aural communication, their
importance appears to be minimal at any level of
proficiency beyond a very elementary stage."
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Holes (1972) developed test instruments which focused on the ability

to handle academic lectures, a communicative task regarded by

departments as both crucial and difficult for their overseas

students. He approached test design from a 'job-sampling' viewpoint

and attempted to assess the more global, less 'pure' ability of

students to interpret 'message content' as well as more narrowly

linguistic competence. He used the Davies Test as part of his

concurrent validation procedures and an interim academic success/

failure rating for predictive validity purposes. Though the

predictive validity correlations of tests versus subject examination

results were non-conclusive, Holes concluded (p.134):

"The value of the tests lay rather in what they revealed
about the kinds of difficulty which overseas students
experience in lectures."

In line with the paradigm shift described above we decided to provide

ongoing and sequential texts as stimuli for a number of our listening

tests, though in terms of the tasks, items and scoring we would wish

in certain components of the test to focus on discrete items. As

with our tests of reading comprehension, a balance of integrative and

'discrete point' was felt to be the most satisfactory approach for

maximising reliability and validity.

4.4.3 Formats for Testing Listening Comprehension

4.4.3.1 Job Sample Tests: Monologue and Interactive Discourse

The investigation of the listening comprehension tasks expected of

overseas students at tertiary level, described in Chapter 3, showed

that the main activities faced by students were understanding the

discourse of lectures (with some note-taking), coping with discussion

and understanding verbal instructions. We felt that in an E.A.P./

E.S.T. proficiency test at the tertiary level, for validity reasons,

it would be necessary to test students' ability to comprehend

'integrated' English, based as far as possible on a job sample

(v. Heaton 1975a).
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At tertiary level what is required is a test which will indicate

whether a student is likely to experience difficulty in understanding

lectures whilst simultaneously listening to them and taking

selective notes that will later be meaningful to him. It would also

be necessary to test ability to comprehend interactive discourse as

might occur in seminar/tutorial activities. The commonest technique

for assessing integrated skills of this kind is to test comprehension

of a short lecturette or discussion.

The main advantage of the lecturette or discussion as stimuli is

that they present candidates with the elements of formal discourse;

students can be tested on their understanding of a range of

features of a lexical, structural, rhetorical and conceptual nature.

They have high validity in terms of the General Descriptive Para-

meters established above - activities, setting, instrumentality,

dialect and enabling skills.

In real life the student comes to a lecture or a seminar with a set

of expectations and a context provided by the position of that study

mode in a course and its relationship to activities in other concur-

rent study modes. We were aware of the need to provide a context

for listening activities and we tried to do this by setting questions

on a reading text, thematically related to the subject of the lecture!

discussion prior to the listening component of the test. In

addition, we would provide a framework of statements from, and

questions on, the spoken discourse which would be made available

before the passage was heard, in an attempt to make the listening

purposive, i.e. task-based. This framework was constructed on the

basis of what members of the Project Working Party considered to be

credit-worthy points of the listening passage. It was intended in

some measure, to redress the lack of exophoric reference and para-

linguistic clues inherent in a taped format, which would normally

aid the listener in the real life processing of discourse.

[n Session I, Part 3, Task I and Session II, Part 2 (v. pp. 342,

882 and 915) candidates are given the written framework first; after

reading it through carefully for several minutes, they then listen

to the tape and are permitted to take notes to help them subsequently

to answer a set of short answer questions (v. Heaton 1975a). The
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candidates are required to answer the questions in the ten minutes

allowed after the tape is finished.

The lecture framework provided in Session I is more comprehensive

than that for the seminar discussion in Session II because in

lectures, especially in science and engineering disciplines, this

type of outline is normally made available to the student along

with a great deal of supportive, exophoric reference. The majority

of students, however, have to take notes at one time or another with

the A.S.A.B.S. groups having to perform this task more frequently

than their counterparts in science and engineering. Note-taking is

therefore included in the integrated test activity to complete the

linguistic skills, though it is not assessed Cv. Heaton 1975a). In

the more interactive study modes, the discourse is less formally

structured and, accordingly, the framework employed in Session II

consists only of a set of questions. Whereas a lecture would

normally be sequenced, the elements in a seminar would be more

disparate. Contextualisation in the latter would be concerned with

what the candidate could predict of what was to be discussed. It

was felt that candidates should see the open-ended questions before

hearing the discussion. In this way they would be alerted to

general issues which would ordinarily be predictable in the material

to be listened to, so that notes could be made as necessary.

Chaplen (1970) described a similar approach in his aural battery for

the July 1969 Test in English (Overseas), consisting of three

lecturettes. Each lecturette lasted about five minutes. Students

were given two minutes to read five open-ended questions before

listening to each passage and were permitted to make any notes they

wished while listening to it. They were given ten minutes after

each passage finished in which to write their answers. This, it was

felt, would place them in the normal lecture situation of listening

for specific information. Chaplen (1970, p.175) concluded:

"Although the aural test is recommended for use in
identifying non-native speakers enrolled on university
courses who would probably benefit from an intensive
audio/lingual English course, this recommendation is not
made unreservedly."
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An alternative not taken up in the T.E.A.P. trials was a multiple

choice method for testing listening comprehension. In Paper 4 of

the present Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English, for

example, candidates are required to answer fifteen multiple choice

questions testing understanding of three very short passages. This

has the advantage of reducing the memory load but its drawback is

that it is an artificial process and it is difficult to set up task

based listening when four options have to be kept in mind (v.

Heaton 1975a). As in the case of multiple choice reading comprehen-

sion, preparation of the questions tends to be both difficult and

time consuming and there is a serious problem of finding sufficient

valid distractors for each item. Given that, for the purposes of

validity, we wished to combine listening to a lecture with a

simulated note-taking activity (in Session I, Part 3, Task 1) and to

assess the ability to understand the general drift of a discussion

(in Session II, Part 2) a short answer format rather than a multiple

choice format better suited our purposes.

When we came to writing items for the listening element in T031

(v. Appendix 4.1 , pp.8 1+2-845) we began as in the reading sub-tests,

with the intention of testing the range of identified enabling

skills (v. Table 4D, p.359 below). The serial nature of extended

spoken discourse and the greater processing problems associated with

understanding spoken English meant that we could not include items

which focussed on the more specific lower order skills. It is

extremely difficult for students to backtrack and focus on very

specific features of discourse while listening to and attempting to

understand non-interactive, uninterrupted monologue. To preserve the

integrated nature of the test, therefore, we would have to focus our

questions on the higher order processing skills. Thus, with

reference to Table 4D below, we would only be able to include

questions on the range of enabling skills 6-15.

In the Session II version (v. Appendix 4.1, pp.881 and 916) where we are

concerned with interactive discourse and the candidate has to listen

to a number of different interlocutors, the questions were to be

aimed more at understanding of gist and opinion rather than detailed

fact. We felt that students in seminar/tutorial situations
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concentrate on establishing a general impression of what participants

are saying rather than trying to assimilate everything. We felt that

these were more like the type of questions students would ask of

themselves in those situations and covered the type of information

that student8 would be expected to retain from such a discussion.

In many ways, the setting up of these listening tests presented us

with the greatest difficulties experienced at the test construction

stage. We relied on taped broadcasts from the radio for Session I,

Part 3 and Session IIB, Part 2 Cv. Appendix 4.2, pp.93I-944 for full

texts). We were looking for broadcasts which would tie in topically

with preceding reading passages, in an attempt to provide a context

for the listening, as would occur naturally in an academic environ-

ment. The idea was that students would first be asked to answer a

series of items on the reading passage and subsequently, listen to

the tape on a similar thematic area. Lectures in academic courses

have their own context by virtue of their occurrence in a sequence

and are usually linked to additional background reading in a course

of study. We encountered great difficulty in matching up suitabUe

reading texts with taped broadcasts, apart from the numerous

inadequacies of the taped broadcasts themselves, e.g. in terms of

level of formality, complexity of language, subject specificity,

intelligibility of accents, structural organisation and density of

information. In the end we managed to find radio broadcasts (v.

pp. 931-934 and 94O-44) which were deemed adequate for our purpose,

though we remained unhappy about the degree to which they conformed

with our frames of reference.

For future versions of the test we would recommend strongly that

lectures and discussiors are commissioned on the particular topic

areas we are interested in and that these are recorded while being

delivered live to invited audiences. Because of the lack of any

suitable pre-recorded material for Part 2 in Session hA, we

conducted a semi-scripted interview with the organisers of the pre-

sessional course at the University of Reading and were able to come

far closer to producing the spontaneous exchange of views, agreement

and disagreement that was required for the attempt to simulate a

seminar-like discussion required for Session hA of the test battery

(v. Appendix 4.2, pp.935-939 for full text).
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TABLE 4D ORDERED LIST OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION

ENABLING SKILLS IN IN E.A.P. CONTEXT

1. Deducing the meaning and use of unfamiliar lexical items through
understanding word formation and contextual clues

2. Understanding relations within the sentence, the syntactic and
morphological forms characteristic of spoken language,
especially elements of sentence structure, modification
structure and negation

3. Understanding relations between parts of a text through cohesion
devices especially grammatical cohesion devices such as reference

4. Understanding relations between parts of text by recognising
indicators in discourse especially for introducing,transition
and conclusion of ideas and for anticipation of objection or
contrary view

5. Understanding the communicative function/value of sentences and
utterances with and without explicit indicators, e.g.
definition, example

6. Understanding conceptual meaning, e.g. comparison, degree,
cause, result, purpose

7. Skills concerned with understanding and meaning, especially the
ability to recognise the speaker's attitude towards the listener
and topic of utterance, as conveyed mainly by intonation

8. Identifying the main point or important information in a piece
of discourse especially through vocal underlining or verbal cues

9. Distinguishing the main idea from supporting detail, e.g. by
differentiating the whole from its parts, fact from opinion,
statement from example, a proposition from its argument

10. Understanding explicitly stated ideas and information

11. Understanding ideas and information in the text not explicitly
stated, e.g. through making inferences

12. Interpreting text by going outside it, relating information in
the text to information not contained in the text, e.g. through
picking up exophoric reference

13. Tranacoding information in speech to diagrammatic display, e.g.
through completing a diagram/table/chart

14. Skimming (a) listening to obtain the gist
(b) listening for specifics

IS. Note-taking (a) extracting salient points to suimnarise the
whole text, specific idea or topic, the
underlying idea or point

(b) selective extraction of relevant key points
from a text especially involving the co-
ordination of related information and the
tabulation of information for comparison and
contrast.

(c) reducing the text through rejecting redundant
or irrelevant information or items especially
determiners, repetition, compression of
examples, use of abbreviations, use of
symbols denoting relationships between
states, processes, etc.
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Because of the urgent need to get the trial versions of the test

ready in order not to miss the new intake of students at the start

of the 1982/3 academic session, we were forced to make do, for

Session I, Part 3 and Session IIB, Part 2, with the best of the

tapes that had been recorded from the radio.

All these tapes were recorded professionally by a sound engineer at

the University of Reading. Although they were deemed equal in

quality to recordings used in G.C.E. '0' level examinations,

misgivings were expressed later about their audibility by a small

number of overseas candidates during the pre-tests. There is

obviously a danger in any large scale aural examination that differ-

ent schools will not have comparable equipment and, therefore, sound

quality and audibility will not be constant across Centres. Even

the very room the examinations are held in can markedly affect

performance conditions in listening tests. After trying out the

tapes and the tests on appropriate groups of native speakers in the

summer of 1982 we were satisfied from the feedback obtained that

they were intelligible and comprehensible to native speakers at the

same level and in the same disciplines as our non-native speaker

target group.

We would, however, be extremely cautious in claims as to the degree

to which they fully represent the listening study modes students are

exposed to in their academic lives. Though they represent a variety

of accents, speeds, levels of formality and are more appropriate in

terms of length than existing tests, we are still concerned about the

degree to which they simulate the real world. The lecture in

Session I, Part 3, Task I is scripted monologue, 'reading style'.

The pre-test does not therefore take account of the more spontaneous

'conversational style' of lecture delivery that was found to be

conunon in our observations, or other forms of lecture discourse, e.g.

'rhetorical style', the lecturer as performer, to which students

might be exposed (cf. Morrison 1974; Dudley-Evans et al. 1981 and

Skehan 1983). The 'conversational style' which occurs frequently in

lectures is much more repetitive, with a lower density of linguistic

information than a prepared monologue to be read out aloud.

According to Morrison (1974) informal lectures are more difficult
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for overseas students to understand than formal lectures.

Another and perhaps more serious problem is that the visual element,

the wealth of normal exophoric reference and paralinguistic

information, is not available to the candidate and perhaps, there-

fore, the listening task is made that much more difficult for the

student. A normal lecture is not similar to a disembodied voice

coming from a tape recorder. Until there is greater accessibility

to video equipment in this country the artificiality of a straight

audio listening task will remain a problem. Even video is likely to

have its own practical difficulties though, e.g. the number of

screens required so that all viewers are treated equally or the incom-

patibility of various systems especially abroad. Whatever the

instrumentality, in a test situation the student is in any case

denied the natural context provided by the contiguous study modes of

an academic course.

As we mentioned above, an attempt was made to compensate partially

for these inadequacies by giving the candidates a printed structural

framework to aid note-taking, which they read in advance of hearing

the tape.

4.4.3.2 Dictation and Listening Recall

Because of the unsuitability of the multiple choice format for

assessing performance in the lecture study mode we felt it would be

advisable to improve the overall reliability of our listening test

by including an alternative, more discrete format with a reasonable

number of items. A dictation or a listening recall test seemed

likely to provide this discreteness as well as being valid in

content terms. Further, being shorter as regards size of text,

students would be less likely to suffer from the wandering of

attention that occurs in listening to the lengthier lecture-like

text. A format of this type would also enable us to cover the lower

order enabling skills 1-5, in Table 4D, page 358 above.

In our discussion of coninunicative testing theory in Chapter 2 we

pointed out the importance of the notion that the subjects should be
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assessed in situations as close as possible to those in which they

would be required to use the language. For dictation, this would

involve material which incorporated oral messages typical of those

the students might encounter in the target situation.

The needs analysis described in Chapter 3 showed that dictation of

short texts (for example, definitions, details of assignments,

references) took place, even at post-graduate level. As a major

aim in the experimental version of T.E.A.P. was to simulate in

certain components the tasks students might perform in their studies,

dictation would seem to be a candidate for inclusion. We accordingly

constructed a short dictation containing text with language features

that were relevant to our target population's likely use of the

language. As an alternative it was thought that a listening recall

exercise (cf. Furneaux 1982; Henning 1982 and Beretta 1983 for a full

description of this procedure), though having less face validity than

dictation for our target population, might be a more economical

and efficient way of tapping the same competence. We, therefore,

decided to carry out a small scale piece of research in co-operation

with the University of Reading to ascertain whether this was the

case or not and to establish which system of marking both types of

test was the most reliable (v. Furneaux 1982).

Of the two types of test involved, dictation was the more familiar

and the more researched, though in disfavour until fairly recently,

due to uncertainty as to what was being measured, and doubts

regarding its accuracy as a testing device. Anderson (1953, p.43)

had written:

"Some teachers argue that dictation is a test of auditory
comprehension, but surely this is a very indirect and
inadequate test of such an important skill."

Lado (1961, p.31e) commented on similar lines:

on critical inspection it appears to measure very
little of language. Since the order of words is given
by the examiner as he reads the material, it does not
test word order. Since the words are given by the
examiner, it does not test vocabulary. It hardly tests
aural perception of the examiner's pronunciation, because
the words can, in many cases, be identified by context
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if the student does not hear the sounds correctly
Spelling and a few matters of inflection and punctua-
tion can be tested through dictation but the complex
apparatus of dictation is not required to test these
matters."

Rivers (1968) considered that it could not the used as a valid test

of listening comprehension alone and was best used only as a teaching

exercise and Harris (1969, p.5) found that, although dictation was

undoubtedly a useful device when used in moderation with low-

intermediate level learners of a foreign language, it was "generally

both uneconomical and imprecise" as a testing technique. Even as

late as 1975, Heaton (1975a, p.I86) commented:

as a testing device it measures too many different
language features to be effective in providing a means
of assessing any one particular skill."

These criticisms stemmed from a viewpoint, heavily influenced by

structural linguistics, that favoured testing the more discrete

elements of language skills. The proponents of dictation considered

its very 'integrative' nature to be an advantage which reflected

more faithfully how people process language in real life contexts.

Its critics felt it axiomatic that each test item should be testing

a single identifiable element. In so far as dictation tested

discrete areas, it was felt that it could be done more reliably and

validly by other techniques.

The new interest in dictation reflects the paradigm shift in testing

values and objectives referred to above. Whereas in 1967 Valette had

cautiously observed that foreign language specialists were not in

agreement on the effectiveness of dictation as an examination for

more advanced students, significantly, ten. years later she was able

to state that dictation was a precise measure of overall proficiency

and an excellent method of grouping incomiizg students according to

ability levels.

An important factor in the return of dictation to popularity as a

testing device was the research carried outby011er, which formed

part of a wider interest in integrative testing Cv. Chapter 2).

Oiler (1971) rejected current criticisms of dictation and argued

that it was an adequate test of listening comprehension because it
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tested a broad range of integrative skills. He claimed that a

dynamic process of analysis by synthesis was involved and that

dictation tested not only a student's ability to discriminate

phonological units but also his ability to make decisions about word

boundaries; in this way the testee discovered sequences of words and

phrases that made sense and from these he reconstructed a message

(v. 011er 1971).

Oiler rejected Lado's (1961) criticisms that in a dictation the order

of the words and the words themselves are given, arguing that the

candidate listens only to a sequence of sounds which he then

processes into words and orders into sequence on the basis of his

interpretation of what has been said (v. Morrow 1977). The

identification of words from context as well as from perceived sounds

is seen by Oiler as a positive advantage of dictation in that this

ability is crucial in the functioning of language. The success with

which the candidate reconstructs the message will depend on the

degree to which his internalised 'expectancy graninar' replicates

that of the native speaker. Fluent native speakers nearly always

score 100% on a well administered dictation while learners make

errors of omission, insertion, word order, inversion, etc., indicat-

ing that their internalised grammars are, to some extent, inaccurate

and incomplete; they do not fully understand what they hear and what

they re-encode is correspondingly different from the original. The

majority of the group of sixty native speaker undergraduates on whom

we tried the pre-test in the summer of 1982 scored 100% in the

dictation.

According to 011er (1979), research showed that dictation test

results were powerful predictors of language ability as measured by

other kinds of language tests (cf. Oiler et ai. 1975 and Valette

1977). Other research (011er et al. 1971 and 011er 1972b) produced

correlations of 0.8 and better between doze and dictation. Oiler

et al. (1975, p.33) explained this correlation:

we may reasonably conclude that they are tapping
an underlying competence ... The two tests cross-
validate each other."
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Aiderson (1978a, p.l90) was more cautious in his interpretation:

"... it is reasonably clear that dictation is closely
related to various measures of E.F.L. ability, one of
which is the doze. Why this should be is perhaps less
clear."

There is, as yet, no real understanding of what such underlying

competence consists of.

Alderson (1978a) concluded that the evidence concerning dictation was

inconclusive. He pointed out (p.365):

"The reason it correlates more with some sub-tests than
with others does not appear to be due to the claimed
fact that it is an integrative test, but because it is
essentially a test of low level linguistic skills.
Hence the dictation correlates best with those doze
tests, texts and scoring methods which themselves best
allow the measurement of these skills . . .

In contrast to dictation, very little evidence is available relating

to listening recall tests (cf. Oiler 1979; Henning 1982 and Beretta

1983), where the student is given a printed copy of a passage from

which certain content words are normally omitted (v. Appendix 4.4,

pp.95l-954). They have to fill in the blanks, having heard a tape

recording of the complete passage twice. They just listen the first

time and then attempt to fill in the blanks on the second hearing.

This involves many of the linguistic factors outlined above for

dictation and this is reflected in the other names which have been

given to the test: spot dictation, partial dictation and combined

doze and dictation.

Vaiette (1977) and Alderson (1978a) commented on the amount of 'dead

material' in a dictation scored by the error count method. Valette

(p.243) argued that spot dictations have two advantages over

conventional dictations in that:

"... they can be administered more rapidly and scored
more objectively ... Second, they permit the teacher to
test only the problem areas; students do not waste time
writing words and phrases that they already handle
relatively accurately."
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An experiment was carried out with Furneawc (1982) at the University

of Reading to determine the relative merits of a listening recall as

against a dictation sub-test. The dictation sub-test was

administered to groups of overseas students and then was marked

according to three schemes:

(a) a mark was given for each of fifteen segments of the

dictation, recorded by the student, which was seman-

tically acceptable and from which the meaning was

easily recoverable;

(b) a mark was given for each of fifteen partial

segments, exactly re-encoded as the original. These

parts were considered to be the points of the passage

central to its message, which a student, on hearing

in a lecture or seminar, would note down;

(c) one mark was deducted for each error.

A fuller description and discussion of these mark schemes can be

found in Furneaux (1982). The reliability figures were comparable,

but methods (a) and (b) were found to have greater face validity

than Cc), emphasising as they do the fact that students have to
retrieve the vital units of information in the passage, not every

word, as they are required to do in a lecture or seminar. These

methods were also much quicker than method (c). Marking scheme (a)

was seen by Furneaux to be preferable to (b) on validity grounds,

both achieving similar reliability figures.

Furneaux (1982) compared student performance on the T.E.A.P.

dictation and on the listening recall tests we had constructed (v.

Appendix 4.4, pp.951-954). She concluded that the dictation was the

more valid of the two formats and that the reliability of these

listening recall tests relative to the dictation, did not suggest

that the validity considerations be over-ridden. Nor was there any

time saving in marking the listening recall in comparison with

dictation marking schemes (a) and (b). The two formats were also

found to correlate quite highly and this was confirmed later in a

similar study by Beretta (1983), who found a correlation of 0.87

between the two formats.
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With little to choose between the two formats the greater validity of

the dictation in the end encouraged us to include it in our pre-test

battery and it forms Part 2 of Session I (v. Appendix 4.1 , pp.838-840).

The dictation was recorded on tape at normal conversational speed.

This would be played to subjects through an extension loud speaker

for maximum clarity. Students would hear the dictation once only, 20

seconds pauses between each segment having been found to be ample

time for twenty colleagues and sixty native speaker undergraduates to

record the information successfully. It was to be scored on a

semantically acceptable basis (v. Appendix 5.4.1, p.999).

4.4.4 Conclusions

We felt there was a need to assess listening ability in a more

discrete fashion because of the problems foreseen in establishing

where the process had broken down in the more integrated parts of

the battery, where reading and/or listening feed into writing tasks

(v. Appendix 4.1, pp.832, 846, 887 and 921).

In the components of the test battery which focus on listening

skills, it is intended that candidates should be exposed to both

monologue and interactive discourse of the types they might encounter

in lectures, seminars and tutorials in the academic context. They

will hear a tape recording of either a lecturette or a short

discussion once only. A written framework of the discourse would be

provided in the test booklet to help them follow what is being said.

The candidates would have to make notes in spaces provided while

they are listening to the tape. After the tape is finished they

would have time to go through the notes they had made and use them to

complete short answer questions.

There would be an additional test of aural comprehension where

candidates would hear a taped dictation once only. During pauses in

the recording they would have to write down in spaces provided in

the answer booklet what the speaker had said.
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4.5 ASSESSING WRITING SKILLS IN AN E.A.P. CONTE)

4.5.1 Why Test Writing Skills?

In the past there have been mixed feelings over including extended

writing tasks in a test battery. Many British examining boards,

however, use free response or essay type questions in their

examinations. In these the candidate has to decide how to set about

answering the question and what to include in his answer. The

candidates are not usually guided in any way as to how they are

expected to answer the question. Candidates approach the questions

in different ways and the examiners have to assess the relative

merits of these different approaches. Murphy (1979, p.I4) stated

the case for using this type of technique:

P!The principal merit of the essay-type question is its
suitability for testing skills, such as the ability to
develop an extended argument in a logical way, which
cannot be tested in other ways . . ."

but added the caution (p.l5):

"One major disadvantage of the essay-type answer to the
free response question is that it can be difficult to
mark in a precise way ... Although reliability of
marking is not an overriding consideration in the con-
struction of examinations, it should, as far as is
possible, be enhanced. Thus, where essay-type questions
have to be used, they should, wherever possible, be
combined with other more reliable forms of assessment."

In some examinations writing tests are not included because they are

time-consuming both for the examinees and for the markers and they

are subject to scorer unreliability. Davies (1965) omitted a test

of written production from his Proficiency Test Battery because of

the serious practical problems involved. He argued (p.62) that:

"The demands of a reliable test of written expression
cannot easily be met within the needs of a second
language proficiency test."

Perhaps the most surprising feature concerning tests of extended

writing, considering the manifold problems associated with them, is

their survival. Coffman (1971, p.271) commented on the continued
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prevalence of this technique in the United States:

"In view of ... the extensive criticisms aimed at the
traditional methods by experts in the field of measure-
ment and evaluation, one might have expected a dramatic
reduction in the uses of essay examinations ... Even in
the United States, where the growth of objective testing
methods has been vigorous and widespread, essay
examinations continue to flourish."

Gipps and Ewen (1974, p.121) discovered a similar situation in

Britain:

"... written composition is still widely viewed as one
of the most valid means of assessing writing ability
despite the inevitable complications which arise in the
development of scoring procedures."

The reasons for this continued interest are various. The traditional

prestige of the essay and its high status as an examination technique

in this country and abroad may partially explain the widespread

reluctance to discard it. There is obviously also a strong case for

testing extended writing on the grounds of the perceived content

validity of job sample tasks. It tests important skills which no

other form of assessment can sample adequately. Even Hartog et al.

(1936, p.18) concede that:

"... the traditional 'essay' examination should be
preserved, because it tests, though at present with
considerable uncertainty, skills which cannot be tested
by 'new-type' tests, e.g. the power to present a complex
series of facts or arguments."

To omit writing tests in situations where writing tasks are an

important feature of students' coursework would seriously lower the

validity of an E.A.P. testing programme. McEldowney (1976, p.l3)

summed up the J.M.B.'s rationale for including a test of writing in

its test of overseas students.

"Most candidates for the test are hoping to enter
scientific or technological courses. In some cases
continuous writing may not play a very prominent part in
their studies. All will clearly need it to some extent.
Some will need it more than others. Though listening
and reading skills will probably be of greater impor-
tance to most, it seems that a test of continuous
writing should be included ...."
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The needs analysis described above in Chapter 3 (v. Section 3.4.4,

pp . 226-268) showed that writing skills were an important element in

coursework and examinations for many of our target population and we

therefore needed to include a writing component in our pre-test

battery.

We examine below different methods of testing and assessing written

production in an E.A.P. context to see how we might come closer to

constructing valid, practical and reliable measures of this construct.

4.5.2 Formats for Testing Written Production in an E.A.P. Context

In Chapter 3 (v. pp.226-2fl) we described the manifold writing tasks

students are faced with, e.g. writing reports, coursework essays,

examination essays and additionally, in the case of post-graduates,

dissertations, theses, etc. It would have been impractical, given

this wide variety of text types, to get teachers and students to

colant on the relative frequency of each, so we had to be satisfied

with rather coarse information on the size of text students were

expected to produce in coursework and examinations. The summary in

Table 4E below focuses on the frequency with which students have to

produce written texts of varying lengths, in the various disciplines,

in respect of both coursework and examinations.

TABLE 4E

THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH STUDENTS HAVE TO PRODUCE

WRITTEN TEXTS OF VARYING LENGTHS, BROKEN DOWN

ACCORDING TO DISCIPLINE AND ACADEMIC LEVEL

lagS lng.P Sci.0 $ci.P Sci.A S.Sci.0 5.SCI.P

NO NO NO NO NO N	 0 N	 0

lan. than (our...ork	 .4	 +4	 4.4	 4	 ++	 + a	 +
psragrapl 

(.Z.LftStOII$	 ..	 ..	 4.	 .	 ..

about a 4	 4	 4	 4p.ragr.pb	 4	 . a	 4	 1

anr. than a
p.r.grap	

4	 1 4	 -	 4+	 +4
sx.ninatioa.	 4	 +4 a	 • a	 4	 4	 4

Key as illustrated in Appendix 3.3, p.822 below
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In addition to establishing the general nature of the writing tasks

we also sought to describe the constituent enabling skills that

students might need to cope with the writing tasks encountered in an

E.A.P. context. These are listed in Table 4F below.

TABLE 4F

ORDERED LIST OF WRITING ENABLING SKILLS

IN AN E.A.P. CONTEXT

1. Manipulating the script of the language: handwriting, spelling,
punctuation

2. Expressing relations within the sentence

3. Expressing relations between parts of a text through cohesion
devices, e.g. reference especially grammatical cohesion

4. Using indicators in discourse, e.g.

(a) introducing an idea
(b) developing an idea
(c) transition to another idea
(d) concluding an idea
(e) emphasising a point, indicating the main or important

information
(f) explaining or clarifying a point already made
(g) anticipating an objection or contrary view

5. Expressing the communicative function of sentences

(a) using explicit indicators
(b) without explicit indicators

6. Expressing conceptual meaning

7. Expressing information

(a) explicitly
(b) implicitly

8. Planning and organising information in expository language

(a) narrative
(b) straight description of phenomena and ideas
(c) description of process and change of state
(d) argument
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4.5.2.1 Objective Formats

We needed to establish which testing techniques could be used to

assess control of English on all levels in the functional areas we

had identified. It seemed we could adopt two different approaches.

Firstly, we could attempt to measure control of the writing skill

by setting extended writing tasks of various types, requiring more

subjective assessment. Secondly, we could divide writing into dis-

crete levels, e.g. grammar, vocabulary, spelling and punctuation and

test these elements separately by the use of objective tests.

Although the emphasis in the present study is upon integrative

techniques for assessing writing ability, it seemed desirable to

consider both approaches empirically.

Both the productive and receptive skills can be broken down into

levels of grammar and lexis according to a discrete point framework.

McEldowney (1974, p.8), commenting on the syllabus of the J.M.B.

Test in English (Overseas), stated:

"To be able to operate these four skills (listening,
reading, speaking and writing) in the various function
areas it is necessary to be able to manipulate items
from three levels of language. That is, to
communicate, it is necessary to have an adequate
vocabulary, to know basic items of English grammar and
to be able to handle English sounds, stress and
intonation."

The J.M.B. Test in English (Overseas), as well as including tasks

testing written production, also has tasks which test knowledge of

'basic productive vocabulary' and 'minimum grammatical items'.

The problems which face the constructors of vocabulary tests are

manifold, particularly in an E.A.P. context. Chaplen (1970), who

constructed the sub-tests for the vocabulary sections of the J.M.B.

Test in English in 1969, noted two main problems:

1. The selection of lexical items for testing.

2. Methods used to test the lexical items.

If the testees are studying a variety of different subjects in a

university, there is a serious problem of selection. As Ryan (1979,

p.I9l) pointed out:
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"The more generalised the subject matter to be tested,
the more difficult it is to draw up criteria for the
selection of vocabulary items. In specialized courses
containing an agreed register required of trainees at
different levels, the problem of selection is more
straightforward but still exacting."

A further difficulty is the relative weighting that should be given

to items selected from students' reading material and the vocabulary

items they will be expected to use in report writing and written

assignments. Do we test active or passive vocabulary? On top of

this how do we judge the frequency levels of the lexical items

intended for use in the test?

We felt that a test of knowledge of grammatical structures was a more

fruitful area for an experimental comparison between a more indirect,

'discrete point' test and more direct, integrative writing measures.

In Session I of the pre-test we decided to include a component

consisting of sixty multiple choice items designed to test the

candidate's knowledge of grammatical structure (v. Appendix 4.1 ,

p. 849).

A quantitative survey of the occurrence of various structural items

in the receptive and productive written material our test population

have to cope with in the discipline areas they are studying in was

obviously beyond the scope of this investigation. We were, there-

fore, forced to employ more pragmatic, subjective methods in taking

decisions concerning which structural items to include.

It seemed sensible to examine the content of existing tests at an

equivalent level to determine what experts in the field had regarded

as suitable items for inclusion. We accordingly surveyed those

sections of the following tests which assessed knowledge of grainmati-

cal structure: E.P.T.B. Form A (v. Davies 1965); Chaplen Test

(cf. Chaplen 1970 and James 1980b); E.L.B.A. (cf. Ingram 1964, 1973

and Howatt et al. 1979): Structure-Tests English Language (S.T.E.L.)

(v Best et al. 1976); Middlesex Polytechnic Test in English

Language Performance (T.E.L.P.) (cf. Reid 1976 and Riddle 1978);

Nelson English Language Tests (v. Fowler et al. 1976); E.P.T.B. Form

D (v. Davies et al. 1977); University of Birmingham Assessment and
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Diagnostic Test (cf. Johns 1979, 1980, 1981 and Johns et al. 1977b);

University of Leeds, English Language Test for Overseas Students

(cf. Heaton et al. 1974, 1975 and Heaton 1980); University of

Southampton, Pre-Sessional English Language Test (v. Blue 1979).

An analysis of these sources together with reference to appropriate

text-books (cf. Quirk et al. 1972; Alexander et al. 1975; Archer et

al. 1976; Swan 1976 and Ward 1976) indicated that the areas listed

below would be suitable for inclusion in a test of grammatical

structure for our intended population. Suggestions were also made by

colleagues in the language teaching field on the basis of errors made

by target level students in their coursework and from those areas on

which it had been found necessary to concentrate, in remedial in-

sessional and pre-sessional courses.

TABLE 4G

STRUCTURAL AREAS FOR GRAMMAR TEST

1 • ± Continuous

2. ± Perfect ± past

3. Probability and obligation

4. Conditional

5. Monotransitivity

6. Ditransitivity

7. Complementation

8. Determiners

9. Number agreement

10. Intensifiers and downgraders

11. Logical connectives

12. Prepositional usage

A feeling was expressed by some colleagues and A.R.E.L.S. teachers

that a multiple choice test of grammar might not be the most appro-

priate format for assessing linguistic competence. So, as well as

the multiple choice format included as Part 4 of Session I of the

pre-test, we decided to include an editing task in Sessionli, Part 3,

Task 2 as a further measure of competence. In the editing task the

student is given a text containing a number of errors of grammar,
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spelling and punctuation of the type noted as coninon by remedial

teachers at this level and is asked to re-write the passage making

all the necessary corrections (v. Appendix 4.1, pp.890 and 924).

As well as being intended as another more objective measurement of

competence, it was hoped that this task would also have a good wash

back effect in that students might be taught and encouraged to edit

their written work more carefully.

4.5.2.2 Integrative Tasks

With regard to a more integrative approach, it was decided that we

should incorporate items which tested a candidate T s ability to

perform certain of the functional tasks required of him in academic

writing. For a scientist this might be, for example, the ability to

describe a process or change of state or to suinmarise an argument

(v. list of enabling skills in Table 4F, p.370 above).

A problem arises, however, in terms of the specificity of the text

candidates are expected to produce. We were to have considerable

problems in selecting examples of various text types, such as

description of process or instructions, as we found that the only

suitable ideasfor texts were so subject specific that there would be

too many problems for non-specialists in the subject and the tests

would be therefore invalid. The alternative was to choose deliber-

ately obscure texts which in theory favour nobody, to get at under-

lying abilities, e.g. the ability to classify or to describe. These

often involve the testee's imagination and willingness to play a

particular game the examiner has in mind, in order to produce

various types of writing.

We were also aware of the validity problems if science and

engineering students were expected to write essays using a wide

range of non-scientific English vocabulary and requiring qualities

of literary style and imagination. Though a foreign student may be

unable to write a composition on why a cat might make a suitable pet

for an old lady, he might more easily be able to describe a process

or compare two different objects in his specific area of study.
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Wall (1982) carried out an illuminating investigation of the kinds

of writing task engineering students were required to perform as

part of their coursework and compared these with the types of essay

they were set in the Michigan Battery used for assessing students'

language proficiency on entry to the university. She (p.166)

summarised the differences as follows:

"The main difference seems to be that in the engineering
tasks there is much prior input and the task itself is
explicitly outlined, whereas in the composition the
writer has only a suggestion to respond to and must not
only create the content of his writing but a context,
audience and purpose as well. The criteria for marking
would also seem different.'t

Disturbingly she concluded:

"Two analyses were carried out on data received for
overseas engineering post-graduates. The first was a
correlation study between the Michigan Battery total
and part scores and the students' first term C.P.A., in
which no significant relationship between tests and the
criterion for academic success could be found."

We would agree that free, uncontrolled writing is an invalid test of

the writing ability required for academic work. Control is necessary

in determining the media, the audience, the purpose and the situation

(v. Wall 1982). When the task is determined more precisely in this

manner, it is also easier to compare performances of different

students and to obtain a greater degree of reliability in scoring.

If the writing task is uncontrolled, testees may also be able to

cover up weaknesses by avoiding problems.

Dunlop (1969) experimented with methods of giving factual informa-

tion for short written reports by means of tapes and written

guidelines. Students were asked to write a short report after

reading the guidelines and listening to the factual information

presented on the tape. Although the subject matter was not of a

scientific nature, the same principle could be applied to the writing

of controlled reports in an E.A.P./E.S.T. context. Dunlop (1969)

concluded that it was possible to steer the writing of English into

more factual channels by using integrated techniques of this nature.

Certainly, his testing methods simulated to some extent an authentic
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situation in which a student received his factual data for a report

or essay from verbal or visual stimuli. Similar approaches are

employed by the J.M.B. in their Test in English (Overseas).

In the light of our earlier empirical investigation we feel that a

controlled writing task would possess face, content and construct

validity if it presents the candidate with a body of spoken and/or

written or non-verbal information from which he is asked to extract

the main points and then re-combine these in a written form.

Positive responses for this integrated, thematic approach were

received from the Project Working Party and the members of A.R.E.L.S.

consulted. There was a strong feeling that in an academic context

there is necessarily some input for any writing task that has to be

carried out.

There are various types of stimuli that can be used in controlled

writing tasks. Stimuli can be written, spoken or non-verbal, e.g.

in the form of a graph, plan or drawing which the student is asked

to interpret in writing. The advantage of non-verbal stimuli is

that if they present information in a clear and precise way, the

candidate does not have to spend a long period of time decoding a

written text. The task is most effective when the candidate is

asked to comment on particular trends shown in the graph, or to

compare and contrast one set of figures with another set. Different

stimuli can be used to elicit written performance of a number of

different functions such as description of a process, comparison and

contrast, writing a set of instructions or argumentation.

Problems have arisen however when, because of the difficulty of

constructing knowledge-fair tests of this type, the J.M.B. Test in

English (Overseas) has often had to resort to extremely specialised

areas such as bookbinding and mediaeval helmets for its visual

stimuli. Often candidates are unable to cope with the mental

challenge of taking this sort of test and give up rather than jump

through the intellectual hoop necessary to get into the writing task.

Problems are always likely to occur when the complexity of the

stimulus obstructs the desired result, i.e. you need to understand a

very complex set of instructions and/or visual stimuli to produce a
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description of a process or a classification of a set of objects.

Because of the problems discussed above we only included a limited

number of items of this type in our battery, e.g. Session 1, Part 1,

Task 2, where students have to interpret a graph and in Session hA,

Part 1, Task 3, where students have to extract information from a

chart (v. Appendix 4.1 , pp.837 and 880).

We viewed summary as potentially the most valid test of a student's

writing ability in terms of the tasks he has to cope with in the

academic situation. The writing of reports and essays at tertiary

level requires the ability to select relevant facts from a mass of

data and to re-combine these in an acceptable form. Summary of the

main points of a text in this fashion involves not only reading

and/or listening comprehension, but also the ability to write a

controlled composition containing the essential ideas of a piece of

writing and omitting non-essentials.

The main difficulty with this component is marking the product

reliably and consistently. To evaluate students' responses

reliably one needs to formulate the main points contained in the

extract, construct an adequate mark scheme and effectively stan-

dardise suitable markers to the scheme. Some subjectivity inevitably

remains and it is easy to underestimate the difficulty of marking a

summary of this type reliably.

We tried out each of the writing tasks in T.E.A.P. on small samples

of native and non-native students prior to the main pre-tests, to

try and ensure: that candidates were interpreting the tasks as

intended and responding appropriately; that there was sufficient

information available in the stimulus material for the candidates to

extract; that the kind of writing produced revealed skills that we

were trying to measure and that there was sufficient text produced

to which our assessment criteria could be applied.

The topics in T.E.A.P., unlike G.C.E. '0' level English language

examinations, are not designed to elicit personal experience or test

'creativity', but rather to reflect the process of information
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transfer from written and/or spoken sources into a reconstituted

written version that might be produced by a student for his subject

tutors. The vast number of the text types this can cover are

described in Chapter 3, pp.233-242. In all three Sessions the

subject material for the extended writing task is provided for the

candidate in a prior reading and/or listening passage.

In this way it is hoped to get closer to the way academic writing

tasks are carried out and at the sane time guard against the

advantage of prior subject knowledge or the disadvantage of having

nothing to say on a topic.

Because of the time factor we were forced to select. We could not

focus on all the skills described in Table 4F, page 370 above,

although it may be possible to vary the functions tested in future

versions of the test. We decided that the task which most students

would have to cope with across a range of disciplines would be the

selective extraction of relevant information from a written corpus

of information and verbal input and subsequent reformulation of data

from either or both sources in a piece of extended writing. Having

made this decision on the grounds of content validity, we next had

to face up to the problems of how these written tasks could be

assessed reliably.

4.5.3 The Assessment of Written Production: A Problem of Reliability

4.5.3.1 Impression Versus Analytical Approaches

We have discussed how, by controlling the writing tasks in our

battery, we might improve the validity and reliability. We concluded

that there was a need for 'controlled' writing sub-tests in which

the register, context and scope of the writing task were determined

for the candidate. This would facilitate marking and allow more

reliable comparison across candidates. In this section we examine

how the application of impressionistic and analytic approaches to

marking might also aid us in our attempt to improve the marking

reliability and validity of our writing sub-tests.
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Brooks (1980, p.6) defined these approaches as follows:

'Analytical' marking refers to a method whereby each
separate criterion in the mark scheme is awarded a
separate mark and the total mark is arrived at by the
addition of these marks. 'General Impression' marking
describes a procedure whereby a mark is awarded on the
basis of an examiner's overall impression of an essay.
Although specific criteria may be borne in mind, these
are not assessed separately."

The impression method of marking usually entails two or more markers

giving a single mark based on their total impression of the composi-

tion as a whole (cf. Wiseman 1949 and Ingram 1970). Each paper is

scored using an agreed scale and a testee's score is the average of

the combined marks. The notion of impression marking specifically

excludes any attempt to separate the discrete features of a

composition for scoring purposes. According to Francis (1977), in

its purest form, impression marking usually requires each marker to

read a sample of scripts, perhaps 10%-25%, to establish a standard

in his mind and thereafter to read all scripts quickly and. allocate

each script to a grade or mark range.

Brooks (1980, p.40), in a comprehensive study, summed up the current

state of knowledge concerning these two systems:

"General impression and analytical marking have become
established as the two principal methods of evaluating
English composition. The continued status and
popularity of both of these methods is largely due to
the fact that research has been unable to demonstrate
conclusively the superiority of either method. The two
methods have been found to be of roughly equal merit
when judged by the criterion of reliability."

We will examine briefly below the evidence on the relative merits of

these differing approaches.

Hartog et al. (1936) were among the first to investigate the relative

effectiveness of analytical and general impression marking for

assessing English composition. They were intent on finding out which

method produced the superior results in terms of ability to reduce

marker error. They found (p.I23) that variation between markers

was, to some extent, reduced by the analytic method:
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••• there are greater discrepancies between marks
awarded by impression than between marks awarded by
details ... it appears that these discrepancies are
entirely due to greater differences in the standards of
marking of different examiners when they mark by
impression."

Their investigation demonstrated that a large number of examiners

were consistently biased in terms of either leniency or severity in

their marking (v. Ryan 1979). This however, could have been

corrected by efficient standardisation of examiners prior to the

marking exercise. It is the evidence they produced on discrepancies

in rank order placements which is by far the greater threat to

reliability, since disagreements of this kind are not susceptible to

correction in the same way as differences deriving from bias

(v. Ryan op. cit.). In both cases though, a detailed mark scheme

might prove useful.

Like Hartog et al. (1936), Cast (1939) found the analytical method

slightly superior in a single marker system. His criticisms of the

impression method were that, though it discriminated more widely

among individual candidates, it judged them on more superficial

characteristics than the analytic method. However, although the

analytical method was considered the more suitable, Cast conceded

that the results did not provide definitive evidence of the superior

reliability of analytical marking. Cast was unable to demonstrate

conclusively the absolute superiority of either method and, there-

fore, he refused to advocate the exclusive use of either method.

Cast pointed to some very important characteristics inherent in the

two systems. An important feature of the analytical method to

which he drew attention (pp.263-264) was:

on averaging their marks for all the questions, the
range inevitably shrinks ... This 'regression' is the
inevitable consequence of all forms of summation of
incompletely correlated figures."

In comparison, Cast noted (p.263) that impression marking

discriminated more widely among the individual candidates and that

the range of marks awarded by different examiners to one and the

same script tended to be unusually wide.
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Cast (p.264) noted other important facets of each method such as the

tendency of impression marking:

"... to seize on a few salient or superficial points -
errors of spelling, grammar or fact, perhaps - and
weight those out of all proportion to the rest: on the
other hand, the analytic methods, by dealing with
numerous isolated and possibly inessential points, may
overlook certain general qualities that characterize
the essays as a whole."

Francis (1977) similarly pointed out that a great danger of impres-

sion marking a piece of writing is that impression of the quality as

a whole will be influenced by just one or two aspects of the work.

He argues that the prejudices and biases of the marker may play a

greater part in determining the mark than in the analytical scheme.

Steel et al. (1936) attempted to construct an analytical marking

scheme capable of providing a more reliable system of marking. They

based their marking procedure on a distinction between two separate

aspects of composition writing: subject matter and expression/style.

In their view the former cannot be measured objectively and any

attempt to incorporate subject matter into mark schemes is likely to

lead to poor reliability in essay marking. Consequently, the scheme

they proposed paid exclusive attention to details of style and expres-

sion. They analysed expression into three components:

(A) Vocabulary and idioms.

(B) Sentence structure.

(C) Sentence linkings.

Their marking procedure worked as follows. Columns A, B and C are

ruled in the margin of each essay. For example, for A, opposite

each word/phrase which is incorrect, misleads or baffles, a negative

sign (-) is recorded. A positive sign (+) is given for good examples

of A, B or C. A scheme was devised for converting these scores into

percentages.

Morrison et al. (1941) evaluated the reliability of a group of

examiners using the Steel-Talman (ST) method of marking with a group

of examiners using their own preferred method (impression or

analytical or a combination of both). Neither group was standard-

ised. The results were to some extent equivocal. Analysis of
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variance showed that the Steel-Talman method was significantly

superior to the individual method as regards reducing variation

between examiners and reducing random errors on the marking.

Morrison et al. (1941, p.113) pointed out, however, that:

the fact that the variability of ST marks is not
appreciably smaller casts considerable doubts upon the
alleged objectivity of the method."

In addition the method was seen to be slower and more tedious than

conventional methods. Brooks (1980, p.17) concluded that:

"... the real success or failure of this method hinges
upon its claimed objectivity. It was devised with the
specific aim of removing the subjective elements of
essay assessment and concentrating exclusively on those
which could be objectively measured. Ets failure to
achieve this provides perhaps the greatest flaw in this
method. The apparent tightness and objectivity of the
method was belied in practice. There was, in fact,
considerable room for divergences in interpreting the
method."

Wiseman (1949) investigated the possibilities of improving assess-

ment by summing the multiple marks of four independent, unstandard-

ised markers, using a rapid impression method. He found that

multiple marking by impression method improved reliability and was

much quicker than comparable analytic procedures. He (p.205)

estimated that if the average inter-correlation of a group of four

impression markers was as low as 0.6 with each other:

"... the estimate of the probable correlation of averaged
marks with 'true' marks is 0.92. This is very much
higher than we could expect from one analytic marker."

Wiseman (p.208) argued that:

"The efficiency of markers should be judged primarily by
their self consistency."

He pointed out (p.2°'.) that the consistency coefficient obtained by a

pure mark, re-mark correlation, using the same marking method on both

occasions:

"... is the one single measure which is quite clearly a
true consistency, and one which is closest allied to the
normal concept of test reliability."
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By using a system of multiple marking based on this principle of

self consistency, he was able to achieve very high levels of

reliability.

Though some doubt has been expressed in the past Cv. Edgeworth 1888)

about the expediency of having more than one marker, more recently

Britton(1963), Britton et al. (1966), Head (1966), Lucas (1971) and

Wood et al. (1976) all found that multiple marking improved the

reliability of marking English essays.

Britton et al. (1966), in an experiment designed to devise a more

reliable marking apparatus for use by examining boards, compared

experimental multiple marking with the official single marking

carried out by a G.C.E. examining board. They found (p.21):

"The figures clearly indicate that in this case marking
by individual examiners with very careful briefing and
elaborate arrangements for moderation was in fact
significantly less reliable than a multiple mark ...

When the official marking and multiple marking were correlated with

external criteria of coursework produced by candidates throughout the

year, multiple marking was found to correspond more closely.

Lucas (1971) found that despite using somewhat inconsistent markers,

(mean mark/re-mark correlation only 0.65) multiple marking by

impression increased the reliability of the mark awarded signifi-

cantly. The greatest increase in reliability occurred in the change

from one to two markers.

Head (1966) conducted an experiment to discover whether the added

impression marks of two examiners would be more reliable than those

of individual examiners. He found (p.71):

"The raising of the coefficient from 0.64 for single
marks correlations to 0.84 for paired marks correlations
shows clearly that the added marks were more reliable."

Wood et al. (1976) using '0' level English Language essay and

summary questions found that impression marking by pairs of markers

was more reliable than a single marking. Wood et al. suggested

though that there is no more to be gained in reliability from a
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single analytic marking than from a single impression marking. The

real improvement is in double marking.

The work of Wood et al. (1974) and Coffman et al. (1968) highlighted

a further problem of the instability of examiner marking behaviour.

They produced evidence that marking behaviour does not reinaiia stable

during the whole marking period, when a large number of scripts are

involved (v. Edgeworth 1888). They argued for subjecting each

script to nre than one judgement, which might help to neutralize

the effects of inconsistent marking behaviour over a protracted

period of assessment.

As regards the advantages of impression as against analytic marking

though, there is evidence which indicates that multiple impression

marking is not necessarily superior to multiple analytic marking.

Penfold (1956) compared impression marking with analytic marking and

found the latter much more effective in reducing inter—marker

variance than the impression scheme. Francis (1977) cited the work

of Morrison (1968, 1969 and 1970) who investigated the effectJLveness

of using different marking methods to improve marker consistency and

the overall reliability of the marking of G.C.E. '0' level English.

In the first experiment (1968) Morrison found that using impression

marking did not produce more reliable marks than the standard

analytical marking procedures employed by the Examining Board at the

time. Morrison's findings (1968) were confirmed by a similar study

he conducted a year later (Morrison 1969). Morrison (1968) concluded

that neither the analytic nor the impression marking schemes, as they

stood at that time, constituted the final answer to the marking of

English composition, but he did emphasise that (p.I8):

••• each is improved by multiple marking."

In the studies we have examined there seems to be an undisputed

belief that work marked independently by two different markers, with

their marks being averaged, is a more reliable estimate than if it

were marked by a single marker. This general viewpoint needs

qualifying though, for it is dependent on the markers being equally

consistent in their own individual assessments for the duration of
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the marking period. If this is not the case the reliability of the

more consistent marker on his own might in fact be superior to the

combined reliability estimate for two markers who exhibit unequal

Consistencies.

Pilliner (1969) also investigated the possibility that an increase

in reliability obtained through multiple marking might have no

meaning in regard to real differences in the qualities of an essay.

He concluded (p.3l5):

"There is some substance to this criticism if each marker
is highly self-consistent and if at the same time each
agrees poorly with every other. Under these conditions,
the mark re-mark reliability of the total (or average) of
them all will be both positive and high. But this
correspondence will be largely independent of the real
differences which presumably exist in the merits of the
essays. Instead, it will express the obstinacy with
which each marker maintains his own judgments, a
reflection of enduring personal idiosyncrasies, an
agreement to disagree.

If on the other hand, there is a fair measure of agree-
ment among individual markers about the scripts' merits,
the aggregated marks from a team of markers will be a
valid expression of the team's consensus of opinion, the
reliability of which will increase as the size of the
team increases."

These important provisos must be borne in mind in considering the

potential value of a double marking system. With an adequate

marking scheme and sufficient standardisation of examiners however,

a high standard of inter-marker and intra-marker reliability should

be feasible and the advantages of a double as against a single

marker system would obtain.

Logistical considerations (time, money, computing, personnel)

affecting multiple marking have, however, led to a widespread reluc-

tance especially amongst examining boards, to adopt it in large

scale marking operations (v. Penfold 1956). A serious problem with

multiple marking is that examiners sometimes find it difficult to

avoid annotating a script to help them form their impression, If

this script is to be re-marked then either the second examiner

approaches it in a dissimilar state to the first, the marks have to

be tediously removed, or multiple copies of the script need to be
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made. In addition, practical difficulties in getting results out in

a reasonable period after the conduct of an examination and the cost

effectiveness of the procedure have led the Associated Examining

Board to employ single markers for all its examinations and this

situation is not likely to change initially for those markers

employed for T.E.A.P. It is, however, proposed to set up a marking

experiment during the first administration of T.E.A.P. in May 1984

to examine the relative merits of single as against double marking.

In the meantime it is hoped that by having different examiners mark

Sessions I and Sessions II according to a detailed analytical

scheme, we will, to some extent, alleviate some of the problems

associated with the single marking of essays in each Session. We

hope the use of different examiners for the two Sessions will help

counteract examiner/candidate bias.

Jacobs et al. (1981) offered a different perspective on the various

approaches to composition evaluation. They made a primary distinc-

tion between holistic scoring and frequency-count marking as against

the rather overlapping division into impression and analytic marking

used by the body of researchers referred to above. It was based on

a classification by Cooper (1977). Jacobs et al. (p.29) described

the division as follows:

'Holistic' in Cooper's terms means 'any procedure
which stops short of enumerating linguistic, rhetorical,
or informational features of a piece of writing'."

In holistic evaluations, markers base their judgements on their

impression of the whole composition; in frequency-count marking

(v. Steel et al. 1936), markers total or enumerate certain elements

in the composition such as: cohesive devices, misspelled words,

misplaced commas, or sentenceerrors. Jacobs et al. argue that the

latter method is highly objective and, therefore, also highly

reliable. Not so certain is its validity because a composition

evaluated by a frequency-count method has been judged not for its

communicative effect, but for its number or kinds of elements.

Holistic evaluation would seem to be far more subjective as it still

depends on the impressions formed by the markers. Jacobs et al. (p.29)

point out though:
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"In spite of (or perhaps because of) this subjectivity,
holistic evaluations have been shown capable of producing
highly reliable assessments. Most of the studies cited

were, in fact, based on holistic evaluation of one
type or another and all of those studies obtained reader
reliabilities in the mid-to-high eighties or nineties.
Intuitively it would seem that composition scores based
on holistic responses from readers who attend to the
writer's message must be more valid than those based on
frequency-count methods, which at best pay only lip
service to the writer's meaning and ideas. As Cooper
(1977) puts it, 'holistic evaluation by a human respond-
ent gets us closer to what is essential in coninunication
than frequency-counts do'."

Holistic evaluation appeared to suit our purposes better as we are

primarily concerned with evaluating the communicative effectiveness

of candidates' writing.

We preferred an analytic, holistic marking scheme to an impressionistic

one, favouring an explicit, rather than implicit, list of features

or qualities to guide our judgements.

We felt strongly that too little attention had been paid in the past

to the actual criteria to be applied, implicitly or explicitly, to

samples of written production. Even in the analytic schemes referred

to in the studies above, we feel there is too much room for

idiosyncratic interpretation of what constitutes the criterion that

is being applied to a script. The application of clear, appropriate

criteria is felt to be important.

Chaplen (1970) had suggested that more reliable results might be

obtained from the impression method of marking if the scale employed

was one in which each grade was equated with a distinct level of

achievement which was closely described. This was the approach

adopted by the British Council in the E.L.T.S. testing system. It

may be described as an impression based banding system. We include

below an example of such a banded mark scheme taken from Carroll,

B.J. (1980).
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TABLE 4H

ACADEMIC WRITING SCALE

Band

9	 Expert writer. Writes with authority, accuracy and style.
Has a mastery of appropriate and concise English.

8	 Very good writer. Clear and logical presentation with
accurate language forms and good style. Just the occasional
slip or infelicity reveals he is not a native writer. Often
approaching bi-lingual competence.

7	 Good writer. Can develop a thesis systematically with well-
structured main and subordinate themes and relevant support-
ing detail. Generally accurate and appropriate language,
layout and style. Responds to tone or purpose of writing
task. Mainly distinguished from Band 8 performer in
fluency, accuracy and appropriateness.

6	 Competent writer. Uses a wide range of skills to convey
thesis-presenting it in quite a well-structured fashion,
arranging main and supporting themes and details logically.
Use of lexis and grammatical patterns reasonably accurate.
Slight limitation of style and mastery of appropriate idiom
in an otherwise intelligible presentation.

5 Modest writer. Conveys basic information competently, but
logical structure of presentation will lack clarity. Work
will show several slips and formal errors. Use of style
and conveyance of tone is present but not consistent. Essay
may well lack interest but the basic message gets through.

4	 Marginal writer. Presentation has coherent appearance and
several factual statements can be sequentially made. Work
lacks logical structure and use of discourse markers.
Often makes lexical and grammatical errors. Uses basic
punctuation conventions. Uses restricted range of skills.
Will backtrack and may still repeat. Basic theme is
conveyed but imperfectly.

3	 Extremely limited writer. Produces a string of sentences
rather than an essay. Some theme but not logically
presented. Use of simple sentence structure and restricted
lexis with errors and inappropriacies abounding. Main
merit is the conveyance of straightforward information.

2	 Intermittent writer. No working facility; perhaps sporadic
uses.

I/O Non-writer. Not able to write.

(Carroll, B.J. 1980, p.136)
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Carroll's approach is fine in conception as it allows a more

detailed description to be presented to institutions. The problem

is that, as with Chaplen's (1970) band system, it fails in practice

because it does not cater for learners whose performance levels vary

in terms of different criteria. A candidate may be a band 7 in

terms of 'fluency', but a band 5 in terms of 'accuracy'. This leaves

aside other trenchant criticisms we might have, such as the vagueness

of such descriptions as 'authoritative writing', 'good style',

'fluency', etc.

This problem of collapsing criteria is avoided by a more 'analytic'

mark scheme, whereby a level is recorded in respect of each criterion

and to a certain extent the most integrative of our measures is

brought back somewhat to a discrete point position. This method has

the added advantage in that it would lend itself more readily to

full profile reporting and could perform a certain diagnostic role

in delineating students' strengths and weaknesses in written

production.

Additionally, as far as the Associated Examining Board is concerned,

an analytic mark scheme is a far more useful tool for the training

and standardisation of new examiners. Francis (1977) pointed out

that, by employing an analytic scheme, examining bodies can better

train and standardise new markers to the criteria of assessment. A

measure of agreement about what each criterion means can be

established and subsequently markers can be standardised to what

constitutes a different level within each of these criteria.

Analytic schemes have been found to be particularly useful with

markers who are relatively inexperienced. The data reported by

Adams (1981) and Murphy (1982) are consistent with this view.

Analytic mark schemes are devised in an attempt to make the assess-

ment more objective, insofar as they attempt to force examiners to

be more explicit about their impressions. Although one of these

criteria may take account of the relevance and adequacy of the actual

content of the essays, they are normally concerned with describing

the qualities which an essay is expected to exhibit. Brooks (1980)

pointed out that the qualities assessed by analytical mark schemes in
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the past were often extremely elusive. She cites as examples the

qualities 'gusto' and 'shapeliness of rhythm' outlined in 'Schools

Council Working Paper 49 - Monitoring Grade Standards in English',

as being particularly nebulous and inaccessible to assessment.

Thus, although analytic schemes may facilitate agreement amongst

examiners as to the precise range of qualities that are to be

evaluated in an essay, the actual amount of subjectivity involved in

the assessment in many schemes may be reduced very little because of

lack of explicitness, with regard to the applicable criteria, or

through the use of vague criteria.

4.5.3.2 Establishing Appropriate Criteria for Assessing Written

Production in T.E.A.P.

The failings of analytic mark schemes in the past have been in the

choice and delineation of appropriate criteria for a given situation.

We feel that the assessment of samples of written performance should

be based on appropriate, behaviourally described, analytic criteria,

graded according to different levels of performance. The criteria

need to be comprehensive and based on empirical job sample evidence.

Our data came from the survey we had carried out amongst A.R.E.L.S.

schools (v. Appendix 3.1, pp.666-669) and more particularly the

returns to that part of the questionnaire (v. Table 41 below) which

had requested from academic staff an estimation of the relative

importance of the different criteria (v. Chapter 3, pp.242-258 for

discussion of this) they employed in assessing the written work of

their students. We gathered empirical evidence from 560 lecturers

to help us decide upon those criteria which could be used for

assessing the types of written information transfer exercises that

occur in an academic context. As a result of our investigations and

on the advice of the Working Party, the criteria of relevance and

adequacy, compositional organisation, cohesion, referential adequacy,

grammatical accuracy and spelling and punctuation were seen as being

most suitable for assessing the pre-test writing tasks.
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TABLE 41

THE PERCENTAGE OF ACADEMIC STAFF WHO CONSIDERED EACH

CRITERION IMPORTANT IN THE ASSESSMENT OF WRITTEN

PRODUCTION RANKED IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE

The subject matter
	

(1)
	

91.8

Expressing what you want to say clearly
	

(2)
	

90.9

Arranging and developing written work
	

(3)
	

82.1

Using appropriate vocabulary
	

(4)
	

69.6

Tidiness
	

(5)
	

62.8

Writing grammatically correct sentences
	

(6)
	

46.9

Handwriting
	

(7)
	

44.6

Using appropriate grammatical structures
	

(8)
	

43.3

Spelling
	

(9)
	

42.3

Using a wide and varied range of vocabulary (10)
	

41.3

Punctuation
	

(11)
	

39.3

Using a variety of grammatical structures
	

(12)
	

22.2

From the returns to the staff questionnaire it appeared we needed

evaluation procedures that would help us to assess students,

particularly in relation to their counnunicative effectiveness and in

such a way that we could present a profile containing a coarse

diagnosis of candidates' strengths and weaknesses.

To apply these 'valid' criteria reliably we attempted to construct

an analytic marking scheme in which each of the criteria is sub-

divided into four behavioural levels on a scale 0-3 (v. Table 4J

below). A level 3 corresponds to our base line of minimal competence.

At this level we feel that a student is likely to have very few

problems in coping with the writing tasks demanded of him by his

course in respect of this criterion. At a level 2 a limited number

of problns arise in relation to the criterion and remedial help

would be advisable. A level 1 would indicate that a lot of help is

necessary with respect to this particular critericrn. A level 0

indicates almost total incompetence in respect of the criterion in

question.
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TABLE 43

T.E.A.P. ATTRIBUTE WRITING SCALES

I. Relevance and Ad quacy of Content

0. The answer bears almost no relation to the task set. Totally inadequate
answer.

I. Answer of limited relevance to the task set. Possibly major gape in treat-
ment of topic and/or pointless repetition.

2. For the most part answer, the task set, though there may be some gaps or
redundant information.

3. Relevant and adequate answer to the task set.

2. Compositional Organisation

0. No apparent organisation of content.

1. Very little organisation of content. Underlying structure not sufficiently
apparent.

2. Some organi.sational skills in evidence, but not adequately controlled.

3. Overall shape and internal pattern clear. Organisational skills adequately
controlled.

3. Cohesion

0. Cohesion almost totally absent. Writing so fragmentary that comprehension
of the intended communication is virtually impossible.

I. Unsatisfactory cohesion may cause difficulty in comprehension of most of
the intended communication.

2. For the most part satisfactory cohesion though occasional deficiencies
may mean that certain parts of the communication are not always effective.

3. Satisfactory use of cohesion resulting in effective communication.

4. Adequacy of Vocabulary for Purpose

0. Vocabulary inadequate even for the most basic parts of the intended
Communication.

I. Frequent inadequacies in vocabulary for the task. Perhaps frequent
lexical inappropriacies and/or repetition.

2. Some inadequacies in vocabulary for the task. Perhaps some lexical
inappropriacies and/or circumlocution.

3. Almost no inadequacies in vocabulary for the task. Only rare
inappropriacies and/or circumlocution.

5. Grammar

0. Almost all grammatical patterns inaccurate.

I. Frequent grammatical inaccuracies.

2. Some grammatical inaccuracies.

3. Almost no grammatical inaccuracies.

6. Mechanical Accuracy I (Punctuation) 7. Mechanical Accuracy II (Spelling)

0. Ignorance of conventions of	 0. Almost all spelling inaccurate.
punctuation.	 •	 , standard of accuracy in

I. Low standard of accuracy in 	 spelling.
punctuation.	 2. Some inaccuracies in spelling.

2. Some inaccuracies in punctuation. 	 3 Almost no inaccuracies in spelling.
3. Almost no inaccuracies in

punctuation.
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The set of criteria and behavioural descriptions of the levels

within each of them (v. Table 4J above) are not seen as irrevocable,

but they represent the outcome of a long process of practical trial-

ling and revision. In all, the behavioural descriptions of the

levels within the criteria went through five major revisions.

Versions were trialled in experimental marking sessions with the

M.A. in Applied Linguistics groups at the Universities of Exeter and

London, with thirty Advanced Level E.F.L. teachers from A.R.E.L.S.

schools at a staff course run by the A.E.B. in 1982, with four groups

of secondary school English language teachers and one group of

university lecturers in Sri Lanka in 1982. In addition, professional

advice was given by colleagues in the field and by the Working Party

attached to the project.

The first problem in earlier versions of these assessment criteria was

that in some of the criteria we were trying to assess two things,

namely communicative effectiveness and degree of accuracy. As a

result we found great difficulty in attempting to apply the criteria

reliably. Gradually we were able to refine our scheme so that the

first four criteria (1 to 4) related to communicative effectiveness

and the latter three to accuracy (v. Table 4J above). It may

well be that the latter three criteria contribute to communicative

effectiveness or lack of it, but attempts to incorporate some

indication of this into these criteria proved impracticable.

Secondly, we were gradually able to establish distinctions between

each of the four levels and to achieve roughly equivalent level

distinctions across the criteria.

Thirdly, great problems were experienced in the trial assessments in

gaining agreement as to what was meant by certain of the descriptions

of levels within the criteria. We gradually eliminated most sources

of confusion, as far as we were able, and this inevitably resulted

in a much simplified scale for these descriptions of level,

particularly in the accuracy criteria 5 to 7.
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En terms of the criteria for assessing the productive mode of writing

it seems that we are able to be far more explicit than is possible

in the receptive skills. We have been able to develop criteria of

assessment, write behavioural descriptions of four levels within

each of these criteria and then apply these to samples of students'

writing. Because of the private, in.ternalised nature of the reading

and listening processes it does not seem possible to devise such

explicit criteria by which candidates' proficiency in the receptive

skills can be judged. Whereas we are able to assess candidates'

productive ability directly, we can only take indirect measurements

of what we label as listening or reading ability. We also have to

make the assumption that the sum of the listening or reading skills

being measured is equivalent to the whole of what might be described

as proficiency in listening or reading.

Though we have attempted to specify what each item is testing in

these receptive areas, the candidates' responses can only be judged

right or wrong. It does not seem possible to establish levels of

attainment on individual receptive skill items, hpwever explicit we

can be about what an individual item is testing. Whereas in writing

or speaking tests we are presented with something more tangible to

make qualitative judgements about, it is more difficult to see at

what stage the process might have broken down in items testing the

receptive skills or to employ anything other than a dichotomous

rating scale. We cannot normally say how near a candidate came to

getting an item right in assessment of receptive skills and the more

discrete the item the more this must be the case.

In the final version of T.E.A.P. we intend to present a profile of

proficiency in the macro-skills of reading, listening and writing.

The differences in the way we are able to assess these will affect

the manner in which we are able to decide how overall grades are to

be awarded in each macro-skill. We return to this problem in

Section 5.7 below.
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4.5.3.3 Further Considerations in Designing Writing Tasks for

Inclusion in a Test Battery

4.5.3.3.1 Number of writing tasks

In our discussion of the writing components in T.E.A.P., we have so

far concentrated on how we might achieve marker reliability. There

are, however, other factors contributing to the reliability of a

test which merit attention. Firstly, the number of samples of a

student's work that are taken can help control the variation in

performance that might occur from task to task.

Both reliability and validity have been found to be increased by

sampling more than one composition from each candidate. Finlayson

(1951, p.I32) found:

'i... the performance of a child in one essay is not
representative of his ability to write essays in
general ..."

The research of Vernon et al. (1954, p.69) also threw:

"... very grave doubt on the common practice ... of
trying to assess English ability in general from a
single essay marked by a single examiner

Ebel (1972) showed that the more samples there were of a student's

writing in a test, the more reliable the result. Ebel outlined now

a test score comprised two elements: the true score and the error

measurement. He showed (pp.250-251):

"... the contribution (i.e. variability) of the true
component in the total score is proportional to the
number of elements (items) composing it ... increasing
test length increases the true score variance more
rapidly than it increases the error variance."

In other words, reliability of a test score tends to increase as the

number of items in the test is increased (v. Willmott et al. 1975).

Murphy (1978b, p.20°) also found that an important factor in

determining the varying reliability of eight G.C.E. examinations

under review was:
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••• the number of marks for individual parts contribut-
ing to the final examination marks. This effect of
increasing reliability, by having more parts of an exam-
ination is well demonstrated by the case of English 'A'
level ... This observation is consistent with the
established principle that combinations of unreliable
measurements are more reliable than the individual
measurements themselves ..."

Jacobs et al. (1981, p.l.5) recommended that:

"In general, it is advisable to obtain at least two, if
not more, compositions from each student. This helps
ensure that the test provides a representative sampling
of a writer's ability, by reducing to some extent the
effects of variation in an individual's performance from
topic to topic or from one test period to another. For
large-scale proficiency testing which will be a basis
for admission, placement or exemption, maximum writer
(or score) reliability is essential; otherwise, the test
scores may be of only limited value for making such
decisions ... Our experience and that of others
(Diederich 1974; Cooper 1977; Harris 1969 and Heaton
1975a) suggest that two carefully formulated writing
tasks are probably sufficient for most testing situations."

Obviously the more samples of students' writing that we can take

the better, provided each sample gives us a reasonable estimate of

the same ability. It was decided that we would include two writing

tasks in each Session of T.E.A.P. so that, overall, we would have

four measures of the student's proficiency in this area.

4.5.3.3.2 Question choice

As regards selection of topic(s) it is necessary to ensure that

students are able to write something on the topic(s) they are

presented with. Whether this means allowing a choice of topics is

an important decision that has to be made, for it too could affect

the reliability of the test.

Jacobs et al. (1981, p.l) advised:

"For large-scale evaluations, it is generally advisable
for all students to write on the same topics (Godshalk
et al. 1966; Harris 1969; Diederich 1974 and Heaton
1975a) because allowing a choice of topics introduces
too much uncontrolled variance into the test - i.e. are
observed differences in scores due to reaZ differences
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in writing proficiency or to the different topics?
There is no completely reliable basis for comparison of
scores on a test unless all of the students have
performed the same writing task(s); moreover, reader
or1sistency or reliability in evaluating the test may

be reduced if all of the papers read at a single scoring
session are not on the same topic (Coffman 1971 and
Diederich 1974) ."

Heaton (1975a) suggested that offering a choice means, in addition,

that some students may waste time trying to select a topic from

several given alternatives. Where tests are to be conducted under

timed conditions, forcing all students to write on the same topic

might also be an advantage for indecisive candidates.

Jacobs et al. (1981, p.I7) concluded:

"In view of the problems associated with offering a
choice of topics, the best alternative, unless skill in
choosing a topic is among the test objectives, would
seem to be to require all students to write on the same
topic, but to provide them more than one opportunity to
write."

By basing the writing tasks in T.E.A.P. on written and/or spoken text

supplied to the candidates, we sought to ensure that in terms of

subject knowledge all would start equally, at least in terms of the

information available to them. All would be required to write on

the same topic, but they would write on a variety of topics over the

two Sessions.

4.5.3.3.3 Amount of time allowed for each writing task: The

ramifications of time limits

Jacobs et al. (1981, p.l7) pointed to the need to give due considera-

tion to the purpose of the writing test:

"Is the test a direct outgrowth of certain learning
activities, including perhaps, advance preparation for
the test composition (reading certain books or conduct-
ing research on an assigned topic, practising with a
similar topic or the same mode in class and so forth),
or is it an impromptu test, which focuses almost
entirely on the composing product, rather than the
composing process?"
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About the only real life parallel of the closely-timed test is that

students may encounter examination essays in their academic courses.

If we were to replicate reality more closely the test tasks would

not be timed at all and students would be allowed maximum opportunity

and access to resources for demonstrating their abilities with

regard to this construct. Considerations, such as time constraints,

reliability and test security requirements make longer, process-

oriented tests impractical for most testing of this kind. In T.E.A.P.

a battery of tests rather than a single composition test is involved,

so the time available for any one component is necessarily restricted.

Jacobs et al. (1981, p.17) pointed to some of the ramifications of

this distinction:

"... a closely-timed impromptu test can hardly begin to
tap the writer's resources in the whole composing pro-
cess, other than to require that all of the process
skills be compressed into a speeded time frame, with the
result resembling only vaguely what writers usually do
in processing written discourse. It is important to
remember this serious limitation of a timed, impromptu
test."

As regards an appropriate time for completion of product-oriented

writing tasks in an actual examination setting, Jacobs et al. (1981,

p.18) argued:

"A composition test given in conjunction with a battery
of other measures must of necessity be limited in time
if the total test time is to be practical and not intro-
duce too much variance due to fatigue in the examinees

We have used this 30-minute time limit for composi-
tion tests given as part of the Michigan Test and
believe this time allowance probably provides most
students enough time to produce an adequate sample of
their writing ability."

They found in their research (p.l9) that:

".. with a 30-minute composition test ... students at
all but the most basic level of proficiency can
generally write about a page or more."

Accordingly, we decided to allow thirty minutes for each extended

writing task in the pre-test battery.
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4.5.3.3.4 Checking the viability of the writing tasks

Following the advice given in Harris (1969) and Coffman (1971), we

tried out the writing tasks on sixty native speaker undergraduates

working at the Associated Examining Board in the summer of 1982 and

on about forty non-native speakers attending summer courses at

Padworth College, Berkshire. Candidates appeared to understand what

was being required of them and the tasks seemed to be at an appro-

priate level of difficulty for first year undergraduate students.

The candidates produced sufficient written text, in the time allotted,

for us to be able to make judgements in terms of our specified

criteria.

Model answers to each question were prepared by the writer and

several members of the Working Party to satisfy ourselves that it

was feasible to compose a 'good' response to the topics within the

time limits allowed.

The nature of the writing tasks, their number, the time allowed and

the method of assessment, outlined in detail above, were subsequently

implemented in the first pre-test administration of T.E.A.P. (v.

Appendix 4.1, pp.832, 846, 886 and 920).

The markers for the pre-test administration of T.E.A.P. were to be

selected from examiners with a variety of backgrounds, ndern

languages, '0' level English and E.F.L. in order to establish the

transmissability of our assessment criteria. We also had hoped to

get a subject tutor from a science or engineering discipline

involved, but this was not to prove possible.

The three markers would be trained until they achieved close agreement

in their assessment of the same specimen papers. The markers would

be monitored throughout the marking period to check that they were

applying the criteria consistently.

As a follow up study thirty essays from each Session would be

randomly selected from four Centres and the markers involved in

assessing the pre-tests would later re-mark all ninety scripts. In
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this way, we hoped to establish the degrees of bothinter- and intra-

marker reliability pertaining in the application of the analytic

marking scheme described above.
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS

In this Chapter we have described the development of the pre-test

versions of T.E.A.P. (v. Appendix 4.1, pp.827-930). This was

essentially an experimental battery. The design was eclectic,

embracing formats from along the testing spectrum; 'discrete point';

integrative and integrated (communicative). It was our intention to

examine the relative merits of different test formats of varying

degrees of directness, for assessing candidates' proficiency in

performing reading, listening and writing tasks that they might

encounter in tertiary level education. By providing two versions of

Session II we also hoped to determine whether student performance was

affected by the subject content of the text they had to deal with.

As far as possible, in the design of the components of our battery,

we attempted to comply with the frames of reference described in

Chapter 3, viz. General Descriptive Parameters, Dynamic Communicative

Characteristics and Task Dimensions. We have pointed to T.E.A.P.'s

deficiencies in respect of these in the foregoing discussion.

In the summer of 1982 we informally tried out the pre-test versions

of T.E.A.P. on various groups of non-native speakers arid on over

sixty undergraduate native speakers employed at the A.tE.B. for the

summer vacation. Their results and comments in interviews after-

wards indicated that the native speaker group encountered few

problems in coping with any of the test tasks.

In Chapter 5 below we examine the results of the autumn 1982 main

administration of the experimental pre-test versions of T.E.A.P. in

terms of their statistical validity and reliability.
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CHAPTER FIVE

T.E.A.P. PRE-TEST: PROCEDURES, REACTIONS AND ANALYSIS
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5. T.E.A.P. PRE-TEST: PROCEDURES, REACTIONS AND ANALYSIS

5. 1 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND REACTIONS

5.1.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4 we described our attempts to realise in the pre-test

version of T.E.A.P. the specification arising out of the earlier,

empirical data collection procedures. In this experimental battery,

we incorporated a variety of test formats to establish the best

methods for assessing a student's performance level on those tasks

and under those constraints that the research indicated to be

important to overseas students following academic courses through

the medium of English. These formats necessarily varied in their

directness of fit with the activities and performance constraints

our target population would have to cope with in an academic context.

In the integrated tasks we were able to incorporate many of the

features of the general descriptive parameters outlined in Chapter 3,

but we were much more restricted in our attempts to simulate the

dynamic communicative characteristics and task dimensions. The less

direct, integrativemeasures such as doze and dictation and the more

discrete formats such as the multiple choice test of grammar bore

proportionately less resemblance to the descriptive parameters,

communicative characteristics and task dimensions we had been able

to establish.

In the pre-test version of the test battery there were two Sessions.

The first Session, Session I, was to be taken by all candidates.

Spoken and written texts, which the Project Working Party thought

would be accessible to candidates from all disciplines, were

selected from the area of general science. Two versions of the

second Session, Session II, were also prepared. Session HA was

intended for students in the fields of arts, social, administrative

and business studies (A.S.A.B.S.) and the texts in this version were

selected from written and spoken sources in these discipline areas.

Whilst it was hoped that Session hA might prove suitable for
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students in science and engineering disciplines (Sci./Eng.), we also

prepared a second version, Session IIB, containing texts specifically

selected from these discipline areas. The test tasks in Sessions

hA and IIB were similar (v. Appendix 4, pp.868-93O), but differed

in terms of the texts selected.

In Session I and in both versions of Session II candidates were

required to demonstrate their proficiency in reading, listening and

writing. To counteract the possible effect of test format on

student performance a variety of test formats were used in Session I

and Session II to test a candidate's proficiency in the range of

enabling skills required to operate successfully in the various

study modes. In addition to testing specifically the constituent

enabling skills underlying abilities in reading and listening, we

also included a more integrated task in each of the Sessions in

which reading and/or listening activities provide the stimulus

material for a writing task.

We list below details of the two Sessions of the pre-test version of

T.E.A.P. In the left hand margin we include the task codes for the

various components of the test. In the subsequent text, we refer to

the various tasks by these codes.
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SESSION I

CODE

TO

Part One

is a test of candidates' ability to read in English and to
write in English about what they have read. They have
2 tasks to do in 75 minutes.

TOl I
	

Task One - They have to write a summary of parts of a
passage. To help them to do this, they should
make brief notes while reading the passage.

T012
	

Task Two - They have to write short answers to a number of
questions on the same passage.

Part Two

is a test of candidates' ability to understand spoken
English. They have I task to do in approximately 10
minutes.

T02 I
	

They hear a short tape recording once only. During pauses
in the recording, they have to write down, in the space
provided in the answer booklet, what the speaker has said.

Part Three

is another test of candidates' ability to understand spoken
English. They have to make notes and use them to answer a
number of questions. Theyhave2 tasks to do in
approximately 50 minutes.

T031
	

Task One - They hear a tape recording of a short lecture
once only. A written outline of the main points
of the lecture is printed in the answer booklet
to help them to follow what the speaker is saying.
This lecture outline consists of three important
statements from the passage, each followed by
questions. While listening to the lecture they
have to make notes in the spaces provided as,
after the lecture, they have time to go through
these notes and use them to write answers.

T032 Task Two - They have to write a summary of parts of the
lecture, using the lecture outline and their
notes and answers.

Part Four

T041	 is a test of candidates' knowledge of English graimnar. It
consists of 60 multiple choice items. They have 30 minutes
to complete this final task of Session I.
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TA/B 11

TA/B 12A
TA/B 12B

TA/B 13

TA/B 21

TA/B 31

SESSION II

(A and B)

Part One

is a test of candidates' ability to read in English.
There are 3 different reading passages. They have
3 tasks to do in 80 minutes.

Task One - They have to answer multiple choice
questions on the first reading passage.

Task Two - They have to A) find words missing from a
second passage and B) write these words in
boxes provided.

Task Three - They have to write short answers to a
number of questions on a third passage.

Part Two

is a test of candidates' ability to understand spoken
English by making notes and using them to answer
questions. They have I task to do in 30 minutes.

They hear a tape recording of a short interview once
only. A written outline of the interview is printed in
the answer booklet to help them to follow what the
speakers are saying. The outline consists of a number
of questions. They have to make notes in the spaces
provided while they are listening to the interview.
After this interview, they have time to go through the
notes they have made and use them to write answers.

Part Three

is a test of candidates' ability to write in English,
in complete sentences, and organise their work so that
what they write is clear and answers the questions they
are asked. They have 2 tasks to do in 65 minutes.

Task One - They have to write a suniaary using:

(a) notes made on the third reading passage
in Part One and

(b) relevant information from Part Two.

TA/B 32 Task Two - They have to re-write a short passage which
contains a number of errors, making all the
necessary corrections.
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5.1.2 Sampling

5.1.2.1 Selection of Sample

The conditions stipulated for the non-native speaker (N.N.S.) group

in the pre-test were that for each of the individual Sessions and

combinations of Sessions, we should try and include representatives

from our three academic levels (v. Table 5SS, p.971), from our three

broad discipline areas (v. Table 5NN, p.962) and, if possible, from

the major language groups (v. Table 5RR, pp.968-970). For the native

speaker (N.S.) group, included as a control (e.g. as a check on item

difficulty), we attempted to sample across academic levels and

disciplines as widely as was possible (v. Table 5NN, p.962).

5.1.2.2 Obtaining the Sample

In Spring 1982 we wrote to a majority of the departments where we

knew, from our 1979 enquiries (v. Appendix 1.2, pp.612-632) and

personal contacts, that there had been reasonable numbers of over-

seas students, and asked them if they would be willing to co-operate

in the final pre-test stage of the project. We tried to keep a

balance in our requests with regard to academic level and discipline

area, though practical difficulties such as availability of

students, suitability of dates, geographical distances between

institutions, etc., affected our ability to achieve this in test

administration. From July 1982 to November 1982 we pre-tested all

groups who offered their co-operation in response to our requests.

The raw numbers of those tested in the various Centres are listed

in Appendix 5.1, pages 955-956.

5.1.2.3 Breakdown of Sample

In Appendix 5.2, pages 957-981, we have included background

details of the N.N.S. candidates who took either a single Session

or a combination of Sessions of the pre-test version of T.E.A.P. A

very small number of candidates who took various parts of the pre-

test did not fill out a background details questionnaire

(v. Appendix 5.2.1, pp.959-960) and, therefore, the n's reported in
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connection with these details are slightly less than some of the n's

listed in other sections of this chapter.

We feel that these data give a reasonable impression of the salient

characteristics of the N.N.S. candidates involved in the pre-test.

Data are provided on the students taking the following single

Sessions or combinations of Sessions: TO, TA, TB, TO+TA, TO+TB and

TA+TB.

The composition of the N.N.S. group specified in Appendix 5.2.2,

Tables 5NN to 5BBB are categorised according to: Academic Level and

Broad Discipline Area (Table 5NN, p.962), Age (Table 500, p.963),

Sex (Table 5PP, p.964), Nationality (Table5QQ, pp.965-967), First

Language (Table 5RR, pp.968-97°), Academic Level (Table 5SS, p.971),

Specific Discipline Area (Table 5TT, pp.972-973), Broad Discipline

Area (Table 5UU, p.974), Length of Time they Have Been in Britain

(Table 5VV, p.975), Amount of Time they Spend Outside of Class with

English Speaking People (Table 5WW, p.976), Length of Time Studying in

English Language Classes (a) in Own Country (Table 5XX, p.977)

(b) in Britain (Table 5YY, p.978), Previous Exposure to English as a

Medium of Study (Table 5ZZ, p.979) and Previous Experience of

Reading in Their Subject Area in English (Table 5BBB, p.980). The

following comments should be borne in mind when looking at these

tables.

On advice from specialists in the Project Working Party we grouped

the N.N.S. candidates into twelve main language families Cv. Table 5RR,

pp.968-970). Though we appreciate that the languages grouped under

Hamitic and other African languages would normally be considered of

different families, we consider that there is a greater cultural

identity amongst their speakers than is the case amongst other

groupings. They encounter similar problems because of their common

background of English as a Second Language in the African context.

All twelve language family groups were represented; the Greek, the

Semitic and the Germanic perhaps slightly too much. The Slavic,

Turkic and Japanese groups are poorly represented, but this reflects
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the situation in the population at large Cv. British Council 1982).

Overall, in terms of language background, the total sample is, it is

suggested, a reasonably representative sample of the overseas

student population in Britain.

As each Session took approximately three hours to administer, the

numbers of students available for completing two Sessions of the test

were necessarily limited. It also proved difficult to find overseas

undergraduates to take the pre-test as their numbers are smaller and

they are spread thinly over courses and institutions. The numbers

in the engineering sub-groups were also fairly small and, for the

reasons discussed in Section 5.3.2 below, they were to be combined

with the science groups at the various levels to form a composite

Science-Engineering sub-group (Sc /Eng.).

Accurate random sampling is difficult to achieve in educational

research (v. Anastasi 1982 and Houston 1982). The sample population

taking our pre-test was necessarily opportunistic as we were largely

dependent on the willingness of institutions and students to give

freely of their time and efforts. A purposive attempt was made,

however, to try and get roughly equivalent numbers of 'A' level and

post-graduate, non-native speakers for each Session and combinations

of Sessions together with reasonable numbers of their native speaker

counterparts. Balancing the numbers of the arts, social, administra-

tive and business studies (A.S.A.B.S.) group with the science and

engineering groups was more difficult. Our attempts were often

frustrated by the fact that the numbers of students expected were

often greater than those who presented themselves on the day to sit

the test. This led to unequal numbers taking each Session and

combinations of Sessions. Added to this was the fact that receiving

institutions had very limited information on the N.N.S. intake as a

whole before arrival, and accurate random sampling was for all these

reasons, impossible.

Given that we drew our N.N.S. sample from three of the main pre-

sessional courses in Britain: Reading, Lancaster and Southampton,

which specifically cater for N.N.S. students with language problems

and from the majority of the new intake of N.N.S. 'A' level students

at seven colleges and of the post-graduates and undergraduates at
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the Universities of Bath, Exeter and Reading, we might reasonably

claim that they represent the type of student our test is aimed at.

They included students from fifteen institutions (v. Table 5MM,

p.956) from ninety different countries (v. Table 5QQ, pp.965-967)

and twelve major language groups containing fifty four different

languages (v. Table 5RR, pp.968-970). Their level and subject areas

covered a large part of the gamut of the courses the N.N.S. popula-

tion follow in tertiary education in Britain (v. Table 5TT, pp.972-

973). Overall, we consider that it is a not heavily biased sample

of the overseas student population in Britain in 1982-83.

5.1.3 Preparation of Materials and Administration

The earlier trials in the summer of 1982 (v. Chapter 4) and the

moderation procedures described in Section 5.1.4 below, helped shape

the form of the T.E.A.P. answer and source booklets (v. Appendix 4.1,

pp.827-931). It was considered that the best arrangement was for

the questions to which candidates would write their answers to be in

an answer booklet and the longer written texts, which act as stimuli,

in a separate source booklet. The earlier trials had also helped us

to finalise decisions on the amount of time needed for each of the

sub-tests and clarify certain of the accompanying rubrics.

A set of instructions for invigilators was prepared for each of the

Sessions (v. Appendix 5.3, pp.982-989) to guide those conducting the

few Sessions the writer was unable to be present at. The officers

of the Board conducting these administrations were asked to follow

the instructions carefully and record any irregularities. Explicit

instructions were provided as to timing, playing of the tape

recorder and the verbal instructions to be given to candidates.

Candidates were given a copy of the test outline (repeated on the

inside cover of the test answer booklet) in the week prior to the

administration of the test. We requested that where possible,

teachers should go through these details so as to familiarise

candidates with the nature of the test tasks prior to the day of the
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test. We realise, of course, that this only partially offset the

problems engendered by a novel and perhaps over-long and complex

test system.

The tests were conducted at the Centres listed in Appendix 5.1, page

956. On completion of the test all scripts were taken back to the

A.E.B. offices at Aldershot where they were coded.

Three examiners were appointed from different language examining

backgrounds to mark the scripts. This was done in order to assess

the transmissability of the marking scheme which we discuss below.

One examiner was selected from the Board's Modern Language Panel,

one from the English Panel and an examiner from outside who had had

substantial previous experience of marking E.F.L. examinations. All

three were inducted into the Board's examination procedures described

in detail in the next section.

5.1.4 Associated Examining Board's Examination Procedures

5.1.4.1 Marking Schemes

Murphy (1979, p.19) outlined the nature of the marking scheme

demanded by one G.C.E. board:

"A marking scheme is a comprehensive document indicating
the explicit criteria against which candidates' answers
will be judged: it enables the examiner to relate
particular marks to answers of specified quality."

The exact form of the marking scheme will depend upon the type of

assessment being used. Parts of the marking scheme for T.E.A.P.

were straightforward statements of the correct answer (e.g. in the

case of objective questions); others were built around a model

answer and comprehensive descriptions of levels of performance

to aid the examiners in making necessarily subjective judgements

about the worth of candidates' answers. Whatever the form of the

marking scheme, its purposes are always the same. Murphy (1979,

p.14) described these purposes:
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(1) To assist the Chief Examiner and those who will moderate the

paper to check the content validity of the questions being set.

(2) To help the moderators to check that the demands made in the

examination are appropriate and in accordance with stated aims

and objectives.

(3) To allow the moderators to check that the answers expected from

the candidates are in accordance with the questions as set.

(4) To ensure that, where there is more than one examiner, each

examiner marks in exactly the same way, awarding equal marks for

equal levels of performance.

(5) To ensure that each examiner marks consistently throughout the

marking period.

We have included as Appendix 5.4, pages 990-1038, copies of the mark

schemes provided to examiners for the assessment of T.E.A.P. Sessions

TO, TA and TB.

5.1.4.2 The Moderation of Question Papers and Marking Schemes

Each of the T.E.A.P. question papers and marking schemes were

subjected to the standard process of moderation employed by the

Board for all its examinations. A sub-committee was appointed to

carry out this moderation, comprising a small group of five language

testing specialists. The question papers and marking schemes were

moderated together. In this way, we sought to establish that the

questions could be answered on the basis of the information supplied

and that the expected answers were correct. Using Murphy as our

informing source we drew up a set of questions, which were applied

to the question papers at the T.E.A.P. moderation meeting.

(a) Has the paper been set at an appropriate level of difficulty?

(i.e. Are the questions too easy or too difficult for a language

proficiency examination at this level?)

(b) Will the paper discriminate adequately between the performance

of candidates of different levels of attainment?

(c) Does the paper (when considered along with the other papers)

test the full range of appropriate skills and abilities, as

defined by the objectives of the examination?
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(d) Are the questions unambiguous, giving a clear indication of what

the examiner is asking, so that no candidate may take the

question to mean something quite different?

(e) Is there an excessive overlap in enabling skills or communicative

tasks being assessed in each Session?

(f) Can the tasks be satisfactorily answered in the time allowed?

Another duty of the T.E.A.P. Moderating Committee was to consider

the format and layout of question papers. This was important

because a badly laid out question paper could be the cause of

considerable problems for both candidates and examiners.

After a number of earlier try-outs we gradually got nearer to making

the instructions as clear and as concise as possible. Bold type and

capitals were used, where necessary, to stress particular parts of

the rubric.

Because of the difficulties in reading facing many of the candidates

unused to the Roman script, great care was exercised in selecting the

type-face for the pre-test version 6f T.E.A.P. After consultation with

experts in the field and trials on students at Padworth College, it

was decided to employ 'letter gothic' as this proved the clearest,

most easily read type-face for the overseas students consulted.

At the same time as the question paper was being moderated, the

Moderating Committee considered the appropriateness of the marking

scheme.

Again we used Murphy (1979) as our major informing source in the

construction of the following set of questions to which the

moderators addressed themselves:

(a) Does it anticipate responses of a kind that candidates are

likely to make?

(b) Are the marks allocated for each part of a question commensurate

with the demands made on the candidates?

(c) Does the marking scheme indicate clearly the marks to be

allocated for different parts of a question?
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(d) Does the marking scheme allow for possible alternative answers?

(e) Has the marking scheme reduced to the minimum possible, the

amount of computational work which the examiner has to undertake

in order to arrive at the correct mark for a script?

(f) Does the marking scheme, by specifying performance criteria,

reduce as far as possible, the element of subjective judgement

that the examiner has to exercise in evaluating candidates'

answers?

(g) Are the abilities being rewarded those which the questions are

designed to assess?

(h) Are the solutions to the problems correct?

(1) Can the marking scheme be easily interpreted by a number of

different examiners in a way which will ensure that all mark to

the same standard?

5.1.4.3 The Standardisation of Marking

Even if examiners are provided with an ideal marking scheme, there

might always be some who do not mark in exactly the way required.

The purpose of the standardisation procedures was to bring the three

T.E.A.P. examiners into line, so that candidates' marks were affected

as little as possible by the particular examiner who happened to

mark their scripts.

The following standardisation procedures were applied. Firstly, the

three examiners, one for each Session, attended a standardisation

meeting prior to receiving their allocation of scripts. At this

meeting, we explained to the examiners how the marking criteria were

to be applied. This was done with reference to the marking scheme.

If any of the examiners had queries regarding the marking scheme they

had an opportunity to raise these problems at this meeting. At the

standardisation meeting the examiners were required to mark a set of

photocopied scripts and, when this had been done, their marks were

compared, to ensure that they were all applying the same marking

standards. This provided an opportunity for examiners to do some

marking in a situation where they could compare their marking

standards with each other and with us and resolve any problems

occurring.
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After the standardisation meeting, the examiners began their

official marking of scripts. During the marking period they had to

send to us at least two sample batches of scripts. This enabled us

to check that the scripts were being marked according to the marking

scheme. Once we had re-marked the first sample batches of scripts,

these scripts were returned to the examiners who had first marked

them. Any inconsistencies in the examiners' marking at this stage

were pointed out. The same procedure was employed for the second

batch of scripts.

5.1.5 Validity Criteria - Administration

In Chapter 2 we discussed the importance of validating T.E.A.P.

against external criteria, e.g. tutors' estimates of students'

language proficiency, students' self-assessments, students' academic

progress on their courses and preferably, if possible, against

established English language tests. Though the major focus of our

enquiry was the a priori validation of T.E.A.P. we recognised the

importance of such external validation. We accordingly enlisted the

aid of these institutions where pre-tests were being conducted, in

establishing these external criteria.

At the time we administered T.E.A.P., the students' English language

tutors were asked to provide us with two estimates of their

students' proficiency in English. The first of these (v. Appendix

5.5.2, pp.IO5O-lO5l) was an analytical communicative assessment (T.C.)

in which tutors were asked to give an estimate on a four point scale

of proficiency in specific activities research had shown to be

important for students operating in an academic context. Given that

T.E.A.P. was in part felt to be a 'communicative' assessment, it

was considered important that this should be mirrored in the external

assessments and the tutors' questionnaire should therefore be an

estimate of the same thing as the test itself.

The second estimate tutors were asked to provide was an overall,

global rating (T.G.) on a four point scale for each of the four

macro-skill areas (v. Appendix 5.5.3, p.1053). The latter was a

more traditional impressionistic assessment of the type teachers
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were accustomed to making. We were interested in comparing the two
types (T.C. and T.G.) of rating to see which might be the most useful

for future validation exercises.

In addition, students were asked to provide a communicative self-

assessment of their own proficiency according to the same scale and

criteria as their tutors' cotnintinicative assessments (v. Appendix 5.5.1,

pp1O47-1048). These self-assessments were filled in prior to the
taking of the test.

At the end of the second term of the academic session, April 1983,

we approached the institutions which had co-operated in the 1982
administration of T.E.A.P. and asked them if subject tutors could

fill out a pro forms for estimating the academic progress of those

students who had sat T.E.A.P. (v. Appendix 5.5.4, p.1055). Tutors were
asked to assess how far students had been able to cope with the
language demands made on them in their courses of study in terms of

the broad macro-skills, reading, listening, writing and speaking. We
felt tutors might be unable or more likely unwilling to fill in a
more explicit set of questions on specific activities. We also asked

about the likelihood of a student failing his or her course and how
far failure might be attributed to deficiencies in English.

We are aware of the problems involved in using a criterion which

comes a long time after application of the test (v. Davies 1965).

During the interval between the administration of T.E.A.P. in
October-November and the collection of subject tutor estimates in
April, some language learning had probably taken place. In addition,

as we saw in Chapter 1, there are a large number of variables

involved in academic success which will tend to obscure any posited

relationship between language skill and academic success.

Davies (1965, p.152) pointed out that:

"... the English of a native English student is hardly
a prognostic of his academic performance, and the more
an overseas student approaches the native English in
English proficiency the less useful is a test of his
English proficiency as a prognostic."
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Finally we asked institutions to let us have the results of any

internal language tests administered to students who had sat

T.E.A.P. together with any results of established English language

tests such as E.L.B.A., E.L.T.S., J.M.B., F.C.E. and C.P.E. that

students might have taken.

In conclusion, we would emphasise that these validation procedures

are not without their practical problems (v. Davies 1965). The

criteria in the various assessments may be applied in different ways

from individual to individual; the teachers and subject tutors may

not be in a position to make reliable estimates of a student's

proficiency in certain macro-skills and lastly it may prove diff i-

cult to obtain any data at all from certain institutions.

5.1.6 Reactions to T.E.A.P.

5.1.6.1 General Issues Arising

After each test administration candidates were asked to fill in a

follow up questionnaire relating to the Session they had just taken

(v. Appendix 5.6.1, pp.1057-1065). Given that the students had already

spent about three hours sitting the test, we can only express our

gratitude for their extra effort in supplying us with this

information. The results of these data collection exercises will be

discussed in this section.

We first propose to examine general issues which arise out of the

data before looking in detail at student and invigilator responses

to specific tasks within the Sessions TO, TA and TB. In those

cases where we quote directly from student questionnaires below they

are to be considered as non-native speaker (N.N.S.) reactions unless

otherwise stated.

The number of follow up questionnaires returned were as follows:
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Student	 Invigilators

N.S.	 N.N.S.

TO	 115	 294	 15

TA	 75	 420	 10

TB	 123	 308	 11

With few exceptions the students, after completing a Session, filled

in a questionnaire. We would emphasise the need for caution

concerning the quality of these data though, as given the arduous

nature and length of the test, it is likely that some candidates may

not have appreciated this extra imposition on their time. Neverthe-

less we feel that together with the comments of the invigilators and

our own observations, they provide us with useful feedback on the

pre-test, which can be taken account of in the design of the final

version of T.E.A.P.

The extent to which students are motivated when taking an

experimental trial version of a test is difficult to judge. Having

personally administered the majority of the test Sessions, it seemed

that the N.N.S. group had approached the test positively, regarding

it as a potentially useful exercise. Though they were aware that it

was not an examination with a qualification dependent upon it, for

the most part they appreciated that the results were intended to be

used to help them rather than against them. On the whole,

participating institutions were extremely helpful in getting across

to the N.N.S. group the purpose of the test. Against this it must

be said that the pre-test in its size and duration was a daunting

prospect especially for the less proficient. The very length of the

test, some three hours, may have affected the motivation and

performance of some candidates adversely.

The motivation of the native speaker (N.S.) group taking the test

was more questionable. It proved to be easy for a majority of this

group. Many attempted to get through the test as quickly as

possible and most finished well before the allotted time expired.

When a Session took place in the afternoon there was an obvious drop

off in interest as the afternoon wore on and people wanted, or had,

to get away.
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In Question 8 of the questionnaire (v. Appendix 5.6, p.IO59) we

requested further comment on the test. The students' comments

listed below are not to be taken as wholly representative of the

views of the population, but rather serve to illustrate some of the

general points which emerged concerning the tests. We examine below

the comments that were made concerning: the length of the test; the

attitude to the subject content of the test; the familiarity of

students with the type of test and reaction to the general idea of

the test. We have grouped the comments according to the Sessions

they relate to:

Length:

TO

"It is necessary to give more time because in a normal
situation of learning we are not under such pressure of
time."

"Session I and II should have both been held on
consecutive mornings; one gets extremely tired after a
whole morning of examination, and when followed by more,
concentration goes completely down the drain - hence
bad performance. P.S. Writing gets bad because hands
are tired."

"It is a good idea to have this exam. Perhaps it is too
long."

"I think that for a test it is enough one day 4 hours
like TOEFL or ELTS. Both Session I and Session II -
that is too much."

TA

"For a better result out of this experimental test I
suggest that the questions be cut and made more concise.
By doing this people wouldn't be very tired at the end.
Generally though, it wasn't a bad experiment."

"Test too long. 6 hours is too long in one day. Perhaps
3 hour sessions on separate days would be better and
would probably produce better results too."

"Concentration and performance may fall off with a test
this long."

"It should not be taken in one sitting. The efficiency
of a student decreases as a lot of time in the
examination room passes."

"It is very hard to concentrate for such a long time.
A test in two parts witn a break would be more
pleasant."
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"Overall, too long and potentially boring. Could
reduce time allocated for each task and could combine
tasks to shorten test. Personally, I think the actual
idea behind the test is very valid."

TB

"A bit too long in duration. Too many different
sections, I'm sure it could be condensed."

A member of staff made an important point on the issue:

"The whole test (Sessions TAandTB) seemed to put
students under too great a pressure for too long. It
might be more acceptable to have certain, shortish
sections where the time element is crucial and other
sections where students have ample time to complete the
tasks. But 6 hours of constant pressure seemed a bit
punishing."

The length of each Session of the test was a problem we were aware

of but, given the desire to trial a variety of formats, we felt it

ws unavoidable in the pre-test version of T.E.A.P. It was hoped

that the analysis of pre-test results would enable us to cut down on

the number of tasks within each Session as well as reduce the size

of some of the tasks themselves in the final battery.

Attitude to Subject Content:

We were also interested in establishing attitudes to the subject

content of the test. In Question 3 of the follow-up questionnaire

we sought to ascertain what the reaction to the subject content of

the Sessions had been. The results are recorded below.

TO

Most of the staff thought this Session would be equally difficult

for all types of students. A few thought it would favour those in

the humanities or social sciences and one tutor thought it would

favour those studying science, engineering or mathematics. Several

invigilators conKnented that having to process a dense text in a new

subject was not the same as taking a test in their own subject.

The replies of the students to this question are listed below.
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With which of these statements would you agree?

A. The test would be easier for those studying
in the Humanities or Social Sciences.

B. The test would be easier for those studying
Science, Engineering or Mathematics.

C. The test would be equally difficult for the
groups of students referred to in both
A and B.

	

N.S.	 N.N.S.

	

43	 67

	

3	 43

	

66	 162

TA

Of the limited number of staff (10) completing the follow-up

questionnaire, all thought it would be equally difficult for both

groups of students with the exception of one who thought it favoured

those studying in the humanities or social sciences.

The student replies are listed below.

With which of these statements would you agree?

A. The test would be easier for those studying
in the Humanities or Social Sciences.

B. The test would be easier for those studying
Science, Engineering or Mathematics.

C. The test would be equally difficult for the
groups of students referred to in both
A and B.

N.S.	 N.N.S.

24	 118

1	 25

43	 207

TB

All the staff consulted, thought the test would be easier for those

studying science, engineering or mathematics.

The student replies are listed below.

With which of these statements would you agree?

A. The test would be easier for those studying
in the Humanities or Social Sciences.

B. The test would be easier for those studying
Science, Engineering or Mathematics.

C. The test would be equally difficult for the
groups of students referred to in both
A and B.

	

N.S.	 N.N.S.

	

33	 40

	

36	 122

	

45	 121
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We also collated those replies to Question 8 which had a bearing on

students' reaction to the subject matter of the tests and a selection

of these can be found below. Very few comments were made on the

subject content of TO and TA.

TO

"Use more general topics for the passages."

"The subjects chosen could have been more interesting."

"The subject matter was a bit too interesting - I was
tempted to stop and read it all rather than extract
information."

TA

"The subject is so boring that you are not interested in
it at all. I would have enjoyed it more if it had been
a good story or a tale."

"TA was better than TO because subject material more
general."

"Need for variety in topics."

"I found the texts and the topics in general rather
dull, one text concerning these problems would have
been sufficient."

"I suggest not to use the same subject all over."

TB

The majority of replies to Question 8 following the TB Session were

concerned with the subject specificity of the texts. They presented,

in many cases, too great a challenge for the non-science/engineering

students as the following comments illustrate.

"Even while choosing an area from science, the pattern
should follow a more general trend than, for example,
what we have here. If the subject is totally alien,
comprehension becomes more difficult because the full
import of the technical words is not understood. In my
opinion, it would be best to choose a neutral area,
such as current events which will not be biased either
in favour of or against the discipline of any candidate."

"The English was okay to understand but then it had too
much of a one subject like say to do with science, which
put me off a bit but anyway I have just tried to answer
the few I know. If it had been based on my areas of
interest I would have enjoyed the exams."
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"Test shows a definite science bias. Not entirely
suitable for candidates involved in the Arts."

"The subject matter of the passages was completely
unknown to ne. I could do better if the passages were
on general subjects."

"I don't know anything about engines or outer-space."

"The section on the diesel engine probably favours men."

"When the topics are not related to the subject known to
the students it creates inferiority. Therefore the
subject of the topics should be either more general or
related to the subject known to the student."

"Contains very uninteresting reading passages and it is
too scientific. Contains scientific words and
calculations one is not used to."

"Shorter more relevant (to our subjects) tests would
have been better. Would help if there wa more variety
in the subject matter."

"The subject under discussion in various parts of the
test should be relevant to the people taking the test,
and more time allowed on certain texts."

"Choose more carefully the texts. The texts used in
this test were technical and it is not fair to evaluate
with them people from other disciplines. I am a social
anthropologist myself and I am absolutely sure that if
other text had been used, my performance would have been
much betterH It is necessary to choose more general
subjects."

"I am not familiar at all with engineering science
terminology. I have never studied in this country
physics, chemistry or astronomy. Although I can under-
stand perfectly well any newspaper and all books,
magazines and. other periodicals, in the area of Chartered
Surveying, I experienced some difficulty in understanding
certain parts of the reading passages."

"In my opinion the content of the test was too
specialised. It would have been better if it covered
different vocabulary areas. This test might have been
easy for people studying biology or engineering etc.
because it covered this field of vocabulary. But this
test was not appropriate for people who study for
instance literature or linguistics. It is quite diffi-
cult to cope with these specific texts (as given in the
test) if one is not a native speaker and does not have
any knowledge about the particular subject. I think
each student should be given a test according to the
subject he studies."

It is interesting that most of the adverse comments on subject

content come from A.S.A.B.S. students taking Session TB, the Session

designed for science and engineering students. No adverse comments
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on subject content were made by the Sci/Eng students taking Session

TA, the Session designed primarily for A.S.A.B.S. students. If

there were to be only one version of Session II, on this evidence, it

would seem that TA is preferable.

Familiarity with the Test. Practice Effect:

The question of practice effect also has an important bearing on test

performance. We were not able rigorously to take account of this in

the pre-test administration. We did, however, reverse the order in

which the combinations of Sessions were taken at different Centres,

but the numbers are too small to make any comparisons meaningful.

It is clear from our discussions of students' replies below and our

observations, that students generally felt more confident about

their performance in whichever Session they had taken second. It

also seemed that they were less pressured for time in whichever

Session they took second. It does seem likely that students might

perform better, or at least feel they do so, when they get more used

to the format of the test.

The novelty of certain of the tasks should not be a problem once the

test has been running for a few years. One A.R.E.L.S. principal

conimented:

"Familiarity with rubrics, procedures and format of the
papers was the only serious problem for my students.
Need to have practice tests available."

Invigilators expressed the need to put the students at their ease at

the start of the Session when confronted by such a mass of papers.

The invigilators themselves found difficulty with the large amount

of paper and one recommended the Source and Answer Booklets should

be in different colours. The wealth of instructions was seen as a

difficulty by many and it was felt that this often increased time

pressure in completion of the initial tasks in a Session. This was

a particular problem in TA and TB when the complexities of filling

out a multiple choice answer sheet had to be grasped. Several

invigilators suggested that the repetition of instructions for some

tasks had only served to confuse some candidates.
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Invigilators made the following related comments:

"The considerable paperwork makes initial distribution
confusing at times, however once this first hurdle is
passed, the presentation seems fairly clear."

"The sheer bulk of paper appears to throw students
once they embark on the separate sections it's OK but I
think the overall impression possibly slows them down."

"It's often difficult to distinguish between the
difficulty students have in coping with the format of
the test and the questions. Is the ability to under-
stand the test itself, part of the test?"

En the follow-up questionnaire we asked students whether they had

any difficulty in adapting to the test. The results are summarised

in Table 5A below.

TABLE 5A

REPLIES TO QUESTION 7 OF THE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

In many ways this test was different from language
tests you may have taken in the past. Did you have
difficulty in adapting to it?
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Most of the N.N.S. group appear to have had some difficulty in

adapting to the T.E.A.P. formats though this was less of a problem

for the N.S. group.

We have also collated the replies to Question 8 which have a bearing

on this issue and include a representative selection below. The

main problems seem to have arisen due to the bulky nature of the

experimental pre-test. The amount of paper and the numerous rubrics

necessary to set up realistic tasks will obviously be a problem until

the test becomes established.

TO

"I was not accustomed to this type of examination
before, both in G.B. and in my country. So, it became
difficult to understand easily and, most of the time
went in reading instructions. At the same time
prescribed time was not enough."

TA

"The second test was easier to adapt to as I took a
similar test yesterday. Yesterday I had no idea what
was going on. I had some today!"

"Think the test was more easy than the first one or
maybe we have got familiar with the test."

"These types of tests often examine the ability of a
person to adapt to new styles of questions. I spent a
lot of time sorting out the system."

"Much of my time was spent on searching and organising
papers because the style of setting questions was very
unfamiliar. The paper was not too bad for those who are
used to the style."

"Both Sessions were confusing in the number of separate
sheets of paper and the number of sub-sections. Straight
numbering or lettering of each question would have been
much easier."

"TAll was very disjointed with questions, answers,
instructions and text in different places. The test
programme could be better arranged so that it is not so
awkward to look for different sections for different
tasks. Some explanations to how a task should be done
are very confusing especially in the multiple choice
tasks."

"There are too many parts in this examination and there
are many tasks in each part. This is quite confusing."
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"Layout of the paper not good as it involved too many
pieces of paper all over the desk, very good test of my
ability though."

"Personally, I found myself less able to think properly
and answer the questions on the afternoon examination
held on first day. In the morning examination next day,
I found myself more able to do the tasks. In the first
day exam, we wasted a lot of time in reading the
questions to know exactly what was wanted from us to do,
whereas in next day exam., we spent shorter time."

"Because I have the experience of yesterday, this exam.
was more easy because instead of reading first all the
questions, then the passage and then answer the
questions, I began to answer the questions as I was
reading. This result in more time and of course better
result."

TB

"Some confusion at beginning of the test to actually
decide what we had to do."

"Too much paper to cope with i.e. question sheets,
questions, booklet etc. You end up trying to find bits
and pieces."

"The system was very complicating. An answer book was
provided and the source booklet was separate. They
should give one task at a time so nobody could get
confused. I myself read a whole section and when I read
the question I had to read, it did not relate. By this
time I was disheartened."

We recognise that the bulky nature of the T.E.A.P. pre-tests caused

some difficulty, but would point out that it was always the inten-

tion that the final version of the test would be reduced on the

basis of data arising out of the administration of these necessarily

lengthier, experimental versions of the battery.

It was also felt that once the final version of the test was in

operation and test booklets and back up materials available, students

would be able to familiarise themselves much better with the overall

organisation of the test prior to taking it.

A number of students made much shorter comments which are not

included in the selections made above. We have attempted to quantify

them in Table 5B below.
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The main N.N.S. criticisms appear to be concerned with the diff i

culty of the test though the reverse is true for the N.S. group.

Criticisms were also voiced by the N.N.S. group about the length of

the test as a whole and that time was too short for completion of

some tasks. The only solution to this dilemma would be to cut down

on the number and/or size of the tasks which would serve to reduce

the length of the test as a whole and increase the time available

for completion of items within tasks. The remaining criticisms

relate to the listening components of the test and we will discuss

these in our examination of reactions to specific tasks below.

We would emphasise again that the pre-test was always seen by us as

a rather bulky, experimental version of T.E.A.P. and the aim was to

reduce its size once we had determined the best methods for testing

what we wanted to test.

Reaction to the Idea of the Test:

In general there was a favourable reaction to the conception

underlying T.E.A.P. The E.F.L. teachers attending the A.R.E.L.S.

staff course on T.E.A.P. at Aldershot in June 1982 had expressed

general approval for the aims and objectives of the examination

(v. Appendix5.7, pp.lO72-IO75) and their realisation in the pre-tests.

In general, teaching staff who assisted in the administration of

T.E.A.P. were in favour of the tests because of their educational

implications, the most important of which was the good 'wash back'

effect it would have on teaching. This was encouraging as we had

purpose ly included in the test a number of activities our

experience had shown to be useful exercises in teaching on pre- and

in-sessional E.A.P. courses.

The followirg comments, which reflect on the idea of the test, were

made by N.N.S. students in response to Question 8.

"I think it is a good thing that this is done at the
beginning of the course to help the tutors become aware
of our own shortcomings in order to help show where
our weakness lie."
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"It was good practice to make one realise that one's
English is not as good as one thinks and that there is
much more learning required."

"The tests were interesting and I enjoyed doing them."

"I think the combination of reading a text, listening
and writing was a good idea."

"It tests one's ability to listen carefully and under-
stand what is being spoken and personally that is the
basis of any lecture a student attends. If he can grasp
the fundamentals of a lecture, I think the student is
well on the way to passing an examination. I think the
test is marvellous in its structure and should be given
to all overseas students (mind you, some of your home
students could benefit from it too!!)."

"This test is very useful to measure English abilities
of overseas students. I've had TOEFL, ELTS, Cambridge
but, this is the most suitable test. However, it is
also very important that the topics used in the test
should be selected carefully."

"It has pointed some points about studying techniques
out to me - very useful."

5.1.6.2 Tutor and Candidate Responses to Specific Test Tasks

In this section we deal with staff and student comments made in

relation to individual tasks within each Session. For an outline of

the nature of these tasks see pages 408-409 above.

The returns to Questions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 of the questionnaire which

deal with specific components of the test are summarised in

Appendix 5.6.2, pages 1066-1071. Reference will be made to the

replies to these questions when we deal with each of the individual

test tasks.

5.1.6.2.1 TO

T011 (Summary)

On the whole this was seen as a good test by both N.S. and N.N.S.

students and by the staff. Most of the N.S. group thought there was

sufficient time for its completion though about half of the N.N.S.

group did not. In general, the amount of time allowed for each task

was adequate for the N.S. group in all of this Session (v. Table 5EEE,

p.1O69 ). Staff thought that more time should have been allowed for
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Part One (TOIl and T012) though some felt that problems with time

were connected to the difficulties students had in familiarising

themselves with the general framework of the test.

T012 (Short Answer Reading Comprehension Questions)

This was also seen as a good test by the majority of the N.S. and

N.N.S. groups and staff, though a sizeable number of the latter

student group had difficulties with the time allowed. Staff

conmiented on the need for passages containing argument and opinion

as well as those which tested purely factual reading comprehension.

Several students said they would have preferred to do T012 before

TOIl. One student wrote that he deliberately ignored certain

questions, e.g. 6 and 7 which hethoughtwould take too much time.

T021 (Dictation)

The reaction to this was favourable from both the N.S. and the N.N.S.

groups and less than half of the latter group were concerned about

the time allowed. Student comments on this sub-test were concerned

with the length of the phrases in one case and several candidates

thought the tape should be played twice for checking purposes rather

than through any difficulties engendered by the speed of the exer-

cise. One student made the valid point that it was not mentioned on

the tape that this was a dictation so he had taken it to be a note-

taking exercise. A tutor stated that it was not clear whether

students had to write down every word they heard or not. The

question was also raised as to whether they should know the topic

of the dictation beforehand.

T03I (Short Answer Listening Comprehension Questions)

This proved to be the task which the N.N.S. students gave the lowest

rating to in Question I of the follow-up questionnaire (v. Table

5CCC, p.1067)andthe one withwhichthe majority had difficulties interms
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of the time allocated. The N.S. group commented that this was one

of the best tasks and very few considered it a bad test. The

majority of staff thought this was a good E.A.P. test, though a few

thought it bad. A few would also have liked more time for the task.

This was the task which aroused the most concern and alarm amongst

the N.N.S. group according to the teachers involved in the invigila-

tion. The following points were made by staff:

"Students are encouraged (instruction p.13) to write
notes on the parts of the lecture relevant to the
questions on pp.1l,-16. Then in Task 2 they have to use
these notes to summarise the whole task. A little
unfair. For example, there was a large section on diet
and food companies between Questions 3.2 and 3.3 on p.16,
they could have written notes on and summarised."

"While listening for details or specifics it was almost
impossible to think of gist. Therefore does not the
following writing task become an exercise in paraphrase
using the outline provided."

"The lecture should be delivered more slowly to
compensate for the lack of visual signals."

"It starts too abruptly, not enough of a gap between
'The lecture will start now' and the start of the
lecture. Instructions to look at p.13 should be
included on the tape as otherwise some students are
still reading the general introduction to the task when
the lecture starts."

"The content of the lecture was too dense for students
to be able to follow the lecture outline at the same
time and not get lost and/or confused. Furthermore, it
is artificially difficult to set written comprehension
questions to be read and answered at the same time as
students are listening to a lecture. A more realistic/
helpful form of outline might be the blackboard work
that could accompany such a lecture. Otherwise it
seemed a pretty good tests"

"My class failed to study the outline and questions very
thoroughly in the time allowed for this and were there-
fore distracted by trying to read the questions at the
same time as listening to the lecture."

"The outline was difficult to follow. It seemed
artificial and too rigid. Could the outline be more in
the form of what would go on an O.H.P. or blackboard?"

"Weaker students just gave up on Tasks 3. and 3.2.
Difficult to see what can be done about this."

"In the listening task T031 weak students were helped to
find their place when following the lecture outline by
the brighter ones turning over the pages at the correct
place."
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"Difference in delivery speed between taped instructions
(very slow and comforting) and test parts (a sudden
shock). Should this difference be less?"

The following comments were made by the students on Task T031.

"Too difficult, needs double playing of tape."

"The test was very difficult for all the foreign
students. It shouldn't be like this. The worst part
was the listening comprehension. There should be pauses
during the tape is playing and there should be a second
playing."

"Part III, Task I proved to be difficult for me who is
not 'attuned' (unfamiliar with) to a British lecture.
The time lapses between the statements and time provided
for taking down notes seem to be short and inconsistent.
For instance in statements related to Questions 2, 3 and
4 - the statements came one after the other giving us
insufficient time to take down notes."

"Outline given in the answer sheet causes confusion due
to a complex structure of question sentences. It would
be better if questions are designed in simple sentences
and talk should be slower than usual with enough pauses
in between. Hope you will consider it. Otherwise it is
a very good test."

"In general terms, I think that the test is well
designed. However, there are two points that could be
improved: 1. The length of time: if have had more time
(just a few minutes more) we could have been more
relaxed. 2. The use of an outline to follow the lecture
is always very disturbing, at least, for me."

"I understood the lecture but I was confused with what
was written in the source booklet."

"I found it very difficult to listen to the text and to
write in the space provided for the answers simul-
taneously. I could not concentrate on the text."

"The quality of the tape was terribly boring. The
speaker appeared to have as much interest in what he was
saying as I did listening to him."

"This is better than Session II of test, this allows for
good understanding of content by foreign students."

"Part 3 is much more difficult than Part 2 so it should
be repeated. But, I think this test is very interesting
because it reminds me that I am weak in listening and
getting the little information from it."

"The test was very interesting, we have done such a kind
but not enough. I really feel after this test that I
need far more practice in listening and note-taking even
in my own subject."
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"I think that this type of text it is important to the
student know his level of English and what he have to
improve and study and how many hours he needs to watch
television to improve the listening that is my problem."

T032 (Summary)

Most staff thought this a good test as did the N.S. students. The

majority of the N.N.S. group, on the whole, thought it a bad test.

Some staff thought it should be made clearer that if students have

problems with the listening they can make use of the outline in the

writing task. Others were less sure that they could do much with

the outline if they had not understood the lecture.

Several students commented that they would have preferred a writing

task separate from task one (T031) and one said it would be better

to write one's own opinion on a topic.

T041 (Multiple Choice Questions on Knowledge of Grammar)

The N.N.S. group liked this part of the test most of all and as

Question 2 shows they thought that was the part they had done best

in. The N.S. group on the other hand liked this test the least.

Staff were divided and many had no opinions either way.

5.1.6.2.2 :f.:

TAIl (Multiple Choice Reading Comprehension Questions)

Staff invigilating thought this a good to very good E.A.P. test and

that time was sufficient for most candidates. In general this was

considered a good test by both the N.S. and N.N.S. groups with about

a third of the latter group having problems with time. Staff

thought the subject content might have been less suitable for the

N.S. group.
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TA 12

(Gap-filling: Identifying Omissions in Text and Completing the Gaps)

Staff were less divided in this task and either thought it a good

test or had no opinion either way. Most thought more time was

needed. The majority of students thought this a good test though

there were some problems with time in the N.N.S. group. The N.S.

group appear to have had very little problems with the time allowed

in any of the tasks in this Session. The question was raised about

the face validity of this task by one tutor:

"1 am not too sure of the objectives of Part 1, Task 2.
It appears to be a discourse analysis and seems to veer
away from the academic study type sections found in the
other parts of the test, i.e. the other sections seem
more relevant to the needs of students entering colleges
and universities in England."

Student comments ranged from lack of familiarity with this type of

format to complaints about its length and difficulty. Several asked

for the test to be cut down by indicating where the words were

missing.

TA13 (Short Answer Reading Comprehension Questions)

Most staff thought this very good and the rest thought it good.

Nearly all the staff thought more time was needed for this sub-test

in particular. Most students thought it a good test, but of the

three reading sub-tests this created the greatest difficulty as

regards time. One invigilator commented:

ItEven greater emphasis on need to read questions first
may have obviated serious timing problems."

TA2I (Short Answer Listening Comprehension Questions)

Most staff thought this was a good E.A.P. test and the time suff i-

dent. The majority of students liked this listening test though

about half of the N.N.S. group had problems with time. The general

feeling among staff and students was that TA2I was easier than TB2I.
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One teacher thought:

"Questions were detrimental to listening for gist and
'keeping the thread', but it is realistic of a discus-
sion, which is good."

One tutor thought the time given for reading the outline was too

generous. Of the four listening tests, TA2I provoked the least

adverse comments. A selection of the limited number of comments

made by the N.N.S. students on this task are included below.

"There should be pauses during the listening comprehen-
sion (during the time the tape is playing)."

"The interview was good and the questions clear, but it
would have been better if we were able to make our notes
as if we were receiving lectures in class, then answer
the questions later. Having to search for the lines on
which to make the appropriate notes was difficult and
details are left out easily."

"I would have found it easier to make my own notes.
Therefore a blank sheet would have been more useful for
my own notes. Listening comprehension much clearer than
the one given last week (TB2I) and this seems to make
the test easier."

"On the listening test the tape was blotted out momen-
tarily by people turning the page. This ended in me
missing an answer."

"The tape recording was unclear and as I was sitting
near the back of the hall the recording caused sound
reverberations ."

"Woman's voice unclear."

"The outline in 'listening', help to follow the speakers,
but in a normal lecture we would not have this, so to
listen and understand is more difficult."

TA3I (Sunmiary Writing)

Staff reactions to this test were mixed varying from very good to

bad, but the time was considered sufficient. The majority of

students thought it a good test, though about a quarter had problems

with the time. One tutor felt there was not sufficient information

to be extracted from the third reading passage. Another thought more

space was needed for the answer.

Some tutors felt that it would be difficult for the N.S. group to

give their own opinions on the problems of overseas students in this

task.
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TA32 (Editing Task)

Similar reactions as in TA3I from staff, estimates varying from very

good to bad. Time was considered sufficient. Students in general

thought this a good test and there is little difference in their

reaction to this and TA3I. They seem to have had less problems with

this in terms of time.

One student made the valid criticism:

"It is not very clear how far just only correction or
rewriting is supposed to be done."

5.1.6.2.3

TBI1 (Multiple Choice Reading Comprehension Questions)

Staff thought this task good to very good and the time allowed

sufficient. The majority of students agreed, but about one fifth of

the N.N.S. group had trouble with the time allowed. Native speakers

had very few problems with the time limits in any of the tasks in

this Session (v. Table 5EEE, p.lO69).

TB12

(Gap-filling: Identifying Omissions in Text and Completing the Gaps)

Staff either thought this task was very good or good and that suffi-

cient time had been allowed. N.S. students on the whole thought it

was a good test though slightly fewer favoured it as compared to

TBIL. About one third of the N.N.S. group had problems with the

time on this. One teacher commented that it was, in his opinion, a

test of writing ability rather than reading because it required a

"high explicit ability in grammar/cohesion". A few students

commented that they would prefer this task if the places where words

had been deleted were indicated.

TBI3 (Short Answer Reading Comprehension Questions)

Staff either considered the task good or very good, but felt the

time was not sufficient. The N.N.S. liked this least of the reading

tasks in this Session and also thought they haddone worse on it.
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About two fifths of tha N.N.S. group appear to have had insufficient

time to complete the task.

TB2I (Short Answer Listening Comprehension Questions)

Staff opinions were mixed on the listening component ranging from

very good to bad. A number of staff did not think there was suffi-

cient time allowed. This was the task the N.N.S. group liked least

in this Session with more critical opinions of the test than

complimentary. Staff made several conmients on this test. These are

listed below:

"Need instruction to pause tape before discussion starts
(after 3 minutes pause for reading) so student can turn
back to the beginning and gear up for listening etc."

"Time pressure distorted the authenticity of the task.
In general Part 2 was seen as extremely difficult."

"The arrival of Concorde overhead forced me to stop the
tape in mid-interview."

"In an examination hail such as this where the acoustics
are bad, certain candidates might be thrown by this
listening task."

"Although the interview had been prepared by the third
reading passage, I thought there was a very heavy
scientific bias in it which would make it very difficult
for non-science students. On the other hand I feel the
questions were not as 'disturbing' as those in the
equivalent part of Session I."

On the whole, staff thought the tests in TB weremore difficult for

the N.N.S. group than those in TA. This again raises the serious

problem when constructing parallel forms of gauging the complexity

and functional and referential range of texts satisfactorily.

Quite often extraneous noise interfered with the listening task and

further complicated the issue. In my own experience building work

on the floor above and excessive traffic noise from the main road

outside did little to aid the concentration and comprehension of the

examinees. Also on two occasions, candidates who were having

problems drew attention to this aloud, thereby affecting other

candidates. All these performance constraints become serious

difficulties when the tape is only played once.
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As regards the TB test format, nearly all the candidates' comments

offered in the follow_up questionnaire related to TB2I, the listening

component. Quite a number of students commented on the lack of time

allowed and several on the quality of the recording. We include

below a representative selection from the comments made.

"Tape should be run at a slower speed then stopped for
taking notes."

"In relation to Question I, part 2, my only comment is
that there are too many factors, personal as well as
environmental that may cause disturbance in concentra-
tion and hearing of the tape, thus affecting to a large
degree the results which need not then be a fair
reflection of the candidates' ability to understand and
grasp the dialogue."

"Sometimes we have to contend with noise from outside
the classroom, which makes listening to the taped
interview difficult. I find it hard to concentrate on
the speakers in the interview and what they are actually
hitting at or trying to drive home. All in all, it is a
good test of our capabilities in the language, as
listening and comprehending what is said is the main
feature of an academic course."

"Too many questions were set for the test within the
time available. One reading of the recorded passage
which was very fast was not enough for one to grasp the
main stream of the argument."

"Should be played twice not once. If this is done, the
fifteen minutes to answer the questions might be enough."

"To understand the spoken part of the test there should
be less tasks to do. You can't read the question, take
notes and listen at the same time over a long period.
Shorter lectures would be more adequate. The number of
lectures could increase therefore."

"When the candidate tries to concentrate both on the
tape and the short notes in the book it is difficult to
follow the tape in part two."

"Live voice rather than tape recording would be
preferred."

"The tape was too fast to comprehend. In any case it
was on the wall. Lecturers often speak whilst in front.
If the loudspeaker was in front, it would have been
better."

"No cassettes please. I prefer to hear and look at the
same time when someone speaks."

"The poor tape recording made people's accents sound
worse than they really were. I'm sure if those speakers
had been here in person, I would have no problem grasping
the subject and details. With a tape, a person's
attention can also tend to wander."
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TB3I (Summary Writing)

Host staff thought this to be a very good task or a good one. Time

allowed generally thought to be sufficient. This was the task the

N.S. group liked the most and the N.N.S. group on balance thought it

good rather than bad. About half of the N.N.S. group had problems

with the time allowed here.

TB32 (Editing Task)

Staff were less enthusiastic about this task, opinions ranging from

good to bad. About half the staff replies indicated more time was

needed on this. The N.N.S. group preferred this to TB31. Again,

about half the N.N.S. group had problems with the time allowed.

5.1.6.3 Conclusions

This concludes the description of our attempts to get feedback on

students' responses to the tests they had sat. These data provided

us with a wider perspective for interpreting the more objective

analysis described in the following section. They serve as a

reminder that the performance of individual candidates in tests will

be influenced both by environmental factors independent of the test

material itself and the affective responses of candidates to the

test materials. These factors are likely to have introduced a

certain degree of error into the measurements under consideration.

Whereas the majority of students taking the test completed a

questionnaire, we managed to get feedback only from a very limited

number of staff as most of the invigilations were conducted by the

writer. Staff who filled in a follow-up questionnaire were tutors

on pre-sessional courses at the Universities of Exeter, Lancaster,

Reading and Southampton. The comments these tutors made on the

difficulty their students had in coping with various tasks must be

understood in the context of their teaching situation. The few

strong criticisms of the tests, e.g. on complexity and time allowed,

all came from teachers in charge of classes with extremely limited

proficiency. Their students were in the bottom classes of pre-

sessional courses where the students were already pre-selected on
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the basis of their need for remedial English language tuition.

T.E.A.P. is a proficiency test and not an achievement test. Its

purpose is to establish whether students possess the baseline

competence to cope with the language activities involved in an

academic course of study. it is not the function of the proficiency

tester to aim the level of the test at the standard of the weaker

students who might be taking it. The proficiency test should

attempt to mirror an external standard which has to be reached

irrespective of the differing abilities of the students who might be

Sitting it.

This is not to say we were unreceptive to the comments of these

teachers and where corroborative evidence from the wider based

student sample and the data analysis Cv. Section 5.2 below)

supported their criticisms, the necessary corrective action was

taken in preparing the final version of the test.

Timing is obviously a factor that had to be monitored carefully.

The pre-test N.S. group, as with the N.S. students we had trialled

the tests on in the summer of 1982, encountered hardly any problems

with the time allowed, in fact most N.S. students had more than

enough time. In general, for a majority of the N.N.S. group (v.

Appendix 5.6.2, p.1O69), the time allotted was sufficient for most

of the tasks.

Where difficulty arose for the N.S. group at the item level (v.

Section 5.2, p.446 etseq.) the necessary steps were taken to remedy

the deficiencies. Where difficulty occurred for large numbers of the

N.N.S. group in completing tasks in the time allowed, steps have been

taken to resolve the problem. These amendments are referred to in

our discussion of the test analysis of the data relating to specific

tasks in Section 5.2 below.

The comments that were made by both staff and students were greatly

appreciated by the writer and were all borne in mind when T.E.A.P.

was revised and shortened for the final piloting.
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5.1.7 Handling the Data

The T.E.A.P. data were keyed between November 1982 and January 1983

via an interactive terminal linked to the Honeywell, Level 64 main-

frame. The only exception to this was the O.T. item response data

which, since they had been coded on standard A.E.B. O.T. sheets,

were entered on to the computer via a document reader. Wherever it

was possible the data were validated subsequent to being entered

into the computer.

The computer analysis was performed entirely on the mainframe using

a variety of programs which fall into three groups.

(i) The first of these was the Honeywell written statistical

package STATPAC. The hierarchical cluster analyses and the

principal component analyses were performed using STATPAC.

(ii) A small number of standard departmental programs were written

in FORTRAN. In particular, these were used to produce the

correlation matrices and the factor rotations on the principal

components produced by STATPAC.

(iii) A large number of 'ad hoc' programs written in FORTRAN by

Mr. K. Trinder and Mr. J. Wilmut, members of staff of the

Board's Research and Statistics Division, were used to manipu-

late and combine files and to produce frequency tables, simple

statistics (such as means and standard deviations), cross-

tabulation frequencies, item and task analyses and many other

specific analyses.

The types of analyses which were performed were dependent on the

structure and size of the particular data set under examination and

although other sophisticated statistical analyses could have been

employed (such as multiple regression and oblique factor rotations),

it was felt that these were not likely to yield any further

information of significant value.
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5.2 DATA ANALYSIS AT THE ITEM LEVEL

5.2.1 Introduction

Before examining the pre-test scores of candidates at the task and

task composite level, we first carried out an individual analysis of

every item in the pre-test. The tables relating to the analysis we

carried out at the item level are included as Appendix 5.8, pages

1076-109 5.

We were concerned with how individual items, in each of the macro-

skill areas, performed in each of the Sessions. The analysis was

dealt with in the following order:

1. Reading

1.1 T012 Short answer questions on reading comprehension

1.2 TAIl Multiple choice questions on reading comprehension

1 .3 TAI2A Gap-filling: identifying omissions in text

1.4 TAl2B Gap-filling: completing the gaps

1.5 TA13 Short answer questions on reading comprehension

1.6 TBII Multiple choice questions on reading comprehension

1.7 TBI2A Gap-filling: identifying omissions in text

1.8 TBI2B Gap-filling: completing the gaps

1.9 TBI3 Short answer questions on reading comprehension

2. Listening

2.1 T021 Dictation

2.2 T031 Short answer questions on listening comprehension

2.3 TA2I Short answer questions on listening comprehension

2.4 TB2I Short answer questions on listening comprehension

3. Linguistic Competence

3.1 T041 Multiple choice questions on knowledge of grammar

4. Writing tasks

4.1 T011, T032, TA31, TB3I Summary based on information

extracted from written and/or spoken sources

4.2 TA32, TB32 Editing tasks
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For all items in each of the tasks, where it was appropriate to do

so, we computed measures of item difficulty and of item discrimination

in the manner described below. These statistics were calculated

separately for the N.S. (native speaker) and N.N.S. (non-native

speaker) sub-groups.

As a measure of item difficulty we calculated the proportion of marks

available for each item actually gained by the candidates. This

measure is called the facility index. Thus, a facility index of

0.92 indicates that the group of candidates concerned were success-

ful in gaining 92% of the marks. In the case of an item scored

dichotomously one-nought, the mean mark for the item was 0.92.

The measure of item discrimination used was the point bi-serial

coefficient of correlation (rPb) described by Guilford (1965, pp.

322-325). It is the appropriate correlation coefficient where one

of the variables is dichotomous. Used as an index of discrimination

rPbL indicates for the item the correlation between success in the

item and total score in the task of which the item is a part. These

data are shown in Appendix 5.8, Tables 5HHH-5XXX (pp.lO76-I095). In

each table, columns 1 and 2 show the facility indices for the N.S.

and N.N.S. groups respectively. Column 3 contains the discrimination

index (rPbI) for the N.S. gThup and column 4, that for the N.N.S.

group. Columns 5 and 6 show the omits for the two groups.

At the foot of each table the final row of figures shows:

(I) the number of N.S. students taking the task,

(2) the number of N.N.S. students taking the task,

(3) the mean mark gained in the task by the N.S. group,

(4) the mean mark gained in the task by the N.N.S. group,

(5) the standard deviation of marks gained in the task by the N.S.

group and

(6) the standard deviation of marks gained in the task by the N.N.S.

group.

Emphasis was placed, in the analysis, on the facility index rather

than on the discrimination index for each item. We first checked

the facility index of each item to determine whether there were any
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cases where N.N.S. did better than N.S., where they performed equally

or where there was a facility value lower than 0.8 for the N.S. sub-

group. In these cases the item is reviewed below. We then checked

the N.N.S. rb. figures as a confirmatory procedure to see how much

individual items were contributing to the power of the task as a

whole. Though we include the rb figures for the N.S. group we feel

they should be interpreted with a great deal of caution as the high

N.S. facility indices inevitably distort the discrimination index for

the N.S. group.

For the multiple choice items in tasks T041, TAIl and TBI1, we also

looked at the response patterns for the N.N.S. sub-group only, to

see how well the distractors were performing. We noted those cases

where distractors were strong and where there was a response rate of

less than 3Z for an option. Where the facility value for an item

was above 0.8 we were not unduly worried about those effects.

The omit rates for each item were also considered to determine how

that item had behaved and also to help us in decisions about whether

the tasks should be reduced in size, or provision made for extra

time.

We now look at the results of the item analyses for each of the

tasks grouped under the broad macro-skill headings of reading,

listening, writing and grammar.

5.2.2 Reading

T0l2 Short Answer Questions on Reading Comprehension

(v. Table 51*111, p.1077)

The facility and discrimination statistics seem acceptable for all

items. There are high omit rates on items 6 and 7 and more

critically on items 12, 14 and 15. Items 6 and 7 are suspect in

that we are not, with the advantage of experience and hindsight,

convinced whether the form they are couched in actually measures the

ability to work out the meaning of words in context. In the opinion

of the Project Working Party, this skill was adequately covered in
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Tasks TAI2/TBI2; the detecting of omissions and gap-filling was seen

as a more appropriate format for testing lexical competence (v.

Hawkey 1982). We feel the high omit rate on items 12, 14 and 15

was due to candidates running out of time. These later items are

testing 'higher order' enabling skills and this, in our view,

justifies their retention. We advise, therefore, that items 6 and 7

should go, especially as informal observation during the pre-testing

showed some students spending anything up to five minutes trying to

locate the answer for each.

Item 5 also proved difficult for both groups of students. Since we

do not think the framing of the question was responsible for this,

but rather the difficulty of the higher level skill involved, this

item is to remain.

TAll Multiple Choice Questions on Reading Comprehension

(v. Tables 5111 and 5JJJ, pp.1078-1079)

Items 2, 11 and 13 presented a lot of difficulty to the N.S. group,

possibly because of inadequacies in the wording and they should be

reviewed. The r . for these same items accord with those of other
pb 1

items in the task for the N.N.S. group. The omit rate rises on

items 11, 12 and 13 for the N.N.S. group, but not to an unacceptable

level. The options seem to be fulfilling the conditions we have

laid down. Only in the case of item 7, which had a very high

facility value for the N.N.S. group, did distractors fail to attract

less than 3% of candidates.

TAI2A Gap-filling: Identifying Omissions in Text

(v. Table 5KKK, p.1080)

Item 8 proved the most difficult for the N.N.S. group and it was by

far the most difficult item for the N.S. group. Why this should be

so is not immediately apparent. The items seemed to discriminate

well between the N.S. and N.N.S. groups and the majority of rb.s

for the N.N.S. group were above 0.5. The facility values for the

N.S. group, with the exception of item 8, were satisfactory. Omit

rates are not indicated for this task as it would have dramatically

increased the time needed to mark this exercise if the marking

template had to be removed from the script on every item.
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TAI2B Gap-filling: Completing the Gaps

(v. Table 5LLL, p.1081)

Items 5, 8 and 21 proved very difficult even for the N.S. group.

The successful completion of item 5 required reading beyond the

immediate context and, given the sentence-based nature of the rest

of the gaps, this item is perhaps inappropriate in this context.

The number of acceptable responses to item 8 were limited and this

may account for a lot of the difficulty in coping with item 8.

Similarly item 21 seems just to have been a difficult item. It is

suggested that they be omitted from the final version, especially in

view of the high N.N.S. omit rate on the last three items of the

battery.

There was a wide range in the facility indices of both groups. As a

test it spreads out both N.S. and N.N.S. The majority of the rb.s

are above 0.5 for the N.N.S. group.

There was a feeling among students and teachers that this sub-test

was both too difficult and too long and a decision was taken by the

Project Working Party to reduce the length of the text and excise a

number of the more difficult items.

TA13 Short Answer Questions on Reading Comprehension

(v. Table 5MMM, p.I082)

The gap in difficulty levels between the N.S. and N.N.S. groups was

narrower on this than on any other task, with a lot of overlap

between the distributions.

The omit rate was very high on items 11 and 12, particularly for the

N.N.S. group, indicative of students running out of time. Given

that we are reluctant to increase the time allotted for this task,

we would suggest taking out items 2 and 11. We suggest item 11 be

deleted rather than 12 as we are not happy with the very low N.S.

facility index on this. Item 2 should be deleted for the same

reasons as those advanced for deleting items 6 and 7 in T012 (v.

pp.443-449).
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TBII Multiple Choice Questions on Reading Comprehension

(v. Tables 5NNN and 5000, pp.1083-1084)

Items 8 and 13 presented the N.S. group with undue difficulty and

need reformulating. As regards response frequencies, distractors 4B

and 13C need to be reviewed.

The facility indices for the N.S. and the N.N.S. groups are closer

on this task than on many of the others. The gap between the N.S.

and N.N.S. groups is much closer here than it was in TAll. There is

not the increase in omits towards the end of the task for the N.N.S.

group that was evident in TAll.

TBI2A Gap-filling: Identifying Omissions in Text

Cv. Table 5PPP, p.1085)

All items seem to be working well here. The facility index for the

N.S. group does not fall below 0.73 and that of the N.N.S. group

ranges from 0.34 to 0.86. The majority of the rbs for the N.N.S.

group are above 0.5. As for TAl2A we have no record of omits in

this task because of the difficulties this would have presented to

the markers who were using a template for correcting the items.

TB12B Gap-filling: Completing the Gaps

(v. Table 5QQQ, p.1086)

There seem to be no obvious problems here. The overall mean for the

N.N.S. group is higher in TB12 than in TAI2. The omit rate was far

lower for TBI2B as against TAI2B, with only four item omit rates of

over fifty candidates as against sixteen. If we take out the items

causing the most problems in TAI2 and reduce the length of that

passage, as members of the Project Working Party suggested, then we

will have to take out an equivalent number of items here to keep the

numbers equal and the balance of skills tested roughly the same. To

this effect we suggest omitting item 10 which proved the most

difficult for the N.S. group and the requisite number of additional

items with the proviso that this should not disturb unduly the

balance of the enabling skills being tested.
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TBI3 Short Answer Questions on Reading Comprehension

(v. Table 5RRR, p.lOB7)

Item 1 proved a very difficult item for the N.N.S. group and because

of its important initial position in the task, we feel it should be

taken out or moved to the end of this sub-test. Items 9, 10 and 11

proved difficult for both N.S. and N.N.S. groups and though the wording

of 11 was potentially ambiguous, we can find no similar explanation

for 9 and 10. There was a very high omit rate on items 10, 11 and

12 and in the follow-up questionnaires the highest complaints about

lack of time in this Session were recorded for this task.

We would recommend omitting item 11, as well as item 1, from the

final version.

The gap between the N.S. and N.N.S. groups is far greater on this

task than is the case in TA13. The N.N.S. group do far worse on

this task than on TAI3, the N.S. group perform about the same.

5.2.2.1 Conclusions

Where it is necessary to remove items to reduce the length of a sub-

test we would recommend that items which seem to focus on lower

rather than higher order skills should be removed. If the items

focusing on the higher order skills can be reformulated this would

be preferable to removal.

At the item level it would be difficult to state that any of the

reading sub-tests are working badly. Items with rb. lower than 0.3

are extremely rare for the N.N.S. group. This is indicative that

the items are discriminating well amongst the N.N.S. group.

It does appear though that the items in both multiple choice formats

have, on the whole, lower r .s than occur in the other formats.
pb 1

The data analysis revealed a steep rise in the omit rates for both

N.S. and N.N.S. groups at the ends of tasks TA13 and TBI3. This

ties in with the students' criticisms of shortage of time for these

tasks discussed in Section 5.1.6.2 above. The reduction in the
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size of these tasks that we have recoimnended, should help here. It

may well be that the occurrence of high omit rates in the N.N.S.

group reflects the relatively large number of post-graduate students

on pre-sessional courses that our sample contains. The N.N.S.

population as a whole might not have found so much difficulty in

completing the tasks in the time allotted.

In general, the facility indices for the N.S. group hardly ever

falls below 0.7 on any item and for the N.N.S. the indices seldom

dropped below 0.2. The majority of the facility indices for the

N.N.S. group were between 0.3 and 0.8. The items would, on the

whole, seem to have been pitched at a suitable level of difficulty.

5.2.3 Listening

T021 Dictation

(v. Table 5SSS, p.1088)

Items 12 and 14 proved to be unduly difficult for the N.S. group and

need modifying. There was a large gap between the N.S. and N.N.S.

groups in performance on this task.

T031 Short Answer Questions on Listening Comprehension

Cv. Table 5TTT, p.1089)

Item 4 had the highest drop out rate amongst the N.N.S. group and

caused the greatest problems for the N.S. group. Our earlier

suspicions that the meaning of the idiom involved could not actually

be worked out from the context were confirmed and as it is unlikely

that the item is testing listening comprehension, we suggest it be

removed from the final version. Items 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12 and 13 also

proved difficult for some of the N.S. group, but the feeling amongst

the Project Working Party was that they should be retained as they

were not unduly difficult for this group. The facility indices for

the N.N.S. group were very low on most of these items. The gap

between the N.S./N.N.S. groups was even wider on this task than in

T021.
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TA2I Short Answer Questions on Listening Comprehension

(v. Table 5UffIJ, p.1090)

Item 9 proved to be unacceptably difficult for the N.S. group.

Re-phrasing of the question is necessary. There are increased omits

on the last two items, but this may reflect that these items are

testing more difficult skills rather than insufficient time. Of the

four listening tasks, this task proved to be the easiest for the

N.N.S. group.

TB21 Short Answer Questions on Listening Comprehension

(v. Table 5VVV, p.IO9l)

By contrast with TA2I this proved to be a very difficult task for

the N.N.S. group and fewer questions had been set than in

T021, T031 and TA2I. It contained a greater range of accents which,

though intelligible, might have added to candidates' difficulties.

It was also considered to be more dense than TA2I by a number of

invigilators and candidates. The task is based on an interview

recorded from the radio and the quality, though deemed satisfactory,

was perhaps not as good as that of TA2I recorded live in a studio.

It illustrates again the problems of getting parallel texts of

equivalent difficulty for different Sessions. We noted in Chapter 4

the theoretical and practical deficiencies which marked our attempts

to construct an a priori specification of text in terms of complexity

and functional and referential range.

There is a big disparity in the performance levels reached by the

students in TA2I and TB2I. In the latter, the students have been

asked to do a lot less and yet have done far worse. Given the

greater difficulty of TB2I for both N.S. and N.N.S. groups and the

high omit rate for the N.N.S. group, it would probably be advisable

to take out item 1 and possibly item 5 and make the number of

questions the same as in TA2I by adding 3-5 easier questions.

The follow-up questionnaire indicated that many overseas students

felt there was inadequate time for them to cope with this task.
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5.2.4 Linguistic Competence

T041 Multiple Choice Questions on Knowledge of Grammar

(v. Tables 5WWW and 5XXX, pp.1092-1095)

Items 21, 45 and 57 were much more difficult for the N.S. group than

any of the other items in this sub-test. All three items were

testing the same area of number agreement and it may be that this

presents great difficulty to N.S. as well as N.N.S. students. It is

debatable whether they should be removed from this part of the test.

The r . for each of these three items is not noticeably different
pb 1

from that of other items in the task.

As regards response frequencies (v. Table 5XXX, p.1094) the following

distractors need to be reviewed since they attracted very few

candidates in items where a substantial proportion got the item

wrong.

Item No.	 Options

B,C

	

9	 A,B

	

11	 A

15	 A

22	 A

25	 B,C

41	 D

43	 D

50	 B
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5.2.5 Writing

5.2.5.1 Introduction

For the reasons described in Chapter 4, it was decided that all the

writing tasks would be marked using all or part of a set of seven

analytic criteria. Details of these were given in Table 4J (p.392)

and are repeated in Table 5C below. This table shows that each

criterion takes the form of a four point attribute writing scale,

0-3. The points on these scales are designated by a behavioural

description of the appropriate level of performance in the attribute.

The pre-test battery contained six writing tasks (Toll, T032, TA31,

TB3I, TA32 and TB32). The first four of these are exercises in

summary; the last two are editing tasks.

Table SD below shows the group means for each of the criteria applied

to the six writing tasks. Only the accuracy criteria 5-7 were

applicable to the editing tasks.

The writing tasks were marked by three markers chosen on the basis

described in Chapter 4 (p.399). Each marked two of the writing

tasks as indicated in Table 5D below.
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TABLE SC

T.E.A.P. ATTRIBUTE WRITING SCALES

1. Relevance and Adequacy of Content

0. Th. answer bear. almost no relation to the tack set. Totally inadequate
answer.

I. Answer of limited relevance to th. task set. Possibly major gape in treat-
ment of topic and/or pointless repetition.

2. For the most part answers the task set, though there may be some gaps or
redundant information.

3. Relevant and adequet. answer to the task set.

2. Compositional Organisation

0. No apparent organisation of content.

I. Very little organi8ation of content. Underlying structure not sufficiently
apparent.

2. Some organisational skills in evidence, but not adequately controlled.

3. Overall shape and internal pattern clear. Organisational skills adequately
controlled.

3. Cohesion

0. Cohesion almost totally absent. Writing so fragmentary that comprehension
of the intended coiiimmication is virtually impossible.

I. Unsatisfactory cohesion may cause difficulty in comprehension of most of
the intended coimeunication.

2. For the most part satisfactory cohesion though occasional deficiencies
may mean that certain parts of the coummication are not always effective.

3. Satisfactory use of cohesion resulting in effective communication.

4. Adequacy of Vocabulary for Purpose

0. Vocabulary inadequate even for the most basic parts of the intended
coinication.

I. Frequent inadequacies in vocabulary for the task. Perhaps frequent
lexical inappropriacies and/or repetition.

2. Scm. inadequacies in vocabulary for the task. Perhaps some lexical.
inappropriacies and/or circumlocution

3. Almost no inadequacies in vocabulary for the task. Only rare
inappropriacies and/or circumlocution.

5. Grammar

0. Almost all grameatical patterns inaccurate.

I. Frequent grameatical inaccuracies.

2. Scm. grai..atical inaccuracies.

3 • Almost no grammatical inaccuracies.

6. Mechanical Accuracy I (Punctuation)

0. Ignorance of conventions of
punctuation.

I. Low standard of accuracy in
punctuation.

2. Scm. inaccuracies in punctuation.

3. Almost no inaccuracies in
punctuation.

7. Mechanical Accuracy II (Spelling)

0. Almost all spelling inaccurate.

1. Low standard of accuracy in
spelling.

2. Some inaccuracies in spelling.

3. Almost no inaccuracies in spelling.
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Overall, the means of the N.S. and the N.N.S. groups on each

criterion are noticeably different. The gap between the N.S. and

the N.N.S. group appears to be consistently the widest on criterion

5, graninatical accuracy.

A surprisingly low mark for the N.S. group is recorded on criterion

I in TA31 and merits further examination of both the task and the

examiner's interpretation of the relevance and adequacy of the

answer to the question set. It may well be that as this question

relates partly to the problems overseas students see themselves as

having had, it was unsuitable for a native speaker population.

5.2.5.2 Summary Tasks: TOIl, T032, TA3I and TB3I

It was regarded as important to investigate the relationship between

the criteria to see whether it would be profitable to merge any of

them, for this would simplify the marking of the writing tasks. One

way of doing this was to study the correlation matrix for the four

writing tasks which were assessed using all seven criteria. These

matrices are shown in Table 5E below. Interpretation of these data

is made difficult by the fact that the same criteria correlate

differentially across markers as well as across tasks. The most

striking difference is the greater homogeneity of the correlations

in the two writing tasks assessed by marker one. The lowest correla-

tion is 0.54 between criteria I and 7, whereas these criteria only

correlate at 0.18 and 0.00 for markers two and three respectively.

Most of the correlations between the criteria scores awarded by

markers two and three are below the 0.5 level.

It is possible that marker one is applying the assessment criteria

in a different fashion to markers two and three, though given that

they were marking different tasks written by different candidates,

we cannot be certain of this.
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TABLE 5E

PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SEVEN

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA APPLIED TO THE WRITING TASKS

MARKER ONE

TOI 1

Criterion	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

-	 .74	 .63	 .64	 .57	 .57	 .54

2	 -	 .73	 .71	 .64	 .63	 .62

3	 -	 .77	 .71	 .67	 .67

4	 -	 .75	 .64	 .71

5	 -	 .64	 .66

6	 -	 .71

7

	

	 -

n = 321

TO32

Criterion	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

1	 -	 .79	 .68	 .73	 .66	 .59	 .59

2	 -	 .83	 .80	 .79	 .68	 .68

3	 -	 .83	 .82	 .68	 .69

4	 -	 .86	 .76	 .77

5	 -	 .72	 .74

6	 -	 .81

7	 -

n = 308

MARKER TWO

TA3 1

Criterion	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

I	 -	 .47	 .42	 .30	 .25	 .19	 .18

2	 -	 .71	 .44	 .52	 .46	 .39

3	 -	 .49	 .48	 .45	 .42	 TA32

4	 -	 .43	 .31	 .23	 5	 6	 7

5	 -	 .33	 .35	 -	 .22	 .35

6	 -	 .39	 -	 .18

7	 -	 -

n=400	 n415



6
	

7

.03	 .00

.14	 .10

.15	 .17
	

TB32

.15	 .10
	

5	 6
	

7

.24	 .23
	 -	 .18	 .33

	

.38	 .11
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TB3I

Criterion
	

I
	

2

.49

2

3

4

5

6

7

MARXER THREE

3	 4	 5

.36	 .11	 .14

.57	 .08	 .27

-	 .14	 .40

-	 . 22

n = 285
	

n = 293

It is difficult to see much patterning in the data in Table 5E

as the correlations are not very different in each of the tasks.

Certainly criteria 2 and 3 stand out as having the most in common

for markers two and three and this would accord with our intuitive

views on these two criteria.

Another way of looking at the way criteria relate to each other is

through hierarchical cluster analysis (v. Honeywell 1981). This

form of analysis is based on the notion of distance between indivi-

dual scores on each of the criteria. At the outset each criterion

is considered as a class and at each step of the analysis two

classes are combined to form a new single class according to their

degree of closeness. As the analysis progresses criteria are

grouped together until all criteria form one class. The resulting

tree structure indicates how well criteria group with each other.

The results of the analysis of the four writing tasks: Toll, T032,

TA31 and TB3I are displayed in the dendographs in Table 5F below.
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TABLE 5F

CLUSTER ANALYSIS DENDOGRAPHS

T011. Non-native	 T032 Non-native

1234756
CCCCCCC

	

AAAAAAA	 SSSSSS-S

	

SSSSSSS	 1234567

	

1 2 3 4 7 5 6	 LEVEL	 SIZE
LEVEL	 SIZE	 i i i r i i i

	

I I I I 1 I I 67.00	 2 I I I ^-+ I I
113.0	 2 I +-+ I I I I	 72.00	 2 I +-+ I I I
119.0	 2 I I +-+ I I	 I I	 I I I

	

I I	 I I 1	 96.00	 2 I I	 I +-+
1383-	 3 I I	 +--+ I	 110.7	 4 I

	

II	 Il	 I	 I	 I1,97	 4 1	 I	 +--+-	 I	 I	 I

	

II	 I	 I	 I	 I

	

II	 I	 I	 I	 I18c3..3	 3 +-.-+	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 180.9	 5 +----+	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 I

250.2	 7	 +--------+	 2415	 7	 +-------+
I	 -	 I

LEVEL

28 .0

4tIt.5
415.0

770.7

TA31 Non-native

1523467
CC C CC C
AAAAA AA
as s-s s S S
1523467

SIZE	 LEVEL
'I'''''

2 I I +-+ I I I i270
II I	 III
II I	 III

2 I I I +-+ I 267.7
4 1 1 +---+ I 290.0

II	 I	 I
S I I	 +----^ 392.7
2 +-+	 I

I	 I
I	 I	 -
I	 I	 599.7
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I

7	 - - --	 89'.7
I

TB31 Non-native

cc ccccc-
A A A A A AA
as s s a s-a
1234765

SIZE
''III''

2 I +-+ I I r :i
I I 1111
I I 1111

3 +--+ I I I I
2	 I	 +-+II

I	 I II
3	 I	 '---+1

I	 II
I	 II
I	 II

6	 +-----+ I
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I
I	 I

7	 +---- +
I
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Given the fairly featureless correlations for the TO writing tasks,

in particular it is, perhaps, not surprising that there is no

clustering for quite some time. This is certainly the case in T011,

though they do start clustering slightly earlier in TO32. In TA

and TB writing tasks the criteria begin to cluster slightly later,

but more important the ultimate clustering occurs at a much later

stage than TO. This can be seen by looking at the level on the left

hand side of the diagrams, which indicate the distance between the

two classes that have been clustered. This earlier ultimate

clustering in TO indicates that there is greater similarity in the

marks awarded for each criterion by the examiner responsible for

assessing this Session and conversely the later ultimate clustering

in TA and TB indicates greater dissimilarity between the marks

awarded for each criterion in these two Sessions.

In all, this method proved to be very uneconomical in terms of

computer time and each of the dendographs took over three hours of

real time to run. The results are not very revealing. We might

tentatively suggest that they show that criteria 2 and 3 always go

together and 6 and 7 normally end up with each other.

The distinction we thought might emerge between the communicative

effectiveness criteria, 	 and those more concerned with accuracy,

oni,y materialised to a certain extent in tasks T011 and. TB31.

This was probably due to marker/candidate/item interaction.

A necessary condition for merging the criteria is that most of the

candidates achieve the same mark on each of the merged criteria and

an alternative way of approaching the data is to analyse the

percentage of candidates getting the same mark on different criteria.

Table 5G below shows the results of doing this for the four suimnary

writing tasks. This table may be interpreted by reference to an

example. The top left hand entry indicates that, for example, 63%

of candidates got the same mark in criterion 1 as in criterion 2. A

comparison of the totals for each entry shows that candidates were

most likely across all four tasks, to get the same mark in criteria

2 and 3 and least likely to do so in criteria I and 7.
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TABLE 5G

THE PERCENTAGE OF CANDIDATES GETTING ThE SAME MARKS ON THE

DIFFERENT CRITERION DESCRIPTORS IN EACH OF THE WRITING TASKS

Criterion	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

63	 55	 62	 56	 58	 54

I	 -	 I2O5I	 I2O7I	 JiiJ	 tL1
52	 49	 42	 36	 37	 37

70	 58	 60	 49	 58

2	 -	 I288I	 I234t	 I218I	 I2O2l	 I211I

70	 46	 34	 44	 42

65	 66	 54	 62

3	 -	 [2o9l	 !223I

45	 32	 44	 47

70	 64	 67

4	 -	 I217I	 E.1iI1	 I2401

61	 63

5
	 -	 I2021

6

7

KEY T011
T032 ltotalsl
TA31
TB3 t
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It is interesting to note that there are far higher occurrences of

candidates getting the same mark for different criteria in TO.

Of the criteria in which candidates were most likely to score the

same marks, criteria 2 and 3 and criteria 6 and 7 had been high-

lighted in the previous analysis. This analysis shows, however,

that in the majority of cases only slightly over half the candidates

got the same mark when two criteria were compared.

As a result of these analyses we decided not to merge any of the

writing criteria.

5.2.5.3 Editing Tasks: TA32 and TB32

Originally the intention had been that these tasks would be

objectively scored by summing the number of errors left uncorrected

or corrected wrongly together with any new errors of commission by

the candidate. This figure was to be deducted from a fixed total to

give a final mark for the task. Unfortunately, due to lack of

clarity and precision in the rubr4c (v. Appendices 5.4.2 and 5.4.3,

p.1020 and p.lO3J candidates sometimes changed the actual wording

used and re-wrote parts of the passage, rather than simply editing

it. This meant that the error count system of marking originally

intended was no longer possible.

We had to compromise our marking procedures and use instead criteria

5-7 of the assessment criteria employed for marking the writing tasks

Toll, T032, TA3I and TB3I (v. Table 5C, p.457 above). For each of

these criteria, two errors or less were taken to equal a Level 3 in

the criterion, three to four errors a Level 2, five to eight errors

a Level 1 and nine or more errors a Level 0.

For the future versions of T.E.A.P. the rubric will be changed so that

candidates realise they must not alter the actual wording used.

As the task is to be changed in future versions of the test, less

attention was given to the analysis of data relating to these than

to other writing tests.
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We did, however, correlate the levels gained on TA32 and TB32 and

those achieved for the same criteria 5, 6 and 7 on each of the other

four writing tests and these are included in Table 5H below.

TABLE 5H

CORRELATION BETWEEN ACCURACY COMPOSITES

(ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 5 + 6 + 7) IN THE VARIOUS TASKS

TOIl	 T032 TA3I	 TA32 TB3I	 TB32

TOIl	 -	 .57	 .41	 .38	 .23	 .31

T032	 -	 .41	 .45	 .44	 .39

TA3I	 -	 .53	 .41	 .32

TA32	 -	 .28	 .20

TB31	 -	 .31

TB32	 -

CONTINGENT NUMBERS

-	 330	 136	 139

-	 136	 139

-	 443

109	 109

109	 109

101	 99

101	 99

-	 321

The low correlations between the accuracy criteria (5-7) in the

marking of the six writing tasks may be due to marking reliability

problems, some of which are discussed later. It is noteworthy that

the editing tasks correlate no better with each other than they do

with the other writing tasks. Indeed, the lowest correlation is

that between TA32 and TB32; this is particularly worrying as these

were intended as comparable tasks. The most likely explanation is

that the marking scheme was ill-fitted for its purpose and difficult

to apply consistently; otherwise the possibility must exist that the

two editing tasks are not doing the same job.

No further separate analyses were carried out on the marking of the

editing tasks.
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5.2.5.4 Inter- and Intra-Marker Reliability

Earlier (p.378 et seq.) we discussed the recognised problems of

assessing written production in a reliable manner. Because of these

problems we decided to conduct, as part of the development work in

the project, a small scale mark/re-mark reliability study for three

of theextended writing tasks (Toll, TA31 and TB3I).

In this study, before scripts were sent out for the first marking,

we randomly selected thirty scripts from each Session from two

representative Centres, one 'A' level and one post-graduate, and

photocopied them. Having marked a whole set of scripts from one

Session, all three examiners were subsequently asked to second mark

each of the three sets of thirty scripts, thus the original marker

marked these selected scripts twice.

In Table 51 we list the coefficients of correlation between the

total task scores on the three second markings and single

original marking. This gives us a picture of the inter- and

intra-marker reliability of the examiners f or each Session. The

statistics are based on an n of approximately thirty for each

writing task. The markers are designated Ml, M2 and M3.

We breakdown the mark/re-mark data more specifically in Table 5J

where we detail, for each of the seven criteria, the coefficients of

correlation between each of the second markings and the original

rating for that particular criterion.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting the coefficients of

correlation in Table 5J due to the low n's involved and the

restricted mark range of the 0-3 rating scale employed.
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TABLE 51

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE TOTAL TASK SCORES

AWARDED BY THE THREE SECOND MARKERS AND THE ORIGINAL MARKERS

	

TOIl	 M2

	

M2	 -

M3

*M1

tM I

M3	 MI* Mit

.72	 .77	 .61

-	 .80	 .73
Original Marker Ml

-	 .83

TA3I M2*
	

M3
	

Ml
	

M2t

	

*M2	 -	 .63	 .85	 .77

	

M3	 .71	
Original Marker M2

	

MI	 .78

tM2

	

TB3I	 M2

	

M2	 -

*M3

MI

tM3

M3*	 Ml	 M3t

.68	 .68	 .55

-	 .72	 .86	 .
Original Marker M3

-	 .56

t First marking

* Second marking
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A better indication of the differences amongst the three sets of re-

marks and the original marks can be gained from the printout of

marks awarded, included in Appendix 5.9, pp.I096-1IOI.

We have attempted to suimnarise these data in Table 5K below for each

of the writing tasks: T011, TA3I and TB31. We have calculated the

aggregate differences for all candidates in the marking awarded for

each criterion between the three second markers and the examiner who

first marked the scripts. The fourth mark is the original assessment.

Marker two was originally responsible for TA3I, Marker three for TB31

and Marker one for T011. Criteria 3, 5 and 6 on TO, criteria 1 and

5 on TA and criterion 5 on TB occasion the most disagreement between

the three markers. This is even clearer in Table 5L below where we

tabulate the total of mark differences on each criterion in each

task.

In Table 5M we summarise the differences between the marks awarded

by each of the three markers for each criterion on the first and

second marking of the scripts from their own particular Session.

All three markers were less consistent on criterion 3 (cohesion)

and criterion 5 (grammar).
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TABLE 5L

TOTAL MARK DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MARKERS

ON EACH CRITERION IN EACH OF THE THREE TASKS

	

Criterion TOIl	 TA3I	 TB3I	 Overal1

1
	

166	 254	 148
	

568

2
	

184	 162	 156
	

502

3
	

216	 154	 164
	

534

4
	

122	 128	 84
	

334

5
	

230	 288	 276
	

794

6
	

228	 180	 198
	

606

7
	

170	 80	 112
	

362

n = 28 n = 28 n = 26

TABLE 5M

DIFFERENCES IN CRITERION GRADES AWARDED WHEN

EXAMINERS MARKED SCRIPTS A SECOND TIME

Criterion	 T011
	

TA3 I
	

TB 31
	

Total

1
	

15
	

13
	

4
	

32

2
	

10
	

15
	

1]
	

36

3
	

15
	

14
	

113
	

42

4
	

9
	

7
	

4
	

20

5
	

16
	

14
	

14
	

44

6
	

11
	

14
	

7
	

32

7
	

5
	

10
	

4
	

19

	

Ml
	

M2
	

M3
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5.2.5.5 Conclusions

The intra-marker data showed a high correlation, but inter-marker

reliability was lower. A possible reason for this was the variation

of academic and teaching backgrounds of the markers concerned, a

choice that had been deliberately made to test the transmissibility

of the marking criteria. All three markers had been subjected to

the Board's normal standardisation procedures and particular

attention had been paid to the use of the analytic criteria for

assessing written production. It may be that if a more homogeneous

body of examiners were appointed the inter-marker figures would

improve. This will be a concern of future research in connection

with T.E.A.P.

If the anticipated improvement does not materialise, we feel that

serious consideration should be given to the double marking of

essays in T.E.A.P., although it is recognised that to do so has

administrative and financial implications for the examining body.
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5.3 DATA ANALYSIS AT THE TASK LEVEL (INTERNAL)

5.3.1 Introduction

Our first task was to establish that native speakers could cope with

the tasks that were set in each of the three Sessions. We examine

in Table 5N below the differences between the mean scores and the

standard deviations of the N.S. and N.N.S. groups for each task in

each of the three Sessions.

It is evident, even without tests of significance, that the N.S.

group, whilst not all scoring 100%, coped very well with

all tasks and their overall performance as a groupwas noticeably

different from that of the N.N.S. group. With the exception

of TB32 the N.S. group mean was over 75% for each task. The N.S.

means were higher for each task and the standard deviations lower

than those of the N.N.S. group.

The information is further broken down in Appendix 5.10, pages 1102-

1114 by level: Advanced (A), Undergraduate (U) and Post-graduate (P)

and by subject area: Science, Engineering and A.S.A.B.S., for those

students on whom we had complete background information. A similar

pattern of difference between native and non-native speaker

performance is evident there also.

It is to be expected that the range of scores of the N.S. group in a

test designed for second language users would be narrow and that most

of the items would prove fairly easy for this group. The earlier

trialling had seen the elimination of most of the items that had

proven difficult for the N.S. group as a whole, since such items may

be suspect. No assumptions were made of perfect or near perfect

performance by the N.S. group, but it was expected that there would

be a substantial superiority as compared to the N.N.S. group in their

control of the skills being tested (v. Davies 1965).



U)
U)
0

.,

	

co	 cc'
E-40

READING

	

TO12	 23

	

TAIl	 17
TAI2A 21
TAl2B	 21

	

TAI3	 18

	

TBI1	 17
TBI2A	 21
TBI2B	 21

	

TB13	 19

%RITING

	

T011	 21

	

TO32	 21

	

TA31	 21

	

TA32	 9

	

TB3I	 21

	

TB32	 9

LISTENING

	

T021	 15

	

TO3I	 18

	

TA21	 20

	

TB2I	 13

GRAMMATICAL
KNOWLEDGE

	

T041	 60

125 330
71 438
72 444
72 439
76 435
124 321
125 325
125 326
125 325

125 330
125 330
76 443
75 446
124 324
124 322

125 328
125 328
76 446
125 325

133 333 I

NUMBER OF
CANDIDATE S

u	 Z
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TABLE 5N

COMPARI SON OF N. S. AND N • N. S. PERFORMANCE ON EACH OF THE

TASKS IN THE PRE-TEST VERSIONS OF T.E.A.P.

OVERALL MEAN

C',

C')	 z

2	 7.	 2;

	18.55 81	 12.59 55

	

13.11	 77	 9.04 53
18.46 88 10.72 51

	

16.33 78	 8.42 40
13.65 76 10.27 57
13.85 81 11.80 69
17.83 85 12.39 59
17.45 83 10.16 48

	

14.43 76	 8.56 45

18.22 87 13.97 67
17.74 84 12.29 59
17.89 85 12.89 61

	

7.90 88	 5.83 65
16.53 79 12.65 60

	

5.89 65	 4.48 50

	

13.31 89	 7.02 47

	

14.42 80	 6.31 35
16.95 85 11.53 58

	

10.28 79	 4.33 33

57.11	 95 41.79 701

OVERALL 'I CRONBACH a
S .D.

cnI
U)	 Z• I 	Z
2;	 zt	 z

	3.82 5.88
	

0.77

	

2.89 3.37
	

O • 55

	

2.30 5.37
	

0.88

	

3.42 5.04
	

0.88

	

2.42 3.54
	

0.69

	

2.08 3.28
	

0.61

	

4.36 4.97
	

0.86

	

2.87 5.01
	

0.86

	

3.15 4.08
	

0.68

	

2.07 5.24
	

0.94

	

2.96 6.00
	

0.97

	

2.37 5.54
	

0.92

	

1.02 2.18
	

0.73

	

2.97 5.25
	

0.87

	

1.94 2.08
	

0.66

	

1.26 4.18	 0.87

	

2.67 4.09	 0.78

	

2.84 4.70	 0.74

	

2.32 3.27	 0.71

	

2.96 10.63	 0.92
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The listening tests in general evidence the biggest gaps between

N.S. and N.N.S. groups of any of the study modes.

It is clear that the N.S. performance in all the tests was superior

to that of the N.N.S. group and that there was an obvious difference

in proficiency between the two groups within the limits of the

samples tested. Because of the magnitude of the differences in

means we did not feel it necessary to carry out any tests of

significance.

Reliability coefficients, based on the N.N.S. raw scores, were also

calculated for each of the test tasks using Cronbach's Alpha (v.

Anastasi 1982, p.1I7). The coefficients for the N.N.S. group are to

be found in the final column of Table 5N above. The coefficients

for the N.S. group have been omitted because the high facility

indices on all tasks for this group mean there is little variance in

performance.

It should be pointed out that the Cronbach Alpha's for the writing

tasks must be interpreted in a different way from the others. They

are not measures of internal consistency between individual items in

a task, but measures of the internal consistency between different

parts of the marking scheme used to assess performance on a single

item. It is noteworthy that for the four sunmiary writing tasks the

a's are very high indicating that candidates were scoring fairly

consistently across the seven criteria, although not consistently

enough to enable us to merge any of these (v. p. l.65 above). The

ct's for the two editing tasks were anxrngst the lowest. This may be

in line with expectations when one bears in mind the fact that only

three criteria were involved and, furthermore, as was suggested

above (p.465) these criteria may have been unsuitable for marking

these tasks.

Cronbach Alpha is a measure of internal consistency and we would

expect a lower value for tests comprising items which individually

tested different abilities or ability composites, one item from

another, than for tests where all items were testing the same

abilities or ability composites. This view is supported by the
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evidence in Table 5N. The highest a'8 are associated with tasks of a

comparatively homogeneous nature, such as T021 (dictation) or TAl2A

or TAI2B (gap-filling) and the lowest a's with tasks where each item

was devised to test one of a range of abilities such as TAll

(multiple choice questions onreading comprehension) and TAI3 (short

answer questions on reading comprehension). Thus Cronbach a is not a

measure of the suitability of a task, but rather says something about

its homogeneity.

5.3.2 Approaching the Test Data

The differences between the mean scores of the N.S. and N.N.S. groups

detailed in Table 5N, page 475 are sufficient to warrant us

considering them as separate groups for the purpose of analysis of

test scores. Given the practical limitations that would be placed

on the analysis, we wished to examine whether we should keep the

further sub-divisions of the N.S. and N.N.S. groups into 'A' level,

undergraduate and post-graduate; into the disciplines of science,

engineering and arts, social, administrative and business studies.

An analysis of the performance of eighteen sub-groups would be

fairly demanding in terms of resources. Particularly since it was

not envisaged that separate versions of the test would be devised for

separate educational levels.

An examination of the mean scores of the post-graduate groups showed

them, in most cases, to be lower than those of undergraduate groups

in the same broad discipline areas. This reflects the fact that

many of the graduate students in our sample were on pre-sessional

courses because of problems with their English language proficiency.

The differences between the other two levels were not so obvious, so

we carried out a series of t-tests detailed in Table 50

below, to establish whether we needed to treat them as separate

groups. Details of the means and standard deviations of these

separate groups are given in Appendix 5.10, pages 1102-1114.
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We are aware of the problems of using t-tests on these samples, as

we are probably violating assumptions of both normality and equal

variance. Given the limited sizes of the groups, departure from

these assumptions was inevitable. To go some way to meeting this

criterion, a significance level of 1% was selected as a conservative

but sensible estimate.

We carried out t-tests on both N.N.S. and N.S. group mean scores in

each of the three discipline areas, where there were sufficient

numbers to warrant this.

It was important to establish whether the test was likely to be

equally suitable for students at the three educational levels. The

data in Table 50 broadly suggests that it might be. Most of the

statistically significant differences between the means occur where

the two groups are small. The exceptions are anxngst the A.S.A.B.S.

N.N.S. group in Sessions TO and TA. It was noticeable that there

were significant differences at 17 between the 'A' level and under-

graduate students in the N.S. group. These occurred in Tasks T032,

T041, TBII and TBI3. Indeed, in all cases, the means for the

undergraduate group were higher than those for the 'A' level group:

a result that might be expected in view of the greater maturity and

presumably higher general level of education of the former group. It

is difficult to be sure why these differences were greater for the

four tasks cited above; the textual material could be partly

responsible in one or two instances.

In the construction of Session TB, texts were selected from the

disciplines of science and engineering to produce a version of the

test which would have greater face validity for students in these

areas. The research, reported earlier in Chapter 3, had indicated

that the activities and performance constraints in the various study

modes were reasonably similar for students in these disciplines, at

the different levels. We carried out a series of t-tests on the

mean scores of the various N.S. and N.N.S. Science and Engineering

groups in each of the tasks in Sessions TO, TA and TB where there

were sufficient numbers to warrant this. These are shown in Table

5P below.
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With the exception of differences occurring due to an extremely poor

'A' level engineering group, the overall impression is that there are

few significant differences in the performance of the two groups.

Thus, for the purpose of this analysis, we took a decision to collapse

the two into a composite Science and Engineering group. We were

further encouraged in this direction by the small size of the

individual groups in these discipline areas. Thus, in the analysis

which follows, they are treated as one group, though we have

preserved the separate identities of the 'A' level, undergraduate

and post-graduate groups within the science and engineering composite.

The means and standard deviations by task and Session for this

combined Science and Engineering group are located in Appendix 5.10,

pages 1109-1114.

5.3.3 Relationship Between Tasks

In Section 5.2 above we analysed the various Sessions of the test at

the item level. In this section we wish to examine whether there is

any redundancy amongst the tasks which comprise the test battery.

One way of investigating this matter was to study the inter-task

correlations.

5.3.3.1 Correlational Data

In Table 5Q below we list again the tasks to be found in the three

Sessions of the test: TO, TA and TB, grouped according to the con-

struct the task focuses on. In all, there were twenty tasks.

Tasks 1-9 constitute the reading tasks, 10-15 the writing tasks,

16-19 the listening tasks and 20 the test of grazinatical competence.
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TABLE 5Q

INTER TASK CORRELATIONS

	

4	 8	 10
Task	 amalga- ainalga- anialga-
Code 20 tasks	 mations inations mations

T012	 1	 1	 1	 1

TAll	 2	 2	 2

TAl2B 1	 4

TAl2A	

}	

2

TA13	 5	 4
-R

TB11	 6	 5	 4	 -

TB12A	 7

TB12B	 8	
6	

}	

-3

TB13	 9	 7

T011	 1	 10

T032	 11	
8	

} 6
	 -	 4

TA31	 12	 9	

I1_-
W

TA32	 13	 10

TB31	 14	 11

	

8	 6

TB32	 15	 12

T021	 16	

Jl3	
7

T031	 ]	 17
-L

TA21	 18	 14	 10	 8

TB21	 19	 15	 11	 9

T041	 20J—G	 16	 12	 10

KEY: R: Reading
W: Writing
L: Listening
G: Grammar
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All test task correlations are to be found in Appendix 5.11, pages

1115-1135. In Appendix 5.11.1, pages 1118-1126, we list the

correlations between tasks for the series of 4, 8 and 10 amalgama-

tions described in Table 5Q above. In these amalgamations of tasks

we gradually increased the size of the skill composites and reduced

the number of separate task components within individual Sessions

until, with 10 amalgamations, there was only a reading, listening

and writing composite for each Session plus the separate grammar

task. This allowed us to see the possible effects of excising

certain tasks from the battery.

In Appendix 5.11.2 we focused on the various groups of students who

took the combinations of Sessions: TO + TA, TO + TB and TA + TB.

For the purposes of analysis we treated separately the reading,

listening and writing tasks in each of the various combinations.

On pages 1127-1129, we have summarised all the available data on the

relationship between the reading tasks for students taking the

different combinations of Sessions TO + TA, TO + TB and TA + TB.

In Parts A and B of these tables we detail the correlations for the

'A' level and post-graduate groups in the Sci./Eng. and A.S.A.B.S.

groups. No correlations are included for undergraduates as the

numbers were too small.

In Part C we present the correlations for all the students in each

of the two subject area groupings, Sci./Eng. and A.S.A.B.S.

In Part D, we list the correlations between tasks, for all the non-

native speakers regardless of discipline, taking all the components

in a particular combination of Sessions, including N.N.S. students

not separately identified by level or discipline. Inspection of

this part of the table should indicate whether any tasks within

constructs are redundant.
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In Part E we have amalgamated all the reading scores for each

candidate within a Session and calculated an overall correlation

between Sessions for that particular construct.

A similar analysis was carried out on the listening and writing tasks

for the various combinations of Sessions. The correlations for the

listening and writing tasks are laid out in the same manner as those

for the reading tasks and are to be found on pages 1130-1135.

5.3.3.1.1 Reading

In the To/TA combination TAll, the multiple choice format for testing

reading comprehension, appears to correlate the least with the other

tasks for all the sub-groups of candidates. The highest correlations

are between the two sets of marks for the two parts; TAl2A/TAl2B of

the gap-filling format. It may be worth considering whether we could

reduce the task by showing where the omissions occur and having

students supply only the words that are omitted. In the TO/TB

combination we find a similar picture with TBI I correlating the lowest

with other components in all the sub-groups of candidates. The two

parts of the gap-filling component again correlate highly.

In the TA/TB correlation the multiple choice formats TAIl and TBII,

in general, have low correlations with other components. The low

correlations of these multiple choice tasks may be due to format

effect, though the effect does not appear to be mirrored in the case

of T041 (V. Table 5ZZZ, p.1118). Neither do the two multiple choice

reading comprehension tasks correlate with each other. The earlier

item analysis revealed certain inadequacies in these tasks but not in

our opinion sufficient to make them that different from the short

answer questions which similarly contain a restricted number of

items.

With regard to the inter-session correlations in Part E one might

expect the correlation between the reading tasks in TO and TA to be

somewhat similar to that between those in TO and TB, since both TA

and TB are intended as parallel sessions. For the same reason one

might expect the TA/TB correlation to be high. These expectations
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must be tempered by the number and length of tasks in each of the

Sessions and by the marking reliability of the tasks. It is not

therefore surprising that in reading the TA/TB correlation is higher

than the TO/TA or TO/TB ones; it contains more reading comprehension

tasks.

5.3.3.1.2 Writing

The inter-task correlations for this construct are all fairly low and

the highest correlation is to be found between the two writing tasks

T011 and T032 in the same Session where the examiner is common to

both tasks. As well as the possibility of differential student

performance on different tasks, the generally recognised difficulty

ofg reliably) productive writing referred to above (v. Section

4.5.3) leads to greater measurement error which will serve to depress

the correlation coefficients between the writing tasks.

The editing tasks TA32 and TB32 in general correlated poorly with

other writing tasks; perhaps limited evidence that they are

measuring a different element of what we are labelling writing

ability and should therefore remain in the battery.

All three inter-session correlations for this construct are lower

than the corresponding ones for reading comprehension probably due,

at least in part, to the greater degree of measurement error involved

in assessing writing. The poorer correlations between TB and the

other Sessions in writing may be due to the difficulties noted

earlier in respect of TB13 and TB21. As these are integrated with

the writing task TB3I then these failings might have had some effect

on performance in this latter task also. The very difficult nature

of TB32 as against TA32 may also be contributing to the lower

correlations achieved by the TB writing construct. This is further

evidence of the difficulty there is in constructing parallel tests

especially as regards task dimensions.

5.3.3.1.3 Listening

The listening construct shows inter-task correlations somewhat

between those for reading comprehension and for writing. The highest

correlations were achieved between the two listening tasks T012, the
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dictation, and T031, the listening to a lecture and note-taking

exercise, presumably because both are ability-related and capable of

being marked reliably, and the possibility of differential performance

due to a practice effect from Session to Session is absent. The

values of the inter-session correlations for listening are also

between those for reading comprehension and writing with that of TA!

TB lowest of the three. It should be borne in mind, however, that

this latter finding may be due to the fact that only two listening

tasks occurred in these Sessions; the To/TA and To/TB correlations

involved three tasks.

5.3.3.1.4 Linguistic competence

The correlations of the grammar sub-test T041 with other parts of the

test can be found in Appendix 5.11.1, pages 1118-1125. They

show that T041 achieves correlations of between 0.3 and 0.7 with all

other tasks, perhaps indicative that linguistic competence is a part

of what these other tasks are measuring. This can be seen most

clearly in Table 5CCCC, page 1124. When we amalgamated the reading,

listening and writing test scores into three composite skill scores

for each of the Sessions TO, TA and TB and correlated these with T041,

slightly higher correlations resulted.

5.3.4 Factor Analysis Data

It was felt that factor analysis techniques might provide a further

perspective on the relationships between test tasks emerging from the

correlational data.

Using the Honeywell package STATPAC (Honeywell 1981) principal

components were calculated from the various correlation matrices

(v. pp.1136- 1172) for pairs of Session and individual Sessions.

Characteristically the principal component analysis (P.C.A.) revealed

the existence of one 'general ability' factor, though in no case did

this component account for more than two thirds of the variance. In

order to clarify the data it was decided to employ the Varimax

rotation technique. This technique reorganises the data from the

principal component analysis giving a new set of factors which may
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serve to divide the test tasks into more easily interpreted groupings.

Three sets of data were involved in this analysis and we list these

below. Set 2 contains all the candidates in Set 1 and Set 3 contains

all those in Set 2.

Set 1. Sci./Eng. and A.S.A.B.S. Candidates Taking Various Combina-

tionsof Session (v. Appendix 5.12.1, pp.1137-1155)

TO + TA Sci./Eng. candidates

TO + TA A.S.A.B.S. candidates

TO + TB Sci./Eng. candidates

TO + TB A.S.A.B.S. candidates

TA + TB Sci./Eng. candidates

TA + TB A.S.A.B.S. candidates

n = 80

n = 40

n 76

n = 21

n = 43

n = 48

Set 2. All N.N.S. Taking Various Combinations of Session (v.

Appendix 5.12.2, pp.Il56-1165)

TO + TA	 n = 132

TO + TB All N.N.S.	 n = 103

TA + TB
	

n = 95

Set 3. All N.N.S. Taking Single Sessions (v. Appendix 5.12.3,

pp.1 166-1172)

TO	 n = 328

TA All N.N.S.	 U = 435

TB	 n 321

The general procedure followed was to select those components which

had eigenvalues greater than one after the P.C.A. and then rotate

these components through Varimax procedure (v. Alderson 1978a). In

the TO+TA, TA+TB combinations of Session for both Sci./Eng. and

A.S.A.B.S. candidates in Set 1, this meant that three components were

rotated. In the case of TO+TB for both Sci./Eng. and A.S.A.B.S.

groups this criterion would have resulted in fewer components being

rotated. For reasons of consistency and to allow comparison between

combinations, it was decided to rotate three factors on this

combination of Session also. The printouts of these principal
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component analyses and accompanying rotations are included

as Appendix 5.12.1, pages 1137-1155. A similar pattern was

adopted in Set 2 for the analyses carried out on the correlation

matrices obtained for all N.N.S. candidates, irrespective of

discipline, on these three combinations of Session (v. Appendix 5.12.2,

pp.1156-1165).

In the combinations of Session taken by various groupings of

candidates the samples were limited whereas in individual Sessions the

number of candidates was far greater. We therefore decided to perform

these analyses on the TO, TA and TB single Sessions and the printouts

for these can be found in Appendix 5.12.3, pages 1166-1172. In

all cases in the single Sessions in Set 3 there was only one

component with an elgenvalue greater than one after the principal

component analysis. This single component never accounted for more

than two thirds of the variance. In Session TO only two components

had eigenvalues greater than 0.5 after the P.C.A. and therefore

rotation of more than two components was not considered worthwhile.

For the purposes of consistency and comparison we decided therefore

to rotate only two components in each of the single Sessions.

To make the data contained in Appendix 5.12 more accessible

we have abstracted those cases where the factor loadings

after the Varimax rotation are greater than 0.6 and detail them in

chart form below for the three sets of data. We feel some of

the results may well have been affected by the low n's and the

natures of the samples involved.

Set 1. Sci./Eng. and A.S.A.B.S. Candidates Taking Various

Combinations of Session

TO + TA (v. Appendix 5.12.1, pp.l138-ll43)

In Table 5R below the results of the Varimax procedure are summarised

for this combination of Sessions. For both groups of students the

first factor would appear to be a comprehension factor embracing

reading and listening tests and the second a writing factor. The

loading of TAll on a third factor in both groups is difficult to

explain with no other task loading very heavily on this. The same

does not appear to be true for TBII in the other combinations which
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in general loads on the same factor as other reading comprehension

tasks.

That TOIl and T012 load heavily on the same factor is due to them

both having in common the same reading passage as stimulus material.

This effect is repeated in the TO/TB combination for the A.S.A.B.S.

group. The loading of TAI2B in the Sci./Eng. data on what we have

tentatively labelled a writing factor may be due to the productive

nature of the second part of this integrative gap-filling measure.

TO + TB (v. Appendix 5.12.1, pp.1144-1 149)

For the Sci./Eng. group the first factor appears to be a comprehen-

sion factor. The integrated nature of tasks TB13, TB2I and TB3I

appears to be contributing to the similarity of the loadings. The

writing task TB31 is based on the stimulus material presented in TB13

and TB21. The second factor shows the dictation task T021, the

listening task T032 and the test of granmiar T041 both loading heavily

on the same factor which might be a further comprehension factor.

The third factor appears to be a writing factor.

For the A.S.A.B.S. group, the first factor also appears to be a

comprehension factor. That T011 loads on this factor is probably due

to the fact that its successful completion is also dependent on

comprehension of the reading passage that task T012 is based on. As

we noted above, this could also explain the similar occurrence in the

TO/TA combination of Sessions. As for the Sci./Eng. group, T021 and

T041 load together as a second factor though for this group TB32 does

also. This may well mean that it is another comprehension factor,

given that the nature of TB32 is editing rather than productive

writing. The third factor again appears to be a writing factor.

The differences in the factor loadings in TO + TA as compared with TO

+ TB might be taken as evidence that these combinations are not

identical in what they are testing.

TA + TB (v. Appendix 5.12.1, pp.IISO-ll55)

In TA/TB a similar picture appears after the Varimax rotation Cv.

Table SR above). The first factor for both groups appears to be a
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comprehension factor. The heavy loadings in tasks 2, 3, 8 and 13 are

common to both groups. The loading of TA32 on this factor in both

groups is perhaps due to the receptive editing as against productive

writing focus of the task. The third factor for the Sci./Eng. group

also appears to be a comprehension factor. The second factor for

both groups would seem to be a writing factor as does factor three for

the A.S.A.B.S. group.

Set 2. All N.N.S. Taking Various Combinations of Session (v. Appendix

5.12.2, pp. 1156-1165)

Similar factor analyses were carried out on the combinations of

Session using the data from all the N.N.S. students considered as a

single group. The results are presented in summary form in Table 5S

below where we have tabulated those cases where the factor loadings

are greater than 0.6. Again the different factor loadings in TO + TA

as compared with TO + TB might suggest these combinations are not

parallel tests.

In TO/TA the first factor would appear to be a comprehension factor

with strong loadings on both reading and listening tasks. The second

appears to be a writing factor. The link between T011 and TOI2

arising out of common stimulus material is again in evidence. The

third factor which TAIl loads heavily on is not easily explained.

In the TA/TB combination the first factor would again seem to be a

comprehension factor with most of the reading and listening tests

loading heavily on this. The second factor might tentatively be

described as a writing factor. TBII loads on the same factor as TB3I

which again is not easily susceptible to explanation. In the To/TB

combination the pattern is not so clear. Factor one might be seen as

a comprehension factor and factor three as a writing factor. Factor

two is difficult to interpret with writing, reading and listening

tasks loading heavily on it.
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Set 3. All N.N.S. Taking Single Sessions Cv. Appendix 5.12.3,

pp.' 166-1172)

Given that the size of the samples was greater in the separate Sessions

TO, TA and TB, we decided to carry out additional principal component

analyses on the tasks within each of these Sessions to be followed by

Varimax rotation. The full printouts of the analyses are to be found

in Appendix 5.12.3, pages 1166-1172. We detail the results of the

Varimax rotations below for those cases where the factor loadings are

greater than 0.6. In this instance we have only taken the first two

components as for the remaining cases, where eigenvalues fell below

0.5, it was not thought worthwhile to include such components in the

Varimax rotation. The results illustrate clearly the presence of two

main factors which we might tentatively label comprehensicn and

written production.

TABLE 5T

FACTOR LOADINGS GREATER THAN 0.6 AYER VARIMAX

ROTATION, ALL N.N.S. ON SINGLE SESSIONS

TO

12

R T012
	 *

W TOIl
	 *

W TO32
	 *

L TO3I
	 *

L T031
	 *

G TO4I
	 *

TA

12

R TAIl

R TAI2A *

R TAI2B *

RTAI3 *

W TA3I
	 *

W TA32
	 *

LTA2I *

TB

12

RTBI1 *

R TBI2A *

R TBI2B *

RTBI3 *

WTBI3	 *

WTB32	 *

LTB2I *

In general the reading and listening tasks seem to load on the same

factor across Sessions and the writing tasks on a different factor.

TAll is still behaving quite oddly though. There is also quite a

heavy loading in T012 on what might be described as a writing factor

(factor two) and, as we noted above, this is probably due to T011 and

T012 having the same reading text as stimulus. There is no comparable

evidence from TA or TB that the reading and/or listening tests were
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heavily influencing the writing tasks TA3I or TB3I. The pattern of

loadings in TA and TB are similar inthese data, which was expected

given our attempts to set up parallel tests in the two Sessions.

5.3.4.1 Conclusions

In general we might conclude that our tests do not seem to respond

to these factor analytical techniques. This could arise from the

integrated nature of certain of the tasks or the error variance

associated with imperfect task reliabilities. The interpretation of

the factor structures is further complicated by the sizes and the

natures of the samples involved.

We might tentatively suggest that two factors seem to emerge from

the data, namely comprehension and written production.
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5.4 DATA ANALYSIS AT THE TASK LEVEL (EXTERNAL)

5.4.1 Introduction

On page 418 we described how we proposed to validate T.E.A.P. scores

against a variety of external criteria. Amongst these were tutors'

estimates of the proficiency in English of students taking the pre-

test and self-assessments by the students of their own ability in

English. The findings of this part of the validation exercise are

shown below.

5.4.2 Tutors' Estimates (Global and Communicative) of Students'

Language Proficiency

5.4.2.1 Background

Traditionally (cf. Davies 1965 and Moller 1982), testing specialists

have only asked teachers to make 'global' assessments of students'

ability either in aggregate or separately for listening, reading,

writing and speaking. However, given that we were experimenting in

our pre-tests with certain tasks which might claim to have some

'communicative relevance' to the types of activities students

encounter in English medium study, we felt it necessary to ask

teachers to assess their students and students to assess themselves

more specifically in terms of proficiency in these activites; two

tutor rating forms were administered. The first, included as

Appendix 5.5.2, pages 1050-1051 was derived from the categories

established during our earlier investigation of students' language

activities and associated difficulties described in Chapter 3 above.

The three sections on reading, listening and writing were broken

down into specific parts of the overall construct for rating

purposes. Three composite scores of the estimates of coninunicative

proficiency were then calculated, one for each skill, and used for

correlational purposes in the analysis below.
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The second tutor rating form used for recording the tutors' global

estimates derives largely from the work of Hawkey (1982) and Holler
(1982); in it teachers were asked to produce a global estimate of a

student's ability in reading, listening and writing on a four point
scale (v. Appendix 5.5.3, p.1053).

A category for 'don't knows' was included in both versions and if
this occurred the teacher's rating for that particular macro-skill
was not included in the analysis.

In Tables 5U and 5V below, we list the Pearson product moment
correlation coefficients between task scores in the various Sessions
and the following tutors' estimates:

1. TCR: Teachers' communicative assessmentsof students'
reading ability.

2. TCL: Teachers' communicative assessmentsof students'
listening ability.

3. TCW: Teachers' communicative assessmentsof students'
writing ability.

4. TGR: Teachers' global assessments of students' reading
ability.

5. TGL: Teachers' global assessmentsof students'
listening ability.

6. TGW: Teachers' global assessmentBof students' writing
ability.

These are shown for the whole N.N.S. group for whom we have data as
well as for five Centres for which estimates for more than twenty

students were available. These Centre data are indicated C3, CII,

C14, C18 and C20 respectively.
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5.4.2.2 Reading

Both sets of data on teachers' estimates of students' proficiency,

communicative (TCR) and global (TGR), show similar characteristics;

TAIl, TBIJ and TBI3 being the tasks which correlate poorly with the

teachers' estimates overall. These lower correlations in TAIl and

TBII confirmed the earlier finding in the inter-task correlations

that these tasks are behaving differently from the other reading

measures.

It is noteworthy that, in general, the correlations are lower for

the TB tasks than for the TA ones. This may be explained, in part,

by the fact that the A.S.A.B.S. students taking a module designed

for the Science/Engineering group may have found themselves in

unfamiliar territory resulting in erratic performances.

Neither set of data shows strong agreement between estimates and

task scores, although the majority of tasks exhibit a level of

validity of over +.45, regarded as satisfactory by Davies (1965).

5.4.2.3 Listening

Tutors' estimates for listening bore the same relation to test scores

for communicative proficiency (TCL) as for global proficiency (TGL).

The correlations were found to be, overall, slightly higher than for

reading. Again, tutors were less successful in predicting students'

listening scores in Session TB than in Session TA.

5.4.2.4 Writing

When the whole N.N.S. group is considered, the correlations between

writing task scores and tutors' estimates of students' writing

ability are slightly lower than those for reading and markedly lower

than those for listening. As was the case for the other skills there

is little to choose between the communicative and global estimates

(TCW and TGW). The lower correlations between the Session TB tasks,

previously noted, is not so apparent here. The global estimate for

T032 was amongst the highest across the three skills.
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The above observations have been made on the data relating to all
the N.N.S. group. A study of the range of values for the individual

Centres shows a wide divergence in some cases, indicating that
tutors may have been variously competent in making estimates of

their students' language skills, there may have been wide fluctua-
tions in the ranges of ability in the various groups of students
estimates were made for, or the tasks set in T.E.A.P. may not have
matched well some tutors' perceptions of what the skill involves.

Davies (1965, pp.150-151) pointed out:

even after validation studies have been made, the
inevitable lack of uniformity between one situation and
another ... is likely to cause wide fluctuations among
validity coefficients ... Validity, it must be expected,
will vary: the fact that it does vary may well, for a
proficiency test validated in widely diverse situations,
itself be evidence of the test's validity."

5.4.3 Students' Self-Assessment of Language Proficiency

The students' self-assessment rating form is shown as Appendix 5.5.1.,
pages 1047-1048. It was developed on the same basis as the one used

for the tutors' communicative assessment (p.Lel8).

In Table 5W below, we list the Pearson product moment correlation

coefficients between task scores in the various Sessions and the

following student assessments:

1. SR: Students' self-assessmentsof reading ability.

2. SL: Students' self-assessmentsof listening ability.

3. SW: Students' self-assessments of writing ability.

As was the case for the tutors' estimates, these are shown for the

N.N.S. group as a wholeand for the five Centres for which more than

twenty self-assessments were available.
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On the whole, the student self-assessments were poorly correlated

with their task scores in T.E.A.P.; much less well for all three

skills than were the tutors' estimates. This is to be expected in

the case of overseas students who may have difficulty in assessing

their own proficiency in a foreign language (cf. Chaplen 1970; Sen

1970; Jordan 1977a and Walker 1978) and some may be tempted to make

optimistic assessments because they think it expedient to do so. As

with the tutors' estimates, there were considerable variations across

individual Centres. It is interesting to note that the CII students'

self-assessments were much higher than average in all three skills

for the tasks on which data were provided. This may be explained,

in part, by the wide range of ability of this small group of candi-

dates from a language school in Hove. Having already been divided

into classes for examination purposes, students were selected from

three classes to take our experimental test. Students were perhaps

more aware of their ability by virtue of having been previously

placed in these classes.

5.4.4 Students' and Tutors' Estimates of Language Proficiency

Compared with Aggregated Task Scores

Table 5X shows the correlation between students' pre-test scores for

reading, listening and writing, aggregated across tasks within each

Session and the various linguistic proficiency measures elicited from

students and tutors.

These data are of interest mainly insofar as they show that tutors'

estimates accord better with students' scores in Session TO than in

Sessions TA and TB. The data display the same characteristics noted

previously in that tutor estimates correlate more highly than do student

self-assessments and there is little difference in the strength of the

correlations between tutors' communicative and global estimates of

the three skills, although TCR and TCL (the tutors' communicative

estimates of reading and listening) do correlate better with test

scores than do the more impressionistic global estimates.
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Interpretation of correlational data which involves comparison should

be done with caution when the score ranges being correlated vary

across the correlation matrix as they do here. (The various tasks

have different maximum possible scores.)

5.4.5 Relationships Within and Between Tutors' and Students'

Assessments of Language Proficiency

Table 5Y below shows the Pearson product moment correlations within

and between the students' self-assessments and the two sets of

tutors' assessments. These data are of interest insofar as they

illustrate the relative homogeneity of the students' self-assessments

of their proficiency in various language skills. The same pattern

is repeated in the tutors' estimates particularly in the cotumunica-

tive assessments (TCR, TCL, TCW).

These data might be taken as evidence of a fairly strong general

ability factor at work, resulting in similarity between the estimates

in the three skill areas. Alternatively they might be regarded as

evidence that the teachers in particular were unable to distinguish

any great differences in the various skill areas as exhibited in the

proficiency of their students. This may be due to an unawareness of

a student's capabilities in different skills if not directly

responsible for a particular area of tuition. The higher correla-

tions between reading and listening and also between reading and

writing might also suggest, however, that there is a perceived

connection between these pairs of skills in the proficiency

demonstrated by the students for whom the teachers are responsible.

The lower correlations obtaining between listening and writing in the

tutors' assessments would tend to support this hypothesis.

In general, the students' estimates of their own proficiency do not

correlate very highly with those of their teachers, perhaps further

evidence of the difficulty overseas students may have in assessing

their own proficiency in a foreign language.
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5.5 COMPILING THE FINAL FORM OF T.E.A.P.

5.5. 1 Introduction

Now that the data analysis had been completed at both item and task

levels (pp.446-5O5), we were able to take decisions about which

tasks to include in the final form of the test and to decide how, if

at all, these tasks should be amended.

It had been recognised prior to the administration of the pre-tests

that the Sessions, as they stood, were perhaps too lengthy but this

was considered unavoidable given their experimental nature. The

main criticisms voiced by the N.N.S. group sitting the test concerned

the length of the test, its involved nature and the amount of

examining time involved (v. p.420 et seq.). Whilst accepting that

the more samples of each skill we could take the greater the

reliability of the test was likely to be, practical considerations

such as the effect on candidates and cost had to be borne in mind.

Given the integrated nature of certain of the activities, however,

and given the need to protect against format effect, we were un-

willing to reduce the length of the test too much without justifiable

grounds for doing so. The tasks comprising each of the three

constructs reading, listening and writing were considered in turn.

5.5.2 Decisions on Which Tasks to Include

5.5.2.1 Readj

As shown in Table SN, page 475, of the reading tasks the multiple

choice questions on reading comprehension, TAIl and TBI1 were the

least reliable in terms of Cronbach ci and, perhaps more importantly,

they had the lowest correlations with other reading measures

(v. pp.1127-1129) and with tutors' estimates of reading proficiency

(Tables5U and5V, pp.497-498). In the factor analysis (pp.489-493)

Varimax rotations showed these tasks to be sometimes loading on a

factor different from those of the other reading tasks. Furthermore,
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multiple choice items based on a reading comprehension passage are

notoriously difficult to construct. For all these reasons it was

decided, after discussion with the Project Working Party, that tasks

TAIl and TBII should be removed from the battery.

The data on the gap-filling tasks TAI2A/B and TBI2A/B were

scrutinised to see whether it would be possible to delete either the

task where candidates had to identify the place where words were

omitted or the one in which they had to supply the missing word. In

the end it was agreed that these tasks should remain, partly on

account of their high reliability (internal consistency) measures

(p. 1e75) and their strong correlation with tutors' estimates (pp.497-

498). It was decided, however, that we would shorten these tasks by

reducing the number of items slightly.

5.5.2.2 Listening

Since all four listening tasks correlate fairly well with one another

(v. Appendix 5.11.1, p.11l8) and have reasonably high values of Cron-

bach a and appropriate difficulty levels, with the exception of task TB21

which, for the reasons stated earlier (p. 1e54), has been revised to

make it easier, it was decided to retain all the listening tasks.

5.5.2.3 Writing

In page 465 we reported a flaw in the rubric of the editing tasks

TA32 and TB32. This has been rewritten to make it clear that the

task is one of error recognition otly. In view of the disparity in

difficulty levels between TB32 compared with TA32 steps have been

taken to make TB32 easier.

As observed earlier (p.485) the inter-task correlations were low for

this construct for the reasons explained there. These correlation

data make it clear either that the various tasks make different

kinds of demands on the candidates or that performance is highly

task-dependent. Marker variablity may also be exerting a strong

influence. In any case it is right that all the writing tasks

should be retained.
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5.5.3 Data Analysis at the Construct Level

As it was decided to provide results separately for each construct

and likely that candidates will be offered two versions of T.E.A.P.,

Sessions TO + TA or TO ^ TB, it was necessary to analyse the pre-test

data at the construct level, using only data on those candidates who

had taken one of these combinations of Sessions.

In Table 5Z below we describe the means and standard deviations of

the scores of all N.S. and N.N.S. candidates in this category. It

shows the statistics of their total scores in reading, listening,

writing and granimar across Sessions, weighted in accordance with the

proposed weighting in the final form of the test. Details of these

weightings are given below.

In deciding upon these weightings it was necessary to make sure that

they resulted in two versions of the test TO + TA and TO + TB in

which the skills and sub-skills were, as far as possible, equally

weighted. Because of the lower maximum number of marks available in

TB2I as compared to TA21 we multiplied the TB2I raw marks by 20/13

to bring them into line. The maximum possible raw scores for TA13

and TBI3 differed by one and the TAI3 raw scores were accordingly

multiplied by 19/18 to make them equivalent. The raw scores of the

reading tasks TAI3, TB13 and T012 were then doubled in ordei to

balance them with the scores of the gap-filling tasks, TAI2 and TBI2,

which were already out of 42. This double weighting was thought

necessary given that it was mainly lower order skills that were

being tested in TAI2 and T812.

We see from Table 5Z that there is a noticeable difference in the

performance of the two groups on all four constructs. Whereas the

N.S. group mean is eighty per cent or more, that of the N.N.S. group

is substantially lower. This discrepancy must be considered

satisfactory. If the N.S. group had not scored highly, the diff 1-

culty level of T.E.A.P. would have been in doubt. Another satisfac-

tory feature of these data is the close similarity in construct means

between the N.N.S. groups taking TO + TA and TO + TB respectively,

indicating that both versions were of comparable difficulty, given

that the two groups of N.N.S. students were of comparable ability.
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There is evidence that both N.N.S. and both N.S. groups were of

equal ability. All took the same grammar test and the means for

that construct were similar, for the two N.N.S. and for the two N.S.

groups. Thus it is reasonable to conclude that the two versions of

the test are fairly well iaatched in terms of difficulty.

When a comparison is made between performance in the various

constructs, the following points emerge. Whilst the N.S. students

scored equally well in the reading, listening and writing constructs,

the N.S. group taking TO + TA did rather better than did that taking

TO + TB. This pattern was not reflected, however, in the performance

of the N.N.S. groups. Both did noticeably least well in listening

and best in writing. Since the N.S. students found all three parts

of the test of equivalent diUiculty, there must be a suggestion that

the disparity in N.N.S. performance is due to different levels of

attainment in these constructs.

The decision to report the results of T.E.A.P. separately for each

construct is supported by the inter—construct correlations shown in

Table 5AA below.

This table shows that the four constructs correlate fairly well with

one another, but not at a level where reporting them separately

would be redundant. The correlation matrices for the two versions

of the test are not identical as one might have hoped; the writing

score correlates better with the other scores in TO + TB than in

TO + TA. No obvious reason for this is discernible.
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TABLE 5AA

INTER-CORRELATION BETWEEN CONSTRUCT SCORES

Sessions TO + TA

	

R W	 L
	

C

R	 -	 .76	 .72	 .67

W	 -	 .56	 .58

L	 .69

G

Sessions TO + TB

	

R W	 L
	

C

R	 -	 .78	 .81	 .67

W	 -	 .73	 .75

L	 .70

G

Sessions TO + TA and TO + TB combined

	

R W	 L	 G

R	 -	 .77	 .75	 .67

W	 -	 .62	 .66

L	 -	 .69

G-

The factor analysis suggested that reading might be expected to

correlate fairly well with both listening and, to a lesser extent,

with writing. This analysis also indicated that the listening tasks

were likely to load only with other comprehension tasks. Thus, it

may be in line with expectation that Table 5AA above shows the

correlations between listening and writing to be rather lower than

the others.
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5.5.4 Reliability of the Constructs

We were also interested in the reliability of these skill composites

in the combinations of Sessions. Using Willmott et al.'s (1975)

formula for pooling coefficient alpha on the N.N.S. group's alpha

coefficients, the coefficients listed in Table 5BBbelow were

obtained forthe reliability (internal consistency) of the skill

composites in the two-session combinations. As a result of the

decisions taken on the reduction of tasks described in Section 5.5.2

above, TAIl and TBII were omitted from the calculations for reading.

TABLE 5BB

POOLED CRONBACH ' s FOR SKILL COMPOSITES IN THE

VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF SESSION

TO + TA Reading 0.93

TO + TB Reading 0.93

TO + TA Listening 0.91

TO + TB Listening 0.91

TO + TA Writing 0.96

TO + TB Writing 0.94

The Cronbach ct for the single grannnar component TO4I was 0.92

The reliabilities of the total scores for reading, listening and

writing are computed on the basis of the internal consistency

reliabilities of the tasks in each of the Sessions. A problem

occurs in connection with the writing tasks because, in the

measurement of this construct, there is evidence of error variance

due to inter-marker differences which is not accounted for in the

coefficient a's.
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The inter-marker reliabilities (v. Table 51, p.468 above) for each

of the three writing tasks in the mark/re-mark experiment described

above were calculated at:

T011	 0.73

TA31	 0.74

TB31	 0.65

Using the method proposed by Anastasi (1982) we added together the

error variance due to markers and the error variance measured by

coefficient a for each of the three writing tests, to give us the

new correlation coefficients listed below:

T011	 0.67

TA3I	 0.66

TB31	 0.52

Using Willmott et al.'s (1975) formula for pooling coefficient a

we then pooled these to get an overall reliability figure for the

two writing tasks in each of the combined Sessions. These were:

TOIl + TA3I	 0.77

T011 + TB31	 0.70

If we had been able to take T032 and the editing task in TA and TB

into account also, we might have obtained improved reliability

coefficients for writing in each of the combined Sessions.

One might also expect the reliability of the combined Session marks

to improve further with double marking.

As regards the reading and listening tasks, no special mark/re-mark

experiment took place, therefore it was not possible to estimate

error variance due to marking, but this was not so important in view

of the highly structured marking schemes generally employed in these

parts of the test. We did, however, re-mark one hundred scripts

randomly selected from each Session; fifty from two 'A' level

Centres, fifty from two post-graduate Centres. All tasks except the

writing and the multiple choice tasks,whichhad been machine scored,

were re-marked. This exercise was conducted to ensure that the

first markers had been operating at a consistent standard and

following the instructions laid down in the marking schemes. It was

not intended as a true mark/re-mark exercise however and whereas in
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the writing re-mark exercise described earlier (p. 1i67) the scripts

had been clean for both markers, in this later exercise on the non-

writing tasks the second marker was obviously aware of the first set

of marks. The correlation coefficients between the first and second

markings for the tasks listed in Table 5CC below must therefore be

treated with due caution.

The conditions under which the marking was carried out were not

parallel and the coefficients may well have been different if they

had been. Given these provisos, the correlation coefficients would

seem to lend some limited support to the view that the reliability

of the listening and reading tasks as measured by coefficient a

would not be reduced too greatly if one was to add in the error

variance arising out of marker unreliability.

TABLE 5CC

PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS OBTAINED BETWEEN FIRST AND

SECOND MARKINGS OF VARIOUS TEST TASKS

r	 n

TO 12
	

0.99
	

100

TO 21
	

0.99
	

100

T031
	

0.96
	

100

TA! 2A 0.96
	

98

TA I 2B
	

1 .00
	

100

TA 13
	

0.97
	

99

TA2I
	

0.98
	

99

TB! 2A
	

0.99
	

98

TBJ 2B
	

0.97
	

99

TBI3
	

0.95
	

98

TB2I
	

0.98
	

91
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5.5.5 The Concurrent and Predictive Validity of the Constructs

Individual tasks may or may not alone show satisfactory coefficients

of correlation either with internal or external criteria. What

matters to both test constructor and user is the effect of the corn-

posite scores in reading, listening or writing. In Tables 5DD and 5EE

below the composite scores for reading, listening, writing and

graninar are examined in relation to the concurrent and predictive

validity criteria we were able to collect (v. Section 5.1.5 above).

Before discussing the general implications arising out of these data,

the greater incidence of low correlations between TO + TB and the

concurrent and predictive validity measures warrants some explana-

tion. It may be that the teachers making these particular estimates

were less reliable than those doing so in respect of the TO + TA

combination. It is also likely that the problems of the items in TBI3,

TB2I and the effect this had on T331, may have contributed to a

greater degree of error variance in this Session. About one third of

the students taking theTO+TB combination were A.S.A.B.S. students

and it is possible that their performance might have been affected

by having to take the Science/Engineering oriented module (TB).

This again might have contributed to the amount of error variance in

the TB Session.

It is noticeable in the correlation coefficients for TO + TB quoted

in Table 5FF, that whereas the coefficients between T.E.A.P. and

teachers' concurrent assessments are reasonable, the coefficient of

both with subject tutors' language assessments are low.	 Leaving

aside the small n's involved, it does seem likely that English

language teachers co-operating in the concurrent validity study were,

for these candidates, better able to assess a student's language

proficiency than subject tutors, perhaps through far greater

exposure to students' language capabilities. The time span between

the predictive and concurrent estimates would, of course, also

affect the correlational pattern.
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TABLE 5DD

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SKILL COMPOSITE SCORES AND LANGUAGE

TEACHERS' ASSESSMENTS OF STUDENTS' READING, LISTENING

AND WRITING ABILITIES AT TUE TINE OF TAKING THE TEST

Session

TO + TA

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6
	

7
	

8
	

9
	

10
.76	 .72	 .67	 .67	 .50	 .66	 .64	 .59	 .62

2	 .56	 .58	 .57	 .46	 .54	 .58	 .5]	 .52
3	 .69	 .53	 .23*	 .63	 .45	 .44	 .52
4	 .44	 .39	 .50	 .41	 •34*	 .49
5	 .79	 .88	 .68	 .64	 .63
6	 .79	 .71	 .72	 .63
7	 .67	 .62	 .71
8	 .90	 .83
9	 .78

10

TO + TB
2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6
	

7
	

8
	

9
	

10
I-	 .78	 .81	 .67	 .63	 .53	 .51	 .47	 .28*	 .49
2	 .73	 .75	 .65	 .61	 .67	 .68	 •34*	 39 *
3	 .70	 .60	 .47	 .6]	 .24*	 .36*	 .13*
4	 .63	 .58	 .60	 .00*	 .04*	 .30*
5	 .79	 .48	 •37*	 .48	 .49
6	 .38	 .63	 .54	 .51
7	 .69	 .58*	 .69
8	 .41*	 .61
9	 .25*

10

TO + TA/TB

I
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6
	

7
	

8
	

9
	

10

I	 -	 .77	 .75	 .67	 .66	 .49	 .6]	 .66	 .59	 .64
2	 -	 .62	 .66	 .60	 .50	 .59	 .65	 .53	 .57
3	 -	 .69	 .54	 .36	 .63	 .48	 .47	 .53
4	 -	 .51	 .46	 .54	 .47	 .39	 .56
5	 -	 .78	 .80	 .69	 .65	 .67
6	 -	 .67	 .71	 .71	 .63
7	 -	 .68	 .63	 .72
8	 -	 .86	 .83
9	 -	 .75

10	 -

* not significantly diUerent from zero at the 5Z level

For contingent numbers see Appendix 5.13.2 pages 1181-1182
KEY
I. Reading composite score 	 7.	 assessments listening
2. Writing composite score	 (communicative)
3. Listening composite score 	 8. Teachers' assessments reading
4. Graiinar score	 (global)
5. Teachers' assessments reading 	 9.	 assessments writing

(conununicative)	 (global)
6. Teachers' assessments writing iO. Teachers' assessments listening

(communicative)	 (global)



I 2

.77
3

.81

.66

4
.70
.64
.80

5
.62

.63

.55

.45

6

.55

.61

.49

.50

.85

7

.70

.70

.61

.46

.89

.79
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TABLE 5EE

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SKILL COMPOSITE SCORES AND SUBJECT TUTORS'

ASSESSMENTS OF STUDENTS' LANGUAGE ABILITIES AT THE

END OF THE SECOND TERN

n = 57

2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
-	 .78	 .80	 .60	 .15*	 .29*	 .19*

-	 .76	 .68	 .11*	 .27*	 .29*
-	 .64	 .17*	 .27*	 .29*

-	 .23*	 .24*	 .42
-	 .78	 .86

-	 .74

n = 35
TO + TAJTB

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
	

6
	

7
I	 -	 .79	 .81	 .71	 .48	 .47	 .55

2	 -	 . 71	 .68	 .49	 .51	 .60
3	 -	 .76	 .45	 .43	 .53

4	 -	 .43	 .43	 .48

5	 -	 .83	 .88
6	 .78
7

ii = 92
*not significantly different from zero at the 5% level

KEY
1. Reading composite scora	 5. Subject Tutors' assessments: reading
2. Writing composite score	 6. Subject Tutors' assessments: writing
3. Listening composite score 7. Subject Tutors' assessments: listening
4. Grammar score

S es Si On

TO + TA

2

3
4

5

6

7

TO + TB

2

3

4

5
6

7
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In Table 5FF bel w we have correlated candidates' total test scores

across all parts of the test against aggregates of both types of

language teachers' concurrent assessments of language proficiency

and against aggregates of subject tutors' assessments of language

proficiency and academic progress made at the end of Term 2.

It would seem to be the case from the data presented in Table 5FF below

and Tables 5DD and 5EE above, that the concurrent validity of T.E.A.P.

is on the whole superior to its predictive validity. The correlations

of T.E.A.P. with both the subject tutors' language assessments and

estimates of academic progress at the end of the second term are

lower than those with teachers' estimates of language ability taken

at the same time as T.E.A.P. was administered. This is to be

expected since T.E.A.P., as a measure of language proficiency, should

be nearer to the teachers' estimates of English than to those of

academic success with all the other abilities the latter involves

(v. Davies 1965).

There is slight evidence from those correlations which are

significant that T.E.A.P. might nevertheless be considered a better

predictor of academic success than were the teachers' language

ratings. These teachers' concurrent assessments of language ability

are marginally better than T.E.A.P. in the correlations with subject

tutors' assessment of language proficiency at the end of Term 2.
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TABLE 5FF

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL TEST SCORES, TOTAL TEACHERS'

ASSESSMENTS AND SUBJECT TUTORS' ASSESSMENTS

(LANGUAGE AND ACADEMIC PROGRESS)

S es S ion

TO + TA

1
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6

I	 .73	 .73	 .64	 .70	 .66

2	 .52	 .43	 .50	 .32

3	 .83	 .73	 .46

4	 .65	 .38

5	 .63

6

TO + TB

I
	

2
	

3
	

4
	

5
	

6

I	 .70	 .59	 .57	 .25 *	 .25*

2	 .51	 .14*	 .29*	 .09 *

3
	 70*	 .29*	 .82*

4	 .19*	 .42*

5
	

13*

6

TO + TA/TB

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6

1	 -	 .73	 .69	 .68	 .57	 .52

2	 -	 .52	 .51	 .47	 .27

3	 -	 .82	 .70	 •39*

4	 -	 .65	 .34

5	 -	 .48

6

* not signLficantly different from zero at the 5% level

For contingent numbers see Appendix 5.13.3 page 1184

KEY

1.	 Total test scores (reading + listening + writing)

2 •	 Test scores grammar

3. Total teachers' concurrent assessments, R + L *- W (colmnunicative)

4. Total teachers' concurrent assessments, R + L + W (global)

5. Total subject tutors' language assessments, R + L + W, at end of Term 2

6. Subject tutors' assessment of academic progress at end of Term 2
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5.5.6 Decision on Which Constructs to Include

After analysis of the experimental pre-test data a decision had also

to be taken about the place of T041, the multiple choice test of

grammar, in future versions of the battery.

In terms of face validity (v. Section 5.1.6.2.1 and Table 5CCC, p.1067)

it would seem that the N.N.S. students thought this a good, if not a

better test of E.A.P. proficiency than those tasks we had considered

to be more content valid; this is perhaps to be understood in terms

of candidates' previous testing experience Cv. Porter 1983) and the

fact they considered they had performed best on this task

(v. Table 5DDD, p.1068). 	 The reactions from the teachers had

been less positive. If one's job is to make good deficiencies in

students' E.A.P. proficiency, then a more content valid test in

terms of the broad macro-activities involved, as against a single

test of knowledge of linguistic structures, might appear to be more

useful.

In terms of reliability (v. Table5N , p.474above) T041 was good, if

not better than all tests in the battery, with an internal

consistency coefficient a of 0.92. Given that it was machine marked,

this reliability figure is not subject to the additional error

variance noted for the other tests arising out of marker unreliability.

In terms of the purposes for which our test had been constructed

and the a priori content validation described earlier, the inclusion

of a 'discrete point' multiple choice test of grammatical knowledge

was not felt to be a high priority for T.E.A.P. It was included in

the experimental pre-test to examine how well it worked as compared

to other tasks which were deemed more valid in terms of our

specification.

After close attention had been paid to the internal and external

analysis of test results it was thought by the Project Working Party

that the multiple choice test of grRmItical knowledge was not

contributing any useful additional information on the constructs

being measured and that since grammar was tested elsewhere (for

example, in the writing and editing tasks) and there was a pressing
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need to reduce the size of the test, this task should be deleted.

It was felt by the Working Party that it was not part of our content

specification for the test and would not fit easily into the way in

which the T.E.A.P. results would be profiled. In this profile each

student would receive a separate score for reading, listening

and writing;	 translated into the form of a behavioural grade.

Therefore, despite respectable reliability figures and criterion-

related validity only slightly poorer than the rest of the T.E.A.P.

components combined, the grammar task was to be deleted from the

battery.

If the purpose of our proficiency test was solely prognostic, e.g.

in terms of academic success and we were not concerned with providing

a profile of students' ability in the different macro-skills

required in an E.AP. context, then serious consideration would have

to be given to the status of T041. It could be argued that the

lower predictive validity of T041 (v... Table 5FF above) might

be acceptable given the amount of time, resources and cost, the

construction of the alternative, more face valid battery would involve.

The greater efficiency and reliability of T041 might well have

encouraged us to conclude that, validity considerations notwith-

standing, the test of grammar might be a sufficient indicator on its

own of a student's ability to cope with the language demands made on

students by English medium study.

5.5.7 Conclusions on the Validity and Reliability of the Constructs

Within the limitations of this study and though the evidence is

slight, both concurrent and predictive validity may be claimed for

T.E.A.P. Significant concurrent validity coefficients over +0.6

were established for the listening and reading composites itt both

the TO + TA and TO + TB combinations in relation to teachers'

communicative assessments of students' language proficiency. No

significant correlation fell below 0.46 for any of the skill

composites when correlated with the teachers' global or communicative

ratings for that macro-skill. Lower correlations were also reported

but none were significant at the 5Z level. Slightly higher

concurrent than predictive validity was indicated. The reading tests
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appeared to show the highest validity figures followed by the

listening with writing tests performing far worse. The poor showing

of the latter is due, in part at least, to the lower

reliability of the assessment of this construct (v. below). The

greater number of discrete items in the reading tasks collectively

perhaps explain the greater reliability and the slightly better

validity coefficients than those obtained for the listening tasks.

Estimates of reliability, incorporating both internal consistency

and mark/re-mark reliability were made for the writing construct.

In the case of the other two constructs, only internal consistency

estimates were made. The internal consistency measures (Cronbach c)

were high and similar for all three constructs. When mark/re-mark

reliability is considered, it is likely that, had it been possible

to make estimates for this effect for reading and listening, these

would have been higher than the ones shown for writing due to the

greater objectivity of marking. Thus, if pooled coefficients had

been available, these might have been higher than the values 0.77

and 0.70 shown for writing.

Given our reservations about the TB component and concern about its

parallelism with TA we would nevertheless consider that the

concurrent and predictive validity of T.E.A.P. (To + TA, TO + TB)

are reasonable. We have demonstrated that there was a positive

relation between the English proficiency as evidenced by our tests

and the teachers' and subject tutors' estimates of language

proficiency and the latters' predictions of academic success. We

had also demonstrated that all three constructs are acceptably

reliable. These construct reliabilities must not be compared with

reported reliabilities for tests in which all constructs are combined

for the purposes of final reporting.

5.5.8 Analysis of Performance in the Two Versions of the Test

So far the analysis has been concerned with the pre-test version of

T.E.A.P. at the item, task and skill composite levels. Earlier
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(pp.327-330) we discussed the reasons that led us to devise two

versions of the test, one comprising TO + TA for A.S.A.B.S. students

and one comprising TO + TB for Science and Engineering students. In

this section we examine the data to see whether it indicates that

one version would be sufficient.

As explained earlier (Section 5.1.2.3, p/il0), in pre-testing the

two versions we took steps to ensure that Session TA designed for

A.S.A.B.S. students was also taken by Science and Engineering

students for whom Session TB was intended and vice versa. The group

means for Science/Engineering and A.S.A.B.S. are shown in Tables 5GG

and 5HHbelow, which also show that a t-test of significance between

the group means indicates no significant difference at the 17. level

for any of the tasks. At the 5% level only on the test of

grammatical knowledge T041 is there a significant difference between

the two groups. The single difference is difficult to explain, but

is reflected also in the performance of the N.S. groups on this task,

particularly as regards 'A' level students (v. Appendix 5.10, p. 1102

1115 ). One might speculate that this could arise from the

A.S.A.B.S. students having to be more aware than the Science/

Engineering students of how language functions in their particular

courses of study. Since the TO tasks were intended to be unbiased

towards either group of students and there was no significant

difference in performance levels, it may be concluded that the

language proficiency of the two groups is similar. It follows that

the non-significant results for the TA and TB tasks also indicate no

bias.
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TABLE 5GG

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PERFORMANCES

OF SCI./ENG. AND A.S.A.B.S. STUDENTS

ON TO/TA COMBINATION

Maximum

Possible	 Task	 Sci.JEng.	 A. S.A.B. S.	 t

Score	 Code	 mean	 s.d.	 mean	 s.d.	 1% 5%

	

23	 T012	 10.9	 5.3

	

17	 TAll	 8.6	 3.3

	

21	 TAl2A R	 8.2	 4.8

	

21	 TAl2B	 6.0 4.0

	

18	 TA13	 10.0	 2.9

	

21	 T011	 12.8	 4.8

	

21	 TO32	 10.4	 5.6

	

21	 TA3I	 11.5	 5.0

	

9	 TA32 J	 5.5	 1.7

15	 T021	 5.7	 3.9

18	 T031	 L	 4.8	 3.5

20	 TA21 J	 11.5	 4.4

60	 T041	 G 37.9	 8.6

	

9.9	 4.9

	

8.0	 2.9

	

9.0	 4.7

	

7.2	 4.1

	

10.0	 3.4

	

13.1	 4.9

	

10.7	 5.5

	

11.8	 5.5

	

5.6	 1.9

	

6.3	 3.8

	

5.1	 3.0

	

11.6	 4.7

41.6	 10.1

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS	 /

n = 80
	

n = 40

NS non-significant

/ significant

1% significant at 1% level
5% significant at 5% level
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TABLE 5HH

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PERFORMANCES

OF SCI./ENG. AND A.S.A.B.S. STUDENTS

ON TO/TI COMBINATION

Max imuin

Possible
	

Task	 Sci.JEng.	 A. S.A. B. S.	 t

Score
	

Code	 mean	 s.d.	 mean s.d.	 1%	 5%

	

23	 T012	 12.9	 5.5

	

17	 TB11	 10.3	 2.8

	

21	 TB12A R 11.5	 4.3

	

21	 TB12B	 9.2	 4.2

	

19	 TB13	 8.3	 3.9

	

21	 T011	 13.8	 4.9

	

21	 T032	 w 12.5	 5.0

	

21	 TB31	 12.8	 4.6

	

9	 TB32	 4.3	 2.2

15	 TO21 1	 7.5	 3.8

18	 T031	 L	 7.1	 4.0

13	 TB21 J	 5.0	 3.2

60	 TB41	 G 41.0	 10.6

	

12.7	 6.6

	

10.4	 3.1

	

11.4	 3.5

	

8.4	 3.5

	

8.0	 3.8

	

13.1	 6.5

	

13.1	 5.3

	

14.5	 2.5

	

4.4	 1.4

	

7.5	 4.0

	

6.1	 3.4

	

4.2	 3.5

41.7	 8.5

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

NS NS

n = 76	 I	 n=21
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We also arranged for two groups of students, one Science/Engineering

and the other A.S.A.BS.,to take both Sessions TA and TB. Table 511

below shows how the students performed in the two versions. It is

noteworthy that some of these findings are slightly at odds with

those reported above. In the reading tasks the Science/Engineering

group performed significantly better, at the 5% level, on TBII than

on TAIl and on TBI2B than on TAI2B, but significantly poorer on TB13

than on TAI3; this last result is contrary to expectation since TBI3

was designed to be appropriate to the Science/Engineering group

whereas TAI3 was not. There were no significant differences for any

of the reading tasks for the A.S.A.B.S. group.

Both groups of students performed significantly better, at the 1%

level, on TA32 as compared with TB32 and on TA21 as compared with

TB2I. These results, however, are not incompatible with the results

in Tables 5CC and 5HH above. They merely demonstrate that for both

groups of students, the intended equivalence in level of difficulty

between the two versions had not been achieved in all tasks; it does

not indicate bias for or against one or other group of students.

There is some slight, but contradictory, evidence that the Science/

Engineering group might be at a disadvantage as compared with the

A.S.A.B.S. group if required to take Session TA rather than TB. It

may well be that the background knowledge of the Science/Engineering

group played a part in improving some of their test scores. Perhaps

it is a question of motivation induced by the greater face validity

of Session TB.
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In the end the decision whether to have separate Sessions for

Science/Engineering and the A.S.A.B.S. students was based on

considerations of marketing and cost rather than on the research

evidence. Given that the J.M.B. offers a test biased towards the

Technical/Science student rather than the A.S.A.B.S. one, if we were

to offer a more general second paper for all, the Science/

Engineering group might prefer to sit the J.M.B. test with its

ostensibly greater face validity for them. If we were to offer the

Science/Engineering (TB) version only, although we might not, in

fact, disadvantage the A.S.A.B.S. students, given the comments made

in responding to the follow up questionnaire (v. pp.423-427) by this

group of students, there is evidence to suggest they might feel

themselves to be disadvantaged. Therefore, a decision was taken

that T.E.A.P. will maintain two versions of Session II, one designed

principally for the A.S.A.B.S. group and the other for the Science/

Engineering group.

5.5.9 External Validation of Sessions and Combinations of Sessions

In addition to teachers' concurrent estimates of students' language

proficiency, we had also asked co-operating institutions to let us

have details of any other concurrent validity data that were

available (v. Section 5.1.5 above).

Given the lengths of the Sessions of the test we wished to trial, it

was not possible, except in a limited number of cases, to administer

concurrently other well established proficiency tests such as

E.L.B.A. or the Davies (E.P.T.B.) Test to those students taking

various combinations of the pre-test version of T.E.A.P. As we

stressed in Chapter 2, this is an essential step, once the final

version of the test is ready. It is hoped that, having secured the

necessary authorisation, this might take place in the future. The

opportunity to compare T.E.A.P. with the new E.L.T.S. battery did

not materialise, but again we hope that it will be possible to

arrange this in the long term.
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In theevent, we were able to collect and compare the E.L.T.S. scores

of only a small number of candidates who sat the pre-test version of

T.E.A.P. and these are reported in Table 5JJ below, together with a

smaller number of those with E.L.B.A. scores. In addition, we

collected information from those institutions which administered

subject and language tests to students on entry (again low n's) and

the comparison of the scores achieved on these with those on T.E.A.P.

are also reported in Table 5JJbelow. For the purposes of concurrent

validation, therefore, we had to rely mainly on comparison of

T.E.A.P. scores with teachers' and students' assessments of language

proficiency.

Caution must be exercised in interpreting the statistics in Table 5JJ

below as some of the measures were not taken at the time T.E.A.P.

was administered. The E.L.T.S. scores were often from tests taken

six months or more before the administration of T.E.A.P. Most of

the external criteria, being in the form of single final grades,

were also on a very narrow scale of 0-5 and given that the total

scores for T.E.A.P. Sessions were out of quite large numbers this may

have served to depress the correlations reported.

Given our reservations about TB due to the unsatisfactory performance

of certain of the tasks, in particular TB2I, and given the error

variance that might also have resulted from A.S.A.B.S. students

taking TB, designed for the Science/E.ngineering group (v. Section5.1.6

above) and vice versa in the case of TA, the correlations are quite

encouraging. One might tentatively suggest that they provide some

evidence for the validity of T.E.A.P. on this particular sample.

The amount and quality of external evidence presented here is

obviously very restricted. We would advise due caution, therefore,

in making any claims for the validity of T.E.A.P. until the revised,

final version has been more extensively validated against external

criteria. What is required is a validation such as is taking place

for the E.L.T.S. battery under the auspices of the Institute for

Applied Language Studies, at the University of Edinburgh.
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TABLE 5JJ

CONCURRENT VALIDITY

WHOLE SE SS ION(S) VERSUS OTHER TEST RE SULT S

SE S S ION S

TO	 I	 TA	 I	 TB	 I TO+TA I TO+TB

Established Tests

1) ELTS (pre.Sep) 	 .48 (39)	 .57 (38)	 .14*(36)	 .84 (17)	 .23*(21)

2) CPE (Dcc)	 .41 (24)	 .75 (9)	 .33*(23)	 .44 (21)

3) FCE (Dec)	 -	 .65 (18)	 -	 -	 -

4) ELBA (Sep.Oct)	 -	 .87 (13)	 -	 -	 -

5) JMB (Mar)	 .88 (14)	 .85 (17)	 .70 (20)	 -	 .73 (11)

stitutional

Entry Tests

CONCORDE COLLEGE

Grammar (Sep)	 .81 (26)	 •33*(13)	 .38*(14)	 .60 (12)	 .50*(13)

3MB type (Nov)	 .79 (29)	 .69 (30)	 -	 .79 (29)	 -

pADWORTH COLLEGE

Grammar (Sep)	 .95 (9)	 59* (9)	 -	 .84 (9)	 -

LOUGHBOROUGH TECH.

Dictation (Sep)	 -	 .73 (55)	 .68 (50)	 -	 -

JMB type (Sep)	 -	 .83 (43)	 .65 (39)	 -	 -

SOUTHAMPTON
UN IVERS ITY

Entry Test

(Sep)	 -	 .80 (27)	 .37*(23)	 -	 -
wElLing	 -

* not significant at the 5Z level

The number of students is indicated in brackets.
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5.6 INFLUENCE OF BACKGROUND VARIABLES ON ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

In Section 5.1.2.3 above, we described the backgroumd details of the

N.N.S. group taking the various Sessions and combinations of Sessions

in the pre—test. Though it was thought unlikely that the A.E.B.

would alter the format of T.E.A.P. on the basis of any findings about

the effect of these background variables on proficiency we were

nevertheless interested in establishing whether those variables had

had a noticeable effect on student performance. This might enable

us to make useful suggestions to receiving institutions.

As described above, with the exception of T041, all the tests listed

below in Table 5KKwill be part of the final version of T.E.A.P. For

reference purposes we have detailed the maximum possible marks

available on each of the tasks after re—weighting of the pre—test raw

scores (v. p.475).

TABLE 5KK

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE SCORES ON TEST TASKS AFTER

APPLICATION OF INTENDED FUTURE WEIGHTINGS

Reading

Writing

Listening

Grammar*

Maximum
Task Possible Task
____ Mark	 ____

T012	 46	 TAI2

TA 13

TOIl	 21	 TA3I

T032	 21	 TA32

T021	 15	 TA2I

TO3I	 18

TO41	 60

* Not to be included in final version of T.E.A.P.
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The N.S. and N.N.S. means and standard deviations with regard to

each of the skill composites in the combinations of Sessions, were

tabulated in Table 5Z, page 509 above.

In Appendix 5.14 we have recorded the means and standard deviations

of various sub-groups within the population according to background

variables we were able to collect information on through the Back-

ground Details Questionnaire. Although some of the comparison groups

are small and some of the findings inconclusive, these data do shed

some interesting light on the performance of certain sub-groups in

the test tasks. The data are considered briefly below.

Age (v. Table 5LLLL, p. 1186)

It is interesting to note that it is the younger age groups that

often achieve the highest scores in the various skill composites in

the single Sessions and combinations of Sessions. This is perhaps

due to the fact that these students, especially undergraduates, are

often likely to have obtained qualifications in English language

prior to embarking on their courses of study (cf. Chaplen 1970 and

Morrison 1974).

There does not seem to be an increasing command of English conimensu-

rate with an increase in age for our test population.

Sex (v. Table 5MMMM, p.II87)

Without exception the females performed better as a group than the

males in every skill and in every Session or combination of Sessions.

As Davies (1965, p.205) pointed out, this is perhaps to be expected:

••• because education for women is at a premium in many
countries which send large numbers of students to
Britain and the women who achieve that education are
accordingly highly selected."

The size of the standard deviations indicate that a number of the

women could have serious problems, though, in general, these

standard deviations are lower than those for the male groups.
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Language Grouping (v. Table 5NNNN, p.1188)

On the whole, the Germanic group came out best on this evidence with

the Semitic group doing particularly badly as compared with any

other group, in all skills (v. Sen 1970). This finding indicates

that institutions should be aware of the serious language problems

that applicants from the Middle East Semitic group may have.

The wide ability range in lots of these other groupings indicates

that some of the students even in these groups may need as much

attention as those in the Semitic group appear to.

Length of Time Spent in Britain Cv. Table 5PPPP, p.1190)

The group who had been in Britain less than two months performed

second only to the group who had been here for over three years. It

is possible the former group, who had only just arrived, had been

exempted from pre-sessional language courses or introductory years

due to their already proven language ability. Those who have been

here for three years are better than the other three groups, particu-

larly as regards listening comprehension. It would have been

surprising if this had not been so. This finding might be interpreted

therefore as indirect evidence of T.E.A.P.'s validity. The

differences between the two middle groups are not as clear cut.

Amount of Time Spent Outside of Class with People who Speak

English (v. Table 5QQQQ, p.1191)

Again the expected pattern emerges. In general the greater amount

of time spent outside of class with people who speak English, the

higher the mean score obtained. This is particularly true of

listening where one would expect increased interaction with native

speakers to have an effect on listening and only to a lesser extent

on reading. Again the findings might be taken as evidence of the

validity of the test.

Number of Years Spent Learning English in Language Classes in

Their Own Countries (v. Table 5RRRR, p.1192)

No totally consistent patterning is in evidence here. One might

tentatively suggest that the group which has spent 12+ years are, on
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balance, likely to do better than those who have spent up to two

years and in most cases better than those who havespent three to

five years or six to eight years. The difference between the nine

to eleven and twelve plus groups is not so regular. However, the

large standard deviations in the twelve plus years group would

advise caution as there is evidence that some candidates, even with

a substantial number of years of being taught English in language

classes abroad fall well below the N.N.S. mean for the whole

population. One, of course, has no idea of the standards of language

tuition in many of the countries our population originates from and

this would clearly affect the relevance of this variable.

Number of Years Spent Learning English in Language Classes

in Britain (v. Table 5SSSS, p.1193)

The picture is more consistent here as one would have expected.

Recognised language schools in Britain on the whole might be expected

to provide more effective tuition than some schools abroad, if only

in their use of trained N.S. as against N.N.S. speakers as teachers

and the very presence of the candidates in an English speaking

environment would obviously help in the process. At the risk of

generalisation it seems from these data that the more language

tuition the better the scores attained. Again this might be taken

as evidence of the validity of our test.

Previous Experience of Learning a Subject Through

English (v. Tab1e5TTTT, p.1194)

On the whole those who had previously been taught a subject in

English did better than those who had not. The exceptions to this

all occur in the reading scores. It is perfectly conceivable that

students may have been taught a subject in their native language and

yet had to read texts in English. Thus, though their reading skills

in English may have been developed, there may have been no need to

write or listen in English.
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Amount of Previous Education Conducted Through

English Medium (v. Table 5UtJIJU, p.1195)

The particularly low n's in many of the sub-groups make comparisons

difficult here.

Previous Need to Read Books in Their Subject Areas

(v. Table 5VVVV, p.1196)

The n's in the 'never' column are too small to be worth considering.

The pattern clearly emerges from the rest of these data that previous

reading in English in the subject area has a positive effect on the

scores achieved in reading, listening and writing, but that the

effect is most noticeable on the reading sub-tests and may be adduced

as evidence of the validity of the T.E.A.P. reading constructs.

To examine further what effect these variables were having on

various skill composites, we calculated Pearson product moment

correlation coefficients between background variables and test scores.

The results of this exercise are tabulated in Table 5LLbelow.

The negative correlations between variable 5 (age and test scores)

is to be explained by the fact that proficiency for our sample does

not correlate at all well with age, although the statistically

significant negative correlation for the TO + TB group is surprising

and warrants further investigation. Indeed, the explanation for

this may be found in the generally lower language ability of many of

the post-graduates in our sample, many of whom were attending pre-

sessional courses.
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Variables 8 (amount of time spent outside of class with people who

speak English) and 10 (amount of language tuition in Britain)

correlate slightly higher with task scores than do the other back-

ground variables for the TO + TA group, with variable 10 doing so

also for the TO + TB group. As is clear from the summary data on

means and standard deviations inAppendix 5.14, pages 118&-1196, the

generally low correlations are probably accounted for, at least in

part, by the imprecise nature of the data collected on these

background variables. The comparatively high incidence of non-

significant correlation coefficients suggests that this is so. The

suggestion that many of these background variables are totally

uncorrelated with language proficiency is implausible. Even those

correlations which are significant offer only very slight evidence

of the validity of T.E.A.P.
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5.7 SETTING GRADE BOUNDARIES

5.7.1 Introduction

As mentioned earlier (p.508),.oncethe test becomes operational it is

intended to issue candidates' results in the form of a profile on

each of the three study modes: reading, writing and listening. In

each study mode candidates' performances are to be reported in terms

of the five grades listed below.

IV Proficiency in the study mode approaching that of native

speaker tertiary level contemporaries; a limited number of

weaknesses may be evident, but not sufficient to hamper

academic progress seriously.

III Moderate proficiency; some weaknesses which could affect

performance in the study mode; some remedial language tuition

would be helpful.

II Limited proficiency; considerable weaknesses affecting

performance in the study mode; some remedial language tuition

is necessary.

I	 Elementary language level; a large number of weaknesses are

evident in performance in the study mode; these could

seriausly hamper academic progress; considerable remedial

language tuition would probably be needed.

0	 Beginner language level; almost no proficiency; cannot cope

at all in the study mode; needs long-term language tuition

before starting an academic course of study.

These grades were arrived at after extensive discussion with the

Project Working Party and with groups of A.R.E.L.S. teachers.

Methods of determining the grades are to be investigated and the

grades themselves may be revised in the light of attempts to apply

them operationally in the September 1983 piloting of the test.
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The use of five grades implies that four boundaries (IV/III, Ill/Il,

Il/I and I/O) must be fixed for each study mode. A number of ways

of doing this are discussed below.

The investigation of the approaches to the problems of fixing grade

boundaries was carried out in co-operation with Mr. M.J. Cresswell

of the Board's Research and Statistics Division (v. Cresswell 1983).

The work reported in this section owes a great deal to his efforts.

Two approaches that might be adopted for setting grade boundaries

when T.E.A.P. becomes operational are described in detail. We could

ask specialists in the field to make a posteriori judgetnents based

on the performance of groups of candidates or to make a priori

judgements about test content. We consider both of these approaches

in turn.

5.7.2 Judgements about Groups of Candidates

This approach involves allocating candidates to the various grades

using data other than their test scores and then determining the

scores which, when used as grade boundaries, produce the lowest

number of errors of classification. To establish the IV/III

boundary, for example, we would look for the score which was

exceeded by most candidates classified as grade IV according to the

external criterion (v. Zieky et al. 1977).

Two procedures could be employed for this purpose. First, a scrutiny

of examination scripts could provide information on the basis of

which candidates could be classified into grades. This is the usual

method employed by examination boards to establish grade boundaries

in G.C.E. '0' and 'A' level examinations. Judges, however, may find

it difficult to classify candidates into grades for proficiency in

reading and listening by this method, because of the more discrete

nature of the items of measurement that collectively are taken to

constitute these abilities. Experience in the G.C.E. field suggests

that judges find it easier to classify essay papers into grades than

they do short answer or multiple choice papers. A second procedure

that might be used in making judgements about groups of candidates
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would be to employ completely independent data, such as teachers'

estimates.

In the first of these methods candidates' scripts are examined by a

group of judges who then use these to identify the grade boundaries.

For example, in fixing the IV/III boundary the judges would identify

two groups of scripts: in the first group minimally qualified

candidates with a limited number of weaknesses which are almost, but

not quite, "sufficient to hamper academic progress seriously" and in

the second group candidates who just fell short of this standard.

Cresswell (1983) pointed out that ideally the lowest score in the

first group and the highest in the second would be adjacent marks

(e.g. 65% and 64% respectively). In practice, though, this is

unlikely to occur and the mid-point of a range of uncertainty over

which judges might disagree between the two marks would normally

be taken as the best estimate of the required grade boundary. For

example, if the lowest mark in the grade IV group was 65% and the

highest in the grade III group was 60%, then the IV/III boundary

would be fixed at 63%/62%.

One final point concerning this method relates to the reference in

the description of grade IV to native speakers. In the pre-test

native speakers had a mean score of about 80% and a standard

deviation of about 10% on each of the reading, writing and listening

tests (v. Table 5Z, p.509). In determining the IV/III boundary,

judges might therefore reasonably begin by considering scripts with

less than about 70% of the available marks in each study mode.

(Note that a IV/III boundary above 707. would have to be viewed with

suspicion, whatever method gave rise to it, because a sizeable

proportion of native speakers would thereby be given grade III.)

In the second method E.F.L. specialists associated with the students

taking part in the piloting of the test will be asked to classify

their candidates into the five grades according to the descriptions

given earlier. The distributions of scores for the five groups of

candidates will then be plotted and, ideally, would resemble

Figure 5.1 below. Grade boundaries drawn at the points indicated

would mean that, at each boundary, a minimum number of candidates may

have been misclassified.
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FIGURE 5.1

DRAWING GRADE BOUNDARIES ON THE BASIS OF TEST SCORES

,.,raue nounciaries

TEST SCORE

It had been hoped that analyses of this type could be successfully

employed with the teachers' estimates gathered during the pre-tests,

but the results proved to be disappointing for two reasons (v.

Cresswell 1983). First, the sample sizes were very small and the

teachers indicated that most students were in the upper grades. The

result of these two factors was that little information was available

about either the 0/I or I/Il boundary. Secondly, there was often

substantial overlap between the distributions for adjacent grade

groups and this implies a substantial number of misclassifications

wherever the boundaries are positioned. The explanation for the

overlaps between the distributions lies with the level of correlation

found between the teachers' estimates and the test scores. The

extent to which the observed correlations have been reduced by

unreliability, either in the teachers' estimates or the test scores,

cannot be evaluated. The equivocal results of this exercise are

described in detail by Cresswell (1983). They are not reported here
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because of their inconclusive nature.

We had also hoped to make use of subject tutors' estimates of the

likelihood of students passing or failing their courses, but so few

tutors thought their students would fail that we were unable to

proceed with this line of enquiry.

5.7.3 JudgementsofTest Content

Another possible approach we might adopt involves making direct

judgements on test content. Cresswell (1983) describes several

methods that are available for converting these judgements into

scores on 'discrete' item tests, such as the short answer listening

and reading comprehension tasks in T.E.A.P. (v. Angoff 1971). In

the writing tasks in T.E.A.P., judges will have to be asked to make

their evaluations directly in terms of the criteria for assessment.

Fundamental to this content-based method of setting grade boundaries

is the notion of the minimally qualified candidate. A group of

examiners will be asked to attempt to form a mental picture of the

abilities and achievements of candidates who are just barely above

each of the boundaries with which they are concerned. For example,

the definition of the top grade (v. p.538 above) contains a

reference to "a limited number of weaknesses ... but not sufficient

to hamper academic progress seriously", they must decide when the

"number of weaknesses" is almost, but not quite large enough to

"hamper academic progress seriously". At that point, they are

thinking of a minimally qualified candidate in the top grade.

The group of examiners will be asked to apply their conceptions of

minimally qualified candidates to each item in the test in turn and

to indicate how likely such a candidate is to answer each item

correctly. The sum of the probabilities for all the items in a

particular skill composite would then form the boundary for the

particular grades concerned.
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Since the extended writing tasks (Toll, T032, TA31 and TB3I) do not

consist of a large number of discrete items, it will be necessary for

the judges to work directly with the assessment criteria for this

study mode. Each of the criteria is marked on a 0-3 scale (v. p.457

above) and the judges will be asked, for example, to indicate how

many criteria would be met above the 2 level by candidates whose

weaknesses were just "not sufficient to hamper academic progress".

The answers to questions of this sort would define the grade

boundaries.

Like the previous one, this procedure is fundamentally subjective

and different judges are likely both to have different conceptions

of the minimally qualified candidates and to interpret these

differently in terms of the test material. In addition, it is likely

that no individual judge will be entirely self-consistent in his own

conception or interpretation of minimal qualifications. However,

the aim is to use a number of judges, initially making a number of

decisions independently of each other, so that the effect of these

inconsistencies is diminished and an acceptable compromise emerges.

A meeting will then be held to reconcile any major differences of

opinion which may be present.

The use of norm-referenced methods of determining grade boundaries

for T.E.A.P. were rejected at this stage on the grounds, inter alia,

that maintaining the same standard would be difficult from test

occasion to test occasion, notwithstanding the arbitrary nature of

the initial decision about the proportion of candidates in the

various grades (v. Houston 1983).

5.7.4 Maintaining Grade Boundaries

Cresswell (1983) has also pointed to the further problem of main-

taming grade boundaries at comparable levels in future operational

versions of T.E.A.P. So far, we have only addressed ourselves to

the problem of establishing grade boundaries on a single occasion.

As new versions of T.E.A.P. are to be administered every year, we have

to ensure that the grade boundaries in successive years represent the

same levels of performance. Statistical methods for equating the
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scores on successive forms of the test could be employed, but this

would normally involve a random sample of each year's candidates

taking two forms of the test. Since each version of the test lasts

about five hours, it seems unlikely that candidates and their

teachers would be willing to be involved in an additional five hours

of testing solely for the Board's equating purposes. However,

because the test is to remain closed even after it has been

administered, an alternative strategy may be possible.

Statistical equating techniques can be used when two forms of a test

have common sections and with a closed test it would be possible to

include certain tasks from earlier versions of the test. Statistical

equating of the two forms would then be theoretically possible.

A third way of maintaining the equivalence of boundary performance

levels across years is to ask judges to scrutinise test content,

candidates' responses or both, in order to determine which scores on

the new form of the tests are equivalent to the scores at the grade

boundaries on the previous form. This is seen as being the principal

means of maintaining the grade boundaries at fixed performance levels

in the first few years of the test. It would be easier to apply

judgements in this way rather than fix the boundaries anew every

time by employing one of the methods for this described above, since

the necessarily complex and highly subjective judgements involved may

be easier to make on a comparative basis.

5.7.5 Future Grade Awarding

The final version of T.E.A.P. is to be piloted in late September 1983

which will present an ideal opportunity to establish grade boundaries.

The methods discussed above are difficult to choose between on

theoretical grounds and we need experience of applying them to

T.E.A.P. before an informed choice can be made. It is proposed that

we should try out each of the methods in this pilot examination so

that the grade boundaries may be fixed as precisely as possible

before the first operational administration of the test planned for

May 1984. The onus on those determining grade boundaries for

subsequent versions of T.E.A.P. would be to maintain the grade

boundary performance levels established at that time.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

At the outset we identified three broad discipline areas in which

the majority of N.N.S. students, coming to Britain to study at

institutions of further and higher education, are likely to enrol

from year to year. We examined the nature of the problems other

writers had suggested these students faced and discussed the place

of language proficiency in relation to other variables affecting

academic progress. Though language was by no means the sole

determinant of academic success, we argued that its importance

justified attempts at producing an instrument to reveal any

deficiencies the N.N.S. group might have in this respect.

We next examined the concepts underlying language test construction

and emphasised our concern with the a priori validation of test

tasks whilst recognising the need for external validation and the

importance of making our tests as reliable as possible. Our concern

was with the content validity of tests as well as with their

prognostic value. It was our contention that a posteriori validation

was a necessary but not sufficient procedure of test construction.

A priori validation of test tasks especially in terms of a concern

for content validity was seen as equally essential for testing within

a more 'communicative' paradigm, especially as the test results were

to be used for informing those responsible for remedial language

teaching about the extent of any weaknesses in various

macro-skills as well as enabling administrators to make decisions on

the acceptability of candidates. We also felt that it was important

that our test should have a suitable 'wash back' effect on language

teaching, i.e. that any preparation of students for our test should

reflect established good pedagogical practice in pre- and in-

sessional E.A.P. courses.

After careful examination of the various approaches to language

testing, we decided that a balanced, eclectic approach involving

both 'discrete' and integrative focuses suited our purposes best.

We took careful note of recent developments in communicative

approaches to language testing and this influenced the design of our

framework of categories for description of events and activities
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relevant to the test population, our subsequent data collection

procedures and our desire to ensure that an appropriate degree of

context was evidenced in the tasks set in the test battery.

Very little is known about the language needs and difficulties of

overseas students across discipline areas and levels. Most published

information relates to very strictly delineated groups of students

on particular courses. We on the other hand were interested in

students in three broad discipline areas studying at a variety of

levels. Given the limited resources at the disposal of those

responsible for running remedial language classes and the

heterogeneity of the students they have to deal with, remedial tutors

have by necessity to attempt to cater for what is common in terms of

activities and problems encountered among the more heavily populated

disciplines and levels. Given that the organisers of these courses

were likely to be major users of the results of our tests, we

accordingly set up a framework for establishing E.A.P. language

needs across levels and disciplines. We constructed data collection

instruments for filling out this framework, namely the observation

schedule and staff and student questionnaires. These instruments

enabled us to develop an empirically based specification of language

needs from which we could construct our Test in English for Academic

Purposes (T.E.A.P.).

Whilst much of what we established could, perhaps, have been

accomplished by sophisticated armchair speculation, we feel we have

provided future research with a firmer empirical base on which to

build than existed hitherto.

Our data collection, however, revealed areas where our test

specification framework was extremely weak. The part of our frame-

work that deals with the test dimensions of complexity and

referential and functional range, exhibits the most serious

deficiencies which it is hoped future research may improve upon. As

a result, the extent to which we were successful in devising two

part-versions of the test, TA and TB which were identical in what

they sought to test and different only in the subject context in

which it was tested, is open to doubt as the data analysis showed.
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There is a need for more precise methods for dealing with task

dimensions than the pragmatic ones used in this research. We relied

heavily on the judgement of teachers and other experts in the field

as well as on the results of small trial administrations to guide us

on the appropriacy of task dimensions in the various constructs.

Unless finer instruments are developed than these rather coarse

subjective estimates, it is difficult to see how fully parallel

versions of the test can ever be developed.

This may not be a realisable goal however. Even if we were to

develop more suitable procedures for establishing these dimensions,

the very complexity and sophistication of the measures required might

rule out their use in the design of tests which are annual events.

No examining board would contemplate lightly the extended research

that might well be necessary to ensure that texts and, for that

matter, the questions set upon them, are equivalent in terms of

complexity and functional and referential range for a certain

intended population, every time a paper is set. The preference will

probably be, as in existing G.C.E. examinations, to rely on post

examination procedures to rectify any imbalance from year to year.

In terms of that part of our framework entitled "dynamic conimunica-

tive characteristics", we would again admit to deficiencies in

realising these in T.E.A.P. because of the practical constraints

which affect test construction. The chimera of full, communicative

authenticity is just that. Without a grammar of language in use, it

will never be possible to describe fully what authentic situations

for a given population might be and even if this were ever devised,

the artificiality of the test situation would remain.

This is not to say that a limited set of generalisable "dynamic

comnunicative characteristics" of the type we have so far identified

cannot be successfully incorporated into a test framework, thereby

adding to the validity of the test operations.

It was only in terms of the general descriptive parameters that we

came close to realising our communicative framework in T.E.A.P. We

managed to incorporate reasonably representative activities, inter-

actions, settings, instrumentality and enabling skills into our
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operational test. However, practical constraints, e.g. time,

money, the imagination of the test constructor and the need for

reliability, will always temper how realistic we can make our test

events. We nevertheless constructed a methodological framework and

filled it out through empirical investigation in order to provide a

bench mark against which T.E.A.P. and tests designed for similar

purposes could be judged. We may neither wish to, nor be able to,

realise the specification completely in a test but we needed a

better picture of reality than was available to assess our own

efforts and shortcomings and to guide us in test task construction.

In a small way we hope we have made an initial contribution to

establishing what it is that we should want to test and in so doing

provided data collection instruments which future investigators can

improve upon and expand through further empirical work on the coarse

specification we have established.

It may be that no value is seen in attempting to paint such a broad

canvas again and that any future effort is best put into investigating

a small corner, e.g. a particular course at a particular institution.

For certain situations this may be an acceptable viewpoint and our

data collection instruments and methodological framework should still

provide a useful starting point for these more specific

investigations.

It does seem, however, that if E.A.P. pre-sessional and in-sessional

courses are seen to be serving a useful purpose then attempts to

improve the general description of what constitutes E.A.P. proficiency

across disciplines and levels and to construct more valid and

reliable measures for specifying a student's ability in regard to

this proficiency are worthwhile.

In our investigations of the language events and activities overseas

students have to deal with in British academic environments and the

difficulties they encounter therein, we discovered much that was

common between students of different disciplines and at different

levels. This did not remove the possibility though that the subject

content of texts employed in our test tasks might unduly affect
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performance. Whilst we attempted to take account of this in our

sampling, we were unable to produce any conclusive evidence that

students were disadvantaged by taking tests in which they had to

deal with texts other than those from their own subject area. The

case for a variety of E.S.P. tests therefore remains unproven.

Given the small numbers involved in our investigation we would,

however, advise further research through controlled experimentation

on the effect on student performance, of employing texts different

from the subject areas they are studying in, as stimuli for test

tasks.

As regards test procedures we have not produced any novel panaceas.

We have shown how various formats may be utilised for focusing on

the testing of certain enabling skills. We have also introduced the

idea of more communicative, integrated activities into a test where

listening and/or reading texts, as well as providing a stimulus for

more discrete testing of skills, are also employed as the stimulus

material for a writing test. What is clear is that 'communicative

tests' will be more difficult to construct than traditional measures.

As well as the need for greater explicitness about what it is that

one is trying to test, there are serious problems in successfully

realising these specifications in test form and in devising suitable

assessment procedures. As with all new departures, integrated,

communicative tests are at present difficult to construct, complex

to take, difficult to mark and difficult to report results on.

It is felt, however, that the methodological approach we have

advocated in this work will help to ensure a greater degree of

content and face validity for future E.A.P. tests conceived within

this paradigm. The a priori validation of test tasks is considered

as a first, but nevertheless an essential, step in test task

construction.

In retrospect we would argue that the evidence produced in the pre-

test data has also established some validity for our tests. The

performance of the N.S. group and the difference in the task means

between N.S. and N.N.S. groups and the validity of individual items

argue for the content validity of T.E.A.P. We have shown that
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there is a significant difference between the English proficiency of

overseas students in Britain and that of comparable native English

students. The factorial groupings also provide slight evidence that

our tests are measuring constructs in accordance with the labels we

had given them.

The limited amount of concurrent and predictive validity established

so far for T.E.A.P. is satisfying, but we realise the need for more

extensive, external, validation studies and it is hoped that these

will be conducted over the next few years by the examining board

working in concert with selected universities. The accumulation of

test statistics of all kinds and their storage on a computer data

base over the years from the first proper administration of the test,

should also aid future research and development of the test.

We have provided some evidence that background variables, especially

length of stay in Britain, amount of time spent outside of class with

English speakers, amount of language tuition in Britain and language

group, can have an influence on English proficiency. We have

suggested that indirectly some of these data also lend support for

the validity of T.E.A.P.

By employing a balance of 'discrete point', integrative and

integrated tasks in our test battery, we feel that both the validity

and reliability of our proficiency test was enhanced. The

reliability coefficients obtained from the reading and listening

composites were quite encouraging, though those for writing are in

need of some improvement. A considerable degree of context can be

built into a test if due care is taken in observing the a priori

validation procedures we have designed and followed through. Whilst

'authenticity' is an unattainable goal in language testing a

'realistic' context is not. We have demonstrated that we no longer

have to rely solely on a test of linguistic competence which, though

reliable, may be lacking in validity. We believe that future

research and development along the lines we have established will

provide ways of building even more validity into our test measures

without any unacceptable loss of reliability or efficiency.
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We have shown that integrative measures such as doze and dictation,

though reliable and indirectly valid measures in their own right,

are not on their own sufficient indicators of a student's E.A.P.

proficiency. Factor analysis demonstrated that, though there is one

main factor underlying performance in our tests, it does leave a lot

of the variance unaccounted for. The Varimax rotations provided

some slight evidence that tasks of comprehension and production

exhibit different factor loadings. The research reported lends some

support to the limited divisibility hypothesis of language

proficiency.

As regards more specific aspects of test construction, the value of

the multiple choice format for testing reading comprehension was

brought into question. Poor correlational data from both internal

and external analysis led us to drop multiple choice tests of

reading comprehension from our final battery. Practical difficulty

in constructing items and the lower content validity of the format

also encouraged us in this direction. Limitation of time and

resources had prevented us from investigating the effect on student

performance of using different formats in the various skill areas,

but it is to be hoped that future research will examine the issue of

format effect more carefully. It is a complex, vital, but

unfortunately neglected area of test construction.

The writing components of the battery did not work as well as we had

hoped. Great care was taken in developing valid, analytic criteria

for the purpose of rating the writing tasks. Though this helped

achieve quite reasonable standards of intra-marker consistency, we

feel that the inter-marker figures quoted are still capable of

improvement. Either an attempt should be made to increase the

reliability of marking by ensuring greater homogeneity of background

in the markers and putting them through more rigorous standardisa-

tion procedures, or serious consideration should be given to the

double marking of writing tasks.

There is some evidence in the factor analysis that, owing to the

integrated nature of some of the tasks where reading and/or

listening feed into writing, performance on the latter is to a
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certain extent influenced by proficiency in the other skills. The

writing scores might, therefore, be contaminated by previous

performance on listening and/or reading tasks. As these integrated

measures reflect the situation students are likely to face in the

academic context, we felt that this was acceptable. However, we do

feel that it might be advisable in the future research to be carried

out on the test to compare candidates' performance on these existing,

integrated writing tasks with performance on extended writing tasks

which are not linked in this way to other activities. These non-

integrated tasks would obviously have less face and content validity

than the ones presently employed, but the exercise might serve to

demonstrate whether there were any candidates who were being

disadvantaged by the present scheme.

We were aware that a potential problem in adopting an integrated

approach might be in determining where any breakd@wn in the process

had occurred. For this reason we included 'discrete' tests of reading

and listening comprehension in the battery. This was to enable us

to examine whether a candidate experienced problems in either of

these areas and to report on this in the profile. The question

remains for future investigation as to whether a candidate who

performs badly in these two areas might nevertheless perform

satisfactorily on writing tasks if they were of tine non-integrated

variety.

We are still not completely satisfied with many of the test tasks

in T.E.A.P. and think that they can be improved upon. We are perhaps

dissatisfied though because we are better able to see their failings

in the light of our specification and the experience gained in

establishing it. The data analyses of the pre-test results are far

from discouraging.

The present version of T.E.A.P. is certainly as valid, if not more

so, than all available alternative tests in terms of our content

specification and the reliability figures we quote for the composite

task scores are encouraging, though it is felt that both could be

improved upon. We would claim to have provided a solid base of
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empirical data for the construction of future operational versions

of T.E.A.P. which would provide, by means of individual profiles,

information on students' understanding and use of written and spoken

English in academic situations.
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